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Chapter 1
Student/Community Profile – Data and Findings
School and Community Profile
Since 1962, Leigh High School, one of five comprehensive high schools in Campbell Union High
School District (CUHSD), has prided itself on producing academic excellence. Nestled in a
residential community of mostly single family homes in the Los Gatos foothills, Leigh serves a
community of middle to upper-middle class students in the heart of Silicon Valley. Leigh is a
safe, motivating place for students to obtain an education, one that prepares them to compete at
some of the most demanding institutions of higher learning nationwide. Leigh's 1700+ students
annually score above the state and national averages on the STAR, CAHSEE, SAT, and
Advanced Placement tests. Leigh also serves a large Special Education population through its
Resource, Special Day Class, and Emotionally Disturbed programs. Maintaining an average
class size of thirty students, Leigh provides a comprehensive curriculum that includes
instructional programs designed for college-bound, Special Education, and vocational students.
Advanced Placement (AP) instruction is offered in Chemistry, English, US History, European
History, American Government, Studio Art, Spanish Language, French Language, Physics,
Biology, Calculus, and Music Theory. Leigh also offers seven honors classes: English 1-4,
World History, Biology, and Chemistry. Our AVID program (Advancement Via Individual
Determination) has been in place for over four years, so we now have four AVID classes, one
for each grade level. The Central County Occupational Center (CCOC) offers interested
students a variety of vocational training in areas such as multi-media, cosmetology, managerial
accounting, electrical maintenance, and auto body repair. All high school students in the
county’s Deaf and Hard of Hearing (Deaf/HOH) program attend classes at Leigh, some of whom
take sheltered classes with other Deaf students, but many of whom are mainstreamed into
classes with Leigh’s hearing population.
In 2006, 386 seniors were eligible for graduation from Leigh High School, 45.2% of whom met
the UC system’s A-G requirements. Of those graduates, 43% planned to attend a four-year
university, 45% planned to begin their higher education at a community college, 2% entered the
military, the job market, or a vocational school, and 10% had not made a decision about their
future plans at the time of graduation.
Over the past few years, Leigh has focused its efforts on building teachers' capacity for using
research-based strategies and students' ability to maximize those strategies. The faculty has
studied classroom instruction that works, discussed the scope and sequence of their curriculum,
developed basic benchmark assessments, started analyzing student work, and discussed
standardized test-taking strategies. Leigh has formed a Collaboration Team to identify faculty
and student needs as well as create a single focus for professional development across
campus. The team meets regularly to align the collaboration schedule with schoolwide goals
and incorporate feedback from colleagues to develop a professional development calendar.
Leigh is currently in the final stages of its building renovations, which were initiated by a ninetyfive million dollar local school bond measure passed in 1999. All playing fields and a majority of
the schools classrooms have been renovated. The administration offices, library, cafeteria,
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student quad, art classrooms, and former music classrooms are next in line for renovation.
Because Leigh High School was built in 1962, building renovations will continue until the school
is completely retrofitted for education in the twenty-first century.
Student activities beyond the classroom mirror the students’ academic performance at Leigh.
There are more than thirty clubs on campus open to all students, with meeting times during
lunch or after school, which makes it convenient for students to attend. Each club or
organization must have a constitution and must be approved by the Associated Student Body
(ASB). The ASB approves clubs that provide a service for students and that contribute to the
overall success of students at Leigh by providing them with useful and interesting activities that
help them achieve the ESLRs.
Student government is a vital part of the extra-curricular life of Leigh. The students involved are
elected by their peers and foster community amongst students and staff. A subgroup of this
organization is Leigh’s Student Congress where diverse representatives are chosen from each
second period class. These congress meetings promote discussion, planning, and publicity for
campus activities.
Leigh’s athletic program has thirty-five sports teams for girls and boys during every season and
has a strong commitment to academics as well. All athletes must maintain a 2.0 grade point
average to participate on a team. Leigh Longhorns take great pride in balancing their rigorous
academic program with competitive sports.
Parental Involvement
One of the greatest strengths of Leigh is the outstanding support and involvement of parents. In
addition to serving on the School Site Council, many parents are also involved in organizations
that directly benefit Leigh students. The Home and School Club is open to all parents and
community members and supports the school in many different ways including providing
refreshments for school events, supporting faculty with funding for classroom supplies, and
staffing the College and Career Center. This organization also provides scholarships to
graduating seniors each year. The Instrumental Music Parents Association (IMPA) is made up
of parents from all instrumental and auxiliary ensembles. This organization does a great deal of
fundraising and is crucial to the success of the outstanding music department. Center Stage is
the parent organization that supports the production of school plays. Parent coordinators assist
with all facets of production. The All-Sports Booster Club supports the athletic teams at Leigh.
These parents and community members provide concessions at football and basketball games
and help support Leigh's athletic program.
Numerous opportunities are available for parents to participate in the school program including
back-to-school nights, guidance counseling presentations, general course selection, AP
information night, financial aid, and college nights for seniors. Parents have access to many
forms of communication to keep track of their student and school events. These include the
LHS website, School Loop and Parent Corner emails, Leigh's Communication Newsletters,
Aeries Gradebook to monitor assignments and grades, and School Loop, where teachers post
daily homework assignments.
Nearly all Leigh teachers are members of the Campbell Union High School Teachers
Association (CHSTA), a union under the aegis of the California Teachers Association. CHSTA
represents teachers in collective bargaining with the district and also offers legal representation
for teachers if needed. Classified employees belong to the California School Employees
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Association (CSEA), a union that negotiates the contract and ensures that it is upheld for the
benefit of both the employees and the district.
Bell Schedules
Leigh has been on a block schedule since 1998. Most students take six classes, three blocks a
day (periods 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7). Some students take classes beyond the regular school day;
we offer a zero period every day for 50 minutes, as well as a fourth period and eighth period in
the afternoons. Students like the block schedule because it allows them more time to work on
each class’s homework, and many students take advantage of a morning tutorial period to get
extra attention from their teachers.
We hold collaboration days once every six weeks on back-to-back A/B days. Faculty meets in
the morning and students have a late-start day with slightly shorter class periods. Minimum
days occur at the end of every six-week grading period.
Regular Schedule:
A Day
0 Period
Tutorial
Period 1
Period 2
Lunch
Period 3
Period 4

Time
7:00 – 7:50
7:50 – 8:20
8:25 – 10:00
10:10 – 11:50
11:50 – 12:25
12:30 – 2:05
2:15 – 3:50

Collaboration Day Schedule:
A Day
Time
0 Period
7:00 – 7:50
Collaboration
7:50 – 9:00
Tutorial
9:00 – 9:30
Period 1
9:35 – 10:50
Period 2
11:00 – 12:15
Lunch
12:15 – 12:50
Period 3
12:55 – 2:10
Period 4
2:20 – 3:35
Minimum Day Schedule:
A Day
0 Period
Tutorial
Period 1
Period 2
Period 3
Period 4

Time
7:00 – 7:50
7:50 – 8:20
8:25 – 9:20
9:30 – 10:25
10:35 – 11:30
11:40 – 12:35

B Day
0 Period
Tutorial
Period 5
Period 6
Lunch
Period 7
Period 8

Minutes
50
30
95
100
35
95
95

B Day
0 Period
Collaboration
Tutorial
Period 5
Period 6
Lunch
Period 7
Period 8

Minutes
50
70
30
75
75
35
75
75

B Day
0 Period
Tutorial
Period 5
Period 6
Period 7
Period 8

Minutes
50
30
55
55
55
55

Average Daily Attendance (ADA)
Leigh has a very high ADA rate. ADA is tracked monthly at four week intervals beginning on the
first day of school.
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2007-2008 Average Daily Attendance
Month 1
97.86%
Month 2
96.77%
Month 3
96.23%
Month 4
95.33%
Month 5
95.68%

Vision Statement, Mission Statement, and ESLRs
During the spring of 2006, the School Site Council worked to revise the Vision and Mission
Statements. This new revision reflects the mission, vision, and goals of the district’s strategic
plan. In the spring of 2007, Home Groups involved in Leigh’s WASC Self Study further
considered the mission and vision statements and made slight changes to best reflect Leigh’s
current goals.
Vision Statement
Leigh High School is an exceptional community that fosters our students’ academic and social
needs with a supportive and professional learning environment.
Where what matters most to Faculty and Staff is:
 Motivating students to learn, become independent thinkers, and prepare for a
successful future that meets their goals and aspirations
 Sharing a passion for learning by maintaining professionalism and striving to exceed
established standards
 Support from peers and administrators
 Smaller class sizes which effectively nurture student learning
 The belief that school is a place where connections can be made for all students
Where what matters most to Parents is:
 Constructing an environment where the curriculum is creative and engaging
 Valuing, respecting, and encouraging student opinions
 Producing confident, self motivated, independent and successful students
Where what matters most to Students is:
 Being prepared for the future while still enjoying the high school experience
 Motivating students and teachers to do their best through school spirit and unity
Mission Statement
Leigh High School seeks to provide a challenging learning environment, enabling students to
exceed standards and expectations and to grow into positive, contributing citizens in a dynamic
society. To accomplish this, Leigh High School will expose students to a rigorous, meaningful,
standards-based curriculum and support their continued development through our Expected
Schoolwide Learning Results (ESLRs).
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Expected Schoolwide Learning Results
In May of 2007, teachers and administrators revised Leigh’s six-year-old ESLRs. The process
began in department Home Groups where staff reflected on the existing ESLRs, discussing
these questions:
 Why do we have ESLRs? Why are they important?
 What life skills should Leigh graduates have acquired to thrive in the world beyond high
school?
 What are the most important things (beyond curriculum-specific knowledge) I want my
students to learn by the time they graduate?
 How would I describe the ideal Leigh graduate?
 How can I take my idea of the “ideal graduate” and describe that with 4-6 expectations?
The WASC Coordinator compiled the results of Home Groups’ discussions and presented a
revision to the staff at the next faculty meeting for further feedback. One innovative suggestion
from the Social Science Home Group was to convert the ESLRs into a Leigh acronym. The
faculty embraced this change enthusiastically. Now, instead of numbered ESLRs, our ESLRs
spell “Leigh,” making our ESLRs truly our own and much easier to remember.
Leigh’s ESLRs:
Leigh students will be:
Lifelong Learners who:
 Possess the skills to continue learning beyond high school
 Are motivated to learn on their own
Effective Communicators who:
 Speak, write, and use technology to communicate well
 Work well collaboratively
Individuals of Integrity who:
 Are aware of and personally responsible for their actions
Global Participants who:
 Show respect for individual differences, global cultures, and the world around them
 Contribute positively and responsibly to their communities
High-Level Critical Thinkers who:
 Make connections between subjects
 Analyze, synthesize, apply and evaluate information
 Solve problems capably and make informed decisions

Staff Demographics
Teachers and Administrators
Leigh attracts and hires the most qualified teachers who are a good fit for the school. We have
a total of 83 teachers, some of whom teach part time, and eight administrators. Nearly 40% of
our staff members have a Master’s Degree, and a large percentage, 42.7%, have a bachelor’s
degree plus thirty additional semester units. In 2006-07, only four teachers were first-year
teachers, and ten were second-year teachers. Over 83% of our teachers have at least two
years of experience in the classroom, with the average number of years teaching at 11.9. The
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average teacher has been in the district for over nine years, and Leigh is fortunate to employ
and retain some of the most senior teachers and staff in all of the Campbell Union High School
District.
The statistics in the following table come from the CDE website and indicates that one teacher
does not have a bachelor’s degree; however, all teachers at Leigh have at least a bachelor’s
degree, and this is likely an error in the system.
Staff Education Level 2006-07

Doctorate
Master’s Degree +30
Master’s Degree
Bachelor’s Degree +30
Bachelor’s Degree
Less than Bachelor’s Degree
Total

All Certified
Staff
0 (0%)
23 (25.8%)
12 (13.5%)
38 (42.7%)
15 (16.9%)
1 (1.1%)
89

Teachers

Administrators

Pupil Services

0 (0%)
20 (24.1%)
9 (10.8%)
38 (45.8%)
15 (18.1%)
1 (1.2%)
83

0 (0%)
2 (40%)
3 (60%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
5

0 (0.0%)
1 (50%)
1 (50%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
2

Our Vice Principal is a National Board Certified teacher, and over 85% of our teachers have a
full credential, with most others working on university intern credentials. All new teachers
participate in the district’s New Teacher Project, which is staffed by three full-time experienced,
credentialed teachers who each work closely with fifteen beginning teachers across the district
to support and assess their work. All teachers are teaching within their credentialed subject
area and are highly qualified according to No Child Left Behind.
Of our eight administrators, two are male. Of the 83 teachers, about 60% are female and 40%
male. About 84% of our staff is white, about 8% is Hispanic, 4.5% is Asian, one staff member is
African American, and one staff member is Pacific Islander.
Classified Staff and Other Staff
Leigh has one confidential employee, the Principal’s Secretary, and seven classified clerical
staff members. These are the Receptionist, Registrar/Guidance Secretary, Attendance Clerk,
Health Clerk, Library Clerk, Bookroom Clerk, and School Banker. All but one are female, and
they have worked at Leigh for an average of about eight years. The district employs one
librarian who is assigned to Leigh one full day a week.
The Special Education Department works with a group of nine paraprofessionals who work as
Special Education Aides, assisting students and teachers both in Special Education classes and
in mainstream classes. All are female, eight are white, and one is Indian. All of Leigh’s aides
meet county requirements of having completed 60 college units or passed the county’s test for
Special Education Paraprofessional employment. The Special Education Department also has
five of its own therapists, all female.
Additionally, because Leigh’s campus is home to Santa Clara County’s Deaf and Hard of
Hearing Program (Deaf/HOH) for high school students, we host a staff of four teachers of the
Deaf, two of whom are Deaf themselves, three Deaf teacher aides, and fifteen sign language
interpreters. All Deaf/HOH staff members are employed by the county. The teachers teach
sheltered Deaf/HOH classes, while the interpreters assist mainstreamed Deaf/HOH students by
interpreting their classes and activities such as sports. Three of the teachers are female, one is
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male, and of the fifteen interpreters, one is male. Many interpreters have been at Leigh for
several years, including one who has been at the site since 1981.
As part of the Support Our Students (SOS) counseling program, four teen therapists work on
campus five days a week. Three are female and one is male. They come to us from The Teen
and Family Counseling Center and Almaden Valley Counseling.
To assist the deans with disciplinary matters and to ensure the safety of the campus and
students, a San Jose Police Department officer is on campus five days a week. Currently four
male officers are assigned to Leigh.
Although Leigh teachers have a high attendance rate, there are over 100 district substitutes
currently registered with the SubFinder System. Substitutes must have a bachelor’s degree and
a credential, or at least an emergency credential or 30-day permit, and they must be
fingerprinted, TB tested, and registered with the district. Our district supports “super subs,” who
are retired teachers from the district who are paid at a slightly higher daily rate. Also, Leigh has
a staff of four custodians, including a day custodian and a night supervisor who oversee
facilities services and are always on call to assist when needed.
Staff Development
Leigh teachers have been involved in several types of professional development over the past
few years. In August just before the school year began, there were two days of paid training
which focused on examining data and closing the achievement gap, Bloom’s Taxonomy and
higher order thinking skills, and effective use of local resources such as the public library. Over
sixty of our eighty-three teachers attended. Last year our instructional emphasis was on writing
across the curriculum, with additional collaboration outside the classroom to develop curriculum
guides and AP vertical teaming strategies. Specialists in writing across the curriculum and AP
vertical teaming led teachers in several valuable sessions of professional development.
Smaller scale versions of staff development occur on collaboration days and during other
scheduled meetings as teachers work in departments or small groups to help their colleagues.
Examples include SChoolPlan training for departments, School Loop and Aeries tutorials for
teachers who need training, and other curriculum-specific coaching.
Funding has allowed three departments to recently attend standards-based conferences that
supported the LEA action plan. PE teachers went to sessions on implementing the standards,
the art department flew to New York for a national art conference, and our band teacher
attended a national music conference in Chicago. In addition, five teachers in the English
department attended training sessions in the fall of 2007 on the Step Up to Writing program.

Student Demographic Data
The 2006-07 population at Leigh was about 65% white, 10% Hispanic or Latino, and 7% Asian.
All other ethnicities represented less than 2% each of the total population, except for those
reporting multiple ethnicities or no response, which represented about 17% of the population.
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Student Enrollment by Ethnicity/Race
2006-07
# of
% of
students
students
American Indian or
8
0.5
Alaska Native
Asian
119
6.9
Pacific Islander
3
0.2
Filipino
20
1.2
Hispanic or Latino
162
9.4
African American (not
29
1.7
of Hispanic origin)
White (not of Hispanic
198
63.5
origin)
Multiple Ethnicities or
291
16.8
No Response
Total Enrollment
1730

2005-06
# of
% of
students
students

2004-05
# of
% of
students
students

3

0.2

7

0.4

149
1
21
158

8.4
0.1
1.2
8.9

131
2
15
158

7.6
0.1
0.9
9.1

19

1.1

26

1.5

1187

66.8

1168

67.6

238

13.4

222

12.8

1776

1729

Enrollment is typically evenly distributed between grades, and gender distribution is always
close to 50-50:
Enrollment by Grade and Gender

Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11
Grade 12

Female
205
(47.9%)
228
(50.8%)
211
(46.9%)
183
(45.4%)

2006-07
Male
223
(52.1%)
221
(49.2%)
239
(53.1%)
220
(41.6%)

Total
428
449
450
403

Female
230
(50.1%)
218
(47.0%)
189
(44.4%)
220
(51.5%)

2005-06
Male
229
(49.9%)
246
(53.0%)
237
(55.6%)
207
(48.5%)

Total
459
464
426
427

Female
219
(46.7%)
193
(44.7%)
225
(50.4%)
192
(50.3%)

2004-05
Male
250
(53.3%)
239
(55.3%)
221
(49.6%)
190
(49.7%)

Total
469
432
446
382

According to the 2007 STAR test, Leigh has no students participating in the Free or ReducedPrice Lunch program or the Migrant Education Program. Ninety-six percent of students have
been continuously enrolled since the October 2006 CBEDS data collection (Mobility).
Leigh’s limited English Learners are mostly Redesignated Fluent English Proficient (RFEP).
Because English Learners in the district attend one of three schools other than Leigh, any EL
students at Leigh waive their rights to English Language Development (ELD) services. English
Learners in the district attend Del Mar, Westmont, or Prospect High Schools, which has special
EL programs to support them.
Language Proficiency
Total Enrollment
English Learners
Fluent-English-Proficient Students
Students Redesignated FEP

2006-07
1730
0 (0.0%)
81 (4.7%)
9 (0.0%)
12

2005-06
1776
0 (0.0%)
73 (4.1%)
4 (0.0%)

2004-05
1729
0 (0.0%)
85 (4.9%)
0 (0.0%)

About 10% of Leigh’s population is enrolled in Special Education in one of three programs:
Resource (RSP), Special Day Class (SDC), or Emotionally Disturbed (ED).
Special Education Enrollment
2007-08
108 (6.2%)
40 (2.3%)
25 (1.4%)
173 (10.0%)

Resource (RSP)
Special Day Class (SDC)
Emotionally Disturbed (ED)
Total

2006-07
118 (6.8%)
40 (2.3%)
23 (1.3%)
181 (10.2%)

2005-06
131 (7.4%)
34 (1.9%)
27 (1.5%)
192 (11.1%)

The following table on expulsions, suspensions, and truancies is striking because of the sudden
spike in the truancy rate between 2004-05 and 2005-06. In the 2005-06 school year, teachers
began using the online Aeries system to take daily attendance, no longer filling out Scantron
sheets by hand. Once this change was made, it was easier for teachers to record tardies even
after they had initially taken attendance during a class period. Tardies were recorded more
accurately, thus spiking the truancy rate.
Expulsion, Suspension, and Truancy Information
2006-07
Total Enrollment
1,730
# of Students with Unexcused Absence
750
or Tardy on 3 or More Days (Truants)
Truancy Rate
43.35%
Suspensions
87
Expulsions
14

2005-06
1,776

2004-05
1,729

820

234

46.17%
61
9

13.53%
40
10

Leigh has a very low dropout rate and an extremely high graduation rate, especially when
compared to the county as a whole:
Dropouts
2005-06
5 (1.1%)
3 (0.6%)
7 (1.6%)
10 (2.3%)
5.6
1.4

Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11
Grade 12
4-Year Derived Dropout Rate (Grades 9-12)
1-Year Dropout Rate (Grades 9-12)

2004-05
12 (2.6%)
7 (1.6%)
12 (2.7%)
9 (2.4%)
8.9
2.3

2003-04
1 (0.2%)
4 (0.8%)
6 (1.4%)
5 (1.4%)
3.8
1.0

Graduation Rate
Leigh High School
District
Santa Clara County

2005-06
94.4
87.2
86.5

2004-05
95.9
89.1
88.4

2003-04
98.0
91.0
91.7

Parents of Leigh students are highly educated. According to STAR data, the average parent
education level is 3.7, where 1 represents “not a high school graduate” and 5 represents
“graduate school.”
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Parent Education Level
Percentage with a response
Of those with a response:
Not a high school graduate
High school graduate
Some college
College graduate
Graduate school

2006-2007
95

2005-2006
96

2%
9%
31%
32%
25%

2%
10%
30%
34%
24%

Student Performance Data
API
API Growth 2004-2007
2006 Base API: 808*
2005 Base API: 773
2004 Base API: 747

2007 Growth API: 803
2006 Growth API: 789*
2005 Growth API: 773

Growth from 2006 to 2007: -5
Growth from 2005 to 2006: 16
Growth from 2004 to 2005: 26

*In March 2007, the California Department of Education recalculated all schools’ API scores in
the state. One of the things CDE factored into API was the NCLB Life Science exam that all
sophomores are required to take during STAR (independent of their lab science classes). Our
students’ scores raised our overall API score from 789 to 808.
Ranks
2006
2005
2004

Statewide Rank
9
9
9

14

Similar Schools Rank
4
4
2

Subgroup API
2007 Subgroup API

African American
(not of Hispanic
origin)
American Indian or
Alaska Native
Asian
Filipino
Hispanic or Latino
Pacific Islander
White (not of
Hispanic origin)
Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged
English Learners
Students with
Disabilities

Number
of
students
included
in 2007
API

Numerically
significant in
both years

30

No

11

No

130
23
144
2

2007
Growth

2006
Base

20062007
Growth
Target

20062007
Growth

Met
Subgroup
Growth
Target

Yes
No
Yes
No

878

880

A

-2

Yes

728

701

5

27

Yes

892

Yes

808

815

A

-7

Yes

21

No

41

No

115

No

522

Number
of
students
included
in 2006
API

Numerically
significant in
Both Years

2006
Growth

2005
Base

2005-06
Growth
Target

2005-06
Growth

Met
Subgroup
Growth
Target

24

No

8

No

124
21
138
3

Yes
No
Yes
No

882

848

A

34

Yes

675

676

1

-1

No

935

Yes

796

778

1

18

Yes

34

No

44

No

42

No

2006 Subgroup API

African American
(not of Hispanic
origin)
American Indian or
Alaska Native
Asian
Filipino
Hispanic or Latino
Pacific Islander
White (not of
Hispanic origin)
Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged
English Learners
Students with
Disabilities

516

15

2005 Subgroup API

African American
(not of Hispanic
origin)
American Indian or
Alaska Native
Asian
Filipino
Hispanic or Latino
Pacific Islander
White (not of
Hispanic origin)
Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged

Number
of
students
included
in 2005
API

Numerically
significant in
Both Years

22

No

5

No

144
13
126
3

2005
Growth

2004
Base

2004-05
Growth
Target

2004-05
Growth

Met
Subgroup
Growth
Target

Yes
No
Yes
No

848

843

A

5

Yes

676

653

2

23

Yes

934

Yes

778

749

2

29

Yes

29

No

AYP
School Overview for 2005-2007:
2006-2007
Made AYP:
Met 10 of 10 AYP criteria
Participation Rate – ELA:
Participation Rate – Math:
Percent Proficient ELA:
Percent Proficient Math:
Graduation Rate:
API – Additional Indicator for AYP:
2004-2005
Made AYP:
Participation Rate – ELA:
Participation Rate – Math:
Percent Proficient ELA:
Percent Proficient Math:
Graduation Rate:
API – Additional Indicator for AYP:

2005-2006
Made AYP:
Met 10 of 10 AYP criteria
Participation Rate – ELA:
Participation Rate – Math:
Percent Proficient ELA:
Percent Proficient Math:
Graduation Rate:
API – Additional Indicator for AYP:

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Participation Rate
2007 Participation Rate

Schoolwide
African American or Black
(not of Hispanic origin)
American Indian or
Alaska Native
Asian
Filipino
Hispanic or Latino
Pacific Islander
White (not of Hispanic
origin)
Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged
English Learners
Students With Disabilities

Enrollment First
Day of Testing
437

Number of
Students Tested
431

11

11

100

5

5

100

41
11
60
1

41
11
59
1

100
100
99
100

303

298

98

7

7

100

5
48

5
45

100
94

Enrollment First
Day of Testing
450

Number of
Students Tested
444

10

10

100

2

2

100

46
5
52
1

46
5
49
1

100
100
95
100

333

330

99

13

12

93

20
29

20
28

100
97

Rate
99

Met 2007
AYP Criteria
Yes

Yes

2006 Participation Rate

Schoolwide
African American or Black
(not of Hispanic origin)
American Indian or
Alaska Native
Asian
Filipino
Hispanic or Latino
Pacific Islander
White (not of Hispanic
origin)
Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged
English Learners
Students With Disabilities
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Rate
99

Met 2006
AYP Criteria
Yes

Yes

2005 Participation Rate

Schoolwide
African American or Black
(not of Hispanic origin)
American Indian or
Alaska Native
Asian
Filipino
Hispanic or Latino
Pacific Islander
White (not of Hispanic
origin)
Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged
English Learners
Students With Disabilities

Enrollment First
Day of Testing
431

Number of
Students Tested
421

12

10

84

3

2

67

44
5
49
1

43
5
46
1

98
100
94
100

316

313

99

12

11

92

0
54

0
54

100

Rate
98

Met 2005
AYP Criteria
Yes

Yes

Percent Proficient – Annual Measurable Objectives (AMOs)
English-Language Arts
ELA 2007 Percent Proficient – Annual Measurable Objectives (AMOs)
Number at or
Percent at or
Valid Scores
Above Proficient Above Proficient
Schoolwide
416
310
74.5
African American
or Black (not of
11
7
63.6
Hispanic origin)
American Indian or
5
--Alaska Native
Asian
39
35
89.7
Filipino
11
8
72.7
Hispanic or Latino
52
31
59.6
Pacific Islander
1
--White (not of
292
222
76.0
Hispanic origin)
Socioeconomically
5
--Disadvantaged
English Learners
4
--Students With
42
3
7.1
Disabilities
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Met 2007 AYP
Criteria
Yes

Yes

ELA 2006 Percent Proficient – Annual Measurable Objectives (AMOs)
Number at or
Percent at or
Valid Scores
Above Proficient Above Proficient
Schoolwide
439
340
77.4
African American
or Black (not of
10
--Hispanic origin)
American Indian or
2
--Alaska Native
Asian
45
41
91.1
Filipino
5
--Hispanic or Latino
49
26
53.1
Pacific Islander
1
--White (not of
326
258
79.1
Hispanic origin)
Socioeconomically
12
4
33.3
Disadvantaged
English Learners
20
12
60.0
Students With
27
1
3.7
Disabilities

ELA 2005 Percent Proficient – Annual Measurable Objectives (AMOs)
Number at or
Percent at or
Valid Scores
Above Proficient Above Proficient
Schoolwide
405
305
75.3
African American
or Black (not of
10
--Hispanic origin)
American Indian or
1
--Alaska Native
Asian
40
30
75.0
Filipino
5
--Hispanic or Latino
42
26
61.9
Pacific Islander
1
--White (not of
306
238
77.8
Hispanic origin)
Socioeconomically
11
5
45.5
Disadvantaged
English Learners
0
--Students With
53
13
24.5
Disabilities
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Met 2006 AYP
Criteria
Yes

Yes

Met 2005 AYP
Criteria
Yes

Yes

Mathematics
Mathematics 2007 Percent Proficient – Annual Measurable Objectives (AMOs)
Number at or
Percent at or
Valid Scores
Above Proficient Above Proficient
Schoolwide
416
319
76.7
African American
or Black (not of
11
6
54.5
Hispanic origin)
American Indian or
5
--Alaska Native
Asian
39
36
92.3
Filipino
11
8
72.7
Hispanic or Latino
52
35
67.3
Pacific Islander
1
--White (not of
292
227
77.7
Hispanic origin)
Socioeconomically
5
--Disadvantaged
English Learners
4
--Students With
44
7
15.9
Disabilities

Mathematics 2006 Percent Proficient – Annual Measurable Objectives (AMOs)
Number at or
Percent at or
Valid Scores
Above Proficient Above Proficient
Schoolwide
443
323
72.9
African American
or Black (not of
10
--Hispanic origin)
American Indian or
2
--Alaska Native
Asian
45
40
88.9
Filipino
5
--Hispanic or Latino
51
20
39.2
Pacific Islander
1
--White (not of
328
252
76.8
Hispanic origin)
Socioeconomically
13
2
15.4
Disadvantaged
English Learners
20
12
60.0
Students With
28
1
3.6
Disabilities
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Met 2007 AYP
Criteria
Yes

Yes

Met 2006 AYP
Criteria
Yes

Yes

Mathematics 2005 Percent Proficient – Annual Measurable Objectives (AMOs)
Number at or
Percent at or
Valid Scores
Above Proficient Above Proficient
Schoolwide
408
284
69.6
African American
or Black (not of
11
5
45.5
Hispanic origin)
American Indian or
1
--Alaska Native
Asian
40
32
80.0
Filipino
5
0
-Hispanic or Latino
42
17
40.5
Pacific Islander
1
0
-White (not of
308
224
72.7
Hispanic origin)
Socioeconomically
11
6
54.5
Disadvantaged
English Learners
0
0
-Students With
53
7
13.2
Disabilities

Met 2005 AYP
Criteria
Yes

Yes

California Standards Test (CST)
The CSTs for mathematics, science tests, and World History are aligned with the courses the
students completed or will complete by the end of the school year. The “EOC” column
summarizes the results for all students within the school who took each course/disciplinespecific test. The “Mean Scale Score” is the arithmetic mean or average of the scale scores for
all students who took content-specific CSTs without modifications. The scale scores for each
grade and subject area range between 150 (low) to 600 (high). Scale scores are used to
equate the CSTs from year to year and to determine the performance levels. While the average
number of questions answered correctly should not be compared from year to year, scale
scores and the percentage of students scoring at each performance level may be compared
within each grade level and subject area (e.g., ninth grade 2006 to ninth grade 2007).
2007 Results
CST English-Language Arts
Grade 9
Students Tested
421
% of Enrollment
99.5
Mean Scale Score
380.4
% Advanced
42
% Proficient
32
% Basic
18
% Below Basic
5
% Far Below Basic
4

Grade 10
438
99.1
361.5
28
36
20
10
6

21

Grade 11
435
99.3
362.1
29
29
21
11
10

EOC

CST General Mathematics
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

Grade 9
30
7.1
271.1
0
0
13
47
40

Grade 10

Grade 11

Grade 9
213
50.4
323.3
0
28
37
29
6

Grade 10
71
16.1
285.7
0
6
24
52
18

Grade 11
15
3.4
266.9
0
0
13
53
33

Grade 9
160
37.8
368.8
22
35
33
9
1

Grade 10
182
41.2
300.5
0
10
45
37
9

Grade 11
65
14.8
273.5
0
6
17
52
25

Grade 9

Grade 10

Grade 11
2
0.5
*
*
*
*
*
*

EOC
30
271.1
0
0
13
47
40

CST Algebra 1
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

EOC
299
311.5
0
21
32
36
10

CST Geometry
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

EOC
407
323.0
9
19
36
29
8

CST Integrated Math 2
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic
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EOC
2
*
*
*
*
*
*

CST Algebra 2
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

Grade 9
11
2.6
433.2
45
55
0
0
0

Grade 10
145
32.8
367.5
18
48
23
9
1

CST Summative High School Mathematics (Grade 9-11)
Grade 9
Grade 10
Students Tested
1
10
% of Enrollment
0.2
2.3
Mean Scale Score
*
*
% Advanced
*
*
% Proficient
*
*
% Basic
*
*
% Below Basic
*
*
% Far Below Basic
*
*

Grade 11
189
43.2
296.3
1
16
25
41
17

Grade 11
106
24.2
380.9
25
49
16
9
1

EOC
345
330/6
9
31
24
26
10

EOC
117
383.5
27
46
16
9
2

CST World History
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

Grade 9
4
0.9
*
*
*
*
*
*

Grade 10
438
99.1
360.1
27
29
24
8
12

Grade 11
4
0.9
*
*
*
*
*
*

Grade 9

Grade 10

Grade 11
436
99.5
347.1
18
29
29
14
10

EOC
446
359.2
26
29
24
8
12

CST US History
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

23

EOC

CST Science – Grade 10 Life Science
Grade 9
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

Grade 10
437
98.9
361.1
28
32
22
9
8

Grade 11

EOC

CST Biology/Life Sciences
Grade 9
Students Tested
188
% of Enrollment
44.4
Mean Scale Score
387.8
% Advanced
43
% Proficient
38
% Basic
16
% Below Basic
3
% Far Below Basic
1

Grade 10
297
67.2
360.3
23
35
30
8
4

Grade 11
51
11.6
384.8
41
29
14
14
2

EOC
536

Grade 10
92
20.8
372.1
32
34
32
3
0

Grade 11
208
47.5
344.9
13
29
43
6
9

Grade 10
1
0.2
*
*
*
*
*
*

Grade 11
94
21.5
338.2
17
13
44
19
7

372.3
32
36
24
7
2

CST Chemistry
Grade 9
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

EOC
300
353.2
19
30
40
5
6

CST Physics
Grade 9
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

24

EOC
95
339.9
18
13
43
19
7

2006 Results
CST English-Language Arts
Grade 9
Students Tested
444
% of Enrollment
99.6
Mean Scale Score
377.1
% Advanced
39
% Proficient
32
% Basic
17
% Below Basic
8
% Far Below Basic
4

Grade 10
443
98.7
367.0
36
28
22
8
7

Grade 11
402
99.0
359.9
33
27
22
10
10

EOC

Grade 9
39
8.7
282.0
0
5
15
64
15

Grade 10

Grade 11

EOC
39

Grade 9
241
54.0
326.3
2
30
39
23
6

Grade 10
75
16.7
298.2
0
17
27
40
16

Grade 11
17
4.2
268.8
0
0
29
29
41

Grade 9
147
33.0
376.0
19
48
29
4
0

Grade 10
210
46.8
305.7
2
13
38
39
8

Grade 11
73
18.0
291.8
1
8
29
49
12

CST General Mathematics
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

282.0
0
5
15
64
15

CST Algebra 1
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

EOC
333
317.0
1
26
36
27
10

CST Geometry
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

25

EOC
430
327.4
8
24
33
29
6

CST Algebra 2
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

Grade 9
10
2.2
*
*
*
*
*
*

Grade 10
121
26.9
372.6
20
47
24
7
2

CST Summative High School Mathematics (Grade 9-11)
Grade 9
Grade 10
Students Tested
12
% of Enrollment
2.7
Mean Scale Score
375.1
% Advanced
25
% Proficient
33
% Basic
25
% Below Basic
17
% Far Below Basic
0

Grade 11
127
31.3
294.6
2
8
31
39
20

EOC
258
337.6
13
27
27
22
11

Grade 11
111
27.3
363.8
14
40
36
10
0

EOC
123
364.9
15
39
35
11
0

CST World History
Grade 9

Grade 10
443
98.7
365.0
30
25
26
7
12

Grade 11

EOC

Grade 9

Grade 10

Grade 11
402
99.0
354.9
23
30
26
12
9

EOC

Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

CST US History
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

26

CST Science – Grade 10 Life Science
Grade 9
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

Grade 10
443
98.7
359.3
24
35
25
10
6

Grade 11

EOC

CST Biology/Life Sciences
Grade 9
Students Tested
102
% of Enrollment
22.9
Mean Scale Score
381.9
% Advanced
38
% Proficient
39
% Basic
23
% Below Basic
0
% Far Below Basic
0

Grade 10
224
49.9
359.3
21
36
38
5
1

Grade 11
45
11.1
359.6
29
24
33
11
2

EOC
371

Grade 9
1
0.2
*
*
*
*
*
*

Grade 10
67
14.9
372.0
36
33
28
1
1

Grade 11
178
43.8
346.1
10
39
40
7
4

Grade 9
70
15.7
358.0
19
37
41
3
0

Grade 10
1
0.2
*
*
*
*
*
*

Grade 11

365.6
26
35
33
4
1

CST Chemistry
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

EOC
246
353.0
17
37
37
5
4

CST Earth Science
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic
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EOC
71
358.5
18
38
41
3
0

CST Physics
Grade 9
1
0.2
*
*
*
*
*
*

Grade 10
3
0.7
*
*
*
*
*
*

Grade 11
40
9.9
370.3
33
28
33
5
3

CST English-Language Arts
Grade 9
Students Tested
457
% of Enrollment
99.6
Mean Scale Score
376.6
% Advanced
39
% Proficient
31
% Basic
19
% Below Basic
7
% Far Below Basic
4

Grade 10
419
97.7
358.3
28
29
25
10
7

Grade 11
415
97.4
351.8
23
34
22
12
10

EOC

Grade 9
11
2.4
262.6
0
0
0
64
36

Grade 10

Grade 11

EOC
11

Grade 9
266
58.0
323.2
0
23
51
23
4

Grade 10
117
27.3
290.7
1
7
31
42
20

Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

EOC
44
367.2
30
30
32
7
2

2005 Results

CST General Mathematics
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

262.6
0
0
0
64
36

CST Algebra 1
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic
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Grade 11
33
7.7
287.8
0
6
30
55
9

EOC
416
311.2
0
17
44
31
9

CST Geometry
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

Grade 9
129
28.1
395.1
36
43
17
3
1

Grade 10
151
35.2
317.1
2
17
46
32
3

Grade 11
67
15.7
291.8
4
6
28
40
21

EOC
347

Grade 9

Grade 10

Grade 11
2
0.5
*
*
*
*
*
*

EOC
2

Grade 11
158
37.1
302.5
3
13
32
35
18

EOC
279

341.2
15
25
32
23
5

CST Integrated Math 2
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

*
*
*
*
*
*

CST Algebra 2
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

Grade 9
9
2.0
*
*
*
*
*
*

Grade 10
112
26.1
356.3
13
41
36
8
3

CST Summative High School Mathematics (Grade 9-11)
Grade 9
Grade 10
Students Tested
1
8
% of Enrollment
0.2
1.9
Mean Scale Score
*
*
% Advanced
*
*
% Proficient
*
*
% Basic
*
*
% Below Basic
*
*
% Far Below Basic
*
*
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Grade 11
92
21.6
356.8
10
41
41
9
0

327.3
7
27
33
23
11

EOC
101
359.0
11
43
37
9
0

CST World History
Grade 9

Grade 10
417
97.2
355.0
29
26
24
6
15

Grade 11

EOC

Grade 9

Grade 10

Grade 11
413
96.9
354.4
22
35
23
12
8

EOC

CST Biology/Life Sciences
Grade 9
Students Tested
81
% of Enrollment
17.6
Mean Scale Score
385.8
% Advanced
36
% Proficient
43
% Basic
21
% Below Basic
0
% Far Below Basic
0

Grade 10
221
51.5
363.0
18
48
29
5
1

Grade 11
20
4.7
409.8
60
25
10
5
0

EOC
322

Grade 10
25
5.8
375.3
24
48
28
0
0

Grade 11
220
51.6
333.6
7
30
40
18
6

Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

CST US History
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

371.6
25
45
26
3
1

CST Chemistry
Grade 9
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

30

EOC
245
337.8
9
31
39
16
5

CST Earth Science
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

Grade 9
98
21.4
354.1
21
32
33
7
7

Grade 10

Grade 9
1
0.2
*
*
*
*
*
*

Grade 10

Grade 11

EOC
98
354.1
21
32
33
7
7

CST Physics
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

Grade 11
26
6.1
371.7
23
42
35
0
0

EOC
27
371.1
22
44
33
0
0

California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE)
English-Language Arts (ELA)
2007 – 10th Grade CAHSEE Results – ELA

All students
Male
Female
American Indian
or Alaska Native
Asian
Pacific Islander
Filipino
Hispanic or Latino
African American
or Black
White
Special Education
Students

# Tested

# Passed

%
Passed

434
208
226

397
185
212

91%
89%
94%

37
23
14

9%
11%
6%

Mean
Scaled
Score
398
392
404

5

--

--

--

--

--

41
1
11
60

40
-10
48

98%
-91%
80%

1
-1
12

2%
-9%
20%

412
-401
383

11

10

91%

1

9%

386

300

279

93%

21

7%

400

45

18

40%

27

60%

342

31

# Not
Passed

% Not
Passed

2006 – 10th Grade CAHSEE Results – ELA

All students
Male
Female
American Indian
or Alaska Native
Asian
Pacific Islander
Filipino
Hispanic or Latino
African American
or Black
White
Special Education
Students

# Tested

# Passed

%
Passed

# Not
Passed

% Not
Passed

445
237
208

414
213
201

93%
90%
97%

31
24
7

7%
10%
3%

Mean
Scaled
Score
402
497
408

2

--

--

--

--

--

47
1
5
49

45
--37

96%
--76%

2
--12

4%
--24%

412
--377

10

--

--

--

--

--

330

313

95%

17

5%

405

28

6

21%

22

79%

334

# Not
Passed

% Not
Passed

2005 – 10th Grade CAHSEE Results – ELA

All students
Male
Female
American Indian
or Alaska Native
Asian
Pacific Islander
Filipino
Hispanic or Latino
African American
or Black
White
Special Education
Students

# Tested

# Passed

%
Passed

423
235
188

390
212
178

92%
90%
95%

33
23
10

8%
10%
5%

Mean
Scaled
Score
400
394
408

2

--

--

--

--

--

43
1
5
46

41
--41

95%
--89%

2
--5

5%
--11%

405
--385

10

--

--

--

--

--

315

290

92%

25

8%

402

56

35

63%

21

38%

356
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Mathematics
2007 – 10th Grade CAHSEE Results – Mathematics

All students
Male
Female
American Indian
or Alaska Native
Asian
Pacific Islander
Filipino
Hispanic or Latino
African American
or Black
White
Special Education
Students

# Tested

# Passed

%
Passed

# Not
Passed

% Not
Passed

424
202
222

381
183
198

90%
91%
89%

43%
19
24

10%
9%
11%

Mean
Scaled
Score
404
406
402

5

--

--

--

--

--

40
1
11
58

39
-10
49

98%
-91%
84%

1
-1
9

3%
-9%
16%

428
-407
387

10

--

--

--

--

--

294

267

91%

27

9%

405

41

16

39%

25

61%

351

2006 – 10th Grade CAHSEE Results – Mathematics

All students
Male
Female
American Indian
or Alaska Native
Asian
Pacific Islander
Filipino
Hispanic or Latino
African American
or Black
White
Special Education
Students

# Tested

# Passed

%
Passed

# Not
Passed

% Not
Passed

446
238
208

413
217
196

93%
91%
94%

33
21
12

7%
9%
6%

Mean
Scaled
Score
403
403
402

2

--

--

--

--

--

47
1
5
49

47
--38

100%
--78%

0
--11

0%
--22%

426
--371

10

--

--

--

--

--

331

310

94%

21

6%

405

26

6

23%

20

77%

340
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2005 – 10th Grade CAHSEE Results – Mathematics
# Tested

# Passed

%
Passed

# Not
Passed

% Not
Passed

425
237
188

371
202
169

87%
85%
90%

54
35
19

13%
15%
10%

Mean
Scaled
Score
397
397
398

2

--

--

--

--

--

43
1
5
46

41
--36

95%
--78%

2
--10

5%
--22%

412
--375

11

6

55%

5

45%

369

316

279

88%

37

12%

399

57

23

40%

34

60%

350

All students
Male
Female
American Indian
or Alaska Native
Asian
Pacific Islander
Filipino
Hispanic or Latino
African American
or Black
White
Special Education
Students

Other Measures of Student Achievement
Every year over half of Leigh’s enrolled seniors take the SAT. A large percentage of our juniors
also take the test, but we do not have statistics for exactly how many take it and how they score.
The following table shows average scores for seniors taking the test over the past three years.
SAT Scores
12th Grade Enrollment
Number (%) Tested
Verbal Average
Math Average
Writing Average
Total Average

2006-07
403
236 (58.56%)
544
563
545
1652/2400

2005-06
427
283 (66.28%)
531
551
534
1616/2400

2004-05
382
200 (52.36%)
543
561
*
1104/1600

In the past two years, over 200 students have taken over 400 AP tests. A score of 3 is
generally considered passing and can earn the student college credit. In 2007, students scored
a 3 or above on nearly 80% of the tests they took.
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AP Test Scores
Grade 12 Enrollment
Grade 11 & 12 Enrollment
# of Test Takers
Exam Score = 1
Exam Score = 2
Exam Score = 3
Exam Score = 4
Exam Score = 5
# of Tests Taken
# of Test Scores ≥ 3
% of Test Scores ≥ 3

2006-07
403
853
220
13
74
127
137
83
434
347
79.9

2005-06
427
853
232
46
105
135
101
33
420
269
64.0

2004-05
382
828
193
21
92
147
99
49
408
295
72.3

EAP stands for Early Assessment Program and is overseen by the California State University
(CSU) system. The tests assess the college readiness of students in math and English and are
now integrated into the CST. Juniors are encouraged to answer 15-20 additional questions on
their ELA CST and Math CST (if taking Algebra 2 or higher), and junior English teachers
administer an essay test in class that is sent to ETS for grading. If students do not pass the
EAP their junior year, they must take the CSU placement tests before they begin college. Only
2007 results are available online.
2007 EAP – Early Assessment of Readiness
Students
Tested

Ready for
College

Ready for
College Conditional

427
161

121 (28%)
11 (7%)

**
36 (22%)

Did Not
Demonstrate
College
Readiness
305 (71%)
114 (71%)

97

33 (34%)

62 (64%)

2 (2%)

258

44 (17%)

98 (38%)

116 (45%)

College English
College Mathematics (Algebra 2)
College Mathematics (Summative
High School Mathematics)
College Mathematics (Total)
Report Card Analysis: % of D’s and F’s
Fall 2007-2008
Spring 2006-2007
Fall 2006-2007

D’s
10.3%
10.3%
9.7%

# of Students Taking Algebra 1 by Grade Level
Total #
9th
10th
Taking
Grade
Grade
2007-08
285
227
47
2006-07
262
216
42
2005-06
297
235
47
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F’s
8.4%
8.6%
7.6%

11th
Grade
10
4
7

12th
Grade
1
0
4

Average
Class Size
23.8
26.2
27.0

Process and Perception Data
During the first week of October 2007, all English teachers administered the student survey to
their classes. Except for absent students, all students took the survey (about 1680). Students
had about fifteen minutes to answer the multiple choice questions and write comments on the
back of the survey. Teachers posted three questions on the board to help students write
meaningful and constructive comments:
1. What do you like best about Leigh? What are its strengths?
2. Are there any problems or issues with the school where teachers or administrators need
to focus their attention?
3. Are there any other comments you’d like to share? Do you want to explain your answer
to any specific survey questions?
In the middle of September, parents who attended Back To School Night took the parent survey.
There were about 750 respondents. Many parents took the time to write insightful comments on
their surveys. Parents had the option of filling out one per household or individual surveys.
Although the results of the multiple choice questions are useful, the comments were even more
indicative of where students and parents feel Leigh is succeeding and where the biggest growth
areas lie. These are included in the appendix as written, except in cases where students or
parents named specific staff members in a negative context. In these cases, the comments
were amended for the privacy of the staff member but otherwise included in the report;
administrators reviewed these comments with the staff members to address their content.
The most common student survey comments focused on:
 Teachers
 Counseling
 Lunch and Food
 Language Electives
 AP
 Specific Courses and Programs
 Safety, Rules, and Policies
 Drugs and Alcohol
 Atmosphere
 Facilities
 Homework and Workload
 Extracurriculars
 School Loop, Aeries, and Communication of Grades
The most common parent survey comments focused on:
 Teachers and Staff
 Parent/School and Parent/Teacher Communication
 School Loop, Aeries, School Website
 Counseling
 Specific Programs and Courses
 Workload and Expectations of Students
 Extracurriculars
 Facilities
 Safety
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Teachers completed their surveys during the second week of October. Questions were directly
aligned with WASC’s sample prompts and criteria so Focus Groups could examine the results
during the self-study process. Fifty-seven teachers submitted answers to the multiple choice
portion. (Note: two teachers submitted answers to only the questions from the front of the
survey, not noticing the questions on the back. This explains the discrepancy in the total
number of respondents between questions 1-40 and 41-70 on the spreadsheet in the appendix.)
Please see the appendix for survey results in spreadsheet form.
Student Survey Results
My te a c he rs m a ke c la sse s inte re sting .
S trongly A gree

9.0%
64.1%

A gree
Dis agree

19.9%

S trongly Dis agree

3.2%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

3.9%

My te a c he rs ke e p m e inform e d of m y prog re ss/g ra de in
the ir c la sse s.
S trongly A gree

10.0%

A gree

54.1%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

27.6%
6.3%
2.1%

Online a ssig nm e nts a nd g ra de s a re upda te d on a re g ula r
ba sis.
S trongly A gree
A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

19.1%
52.8%
18.6%
3.6%
5.9%
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T e a c he rs a re e a sy to c onta c t if I ne e d to ta lk to the m .
S trongly A gree

22.1%

A gree

54.7%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

14.1%
2.8%
6.3%

Whe n I c onta c t a te a c he r a bout a spe c ific issue /que stion, I
a m a ble to e a sily work with the te a c he r to re solve the
issue /que stion.
S trongly A gree
A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

21.2%
56.3%
10.9%
2.8%
8.9%

I fe e l c om forta ble using a c om pute r whe n a s a ssig nm e nt
c a lls for it (inte rne t re se a rc h, word proc e ssing , slide
shows, g ra phic s, e tc .).
S trongly A gree
A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

61.2%
32.0%
3.8%
2.1%
0.9%

My te a c he rs a re knowle dg e a ble , we ll pre pa re d, a nd
g e nuine ly inte re ste d in te a c hing .
S trongly A gree

29.0%

A gree

57.0%

Dis agree

8.9%

S trongly Dis agree

2.3%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

2.9%
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T e a c he rs m a ke c la ssroom e x pe c ta tions c le a r to m e .
S trongly A gree

27.2%

A gree

58.0%

Dis agree

11.2%

S trongly Dis agree

1.9%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

1.7%

T he sc hool P a re nt-S tude nt Ha ndbook c le a rly
c om m unic a te s sc hool polic ie s.
S trongly A gree

34.8%

A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree

46.2%
6.3%
2.8%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

10.0%

I ta ke sta nda rdiz e d te sts se riously (E x it E x a m , S T AR te sts,
e tc .).
S trongly A gree
A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

51.3%
35.8%
7.0%
3.4%
2.5%

T he c ounse lors he lp m e m a ke g ood de c isions a bout wha t
c la sse s I should be ta king .
S trongly A gree

19.7%
41.6%

A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

16.7%
7.2%
14.8%
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T he de a ns a nd te a c he rs e nforc e the sc hool rule s fa irly a nd
c onsiste ntly.
S trongly A gree

16.1%
51.1%

A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

19.1%
7.3%
6.3%

S tude nts’ input is we lc om e a t the sc hool.
S trongly A gree

10.6%
50.3%

A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

23.1%
7.3%
8.7%

T he sc hool c ulture prom ote s stude nt le a rning a nd suc c e ss.
S trongly A gree

16.0%
60.9%

A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

12.7%
2.9%
7.5%

T he sc hool is pre pa ring m e we ll for life be yond hig h
sc hool.
S trongly A gree
A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

17.5%
54.9%
16.6%
4.1%
6.9%
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I ha ve the rig ht a m ount of hom e work for the g ra de le ve l
a nd c la sse s I’m in.
S trongly A gree

18.3%

A gree

47.4%

Dis agree

20.2%

S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

11.3%
2.7%

I’m sa tisfie d with the num be r a nd type of e le c tive s offe re d
a t the sc hool.
S trongly A gree

16.7%

A gree

45.0%

Dis agree

25.1%

S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

11.2%
1.9%

I’m sa tisfie d with the a c a de m ic c ourse offe ring s a t the
sc hool.
S trongly A gree

19.2%

A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

60.4%
13.4%
4.4%
2.6%

T e a c he rs e nc oura g e m e to e x pre ss m y opinion a nd
re spe c t othe r stude nts’ opinions.
S trongly A gree

23.7%

A gree

56.7%

Dis agree

12.9%

S trongly Dis agree

3.7%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

3.1%
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T e a c he rs use a va rie ty of te a c hing stra te g ie s to g e t m e to
le a rn a nd unde rsta nd.
S trongly A gree

16.4%

A gree

55.6%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

20.3%
4.9%
2.8%

I fe e l c om forta ble with m y te a c he rs.
S trongly A gree

22.0%

A gree

57.0%

Dis agree

14.2%

S trongly Dis agree

3.8%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

3.1%

T e a c he rs a t the sc hool tre a t m e with re spe c t,
profe ssiona lism , a nd c ourte sy.
S trongly A gree

22.0%

A gree

57.3%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

12.8%
4.7%
3.1%

I fe e l sa fe on c a m pus.
S trongly A gree
A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

28.5%
56.5%
7.9%
4.0%
3.1%
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T he c a m pus a nd c la ssroom s a re in g ood re pa ir, c le a n,
pre se nta ble , a nd it’s a g ood e nvironm e nt for le a rning .
S trongly A gree

16.4%
55.2%

A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

19.2%
6.9%
2.3%

If I ha ve a pe rsona l proble m , I know a bout pla c e s on
c a m ps to g e t he lp or ta lk.
S trongly A gree

14.9%
46.9%

A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

22.2%
9.4%
6.6%

I ha ve ple nty of opportunitie s to pa rtic ipa te in
e x tra c urric ula r a c tivitie s.
S trongly A gree

28.0%
49.4%

A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

13.3%
5.4%
3.9%
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Parent Survey Results

The school uses a variety of methods to communicate with parents.
Strongly Agree

37%

Agree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Unable to Answer or N/A

55%
4%
1%
2%

The school communicates on a regular basis regarding student progress.
Strongly Agree

17%

Agree

58%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Unable to Answer or N/A

16%
3%
6%

Online assignments and grades are updated on a regular basis.
Strongly Agree

23%

Agree

51%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Unable to Answer or N/A

13%
3%
10%
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Teachers are easy to contact.
Strongly Agree

25%

Agree

52%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

8%
2%

Unable to Answer or N/A

13%

When I contact a teacher about a specific issue/question, I am able to easily
work with the teacher to resolve the issue/question.
Strongly Agree

21%

Agree

41%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

7%
2%

Unable to Answer or N/A

29%

The staff and teachers at the school treat me with respect, professionalism, and
courtesy.
Strongly Agree

40%

Agree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

50%
3%
1%

Unable to Answer or N/A

7%

The school website is a valuable resource for keeping up-to-date on school
events.
Strongly Agree

37%

Agree

47%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Unable to Answer or N/A

7%
2%
6%
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Teachers make classroom expectations clear to my student.
Strongly Agree

32%

Agree

56%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

4%
0%

Unable to Answer or N/A

7%

The school Parent-Student Handbook clearly communicates school policies.
Strongly Agree

45%

Agree

46%

Disagree

1%

Strongly Disagree

0%

Unable to Answer or N/A

8%

The school keeps families well-informed about the standardized testing (Exit
Exam, STAR tests, etc.) process and schedule.
Strongly Agree

30%

Agree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

49%
6%
3%

Unable to Answer or N/A

11%

The counseling staff helps me make informed decisions regarding academic
planning for my student.
Strongly Agree

14%

Agree

40%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Unable to Answer or N/A

17%
6%
24%
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I am aware of the various opportunities to be involved in the school (Home and
School Club, IMPA, Sports Boosters, School Site Council, etc.).
Strongly Agree

35%

Agree

57%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Unable to Answer or N/A

5%
1%
3%

Parents’ input is welcome at the school.
Strongly Agree

21%

Agree

50%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

8%
1%

Unable to Answer or N/A

19%

The school culture promotes student learning and success.
Strongly Agree

26%

Agree

60%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

4%
1%

Unable to Answer or N/A

9%

The school prepares my student for life beyond high school.
Strongly Agree

19%

Agree

58%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Unable to Answer or N/A

9%
1%
13%
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My student’s workload is adequate for his/her level and classes.
Strongly Agree

21%

Agree

67%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Unable to Answer or N/A

7%
1%
4%

I’m satisfied with the number and type of electives offered at the school.
Strongly Agree

17%

Agree

53%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

19%
4%

Unable to Answer or N/A

7%

I’m satisfied with the academic course offerings at the school.
Strongly Agree

25%

Agree

60%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Unable to Answer or N/A

10%
1%
4%

My student has fair and equal access to all courses offered (AP, Honors, etc.).
Strongly Agree

33%

Agree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Unable to Answer or N/A

56%
2%
1%
8%
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My student’s teachers use a variety of teaching strategies to reach my student.
Strongly Agree

20%

Agree

53%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

5%
1%

Unable to Answer or N/A

21%

My student feels comfortable with his/her teachers.
Strongly Agree

26%

Agree

62%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

6%
1%

Unable to Answer or N/A

5%

Teachers at the school treat my student with respect, professionalism, and
courtesy.
Strongly Agree

27%

Agree

61%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

5%
1%

Unable to Answer or N/A

6%

The campus is safe.
Strongly Agree

26%

Agree

62%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Unable to Answer or N/A

4%
1%
8%
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The campus and classrooms are in good repair, clean, presentable, and
conducive to learning.
Strongly Agree

17%

Agree

65%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Unable to Answer or N/A

12%
3%
3%

I feel confident that my student is adequately monitored and supervised on
campus.
Strongly Agree

20%

Agree

62%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

6%
1%

Unable to Answer or N/A

12%

My student has adequate opportunities to participate in extracurricular activities.
Strongly Agree

31%

Agree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Unable to Answer or N/A

60%
3%
1%
5%

The amount of time expected for sports and other extracurricular activities allows
sufficient time for academics.
Strongly Agree

18%

Agree

56%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Unable to Answer or N/A

8%
2%
16%
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Teacher Survey Results
I am familiar with L eigh’s V is ion and Mis s ion S tatement.

S trongly A gree

29.8%

A gree

49.1%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

15.8%
3.5%
1.8%

I unders tand what the s c hool board does .

S trongly A gree

15.8%

A gree

50.9%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

26.3%
5.3%
1.8%

The s c hool board is involved in the review and refinement of L eigh’s V is ion, Mis s ion
S tatement, and E S L R s .
S trongly A gree

1.8%

A gree

26.3%

Dis agree

14.0%

S trongly Dis agree

15.8%
42.1%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

A dequate time for departmental and/or inter-departmental c ollaboration is built into
the s c hool’s s c hedule.
S trongly A gree

10.5%

A gree

26.3%

Dis agree

42.1%

S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

19.3%
1.8%
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My department us es c ollaboration time for meaningful c ollaboration that pos itively
impac ts teac hing and learning.
S trongly A gree

36.8%

A gree

29.8%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

26.3%
5.3%
1.8%

Teac hers have a major role in planning how c ollaboration time is us ed.

10.5%

S trongly A gree
A gree

28.1%

Dis agree

43.9%

S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

14.0%
3.5%

The duties required of me beyond the s c hool day are reas onable (c haperoning,
etc .).
S trongly A gree

10.5%

A gree

57.9%

Dis agree

15.8%

S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

12.3%
3.5%

The proc es s for s igning up for duties is fair and prac tic al.

S trongly A gree

28.1%

A gree

61.4%

Dis agree

7.0%

S trongly Dis agree

1.8%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

1.8%
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My teac hing as s ignment max imiz es my ex pertis e to bes t benefit s tudents .

S trongly A gree

35.1%

A gree

54.4%

Dis agree

7.0%

S trongly Dis agree

1.8%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

1.8%

The s c hool leaders hip des ignates teac hing as s ignments that bes t benefit s tudent
learning (i.e. whic h teac hers teac h whic h c las s es ).
S trongly A gree

10.5%

A gree

56.1%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree

17.5%
1.8%
14.0%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

The S taff Handbook and c ontents of the Teac her R es ourc e B inder help me to c learly
unders tand s c hool proc edures and my res pons ibilities .
S trongly A gree

38.6%

A gree

45.6%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

7.0%
3.5%
5.3%

The res pons ibilities of s taff members , dec is ion making proc es s es , and operational
prac tic es of the s c hool are fair and reas onable.
S trongly A gree

5.3%

A gree

66.7%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

12.3%
1.8%
14.0%
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I c an c ommunic ate effec tively with my c olleagues us ing a variety of means .

S trongly A gree

38.6%

A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

56.1%
3.5%
0.0%
1.8%

W hen needed, c onflic ts between s taff members are dealt with and res olved
adequately by s c hool adminis tration.
S trongly A gree

5.3%

A gree

40.4%

Dis agree

8.8%

S trongly Dis agree

5.3%
40.4%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

L eigh teac hers regularly obs erve their c olleagues ’ teac hing.

S trongly A gree

0.0%

A gree

14.0%

Dis agree

52.6%

S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

28.1%
5.3%

L eigh has a good program to as s is t new teac hers .

S trongly A gree

12.3%

A gree

42.1%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

17.5%
1.8%
26.3%
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L eigh has s ervic es to as s is t teac hers in need of profes s ional s upport.

S trongly A gree

5.3%

A gree

28.1%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree

33.3%
3.5%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

29.8%

S c hool leaders hip enc ourages teac hers to s eek out profes s ional development
opportunities .
S trongly A gree

3.5%

A gree

54.4%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree

24.6%
5.3%
12.3%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

The dis tric t has a s uffic ient number of s ubs titutes to c over c las s es when multiple
teac hers attend the s ame profes s ional development s es s ion.
S trongly A gree
A gree

3.5%
7.0%

Dis agree

19.3%

S trongly Dis agree

38.6%
31.6%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

The s c hool provides monetary s upport for individual teac hers ’ profes s ional
development.
S trongly A gree

5.3%

A gree

49.1%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

21.1%
7.0%
17.5%
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The adminis tration provides s c hoolwide profes s ional development that benefits
teac hing and learning.
S trongly A gree

7.0%

A gree

47.4%

Dis agree

21.1%

S trongly Dis agree

10.5%
14.0%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

The evaluation proc es s is c lear and eas y to unders tand.

S trongly A gree

19.3%

A gree

56.1%

Dis agree

14.0%

S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

8.8%
1.8%

The evaluation proc es s promotes my profes s ional growth.

S trongly A gree

7.0%

A gree

43.9%

Dis agree

31.6%

S trongly Dis agree

8.8%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

8.8%

L eigh has a s truc ture in plac e to overs ee, c oordinate, and implement the s c hool’s
long-term plans .
S trongly A gree

5.3%

A gree

31.6%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree

19.3%
5.3%
38.6%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A
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The proc edures for ac quiring ins truc tional materials s uc h as tex tbooks , A /V
materials , and lab materials are eas y to unders tand and c arry out.
S trongly A gree

7.0%

A gree

38.6%

Dis agree

35.1%
10.5%

S trongly Dis agree

8.8%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

L eigh’s fac ilities are well-maintained, func tional, and in good repair.

S trongly A gree

0.0%

A gree

36.8%

Dis agree

33.3%

S trongly Dis agree

22.8%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

7.0%

I have the materials , s pac e, and equipment I need to s upport s tudent learning.

S trongly A gree

3.5%

A gree

47.4%

Dis agree

29.8%

S trongly Dis agree

7.0%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

12.3%

I know my s ubjec t’s ac ademic s tandards .

S trongly A gree

52.6%

A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

36.8%
3.5%
1.8%
5.3%
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I des ign les s ons with the ac ademic s tandards in mind, or les s ons that target
s pec ific s tandards .
S trongly A gree

45.6%

A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree

42.1%
3.5%
1.8%
7.0%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

I know L eigh’s E S L R s .

S trongly A gree

21.1%

A gree

56.1%

Dis agree

8.8%

S trongly Dis agree

8.8%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

5.3%

I des ign les s ons with the E S L R s in mind.

S trongly A gree

10.5%

A gree

43.9%

Dis agree

33.3%

S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

8.8%
3.5%

L eigh’s c urric ulum is rigorous , relevant, and c oherent.

S trongly A gree

28.1%

A gree

56.1%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

7.0%
0.0%
8.8%
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I am c omfortable modifying my teac hing to ac c ommodate s pec ial needs s tudents
(s pec ial ed, Deaf/HO H, 504, IE P , etc .).
S trongly A gree

38.6%

A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

54.4%
3.5%
0.0%
3.5%

There is regular integration among dis c iplines at L eigh.

S trongly A gree

0.0%

A gree

21.1%

Dis agree

45.6%

S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

24.6%
8.8%

My department reviews c urric ulum at leas t onc e a year, making any nec es s ary
c hanges .
S trongly A gree

12.3%

A gree

47.4%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree

17.5%
5.3%
17.5%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

My department has s tandardiz ed grading polic ies (weighting, etc .).

S trongly A gree

12.3%

A gree

29.8%

Dis agree

35.1%

S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

17.5%
5.3%
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My department has s tandardiz ed homework polic ies (amount, weight, late polic y,
etc .).
S trongly A gree

3.5%

A gree

24.6%

Dis agree

47.4%
14.0%

S trongly Dis agree

10.5%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

L eigh artic ulates with its feeder s c hools to s treamline c urric ulum and ins truc tion.
S trongly A gree

1.8%

A gree

19.3%

Dis agree

42.1%

S trongly Dis agree

10.5%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

26.3%

L eigh has an adequate program to help s tudents make appropriate pos t-high s c hool
c areer and educ ational c hoic es .
S trongly A gree

1.8%

A gree

56.1%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree

12.3%
1.8%
28.1%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

P arents , s tudents , and s taff work together to develop and monitor s tudents ’
pers onal learning plans (c las s c hoic e, A -G trac k, etc .).
S trongly A gree

10.5%

A gree

52.6%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

14.0%
1.8%
21.1%
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L eigh has s trategies and programs to help s tudents trans ition to pos t-high s c hool
options .
S trongly A gree

7.1%

A gree

51.8%

Dis agree

12.5%
7.1%

S trongly Dis agree

21.4%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

S tudents have opportunities to apply what they are learning in c las s to the world
outs ide of s c hool (real world applic ations ).
S trongly A gree

10.7%

A gree

48.2%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree

23.2%
0.0%
17.9%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

L eigh has s upport programs to ens ure that s tudents are meeting graduation
requirements , inc luding the C A HS E E .
S trongly A gree

23.2%

A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree

66.1%
3.6%
0.0%
7.1%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

I know what differentiated ins truc tion is and what it might look like in my c las s room.
S trongly A gree

19.6%

A gree

64.3%

Dis agree

10.7%

S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

5.4%
0.0%
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I feel c omfortable differentiating my ins truc tion to pos itively impac t s tudent learning.
S trongly A gree

16.1%

A gree

53.6%

Dis agree

14.3%

S trongly Dis agree

7.1%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

8.9%

I c learly define the ex pec ted performanc e levels and s tandards I ex pec t my
s tudents to meet s o my s tudents know them beforehand.
S trongly A gree

30.4%

A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree

53.6%
3.6%
0.0%
12.5%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

I am up-to-date with rec ent res earc h-bas ed ins truc tional methodology.

S trongly A gree

12.5%

A gree

60.7%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree

14.3%
0.0%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

12.5%

I s c affold my ins truc tion to help s tudents build on prior knowledge.

S trongly A gree

33.9%

A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

55.4%
0.0%
1.8%
8.9%
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My s tudents know how to us e tec hnology and/or ex perienc es beyond the
tex tbook/c las s room to gather knowledge and learn.
S trongly A gree

16.1%

A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree

64.3%
7.1%
3.6%
8.9%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

O pportunities for s hadowing, apprentic es hips , c ommunity projec ts , and other real
world ex perienc es are available to L eigh s tudents .
S trongly A gree

5.4%

A gree

23.2%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree

32.1%
3.6%
35.7%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

I know how to ac c es s L eigh’s C S T and C A HS E E s c ores and where to tell parents
to look for thes e data.
S trongly A gree

19.6%

A gree

50.0%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree

16.1%
3.6%
10.7%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

I know how to ex amine L eigh’s C S T and C A HS E E s c ores to better unders tand
L eigh’s s trengths and weaknes s es .
S trongly A gree

12.5%

A gree

57.1%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

17.9%
7.1%
5.4%
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A s s es s ments that I des ign tell me if my s tudents are meeting the ac ademic
s tandards .
S trongly A gree

14.3%

A gree

60.7%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree

16.1%
0.0%
8.9%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

A s s es s ments that I des ign tell me if my s tudents are ac hieving the E S L R s .

S trongly A gree

5.4%

A gree

46.4%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree

39.3%
3.6%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

5.4%

A s part of the as s es s ment proc es s , I as k my s tudents for feedbac k on their own
progres s .
S trongly A gree

8.9%

A gree

64.3%

Dis agree

16.1%
7.1%

S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

3.6%

I us e res ults of as s es s ments to c hange my c urric ulum and ins truc tion.

S trongly A gree

32.1%

A gree

50.0%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

16.1%
0.0%
1.8%
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My department has a s ys tem for monitoring all s tudents ’ progres s toward ac hieving
the E S L R s .
S trongly A gree

0.0%

A gree

23.2%

Dis agree

39.3%

S trongly Dis agree

23.2%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

14.3%

There is a proc es s in plac e to keep the dis tric t and s c hool board informed about
s tudent progres s toward ac hieving the ac ademic s tandards and the E S L R s .
S trongly A gree

1.8%

A gree

17.9%

Dis agree

17.9%

S trongly Dis agree

17.9%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

44.6%

L eigh us es c ommunity res ourc es , profes s ional s ervic es , bus ines s partners hips , and
s peakers to s upport s tudents .
S trongly A gree

3.6%

A gree

44.6%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree

12.5%
5.4%
33.9%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

L eigh us es s trategies to regularly involve parents in the teac hing/learning proc es s .
S trongly A gree

7.1%

A gree

51.8%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

23.2%
1.8%
16.1%
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L eigh is a s afe s c hool.

S trongly A gree

33.9%

A gree

58.9%

Dis agree

7.1%

S trongly Dis agree

0.0%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

0.0%

The c ampus is c lean.

S trongly A gree

0.0%

A gree

42.9%

Dis agree

32.1%

S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

25.0%
0.0%

L eigh s ets s tudent ex pec tations high.

S trongly A gree

17.9%

A gree

66.1%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

12.5%
0.0%
3.6%

There is an atmos phere of trus t, res pec t, and profes s ionalis m at L eigh.

S trongly A gree

14.3%

A gree

76.8%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

7.1%
1.8%
0.0%
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L eigh offers an adequate number and type of 0, 4th, and 8th period c las s es .

S trongly A gree

5.4%

A gree

39.3%

Dis agree

33.9%

S trongly Dis agree

10.7%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

10.7%

L eigh offers adequate emotional and ps yc hologic al s upport (inc luding referral
s ervic es ) to its s tudents .
S trongly A gree

16.1%

A gree

71.4%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

10.7%
0.0%
1.8%

I pos t as s ignments to S c hool L oop everyday.

S trongly A gree

50.0%

A gree

16.1%

Dis agree

28.6%

S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

5.4%
0.0%

I update grades on A eries at leas t every two weeks .

S trongly A gree

48.2%

A gree

25.0%

Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree
Unable to A ns wer or N/A

16.1%
7.1%
3.6%
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There is adequate training and s upport for S c hool L oop and A eries .

S trongly A gree

28.6%
51.8%

A gree
Dis agree
S trongly Dis agree

10.7%
1.8%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

7.1%

I am on time to tutorial and in my c las s room during the whole tutorial period.

S trongly A gree

62.5%
26.8%

A gree
Dis agree

10.7%

S trongly Dis agree

0.0%

Unable to A ns wer or N/A

0.0%

Teacher Survey Comments
I would love to be able to attend more professional development workshops/seminars.
Perhaps more training in differentiated instruction.
Tutorial might be more effective if we could somehow make it mandatory. 4 out of 5 days a week I have
no students come for Tutorial.
Regarding teaching assignments, it concerns me that our newest teachers are often assigned the most
difficult or most critical classes, such as Workshop classes or Algebra 1. Teaching is a skill and an art
that takes time to develop, and while many new teachers are quite talented, it makes more sense to have
our most experienced and innovating teachers instructing the most critical or high-needs classes.
We are failing in recycling. It is outrageous that we do not have a schoolwide recycling program that is
embedded in the school system to the same extent that trash service is. As it is now, many teachers who
have paper or bottle recycling bins in their rooms take the materials home themselves to recycle. Over
the past few years we’ve had a student club that’s collected paper recycling from classrooms. SDC
classes are picking up bottles after lunch to redeem them for money as a fundraiser (I believe)... but this
is nowhere near satisfactory. In this day and age, and especially in a venue where we’re setting an
example for the next generation of adults, recycling should be a given.
The most difficult thing for our department is having enough subs when the district is having a prof.
development seminar. Not everyone who wants to go can go.
Collaboration time release periods would be great. Tools/strategies that could be approached schoolwide would be most useful, especially if developmentally appropriate. Critical reading skills across the
curriculum could be a powerful experience for students in all content areas. (And help w/ test scores!)
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As a teacher who often buys lunch here, I would like the cafeteria to offer healthier options. Not only
would I like to have the choice of salad or fresh fruit, but I would like to see the students buying a “square
meal” instead of a bag of chips, a cookie, a Gatorade, and a slice of pizza for lunch.
To help struggling students, I suggest smaller class size, in-class computers, and classroom management
while differentiating instruction.
More mornings for actual department/subject collaboration would be helpful.
#4: Collaboration time should be on separate in-service days, not on instructional days because there is
never enough time for meaningful collaboration. Too many times, duties that should be completed during
collaboration are added to the teachers’ already overburdened schedules.
#5, #6: Despite some improvements, collaboration and staff development time is still not used for
meaningful collaboration that teachers can use in the classroom. Instead of district busy work that “just
has to get done,” such as filling out yet another generalized worksheet or data analysis task, teachers
should be trusted (as the adults we are) to decide what their particular department needs to work on.
Collaboration teams may be somewhat helpful in addressing school wide issues, but it should be
individual departments who decide how most of the collaboration time should be spent.
#7: Teachers should not have to be required to spend over 40-50 hours of unpaid time for duties beyond
the school day. Parent volunteers or students (for community service hours) should sell tickets for
games, not teachers. District assessments should be graded by the district, not by teachers on their own
free time with no pay.
#8: The process for signing up for duties is based on who had what the year before instead of a rotation
system or some other more fair way. Activities listed under major and minor duties are not exactly equal
in the time required for each (e.g. a club advisor for example may not spend as many hours outside of the
school day as a ticket seller)
#9, #10: Teaching assignments decisions are NOT always made using logic and common sense and by
taking into consideration the students best interests at heart, but rather these decisions are made
according to what “looks good” on the master schedule. I feel that it should be the teachers who spend
many of their “free” hours designing and improving curriculum who should teach those courses which
they’ve worked so hard to develop, not teachers who leave school early and don’t feel the need to spend
their time collaborating with colleagues.
#65: There is not enough choices of the types of classes offered during 0, 4th, and 8th period. There are
plenty of students who demand more choice of classes during these hours and teachers who are willing
to teach it and yet the administration seems to discourage creating more options to satisfy these needs
and, at the same time, meet the district required number of instruction hours.
Leigh does not have an effective safety net to help struggling students. Freshmen should be required to
take a study skills / adjustment to high school demands class (similar to AVID) or at least such a class
should be available to more students than now covered by AVID. Link Crew is helpful to some extent but
their help is sporadic and minimal, especially since the need for study aid and continual monitoring for
entering freshmen is so great.
Also, Leigh does not offer alternatives for students under 16 who do not do well in the standard school
setting. The students who come to school with no intention of passing their classes should not be
required to attend regular school, especially when they make it difficult for other students to learn and for
teachers to teach those students who want to learn (Perhaps programs such as Continuation should be
brought back).
Thank you for providing teachers with the opportunity to give our feedback. Often we feel that our options
don’t matter and our voices are not heard. Let us hope this is the beginning of a much needed change.
4. Collaboration days should be on separate in-service days. Often there is not enough time to complete
required tasks, and time that could have been better spend helping students, communicating with
parents, grading, or lesson planning is actually spent finishing up collaboration day activities.
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7. This year English teachers were asked to take time away from their already over-burdened schedules
to grade 150 district assessment essays. As a result, students have been complaining this week that
their regular assignments and essays have not been graded. This infuriating situation only fuels the
student and parent perception that teachers “are not doing their jobs” despite the all-too-painful reality
that we are being asked by the district to do MORE work that is to be reasonably expected. The district
cannot expect us to spend valuable class time giving an “extra” essay AND hours and hours of valuable
out-of-class time grading these essays without providing some sort of compensation.
68. I have resorted to keeping a paper grade book for the simple reason that I do not trust the Aeries
gradebook program. Earlier in the year, the program would not allow me to access the data I had
previously entered, and I have had problems with dropped scores and missing assignments. I do not feel
that teachers should be pressured into using this program unless it can be proven to be reliable.
I am frustrated that the fall play and spring musical are not free for teachers to attend. The same way
BVAL games are free for teachers, the theatrical performances should be free of charge so that teachers
can attend and support their students.
A weakness for me at Leigh, mainly because I'm in such a small department, is the lack of social network
here. I've never worked at a school where there's no staff lounge, where teachers can relax, have a
coffee, eat lunch... That faculty workbench doesn't really cut it! I've been here for 10 years now and I'm
still struck by how isolated I am. I'm sure everyone's very nice, but I never get a chance to meet them...
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Chapter 2
Student/Community Profile – Overall Summary from Analysis of
Profile Data
Analysis of Student Performance Data
On the California Standards Test, at least 60% of Leigh students score proficient or advanced
on English-Language Arts, Summative Math, Biology, and Life Science. Our high ELA scores
reflect the staff’s focus on writing across the curriculum since 2006. The scores also reflect the
English department’s concentration in recent years on skills-based learning. Students taking
the Summative Math test as juniors are high achieving students who excel in advanced courses
such as Trigonometry/Pre-Calculus, AP Calculus, and AP Statistics. Biology test scores reflect
the Biology teachers’ concerted effort over the past several years to map the course’s
curriculum. Biology teachers regularly collaborate to ensure alignment with state standards,
and there is intervention support in place for struggling students. Leigh’s high Life Science
scores are a direct result of the strength of the biology program.
Another bright spot in Leigh’s recent test scores is the achievement of our Hispanic/Latino
subgroup. In 2004, Leigh’s Latino students’ API score was 653. By contrast, in 2007 they
scored 728 for a four-year gain of 75 points. Growth between 2006 and 2007 alone was 27
points. We attribute this dramatic gain in achievement to Leigh’s move to open enrollment in
2005-06. Over the past three years, Latino enrollment in honors and AP classes has increased,
thus exposing these students to an advanced curriculum. Latino students have embraced
Leigh’s rigorous curriculum at all levels and demonstrated their success on the CST.
Although Leigh students are academically strong, CST scores fall below proficient in several
areas. Leigh students score basic or below in Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2 at the junior
level, World History, US History, Physics, and Chemistry at the junior level.
Enrollment in Algebra 1 at the ninth grade level has decreased over the past three years as
more students complete the course in eighth grade. In 2005, 241 freshmen took the Algebra 1
CST, whereas in 2007 the number had dropped to 213. Because students should complete and
pass Algebra 1 in middle school, those freshmen who take the course at Leigh may be students
who struggle with and have limited foundational knowledge of math. Leigh is already
implementing programs to help these students, as improving Algebra and Geometry
performance is a critical academic need.
Only ten percent of sophomores taking Geometry scored at or above proficient in 2007. Our
CST scores indicate that these students—who took Algebra 1 as freshmen—are still struggling
with the fundamentals of math. Geometry teachers, along with Algebra 1 teachers, are currently
focusing on support structures to provide students with the essential skills they need to succeed
in these courses. Leigh math teachers are using Accelerate Math in Algebra 1, Apangea in
Geometry, and beginning to implement a math recovery program for struggling students.
Juniors who do not intend to pursue a math-intensive major in college, but who wish to take a
third year of math to complete college A-G requirements, take Intermediate Algebra 2. This
course does not cover 85% of the Algebra 2 curriculum, as recommended by CDE/ETS, by the
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week of STAR testing. Consequently, last year only 17% of juniors taking the CST scored at
the proficient or advanced level, whereas 25% scored at the basic level.
In 2007, 45% of students taking World History and 53% of students taking US History scored
below proficient on the CST. The social science department is only recently beginning to use
benchmark testing and curriculum guides, which are designed to positively impact scores in the
future. Because the courses can be taught chronologically or thematically, benchmark tests
must be created for both styles of teaching. Additionally, in recent years the CST has been
administered when students are only 80% through the course as opposed to 85% completed.
This year we are pushing the test back one week to resolve this problem.
Our Physics scores can best be described as a statistical anomaly; since Physics is typically a
senior science course, the sample size of juniors taking the 2007 Physics CST was only 94
students. Additionally, there is a very strong correlation between success in Physics and what
math course students are taking. The prerequisite for Physics is Algebra 1 or Geometry, which
limits the instruction to conceptual physics. Honors Physics and AP Physics require completion
of or concurrent enrollment in Algebra 2, which allows for a more math-based physics course.
While 66% of sophomores in Chemistry scored proficient or advanced on the CST, only 42% of
juniors scored proficient or advanced. Juniors taking Chemistry may not have started their
science sequence until their sophomore year and may lack the math and science background to
excel.
Questions Raised by Perception Data
On each survey, responses to several items raised questions about how students, parents, and
teachers perceive the quality of Leigh’s program. Below are selected items from the surveys
with the percentage of respondents who agreed and disagreed with each statement, followed by
commentary.
Student Survey

64.1

%
Disagree
or Strongly
Disagree
33.8

61.3

23.9

61.8
60.9

36.3
30.4

61.8

31.6

65.8

31.5

46.6

42.5

% Agree
or Strongly
Agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

My teachers keep me informed of my progress/grade in their classes.
The counselors help me make good decisions about what classes I should
be taking.
I’m satisfied with the number and type of electives offered at the school.
Students’ input is welcome at the school.
If I have a personal problem, I know about places on campus to get help or
talk.
I have the right amount of homework for the grade level and classes I’m in.
The amount of time expected for sports and other extracurricular activities
allows enough time to do my homework and study.

Although these items are about various topics, most of them have one thing in common: the
students’ perception does not match what the Leigh faculty believes exists at the school. For
example, 30.4% of students believe that their input is not welcome at the school. Because the
faculty’s opinion is that students’ input is welcome, we must question where this perception
comes from and how we can change it. Questions 1, 2, 4, and 5 are all similar in this way.
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Question 3 indicates that many students are dissatisfied with the number and type of electives
at Leigh. The natural next questions for the staff are: In what way(s) are you dissatisfied? What
kinds of courses are you looking for? Questions 6 and 7 regarding students’ workload suggest
that the staff needs to find out more about workload and the balance of homework with
extracurriculars. Additionally, the staff needs to examine the quality of homework assigned and
its purpose in students’ learning.
Parent Survey

74.9

%
Disagree
or Strongly
Disagree
19.3

53.6

22.4

69.4

23.1

% Agree
or Strongly
Agree
1
2
3

The school communicates on a regular basis regarding student progress.
The counseling staff helps me make informed decisions regarding
academic planning for my student.
I’m satisfied with the number and type of electives offered at the school.

Similar to the student survey, a significant percentage of parents are dissatisfied with the
counseling staff’s academic planning services and the number and type of electives offered at
Leigh. As above, a natural next question would be to find out from parents what kinds of
courses they would like to see, and why they are dissatisfied with guidance services.
Concerning question 1, Leigh staff needs to find out what kinds of experiences parents have
had with communicating with the staff and then examine how to improve communication.
Teacher Survey

66.7
54.4

%
Disagree
or Strongly
Disagree
31.6
42.1

23.2

62.5

19.6

35.7

36.8

61.4

66.7

31.6

38.6
14.0

57.9
80.7

57.9

29.8

10.5

57.9

54.4

31.6

50.9
21.1
42.1

40.4
70.2
52.6

28.1

61.4

% Agree
or Strongly
Agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

I understand what the school board does.
I design lessons with the ESLRs in mind.
My department has a system for monitoring all students’ progress toward
achieving the ESLRs.
There is a process in place to keep the district and school board informed
about student progress toward achieving the academic standards and the
ESLRs.
Adequate time for departmental and/or inter-departmental collaboration is
built into the school’s schedule.
My department uses collaboration time for meaningful collaboration that
positively impacts teaching and learning.
Teachers have a major role in planning how collaboration time is used.
Leigh teachers regularly observe their colleagues’ teaching.
School leadership encourages teachers to seek out professional
development opportunities.
The district has a sufficient number of substitutes to cover classes when
multiple teachers attend the same professional development session.
The administration provides schoolwide professional development that
benefits teaching and learning.
The evaluation process promotes my professional growth.
There is regular integration among disciplines at Leigh.
My department has standardized grading policies (weighting, etc.).
My department has standardized homework policies (amount, weight,
late policy, etc.).
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16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Leigh articulates with its feeder schools to streamline curriculum and
instruction.
Leigh offers an adequate number and type of 0, 4th, and 8th period
classes.
Opportunities for shadowing, apprenticeships, community projects, and
other real world experiences are available to Leigh students.
I have the materials, space, and equipment I need to support student
learning.
I post assignments to School Loop every day.
The procedures for acquiring instructional materials such as textbooks,
A/V materials, and lab materials are easy to understand and carry out.
Leigh’s facilities are well-maintained, functional, and in good repair.
The campus is clean.

21.1

52.6

44.6

44.6

28.6

35.7

50.9

36.8

66.1

33.9

45.6

45.6

36.8
42.9

56.1
57.1

Based on teacher survey responses with significant percentages of “disagrees,” it is clear that
many faculty members feel like Leigh’s efforts at incorporating collaboration and professional
development have not been adequate (questions 5-12). Because this is an area that has
changed dramatically over the past several years, perhaps the dissatisfaction isn’t surprising;
however, the perception data raises questions about what the faculty would like to change about
the implementation of collaboration and professional development. Additionally, if almost 58%
of teachers feel that teachers don’t have a major role in planning how collaboration time is used
(question 7), what can we do to empower them? Or, what will it take to get them more involved
in the process?
From the teacher survey, it is clear that ESLR integration is lacking at Leigh. The 2002 WASC
Visiting Committee recommended integrating the ESLRs into our school culture and curriculum.
Why, then, has this not been accomplished? As we go through the accreditation process during
the 2007-2008 school year, exploring this question is vital so as not to let new recommendations
fall by the wayside.
There are several other items from the teacher survey where over 50% of the faculty expressed
dissatisfaction. An important question in light of these results is: What kind of system can we
establish to facilitate communication of concerns between teachers and the administration? Or,
in what way can teachers take leadership positions to address issues before they become
problems? With a healthy culture of communication and teacher leadership, future teacher
surveys may indicate a much higher level of satisfaction with all aspects of Leigh’s program.
Questions Raised by Student Achievement Data
Whenever we analyze data as a staff, the most common question we ask about the scores is
why? For example: Why are our Algebra 1 scores so low? Why are our Summative Math
scores so high? From this jumping off point, we can start focusing on more specific questions
like: What have biology teachers been doing that has yielded such positive results? Can their
strategies be applied to other disciplines? What additional support can we offer struggling math
students? Are we doing the best we can in English classes? Are we covering all the standards
in social science courses?
The more we examine data and the more we ask why, the more useful the data will be. Our
emphasis on and level of comfort with data has increased dramatically over the past five years
as it has become a regular part of faculty meetings, collaboration, and department discussions.
The district’s recent and continuing development of benchmark tests was born from the focus on
data and the questions that have arisen as we’ve studied it.
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Our most recent CST scores raised two major questions. First, what can we do to improve our
lower-level math students’ achievement, particularly on the Algebra 1 CST, as well as
sophomores’ and juniors’ Geometry CST and juniors’ Algebra 2 CST? None of our students
taking Algebra 1 in any grade tested at the advanced level, nor did sophomores or juniors taking
Geometry. The data indicates that these students lack basic math skills, and it is critical that we
boost these students’ proficiency. Second, how can we best teach our World History and US
History students so they cover the standards and perform well on the CST? The downward
trend from World History to US History is troubling; in 2007, 44% of students were basic or
below on the World History test, and 53% were basic or below on the US History test. In 2006,
30% and 25% of World History students scored advanced or proficient, respectively, while in
2007 this same cohort of students scored 18% and 29% advanced or proficient on their US
History CST, respectively. How can we explain student scores and trends in performance?
And how can we improve student achievement?
Perhaps the most essential question Leigh’s data raises is: Why is the achievement gap
between our lowest-performing students and our highest-performing students so wide? And
more importantly, what can we do to close this achievement gap?
In 2007, the API score of our Students With Disabilities was 522, whereas our Asian students
scored 878. This is a gap of 356 points, which is the largest gap in the five comprehensive
schools in the district; the next closest achievement gap in the district is 241 points, a difference
of over 100. Another way to frame the issue is that Leigh has both the highest-performing
students and the lowest-performing students in the district.
Next year Leigh will begin implementing an inclusion model for Resource students at the
freshman level. All RSP freshmen will take English 1 and Algebra 1 in addition to English 1 and
Algebra 1 workshops taught by special education teachers. Special education workshop
classes will be offered for special education students needing additional support. RSP courses
will gradually be phased out. In light of the changing support structures for Students With
Disabilities, it is essential that the faculty explore the issue of the achievement gap and know
how to recognize and avoid pitfalls for these students as they are mainstreamed. Because one
of our neighboring district schools had such dramatic gains in API of Students With Disabilities
after implementing the inclusion model, we are confident in its potential to transform our
students’ achievement.
Critical Academic Needs and Correlated ESLRs
Based on an analysis of student achievement data, Leigh has three clear critical academic
needs. First, we must improve the achievement of students in lower-level math courses such as
Algebra 1 and Geometry. Second, we must improve achievement of students in US History and
World History. Finally, we must work to understand and to close the achievement gap between
our highest achieving students and our lowest achieving students.
Critical Academic Need #1: Improve achievement of students in lower-level math
courses such as Algebra 1 and Geometry.
ESLRs Addressed:
Lifelong Learners who:
 Possess the skills to continue learning beyond high school
 Are motivated to learn on their own
High-Level Critical Thinkers who:
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 Make connections between subjects
 Analyze, synthesize, apply and evaluate information
 Solve problems capably and make informed decisions
Supporting Data:
2007 CST Algebra 1
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11
Students Tested
213
71
15
% of Enrollment
50.4
16.1
3.4
Mean Scale Score
323.3
285.7
266.9
% Advanced
0
0
0
% Proficient
28
6
0
% Basic
37
24
13
% Below Basic
29
52
53
% Far Below Basic
6
18
33

EOC
299
311.5
0
21
32
36
10

2007 CST Geometry
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

Grade 9
160
37.8
368.8
22
35
33
9
1

Grade 10
182
41.2
300.5
0
10
45
37
9

# of Students Taking Algebra 1 by Grade Level
Total #
9th
10th
Taking
Grade
Grade
2007-08
285
227
47
2006-07
262
216
42
2005-06
297
235
47

Grade 11
65
14.8
273.5
0
6
17
52
25

11th
Grade
10
4
7

12th
Grade
1
0
4

EOC
407
323.0
9
19
36
29
8

Average
Class Size
23.8
26.2
27.0

Critical Academic Need #2: Improve achievement of students in US History and World
History.
ESLRs Addressed:
Lifelong Learners who:
 Possess the skills to continue learning beyond high school
 Are motivated to learn on their own
Effective Communicators who:
 Speak, write, and use technology to communicate well
 Work well collaboratively
High-Level Critical Thinkers who:
 Make connections between subjects
 Analyze, synthesize, apply and evaluate information
 Solve problems capably and make informed decisions
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Supporting Data:
2007 CST World History
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

Grade 9
4
0.9
*
*
*
*
*
*

Grade 10
438
99.1
360.1
27
29
24
8
12

Grade 11
4
0.9
*
*
*
*
*
*

EOC
446

Grade 9

Grade 10

Grade 11
436
99.5
347.1
18
29
29
14
10

EOC

Grade 9

Grade 10
443
98.7
365.0
30
25
26
7
12

Grade 11

EOC

Grade 9

Grade 10

Grade 11
402
99.0
354.9
23
30
26
12
9

EOC

359.2
26
29
24
8
12

2007 CST US History
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic
2006 CST World History
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic
2006 CST US History
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
Mean Scale Score
% Advanced
% Proficient
% Basic
% Below Basic
% Far Below Basic

Critical Academic Need #3: Close the achievement gap between lowest performing and
highest performing students.
ESLRs Addressed:
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Lifelong Learners who:
 Possess the skills to continue learning beyond high school
 Are motivated to learn on their own
Effective Communicators who:
 Speak, write, and use technology to communicate well
 Work well collaboratively
High-Level Critical Thinkers who:
 Make connections between subjects
 Analyze, synthesize, apply and evaluate information
 Solve problems capably and make informed decisions
Supporting Data:
2007 API of Significant Subgroups
Number
2007
of
Growth
students
Asian
130
878
Hispanic or Latino
144
728
White (not of
892
808
Hispanic origin)
Students with
115
522
Disabilities

880
701

20062007
Growth
-2
27

815

-7

2006
Base
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Chapter 3
Progress Report
Significant Developments Since the Last Full Visit
Since our last full visit in 2002, there have been many changes to the Leigh staff. Fifty-four
percent of our teachers are new to the school since 2002. Most of the turnover has been
equally distributed throughout departments, except in the case of PE, where all but one of the
current five teachers are new in the last six years. In the Music Department, there have been
some significant changes in staff that have affected the program. Since 2002, we have had
three instrumental music directors. Although the band program continues to thrive, the change
in leadership has required some adjustments for students, parents, and curriculum. The choir
program, on the other hand, has undergone an extreme transformation as our choir director of
three decades retired in 2005. For the two years following his departure, Leigh had part-time
teachers during which both the quality of the program and enrollment dropped. This year there
is only one section of choir. However, our current choir teacher is a veteran of the profession
who is already turning the program around and rebuilding Leigh’s Vocal Music Department.
The school’s administration is also relatively new. Our Vice Principal joined the faculty in 2004,
and our Principal came to Leigh in 2006. Both the Principal and Vice Principal were hired from
outside the district and are committed to creating structures to support teacher professional
development, student achievement, and parent involvement. Both of our Deans are new to
Leigh since 2002, and one joined the staff this year. The guidance counseling office has
experienced the most significant change, however, with a full turnover since 2002 and the
addition of a new counselor in the middle of the 2006-2007 school year. This fall, one of our
three counselors was on maternity leave until January and her substitute worked only two days
a week, sometimes straining the already-overloaded guidance staff. Compounding this strain
was the absence of another administrator, our Activities Director, on maternity leave between
September and December.

Procedures for Implementing and Monitoring the Schoolwide Action Plan
Leigh’s current self-study has revealed that the 2002 WASC Action Plan was not well known to
the staff as a whole, nor was it regularly revisited over the past six years. This was due in large
part to the Action Plan being driven primarily by a single personality, turnover in administrators
who were more familiar with the plan, and the loss of state funding for technology. In addition to
the faculty’s lack of familiarity with the Action Plan, the School Site Council was also
unacquainted with its details and their role in assuring its implementation. Since 2004, however,
the School Site Council has stabilized and is now an integral oversight body of Leigh High
School. The School Site Council has been highly involved in the current self-study process and
will continue to be highly involved in its implementation.
As of this year, we feel that our WASC Action Plan is streamlined with the Single School Plan
and the district’s LEA action plan. The Single School Plan is written and revised annually based
on discussions and decisions made in Department Chair meetings, Collaboration Team
meetings, Administrative Team meetings, and content area collaboration. The School Site
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Council monitors Leigh’s Single School Plan, and Leigh’s administration and the School Site
Council supervise the realization of both the Single School Plan and the WASC Action Plan.
The new Schoolwide Action Plan explicitly states who is involved and responsible for each task
as well as a timeline for each task. As a result, we expect the School Site Council and
administrators to be able to easily monitor and follow-up on its implementation.
The entire faculty reviewed and approved the 2008 Schoolwide Action Plan, and it was
approved by the School Site Council.

Accomplishment of the 2002 Schoolwide Action Plan
When assessing our progress on the Schoolwide Action Plan from 2002, we examined the
Action Plan itself, as well as the WASC Visiting Committee’s (VC) 2002 Recommendations and
Critical Areas for Follow-up, and the VC’s 3-Year Review comments from March 2005 in which
new growth needs were identified.
Based on the 2002 Action Plan, the 2002 VC Recommendations, and the 2005 VC
Recommendations, we identified six action areas for Leigh to focus on:
 Interdisciplinary Collaboration
 Technology
 ESLRs
 Articulation with Feeder Schools
 Guidance Services
 Other Action Areas
Progress in these six action areas is examined individually below.

Interdisciplinary Collaboration
Action Plan: To develop and implement interdisciplinary collaboration to enhance
student learning. Tasks:
 Build time into the block schedule
 Collaborate to build cross-curricular learning experiences
 Teachers create cross-curricular learning experience
 Students monitor incidences of cross-curricular learning through use of database
 Create a pre-survey that measures present levels of collaboration intra/inter subject
matter and what goals should be attained
 Create a post-survey that measures collaborative effort
WASC 2002 VC Recommendations – Schoolwide Critical Areas for Follow-up
 Create interdisciplinary collaboration to support student learning.
WASC VC’s 3-Year Review, March 2005 – Growth Needs
 Interdisciplinary Collaboration: Create interdisciplinary collaboration to support student
learning; include staff input in the planning process.
Progress Since Last Self Study
The culture of collaboration has changed dramatically at Leigh since the 2002 WASC visit. The
most significant change was the implementation of a new bell schedule in 2004 with two built-in
collaboration days every six weeks. On these days, the faculty meets two days in a row for
seventy minutes each day to work together. The format of the collaboration days has typically
been full-faculty collaboration on day one, followed by departmental collaboration on day two.
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The first year of collaboration was an adjustment for the staff as they sorted out how to best use
the time to improve their teaching and benefit their students. During this adjustment period,
some teachers expressed dissatisfaction with how collaboration was allocated by the
administration. To address this issue, a Collaboration Team made up of teachers was
established starting in the 2006-07 school year. The Collaboration Team works with the
administration to plan collaboration time and professional development. Because these
teachers represent a cross-section of departments, they are able to express their departments’
wishes for specific types of collaboration and professional development.
The Collaboration Team also took some time to adjust as they became more comfortable in
their decision-making roles. Teacher satisfaction with collaboration increased as it became
more teacher-driven under the leadership of the Collaboration Team. This year, much of our
collaboration time has been devoted to WASC. In addition to planning collaboration days, the
Collaboration Team, along with the administration, established our recent professional
development focus: writing across the curriculum, high-yield strategies, and vertical teaming.
Although departmental collaboration has increased dramatically over the past three years,
interdepartmental collaboration has not increased at the same rate. Currently, teachers are
more comfortable working within their subject areas on projects such as calibrating performance
standards, planning lessons, and creating course materials and assignments than they are at
reaching out to other departments. That said, there have been cases of interdepartmental
collaboration, though this tends to be initiated by individual teachers reaching out to other
specific teachers and not departments as a whole.
Regarding the specific tasks from the 2002 Action Plan, only the first task, “Build time into the
block schedule,” has been done. Because those responsible for leading the implementation of
the 2002 Action Plan have moved on from Leigh and no strong oversight team existed to ensure
its realization, the latter tasks such as “Create a pre-survey that measures present levels of
collaboration,” were not well understood and therefore not completed.

Technology
Action Plan: Continue the implementation of technology in classrooms. Tasks:
 Continue staff and student training in the use of current technology
 Continue teacher training in integrating technology into the curriculum
 Investigate solutions for on-campus technology support
 Establish system to report progress to all stakeholders on implementation of technology
in classrooms
 Continue to implement technology as a means of communication among all stakeholders
WASC 2002 VC Recommendations – Schoolwide Critical Areas for Follow-up
 Infuse technology throughout the entire school to complete the requirements for the
Digital High School grant including a technology plan that meets the needs of all
stakeholders.
 Increase participation in staff development that is sustained over time. The focus should
concentrate on the following areas:
o Analysis of student achievement data and utilization of the results to modify
instruction.
o Effective use of technology in the classroom to support student achievement.
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Progress Since Last Self Study
Our progress in integrating technology throughout the school can be seen in many areas.
Despite the loss of Digital High School money, various sources of funding have allowed CUHSD
and Leigh High School to development a robust technology plan. Since 2002, the district has
provided the infrastructure to allow Leigh staff to use new types of technology not only for
directly teaching students, but also to communicate with parents and colleagues and handle
administrative tasks with efficiency.
Leigh has long used the internet to keep students apprised of their progress in class. From
2002 to 2004 we subscribed to Edline, a website where teachers could upload grades directly
from the electronic gradebook GradeQuick and also post homework assignments. In 2004
teachers began using Aeries Gradebook to keep track of grades. Aeries is the system used
district-wide for student data. In fall of 2006, the district promoted the Aeries system to students
and parents because it allowed them to log on to a website to view their grades. Now a vast
majority of teachers at Leigh are using Aeries and posting grades regularly.
In spring 2005, Leigh teachers began using a new website called School Loop. School Loop
allows teachers to post their grades, class notes, and test dates, and also serves as a
communication tool between teachers, students, and parents. Teachers can use the email
feature to send messages to one student, several students, or even a whole class. Over 90% of
Leigh teachers are currently using School Loop to keep their students “in the loop” about
homework and class work; the site emails students their homework assignments every
afternoon. Additionally, parents can register to receive these homework emails as well as all
school communications.
In spring 2005, the district provided every classroom with a teacher computer workstation. In
the fall of 2006, teachers began taking attendance on their computers using the Aeries system.
This dramatically increased the accurate accounting of tardies as well as absences.
To support teachers in using these new technologies, we have a School Loop Coordinator and
an Aeries Coordinator on campus who offer periodic training for teachers. They are also
available for individual questions and troubleshooting. Teachers vary in their degree of comfort
with computers, and we are still testing the best method to provide immediate on-campus
technology support for teachers when they need it. Non-urgent matters are handled by our
district IT specialists.
Beyond computers, technology has progressed in other ways. This year LCD projectors were
ceiling-mounted in all renovated classrooms. More and more teachers are using projectors to
assign multimedia presentations to students and to present lessons in new and dynamic ways.
All classrooms were equipped with new Cisco VOIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) phones in the
summer of 2006. Eventually we will be able to use these phones for videoconferencing as a
new technique for teaching and communication.

ESLRs
Action Plan: Establish levels of performance for ESLR achievement in each curricular
area. Tasks:
 Identify the various standardized testing methods used on campus
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Identify assessment strategies to determine student progress toward achievement of the
ESLRs
WASC 2002 VC Recommendations – Schoolwide Critical Areas for Follow-up
 Integrate ESLRs and standards into the curriculum and the entire school’s culture with
measurable standards to reflect student achievement.
Progress Since Last Self Study
Leigh’s first ESLRs were developed in anticipation of the 2002 WASC visit. While our former
ESLRs were well-intentioned, the leadership team did not emphasize their significance to the
staff. Therefore, the ESLRs never became part of the school culture in terms of teacher
discussion or student understanding. When we revisited the ESLRs in 2007 to revise and
update them, many of our new teachers were seeing them for the first time.
Because ESLRs are at the foundation of a meaningful high school education, Leigh recognizes
the need to fully incorporate them into the culture. This task will be included in the 2008 Action
Plan and is already starting to be addressed in the curriculum guides that teachers have been
developing since the summer of 2007.

Articulation with Feeder Schools
The 2002 VC identified the need to strengthen this additional area:
 Articulate with feeder schools so that curriculum is aligned and assessment practices
shared to promote greater continuity between schools.
WASC VC’s 3-Year Review, March 2005 – Growth Needs
 Articulation with the Feeder Schools: Articulate with feeder schools so that curriculum is
aligned and assessment practices are shared to promote greater continuity between
schools.
o The school staff and district office personnel need to further develop and
formalize the articulation process started with the feeder schools. Although some
efforts have been made in this area, especially in Math and Special Education, all
departments need to be involved in the process. The need for this is heightened
by state-mandated testing and state-adopted curriculum standards.
Progress Since Last Self Study
On a collaboration day in the spring of 2006, Leigh faculty went to one of our feeder schools,
Union Middle School, to being the process of articulating. Because it was our first face to face
meeting, and because both faculties attended, there was little chance for focused, meaningful
work to occur; however, this was a positive first step in what we would like to be a strong
collaboration with our three feeder middle schools. Ninety percent (90%) of Union’s students
attend high school at Leigh, while about 120 students from Ida Price and Dartmouth come to
Leigh. Moreover, Union Middle School is only three blocks from Leigh, making it an obvious
place to begin our articulation process.
Some departments have attempted to initiate articulation in small groups but have experienced
varying degrees of success. More often, individual teachers have been able to make informal
contact. Because Union and Leigh’s principals were both new in the fall of 2006, it was difficult
to continue the momentum from the spring 2006 meeting into the new school year. Now that
both principals have settled in, they have voiced eagerness to rekindle the articulation efforts.
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Guidance Services
The 2002 VC identified the need to strengthen this additional area:
 The district and school’s leadership in collaboration with all stakeholders need to
improve guidance services and outreach, thereby engaging parents and the community
to meet the academic and personal needs of all students.
WASC VC’s 3-Year Review, March 2005 – Growth Needs
 Guidance Services: The district and school’s leadership in collaboration with all
stakeholders need to improve guidance services and outreach, thereby engaging
parents and the community to meet the academic and personal needs of all students.
Progress Since Last Self Study
During the 2006-07 school year, Leigh was able to hire a new full time guidance counselor,
which decreased the ratio of students to counselors. This has helped to improve contact and
advising for all students. Additionally, parent feedback in 2002 indicated that communication
about the guidance program was inadequate. For this reason, counselors have added several
parent information nights to the school schedule. Parent education now includes Back-toSchool Night, AP Information Night, 8th Grade Parent Night, and 11th College Night, 9th/10th
Grade College Night, and several college application nights including financial aid at West
Valley College.

Other Action Areas
WASC 2002 VC Recommendations – Schoolwide Critical Areas for Follow-up
 Formalize a systematic approach to data collection and analysis to measure student
achievement of ESLRs and standards so that instruction may be modified to improve
student performance.
 Increase participation in staff development that is sustained over time. The focus should
concentrate on the following areas:
o Analysis of student achievement data and utilization of the results to modify
instruction.
o Effective use of technology in the classroom to support student achievement.
Progress Since Last Self Study
Since our current Vice Principal joined the staff in 2004, the staff has become increasingly adept
at examining and understanding data and its implications. The Vice Principal has made this a
priority, and it is now a cultural norm to study data and discuss student achievement. Our VP
makes a point of including an update on data at every faculty meeting. Department Chairs
routinely analyze student achievement data at their monthly meetings, and the Collaboration
Team makes recommendations for professional development based on analysis of Leigh’s
strengths and growth areas.
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Chapter 4
Self-Study Findings
A: Organization
Focus Group Members:
Kate Ambrose
Roberto Cruz
Allison Duffy
Sally Galbraith
Donna Hope
Sally Horna
Pamela Hoult
Gina Nicoletta
Dorothy Peterson (chair)
Jessica Prouty
Joe Reichert
Bryan Ringsted
Gunita Saxena
Janny Shin
Bobby Joe Stewart
Kathleen Stuart
Frank Von Rassler
Greg Wolf
Pam Zielazowski

Student, 10th Grade
Foreign Language
English
Foreign Language
Principal
Student, 11th Grade
Dean
Activities Director
Math
Science
Music
English/Drama
Parent
Science
Special Education
Parent
Social Science
Special Education
Physical Education
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Vision and Purpose
A1. To what extent does the school have a clearly stated vision or purpose
based on its student needs, current educational research, and the belief
that all students can achieve at high academic levels?
To what extent is the school’s purpose supported by the governing board
and the central administration further defined by expected school wide
learning results and the academic standards?
Leigh has a clear Mission Statement, Vision Statement, and ESLRs. Rose DuMond, Dean of
Students in 2003, spearheaded the movement to revise Leigh’s Mission and Vision Statements
to align them with the district’s LEA action plan. Gathering input from teachers, administrators,
students, and parents, she revised our existing Mission and Vision and took drafts to the Home
and School Club for their feedback. This resulted in an additional revision to the Mission
Statement. She also presented the Mission and Vision to the School Site Council, who
approved both without revision.
In May of 2007, teachers and administrators revised Leigh’s six-year-old ESLRs. The process
began in department Home Groups where staff reflected on the existing ESLRs, discussing
these questions:
 Why do we have ESLRs? Why are they important?
 What life skills should Leigh students have acquired to thrive in the world beyond high
school?
 What are the most important things (beyond curriculum-specific knowledge) I want my
students to learn by the time they graduate?
 How would I describe the ideal Leigh graduate?
 How can I take my idea of the “ideal graduate” and describe that with 4-6 expectations?
The WASC Coordinator compiled the results of Home Groups’ discussions and presented a
revision to the staff at the next faculty meeting for further feedback. One innovative suggestion
from the Social Science Home Group was to convert the ESLRs into a Leigh acronym. The
faculty embraced this change enthusiastically. Now, instead of numbered ESLRs, our ESLRs
spell “Leigh,” making our ESLRs truly our own and much easier to remember.
The Mission and Vision were revised based on the student profile from four years ago. After
reviewing the current profile, we determined that there was no need to revise the Mission,
Vision, or ESLRs based on the current school/community profile. This year we presented our
Mission Statement, Vision Statement, and ESLRs to the school board. The board readily
embraced all three documents, as they align with the district’s Strategic Plan and LEA action
plan, establishing a foundation for Leigh’s educational purpose.
Leigh’s Mission, Vision, and ESLRs are well-supported by the school board. In the past three
years, the school board has approved twenty thousand dollars per year to support professional
development that relates to the school purpose as outlined in the Mission, Vision, and ESLRs.
The board has also made a concerted effort since 2004 to bring Leigh in compliance with the
Williams Act by approving new standards-based textbooks with curriculum maps. We are now
in full compliance, with a textbook available to every student, and all textbooks are from 1998 or
later.
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The board approved the parcel tax that was voted on in fall of 2004. The passed parcel tax
provided money for class size reduction through the hiring of addition teachers whose salaries
are paid from the parcel tax, a teacher stipend, one teacher advisor for new teacher support,
safety improvements, the development of SChoolPlan, a subscription to School Loop, subject
area coordinators in English and Social Science from the county office, twenty thousand dollars
of professional development money per each school site, and an additional districtwide
professional development budget managed by the Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and
Instruction. Our school board has shown support of new teachers by sustaining the Beginning
Teacher Support and Assessment (BTSA) program, and support of all teachers by bargaining in
good faith with the Campbell High School Teachers Association (CHSTA) to keep class size in
check. The bond measures that the school board approved have supported facilities
improvements such as the installation of LCD projectors in classrooms and campus video
cameras for safety.
Leigh’s ESLRs were first developed in 2001-2002 for our WASC self-study. This year’s selfstudy has revealed that they are not yet incorporated into our school culture. For this reason, a
process for regular review and revision of the ESLRs has not yet been established. Likewise,
the impetus behind our 2004 revision of the Mission and Vision Statements was a district effort
to align all schools with the LEA action plan instead of part of a regular review process. We will
work on improving this in order to keep Leigh’s purpose relevant and current.
In our self-study process, we discovered that our school on the whole has not taken adequate
steps to familiarize parents, students, and the community with the Mission, Vision, and ESLRs.
Due to this discovery, we are currently taking steps to introduce them to the community. For
example, we have posted them on the Leigh website and in classrooms, published them in the
school newspaper, and have plans to include them in the March 2008 parent mailing and future
back-to-school mailings to families. In December 2007, the Mission, Vision, and ESLRs were
also presented at parent group meetings such as the Instrumental Music Parents’ Association
(IMPA), Home and School Club, School Site Council, and Sports Boosters.
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Governance
A2. To what extent does the governing board have policies and bylaws
that are aligned with the school’s purpose and support the achievement of
the expected school wide learning results and academic standards based
on data-driven instructional decisions for the school?
To what extent does the governing board delegate implementation of these
policies to the professional staff?
To what extent does the governing board regularly monitor results and
approve the single schoolwide action plan and its relationship to the Local
Educational Agency (LEA) plan?
Board meetings occur regularly twice a month. Our board has five members who serve a fouryear term, elected at large by voters in our district. Elections are staggered so that two to three
seats are up for election at a time. The specific duties of the board are clearly explained in the
Board Policies. We contract with the California School Boards Association (CSBA) who reviews
our policies to ensure that they are up to date and in accordance with the California Education
Code. Each school has a specific board member each year who liaises with the school to
attend School Site Council meetings, parent booster meetings, and events such as sports and
performances.
When Leigh’s first ESLRs were developed in 2001-2002, they were developed without
consideration of the Board’s policies. In 2005, however, the district went into program
improvement (PI), and as part of PI, our Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction
created an LEA action plan in conjunction with the Santa Clara County Office of Education
(SCCOE). When our Mission and Vision were revised in 2005, the goals that we included
aligned with the district’s LEA action plan, which in turn was aligned with the board’s policies.
When our ESLRs were revised in spring of 2007, a draft was taken to the School Site Council
for their review and approval, and our Mission, Vision, and ESLRs were presented to the school
board on February 7, 2008.
According to the teacher survey, almost 32% of teachers disagreed with the statement, “I
understand what the school board does.” So although there is a very good degree of
understanding between the board and the administrative team, there are few opportunities for
the teaching staff to interact with the school board at present. On the whole, we get the
impression that parents do not have a clear understanding of the board’s role in how the school
is run; however, there is a handful of influential parents who are very knowledgeable about how
the school board works and how to work with them to positively influence education in our
district. Parents are more familiar with and involved in our School Site Council. Nominations
and elections for teachers, parents, and students to serve on School Site Council were held in
spring, August, and September of 2007. Elections were held in September. Last year the
School Site Council voted to increase the number of parents and teachers who serve on the
council, within legal limits. In spring 2007 the County Office of Education shared a presentation
with Leigh’s School Site Council clearly explaining its role, rules and policies, and procedures.
New members reviewed handouts from the presentation in fall of 2007 to ensure a smooth
transition into the new year. All meeting minutes are posted on the Leigh website.
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The Superintendent, all Assistant Superintendents, Director of Student Assessment and
Evaluation, and Support Services Director attend all school board meetings and regularly report
to the board regarding student performance, school operations, and fiscal health. There is a
financial advisory committee that meets once a month consisting of the Assistant
Superintendent Chief Business Officer, a board member, a principal, the Support Services
Director, teacher association representatives, and one parent representative from each school.
Every year in the spring there is a budget workshop similar to a board meeting that makes plain
where district money is coming from and going to.
In CUHSD, there is a clear process for complaint and conflict resolution. If parents wish to bring
a complaint against the school, they first fill out a form that they can get from the main office and
submit it to the Principal. Our Principal should do everything in her power to resolve the
complaint, but if no resolution is met, the parent may submit the complaint to the Assistant
Superintendent for Human Resources at the district office. In the unlikely case where the
complaint still remains unresolved, the parent then may address the complain to the CDE.
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Leadership and Staff
A3. To what extent based on student achievement data, does the school
leadership and staff make decisions and initiate activities that focus on all
students achieving the expected schoolwide learning results and academic
standards?
To what extent does the school leadership and staff annually monitor and
refine the single schoolwide action plan based on analysis of data to
ensure alignment with students needs?
The administration and staff at Leigh High School frequently work together to design curriculum
and professional development sessions that help students achieve the ESLRs and academic
standards. The Collaboration Team is a group of teachers who work together to design the
curriculum for staff professional development days and collaboration periods. Leigh’s
curriculum is designed to improve both student and teacher performance by aligning curriculum
with state standards. Major areas of professional development have been writing across the
curriculum, scope and sequence including the development of curriculum guides and
benchmark tests, and vertical teaming. Our resources are allocated based on school goals for
student learning. Based on data, the administration and Collaboration Team determine our
professional development needs. With teacher input, the administration also determines our
material needs to support teaching and learning. Most recently, we’ve used the Discretionary
Block Grant, Xilinx grant, and bond money to drastically update on-campus technology and
conduct professional development. Leigh teachers, the Vice Principal, and the Principal
participated in the district’s 9th and 10th Grade Task Force this fall. They played a major role in
the final recommendations given to the Superintendent. Other Leigh faculty will also play an
important role in the 9th and 10th Grade Implementation Task Force.
Departments meet individually to develop curriculum guides in order to ensure that all teachers
within a subject area are addressing all the standards. The curriculum guides have also proven
helpful for new teachers so they have a rough timeline to base their instruction on. Department
Chairs further help to unify teachers by ensuring that teachers within the same subject area are
meeting standards with their instruction by referring to the curriculum guides developed by the
staff members. Over the past summer, teachers from the entire district met to further align the
curriculum guides within the same content areas. These guides were then posted on Leigh’s
website where all Leigh teachers can access them.
Benchmark testing is beginning to be more prevalent in subject areas as well. The ultimate goal
is to assess the students in a formative rather than summative manner in order to ensure that all
students, regardless of their teacher, are meeting academic standards. While improvement in
the overall assessment and administering process is needed, teachers see the benefits of
benchmark testing. For example, the English Department administers various writing
benchmarks throughout the school year. An area of focus is how to use the results to increase
student learning and performance in relation to standards. Social Science is beginning to
brainstorm ways to administer benchmark tests even though subject matter is taught in a
different sequence depending on the teacher. This is the first year the Math Department has
used benchmark testing in their Geometry and Algebra 1 courses. They are districtwide tests
that are administered every six weeks. Staff members districtwide plan to edit the tests at the
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end of this year depending on the results and feedback from teachers. Foreign Language
teachers use the same semester tests for each language level, but are looking to use
benchmark tests for more frequent feedback.
During collaboration days, professional development, and Department Chair meetings, the
administration regularly provides the staff with API, AYP, CAHSEE, and other relevant data
which is then used to target specific learning goals which are clearly stated in the schoolwide
action plan. Based on assessment data, the Vice Principal revised the current schoolwide
action plan in the Single School Plan. The School Site Council, which includes parents,
students, and teachers, has also been involved in the past three years in the revision of the
Single School Plan. Under each goal in the schoolwide action plan is a list of staff members
responsible for overseeing that goal and ensuring there is an effort to meet it through classroom
instruction. Specific goals in the schoolwide action plan include improving ELA, Geometry, and
Algebra 1 test results; professional development through collaboration and data analysis;
technology integration; fulfilling UC/CSU admission requirements; and ESLR integration.
Leigh’s staff and administration address these goals frequently. Last year, the staff joined
together to rewrite our ESLRs to better address our students’ current academic and social
needs. A majority of the staff regularly use Aeries for online grading and School Loop for online
homework and class announcement postings. On Leigh’s website, teachers have access to
various resources designed to help enhance student achievement. Again, our professional
development focus on writing across the curriculum has been a major strategy to help increase
ELA test results. All academic courses offered and taken at Leigh must meet A-G requirements
to ensure students are eligible for UC/CSU admissions.
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A4. To what extent does a qualified staff facilitate the achievement of the
academic standards and the expected schoolwide learning results through
a system of preparation, induction, and ongoing professional
development?
All teachers are required to have a credential or be in an intern program, and all of Leigh’s
teachers are highly qualified according to No Child Left Behind criteria. In conducting this year’s
hiring, the administration made a concerted effort to include Department Chairs and teachers in
the entire process—paper screening, interviews, and final selection. Twelve of our sixteen new
teachers came to us with three or more years of teaching experience, and our hires who are
new to teaching have already begun to show promise of becoming leaders in their profession.
Leigh does its best to attract and hire highly qualified teachers who are a good fit for the school.
We have a total of 83 teachers, some of whom teach part time, and eight administrators. Nearly
40% of our staff members have a Master’s Degree, and a large percentage, 42.7%, have a
bachelor’s degree plus 30 additional semester units. Over 85% of our teachers have a full
credential, with most of the others working on university intern credentials. Over 83% of our
teachers have at least two years of experience in the classroom, with the average number of
years teaching at 11.9. The average teacher has been in the district for over nine years. Our
Vice Principal is a National Board Certified teacher.
The Vice Principal works closely with Department Chairs to assign highly qualified teachers to
teach intervention courses, foundational courses, and critical grade levels. Almost all teachers
at Leigh teach more than one prep—a foundational course paired with an honors or upper level
course in their content area. Most of the teaching staff in English is assigned at least three
preps. More than half of the department teaches English 1, a fundamental course for all high
school students. Elective teachers are highly diversified and meet the needs of their students
as well as their small departments. Teachers are encouraged to attend professional
development seminars outside of CUHSD to expand their repertoire and prepare to teach new
courses. In this district, all AP teachers are required to get College Board training to teach an
AP course.
To familiarize each staff member with Leigh’s policies, staff responsibilities, and processes,
each staff member receives a staff handbook. This year the staff handbook was completely
revised and updated, but we anticipate an extensive revision next year as many of the
procedures are codified.
Leigh has a structure in place for communicating and planning. There is a clear flow of
information from the administration to Department Chairs and from Department Chairs to their
departments. This structure is well respected and well established. The Department Chairs
have an excellent working relationship with the Principal and Vice Principal, and chair positions
are taken very seriously by staff. The CHSTA site reps do an excellent job of representing and
assisting faculty members in case of conflicts between teachers and administrators or teachers
and parents. Teachers generally use their department chair as a first point of contact to resolve
differences within the department.
Over the past four years, faculty has begun to collaborate more regularly, thanks in part to the
collaboration days that were built into the schedule two days every six weeks. Periodically, the
administration holds prep period meetings, during which small groups of teachers meet to share
and discuss high yield teaching strategies. The WASC self study process has been an exercise
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in cross-curricular collaboration and an opportunity for teachers to learn what other departments
are doing. Before 2005, our evaluation process involved observing teachers in other content
areas, but our new evaluation system does not require this. On the teacher survey, over 80% of
teachers disagreed with the statement, “Leigh teachers regularly observe their colleagues’
teaching.” This is a statistic we’re hoping to change over the next few years. Collaboration
within departments is well-established, especially between teachers with common courses and
between new teachers and their mentors; mentors periodically observe new teachers and work
with them to improve their teaching. Between 2004 and 2007, a group of teachers met
informally every month to discuss teaching methods and to refine their teaching strategies, and
departments used collaboration days over the past two years to address their specific needs.
To ensure that the actions of the leadership and staff focus on successful student learning, this
topic is discussed at most leadership meetings such as Department Chair meetings, the District
Site Leadership Team (DSLT) meetings, Collaboration Team meetings, WASC Focus Group
and Home Group meetings, and School Site Council. Weekly Administrative Team meetings
include discussions and strategy sessions to improve student learning. Our review of how our
leadership affects student learning is ongoing and solidly integrated into our school culture.
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A5. To what extent are leadership and staff involved in ongoing research
or data-based correlated professional development that focuses on
identified student learning needs?
Leigh is fortunate to be able to provide teachers with many opportunities for professional
development because of access to various fiscal resources. We had $20,000 last year and this
year for professional development from the parcel tax that voters passed in 2004. This year our
$95,000 Discretionary Block Grant from the state includes $35,000 set aside for professional
development. Last year the district received a $130,000 PE, Art, and Music One-Time Block
Grant.
This August we used parcel tax funds to host two days of paid training before the start of the
school year, which focused on examining data and closing the achievement gap, Bloom’s
Taxonomy and higher order thinking skills, and effective use of local resources such as the
public library. Last year our instructional emphasis was on writing across the curriculum, with
additional collaboration outside the classroom to develop curriculum guides and AP vertical
teaming strategies. Specialists in writing across the curriculum and AP vertical teaming led us
in several valuable sessions of professional development. Largely because of this schoolwide
emphasis and training, Leigh had the greatest gain on the 2007 CST in the Hispanic/Latino
subgroup in the district. Our fiscal resources have also allowed us to create a Collaboration
Team that helps plan teacher-driven staff development for collaboration days.
The money available also allows departments and teachers with common courses to collaborate
on curriculum development or any other specific need. Last year three departments were able
to attend standards-based conferences that supported the LEA action plan. PE teachers went
to sessions on implementing the standards, the Art Department flew to New York for a national
art conference, and our band teacher attended a national music conference in Chicago.
Although teachers have ample fiscal support for professional development, they do not feel that
they are supported by the district with substitute teachers. On the teacher survey, about 58% of
teachers disagreed with the statement, “The district has a sufficient number of substitutes to
cover classes when multiple teachers attend the same professional development session.” In
December we began using a new web-based sub finder system that is beginning to streamline
the process of reserving subs in advance, but it is still a work in process. We are hoping that
this new system attracts more substitutes who are accustomed to using similar automated
systems in other districts.
Leigh has made a concerted effort to align its teachers’ professional development plan to
Campbell Union High School District’s LEA action plan. Under the leadership of the
Collaboration Team, Leigh is beginning to identify what tools teachers need to maximize student
potential, set schoolwide goals, and start improving teacher practices in a systematic, unified
process. From recent work, the Collaboration Team discovered that the staff needs to define
the scope and sequence of what they teach in order to identify what skills students are being
taught throughout the year both across the curriculum and across grade levels. Articulated
curriculum is goal number one of the District’s LEA action plan. The primary objective of Leigh’s
professional development plan is to support highly qualified teachers and close the student
achievement gap at Leigh High School. To this end, teachers are collaborating on the scope
and sequence of courses taught by multiple instructors; using common writing prompts,
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domains, and rubrics to assess students’ abilities; and using proven teaching strategies (LEA
Goal #2) that students can transfer from one grade level and course to the next.
We began using a new certificated evaluation system in 2005. This new teacher evaluation
system is the result of a strong collaboration between the district and the Campbell High School
Teachers Association. The new system is designed to support teachers and guide ongoing
professional growth. It is grounded in research-based teaching practices that optimize student
learning, and it focuses on the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that our professional teaching
staff must demonstrate. Importantly, the new evaluation system is carefully aligned with both
the focused work of our district and the California Standards for the Teaching Profession
(CSTP). It speaks directly to our strategic plan strategies concerning student achievement,
equity, and professional development.
The evaluation system consists of four strands:
 Strand 1 – Evaluation of teachers new to the teaching profession, including Pre-Intern,
Intern, Temporary, Provisional, and Probationary I
 Strand 2 – Evaluation of teachers with at least one year of teaching experience,
including Intern, Provisional, Temporary, Probationary I, Probationary II, and Permanent
 Strand 3 – Optional evaluation for Permanent Certificated
 Strand 4 – Evaluation of Specialists
CUHSD uses the Developmental Continuum of Teacher Abilities as the evaluation rubric, which
administrators can use to monitor development of teachers’ performance on the CSTP.
Teachers can use this rubric as a self-evaluative tool and as a basis for discussion about areas
where they would like to direct their own improvement. Indeed, the first step of the evaluation
process for Strands 1 and 2 is a teacher self-assessment using the Developmental Continuum.
The teacher then completes a Goal Setting Conference Form, indicating one element of each of
the six CSTPs to emphasize and selecting two of those elements to concentrate on during the
evaluation. The teacher outlines a plan and lists evidence of growth for those two elements.
The teacher discusses these goals with his or her evaluator. Evaluators may use classroom
observations, participation in school activities, participation in professional growth or staff
development activities, self-reported staff development, and student performance on nonstandardized assessments in alignment with CSTP Standards Indicators to evaluate a teacher’s
performance.
After the goal-setting conference, evaluators observe teachers in the classroom and meet with
them to discuss what they observed. These observations are formal or informal, announced or
unannounced, depending on the teacher’s evaluation strand. Regardless of the strand,
teachers have a final meeting to go over either the Final Summary Evaluation and to conclude
the evaluation process. All evaluation-related documents such as observation forms, goalsetting forms, CSTP, Developmental Continuum of Teacher Abilities, improvement plan forms,
and a flowchart of deadlines for each strand are provided in an evaluation binder that all
teachers receive when they join the district. According to the teacher survey, over 75% of
teachers agree that the evaluation process is clear and easy to understand.
Similar to the certificated teachers’ evaluation procedure, as of this year, the certificated
administrators have a new system that evaluates their performance and supports their
professional growth. Administrators use the Developmental Continuum of Administrator Abilities
as their rubric, which aligns with the California Professional Standards for Educational Leaders
(CPSELS). In September, the evaluatee outlines and turns in a draft of his or her goals,
objectives, and activities to his or her evaluator. In October, evaluators meet with evaluatees to
review expectations and CPSELS, finalize goals, objectives, and activities, and to determine
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professional development or types of support for the year. There is a mid-year meeting in
January where the evaluator reviews the evaluatee’s performance status. A similar meeting
occurs in May, during which the evaluator also reviews preliminary ideas for the final evaluation
summary. In the last meeting of the year, usually in June, the evaluator reviews any data
pertinent to the evaluatee’s assignment and discusses the final summary evaluation. The pair
may also discuss possible professional growth goals for the following year.
This year the Superintendent is evaluating Leigh’s Principal; our Principal is evaluating our Vice
Principal, Deans, and Activities Director; and our Vice Principal is evaluating three Guidance
Counselors. All certificated administrative evaluation documents are provided in an evaluation
binder for administrators.
Leigh’s professional development is designed to increase student achievement on the CAHSEE
and CSTs. Using the results of these assessments, we can get an idea of the extent to which
our professional development is affecting our students’ learning. This year we’ve done
considerable work on curriculum guides and benchmark testing for core subjects, and we’re
beginning to use the results of benchmark tests to determine our areas of strength and growth.
Administrators and Department Chairs perform classroom walk-through visits (CWT) to watch
the high-yield instructional strategies shared in collaboration in action. Departments also followup informally regarding the use of new strategies learned in professional development. The
district’s New Teacher Program and Leigh’s departments support new teachers with workshops
and strategies. Because there isn’t an acknowledged vehicle for measuring the direct effect of
professional development on student performance, this is still somewhat of a weakness for us.
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Resources
A6. To what extent are the human, material, physical, and financial
resources sufficient and utilized effectively and appropriately in
accordance with the legal intent of the program(s) to support students in
accomplishing the academic standards and the expected schoolwide
learning results?
In the last two years we’ve supplied textbooks for every student in every class. Fifteenthousand dollars from the Discretionary Block Grant was used to buy modern science
equipment, and the PE department spent about $25,000 last year to buy all new equipment
from the one-time PE, Art, and Music Block Grant. Marching Band bought new uniforms for
about $35,000 with this grant, and Art used their portion (about $60,000) of the grant to outfit a
new multimedia computer lab for Yearbook, Journalism, and the Multimedia classes. Staff was
involved in these resource allocation decisions, as Department Chairs and other appropriate
staff were consulted in the planning and purchasing of materials. In addition, we bought two
new high speed Risograph copy machines with school budget money last year, which was met
with an enthusiastic reception from teachers frustrated with old and unreliable machines.
Recently, Leigh leased a second Scantron machine for final exams.
This year the district and school have developed annual budgets in accordance with audits and
quality business and accounting practices. We are in the process at Leigh of developing
department budgets based on number of sections, number of students, and content need. Part
of this development process is tracking purchase orders and other data so we can adequately
allocate funds across the school. In the past, Department Chairs have had varying levels of
involvement with the budget process depending on their content area, experience, and past
needs. We are hoping that the new system will make the budgetary process more efficient,
equitable, easy to use and understand, and above all transparent.
Sections of the school have been remodeled over the past few years, including a science wing,
the music wing, most classrooms, the athletic fields, the football field, and the track. Bleachers
in the gym were replaced, and stadium lights were added to the football bowl. There are plans
in place to build a new snack shack for the football bowl and surrounding athletic areas within
the next year. There are also plans over the next few years to renovate the locker rooms,
library, offices, cafeteria, quad, and the last two wings of unrenovated classrooms on the north
side of campus, as well as to build a theatre. New classrooms and portables feature air
conditioning, but most classrooms do not have AC. LCD projectors were ceiling-mounted in all
renovated rooms in the fall of 2007, and the remaining unrenovated classrooms were supplied
with LCD projectors on a cart.
Opinions about Leigh’s facilities were mixed based on survey results. On the teacher survey,
56.1% of teachers disagreed with the statement, “Leigh’s facilities are well-maintained,
functional, and in good repair.” Twenty-six point one percent (26.1%) of students disagreed with
the similar statement, “The campus and classrooms are in good repair, clean, presentable, and
it’s a good environment for learning.” For parents, the percent who disagreed was 15.1. Based
on all survey comments, the main concerns with facilities are trash and litter, bathrooms, climate
control, locker rooms, and the campus showing its age. Although teachers are concerned about
facilities, they are happy to have two new computer labs and LCD projectors in their
classrooms.
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The administration in conjunction with the district is currently revising the procedure for
acquiring instructional materials so the system is efficient, equitable, and expeditious. In the last
two years, the administration has been able to provide almost everything that departments and
individuals have requested, either by using bond money, Microsoft Settlement voucher funds,
the Discretionary Block Grant, state funds, and donations large and small. Some of these
materials include a teacher workstation in every classroom, four Accelerated Reader computers
in every English 1 classroom, four Accelerated Math computers in every Algebra 1 classroom,
two to four student computers in every Special Education classroom, textbooks, novels, lab
equipment, ceiling-mounted LCD projectors, a multimedia lab for specific courses, and two
teacher sign-up computer labs. With input from department chairs and tech-savvy teachers, the
administration developed a school technology plan last year. The first step of the process was
to inventory all campus technology. Based on the inventory, the team assessed what they
could and should acquire to best benefit students and teachers.
We are able to attract and retain a well-qualified staff because we offer competitive salaries
compared to surrounding districts, and the passage of the parcel tax provided teachers with a
monthly stipend added to their paycheck. All full time employees receive strong medical, dental,
and vision benefits. Over the past six years, labor relations between CHSTA and the district
have improved so that contract negotiations run smoothly and the contract is acceptable and
up-to-date. The district supports new teachers with BTSA (the New Teacher Project), and oncampus mentors further assist new teachers to develop and mature. The district office supports
our Principal in the hiring process so she feels she is able to hire the best candidates available.
In CUHSD, long-range planning to ensure availability of resources is the responsibility of the
Assistant Superintendent for Business Services. He meets with the financial advisory
committee once a month to gather data that affects our long-range plan. Although we were an
ADA-funded district in the recent past, we are currently a Basic Aid district.

Organization Strengths and Growth Areas
Strengths











The staff at Leigh is highly qualified
The staff is supported with a clear evaluation process
Leigh’s Mission and Vision Statements and ESLRs are aligned with the district’s LEA
action plan
Collaboration days are built into the bell schedule to facilitate collaboration
The school board’s policies are clear, and there is a strong link between the
administration and the governing board
School Site Council oversees Leigh’s Single School Plan
There are plenty of funds for professional development and flexibility in their use
There is strong support for new teachers through the BTSA program – New Teacher
Project
Our recent emphasis on curriculum guides and benchmark tests focus on state
standards and achievement
Most classrooms have been modernized through recent renovations, and most sports
facilities have also been renovated

Growth Areas
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There is no distinct system in place for measuring the effects of professional
development
Teachers lack a strong link to the school board
Leigh’s ESLRs not part of the school culture
The ESLRs are not well known to students or the community
There is a need for a more transparent budget allocation procedure
Some facilities are still in need of renovation
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B: Curriculum
Focus Group Members:
Vicki Alexander
Laura Baird
Sheila Billings
Samantha Cush
Michele Eneboe
Brendan Gill
Sharon Goodenough
Deborah Kalameja
Carol Leah-Martin
Kim McCarthy
Dennis Lynch
Kelli Nurnberg
Luciana Moisei
Jon Pratt
Corinne Raab
Stephanie Simons
Jorge Sitkewich
Allegra Ullrey (co-chair)
Leslie Warkentin (co-chair)
Colin Weil

Parent
Physical Education
Parent
Art
Parent
English
Applied Living Arts
Special Education
English
Social Science
Math
Special Education
English
Counselor
Student, 11th Grade
Social Science
Math
English
Science
Student, 9th Grade
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B1: To what extent do all students participate in a rigorous, relevant, and
coherent standards-based curriculum that supports the achievement of the
academic standards and the expected school wide learning results? That
is, through standards-based learning (what is taught and how it is taught),
how are the ESLRs accomplished?
Schoolwide, Leigh teachers have been given research material and data in our discussions and
meetings. From this, usually in departments, we use research and data to pinpoint areas of
need and to work on improving instruction to meet students’ needs. Also, over the past three
years the administration has provided the faculty with copies of several of Robert J. Marzano’s
books to guide differentiated instruction and high yield teaching strategies. As a result, the
faculty is applying Marzano strategies such as summarizing, notetaking, and non-linguistic
representations to emphasize greater student understanding and retention. Thus, research has
aided Leigh in developing and accomplishing our current Expected Schoolwide Learning
Results.
The state standards are readily available to all departments and revisited extensively in
departmental collaboration. This year, the district has recruited teachers to draft new subject
area curriculum guides, which are undergoing review and revision by departments. These
curriculum guides are aligned to California state standards, especially in the core subjects.
Apparent in the planning and structure of lessons, real world applications to state standards are
considered in lesson planning. Leigh’s ESLRs are skills-based, so this connects the standards
to real world application and skill building as well.
Both Leigh’s administration and faculty examine representative samples of student work and
“snapshots” of student engagement to assess the implementation of the standards and ESLRs.
Over the past three years, the administration has conducted classroom walk-through visits
(CWT) in which classes are randomly and informally observed for a few minutes at a time. In
this moment, the level of student engagement as well as the percentage of summarizing and
note-taking, graphic organizers, or other instructional strategies can be tallied. After a CWT, the
administration shares the information with the faculty. Similarly, in prep period meetings, we
share samples of student work across the curriculum for the same intention. Also, the English
department has used the first benchmark testing period to cull out student sample anchor
papers for each grade level. This will serve as an aid in standardizing grading rubrics and
policies throughout the department and work as samples from which to model student writing in
instruction.
All Leigh students are granted open access to all Honors and AP courses after advising from
their current teachers. Many of our students take advantage of these accelerated programs.
Leigh comprises 30% of the passing AP scores districtwide. This shows that of the five high
schools, Leigh students attempt AP exams and succeed at a greater margin. Also, with the
2007-2008 school year, Special Education students are now mostly integrated into mainstream
classes. While Leigh doesn’t have an ELD program, students are able to attend Westmont, Del
Mar, or Prospect High School to access that curriculum.
Although there is no formal integration that we know of at Leigh, some teachers do discuss
curriculum and share resources to some degree. In the English Department, several teachers
have collaborated with the Social Studies Department to enhance lessons for specific texts. This
is an area that a majority of teachers would agree needs improvement. With enough foresight
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and planning, teachers who wish to collaborate throughout the year may request a common
prep period; however, once the master schedule has been established, teachers without a
common prep must rely on other times to collaborate.
Curricular development, evaluation, and revision takes the following forms at Leigh: Within
departments, faculty address testing data to make curricular enhancement and changes. In this
school year, Leigh as well as the other district schools are adopting six-week benchmark testing
throughout all core classes. As stated previously, curriculum guides this year are being
developed and refined in most departments. Perhaps the work of most depth is being done in
the English Department, where teachers are in the process of developing standards-based
curriculum guides for each grade level in order to create a more standardized and coherent
program for our students. Tied to this, the English Department uses rubrics in order to establish
a more standardized method of evaluating students and to determine the success of the
curriculum.
In the Science Department, the Biology curriculum is team-developed and delivered uniformly;
for example, every Biology class uses the same lesson on the same day. Connected to this,
both Chemistry and Biology teachers are developing common assessments; with Biology using
the same unit tests and Chemistry developing a common final exam. The Social Studies
Department is also beginning to implement benchmark testing this spring.
Evaluation also occurs as teachers prepare for outside review. For example, all AP classes go
through an audit to be certified, therefore allowing for a time where specific curriculum is
evaluated and refined.
Leigh has clear policies that define our rigorous, relevant, and coherent curriculum. Graduation
requirements are made clear to the students during regularly scheduled counselor visits starting
in the fall of their freshmen year. Grading policies and homework policies are made clear in
each teacher’s course information sheet for every class. On the student survey, over 85% of
students agreed that “My teachers make classroom expectations clear to me.” The student
survey also revealed that students feel teachers give too much homework. Many students
commented on this, particularly in relation to balancing the amount of homework with
extracurricular activities such as sports.
Leigh instituted an Academic Integrity Policy three years ago. It clearly explains the
consequences for cheating, and all students must sign it during the first month of school.
Teachers are still learning how to enforce it, with some teachers strictly adhering to its policies
and some teachers being more lenient because of time restraints, unfamiliarity with the policy,
or personal style.
Articulation with Leigh’s feeder schools is something that the faculty as a whole would like more
of. In spring 2006, the English and Social Studies Departments went to Union Middle School to
meet with content area teachers to discuss expectations, texts, and assignments that are
relevant to the success of high school students.
A majority of Leigh’s English 3 teachers have attended an EAP workshop in conjunction with
San Jose State University in order to help prepare Leigh students for the demands of collegelevel English classes and the CSU system Early Assessment Program test.
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We have no data on the effectiveness of our curriculum program from follow-up studies. As far
as we know, there have been no follow-up studies of graduates other than the initial information
about where they have enrolled in college.
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B2: To what extent do all students have access to the school’s entire
program and assistance with a personal learning plan to prepare them for
the pursuit of their academic, personal, and school-to-career goals?
Leigh has a College and Career Center available to all students that is staffed by parent
volunteers and open daily at lunch. This center provides a place for college representative visits
and houses a great deal of information on colleges and universities in California and around the
US. In addition, the center has a number of computers, which students can use to research
post-high school choices or fill out online applications. A handful of students commented on the
student survey about the helpful volunteer staff in the College and Career Center.
During the 2006-07 school year, we added a third guidance counselor to our staff. The
counseling team provides support in various forms. Counselors meet with students two times a
year to discuss graduation requirements, college entrance requirements, and career exploration
in addition to programming all students’ classes and keeping students on track for graduation.
New this year is individual college counseling available in the evenings.
Leigh also provides access to non-traditional paths to graduation. In conjunction with West
Valley College, students may enroll in Middle College starting their junior year, where they can
simultaneously finish their high school requirements while earning college credits. Additionally,
students may take classes at West Valley that are not offered at Leigh such as Sociology.
The Central County Occupational Center (CCOC) is an option for students who want hands on
experience and career training along with the traditional high school diploma. CCOC offers
vocational and technical training for all high schools in Santa Clara County. Among the
programs provided are culinary arts, medical assisting, drafting, automotive repair, forensics,
and dental assisting. Like Middle College, students must be juniors or seniors to enroll in
CCOC.
For those students wishing to pursue a more rigorous college-prep curriculum, Leigh offers a
variety of AP and honors courses that are open to all students. Our AP courses are:
 Sciences – AP Physics, AP Chemistry, AP Biology
 Social Sciences – AP US History, AP Government,
 Math – AP Calculus, AP Statistics
 English – AP English Lit, AP Language Composition
 Foreign Language – AP French, AP Spanish
One of the areas of pride for Leigh is its strong parent-student-staff collaboration.
The school has implemented many strategies to create a fabric of partnership between all
stakeholders. They include:
Technology: To aid monitoring of student progress, a high percentage of teachers use Aeries,
an online grade book program, for immediate and continuous communication of grades to both
parents and students. Also, most teachers use School Loop to post daily assignments, and
some teachers also post class notes, handouts, and news on the site. School Loop includes its
own mail system so parents and students can email a teacher even if they’ve misplaced the
teacher’s address. Many parents use the site to monitor their student’s homework and to
contact teachers about specific concerns. Used in conjunction with Aeries, parents can be
highly involved with their student’s classes and progress.
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Back to School Night: At September’s Back to School Night, many parents take the opportunity
to introduce themselves to teachers and communicate any special needs that their child might
have. Teachers often report parents volunteering information about their child’s learning style or
past problems or successes in school. This first point of contact can be valuable in establishing
a yearlong dialogue between teachers and parents about the education of the student.
Counselor Connection and Planning: Ninth graders create a four year plan when they first meet
with their counselors in the fall. Counselors present a PowerPoint explaining their options, and
students begin to formulate which four year plan best fits their post-high school objective.
Counselors meet with groups of students at least twice a year to revisit the four year plan to
ensure that students are making appropriate choices in courses. Additionally, tenth graders use
Get Insights, a web-based survey program that builds a profile based on the student’s skills and
interests. Interests are linked to careers and jobs and to training and/or college programs that
will prepare the student for those careers.
Student Study Teams (SST): SST meetings are for all 504 Plan students and any student who
could benefit from a gathering of his or her teachers, parents, and guidance counselor. In the
meeting, the adults dialogue with the student to identify strengths and growth areas and
establish an action plan to help the student reach his or her full potential. SSTs help about 50%
of Leigh’s struggling students turn around and pass their classes.
Individual Education Plans (IEP): IEPs for Special Education students are updated annually with
goals assessed and updated every six weeks. Mainstream teachers receive copies of IEPs
when accommodations are required in a mainstream classroom.
Efficient Communication: Informal communication between parents and teachers occurs
routinely by phone and email, providing instant communication. Also, parent meetings with
teachers happen regularly on an informal basis as well as the more formalized SST and IEP
meetings.
Leigh’s parent survey provides this snapshot:
 54% of parents agree that counselors are helpful in planning their child’s academic year
 89% of parents claim that their children have access to all course offerings
 85% of parents are satisfied with course offerings.
After high school, most Leigh students continue into some form of higher education to further
prepare themselves for their chosen career. According to the counseling department’s statistics
on the graduating class of 2007:
 46% of students attend West Valley or other community colleges immediately after high
school
 43% of seniors attend a four-year college or university
 2% of seniors attend a trade or vocational school
 1% enter a branch of the military
 3% enter the work force directly after graduation
 and 5% of graduates claim to be “undecided” about future plans
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B3: To what extent are students able to meet all the requirements of
graduation upon completion of the high school program?
There are many classes at Leigh that provide students with the opportunity to apply their
knowledge to the real world. For example, all juniors and seniors who meet the requirements
may take CCOC classes. These classes are designed to teach students about specific careers,
and some programs allow students to earn a certificate that will help them after high school.
Also, many of the Government/Economics classes require students to complete a community
service project. Leigh High School also offers classes such as Work Experience and Living On
Your Own that help students prepare for the real world. Students enrolled in Accounting have to
do a project that helps them learn about monthly expenses. They need to find a job, an
apartment, and buy a car. Then, they are required to write a paper about these things as well
as other expenses such as cell phone bills. These classes have a curriculum designed to
provide students with access to real world applications.
There are many programs at Leigh designed to help all students meet their graduation
requirements. For example, there are a variety of programs that have been created to help
students who struggle with some general education classes. English Workshop is a class that
is offered for students whose tests scores show that their skills are below grade level.
Accelerated Reader is one program that is used in this class to help students improve their
skills. The Math Department is developing an Algebra Recovery program for students who do
not pass benchmark tests. Math teachers have begun using Accelerated Math to help
struggling students. The Special Education department offers an Academic Support class for
juniors and seniors to support them in their mainstream classes. This is a new class this year,
and so far it has been successful. All of the students enrolled in this class are passing all of
their mainstream classes, most likely with higher grades than they would without the support.
Students are required to pass the CAHSEE to be able to graduate with a diploma. Because of
this, Leigh High School offers a CAHSEE prep class to help students, predominantly seniors,
who have not passed either one or both sections of the test. There are a couple of programs
used in the class to support the students. “Measuring Up” provides workbooks for the students
that cover the topics on the CAHSEE. There is also an online program where students can take
tests on specific subjects and their results help them determine the areas where they struggle
and need to spend more time reviewing. PLATO is another program that students use in this
class. It is an online program that allows students to work through tutorials, practice questions,
and mastery tests to help them improve their skills. The teacher is able to assign work to the
entire class or individual students who struggle in specific areas. The CAHSEE Workshop class
is continuously improving to support students who have not passed the test.
After examining the evidence regarding this criterion, it is evident that Leigh High School is in
the process of improving in this area. All of the departments are evaluating the success of their
existing programs and evolving. The Math Department is researching the Accelerated Math
program and determining the best way to implement it in the classroom. The Special Education
Department is headed toward an inclusion model, so there is a lot of work being done to help all
of our students meet the requirements of graduation. Because of the transition toward
inclusion, there will be many more Academic Support classes offered in the future for students
with learning disabilities. Also, the CAHSEE Prep class that used to be only open for seniors is
now open to some juniors as well. Next year, we will be offering the class to all Special
Education students, regardless of their year in school. Also, students will be able to take the
CAHSEE Prep class during the regular school day, instead of 0 period, which is when it is
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currently offered. This will be more beneficial for the students because 0 period starts at 7:00
a.m., and this is not an ideal time for all students to learn. Overall, Leigh High School has a
variety of programs to help students meet the requirements of graduation and we are
continuously working to improve.

Curriculum Strengths and Growth Areas
Strengths






Graduation requirements and class expectations are clear
There are many ways for the community to stay connected to the school and apprised of
what is happening in classes
Large selection of AP classes offered
Several intervention classes offered
Curriculum guides being developed to more closely align curriculum with state standards

Growth Areas




Although we have built-in collaboration days, we do not have a formal plan to integrate
discussions specific to curriculum
There is a lack of articulation with middle schools to discuss and align curriculum
There is a lack of inter-departmental communication about curriculum
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English
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C1: To what extent are all students involved in challenging learning
experiences to achieve the academic standards and the expected school
wide learning results?
Student involvement in learning at Leigh High School can be measured in part by the classroom
walkthrough data from October 17, 18, and 19 of 2007. The visits were conducted by members
of Leigh’s administrative staff. In 45 of 83 visited classrooms (54%), administration reported
finding highly engaged students (scoring “4” on a 4-point scale). They found students were
generally engaged (“3” on a 3-point scale) in 29 classrooms. Therefore, 89% of classes that
were visited in mid-October demonstrated evidence of engaged students. Eighty-three point
nine percent (83.9%) of teachers report that they set high student expectations, as determined
by the teacher survey.
Additionally, according to the student survey, most students describe classes at Leigh as
engaging, and are therefore involved in the learning process. Seventy-three point one percent
(73.1%) of students agree or strongly agree that Leigh teachers make classes interesting.
Eighty-six percent (86%) agree or strongly agree that Leigh teachers are knowledgeable,
prepared and genuinely interested in teaching. Finally, 76.9% say that the school culture
promotes learning and success.
Because grades and test scores demonstrate understanding of academic standards, they also
indicate the level to which students are involved in learning to assist them in achieving those
academic standards. According to the student survey, 87% of students take standardized tests
seriously. Therefore, test scores and grades are considered in response to this prompt. The
CAHSEE results for 2007 demonstrate that students are doing well in core subjects. Ninety
percent (90%) of the 424 participants scored at a passing level for math. This is above county
(84%) and state (76%) pass rates. In English-Language Arts, 91% of 434 participating students
received a passing score. Once again, this exceeds county (84%) and state (77%) averages.
However, the Students With Disabilities subgroup did not do as well. Only 39% of Students
With Disabilities passed Math and 40% passed English. Special Education instruction may be
an area of growth for Leigh High School. On the other hand, 93% of teachers do say that they
“feel comfortable modifying my teaching to accommodate special need students.”
Similarly, the 2007 CST indicates generally strong scores for students in core subject matter
areas, attesting to the fact that they are engaged by the instruction in classrooms. In EnglishLanguage Arts, 74% of freshmen, 64% of sophomores, and 58% of juniors scored at the
advanced and proficient levels. Math courses might be an area for improvement with 28% of
freshmen scoring advanced or proficient in Algebra 1, 57% of freshmen in Geometry, 66% of
sophomores in Algebra 2, and 74% of juniors in Summative Math. Additional advanced and
proficient scores:
 Algebra 2: 66% of sophomores; 17% of juniors
 Summative Math: 74% of juniors
 World History: 56% of sophomores
 US History: 47% of juniors
 Biology: 81% of frosh; 58% of sophomores
 Chemistry: 42% of sophomores
 Physics: 30% of sophomores 31% of juniors
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This data is available to teachers on SChoolPlan. Sixty-nine point six percent (69.6%) of
teachers know how to access CST and CAHSEE scores and how to examine the scores to
better understand Leigh’s strengths and weaknesses.
In terms of academic courses, it seems that Leigh High School is adequately preparing students
for the future and challenging them to achieve the academic standards. Seventy-nine percent
(79%) of students are satisfied with the type and number of academic classes and 72% feel
they are being well prepared for life beyond high school. An area of concern might be elective
course offerings because 36.3% of students disagreed or strongly disagreed that they are
satisfied with the number of electives offered at Leigh.
Student Understanding of Performance Levels
According to the student survey, Leigh teachers are doing a good job of communicating
expectations for assignments and general class goals, as 85.2% of surveyed students agree or
strongly agree that classroom expectations are clear. The teacher survey demonstrated that
83.9% of teachers are planning with clearly defined performance levels in mind, and 87.7% say
that they design lessons with academic standards in mind or lessons that target specific
standards.
However, despite the fact that data is not available to support this assertion, it seems that
communicating specific state standards to the students is a growth area for Leigh. Over the
summer, teachers from many departments across the district met to create curriculum guides.
Most departments are currently working with or developing curriculum guides for their subject
matter areas. These guides specify what standards are being addressed chronologically
throughout the year. Teachers have choice in terms of how they address the standards. The
breakdown may be in the communication of these standards to the students. As a staff, it may
be helpful to discuss how to communicate the standards to the students in an effective, organic
way.
Additional ideas for how teachers communicate standards to their students:
 The English Department often structures units with “essential questions” which are
conveyed to the students and act as overarching themes for the unit.
 Some teachers communicate standards to their students directly or reword them in
“student-friendly” language.
 All teachers post agendas on the board so students are aware of the day’s plan.
 Teachers often use “word walls” to collect all relevant terms for the year.
 Standards and expected performance levels are communicated in course outlines
handed out at the beginning of the year.
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C2: To what extent do all teachers use a variety of strategies and
resources, including technology and experiences beyond the textbook and
the classroom, that actively engage students, emphasize higher order
thinking skills, and help them succeed at high levels?
The Instructional Focus Group conducted a survey of teachers at Leigh to determine the variety
of strategies and resources teachers use in their classrooms that actively engage students,
emphasize higher order thinking skills, and help students succeed at high levels. Forty-five out
of seventy full-time staff responded to the survey. They answered questions about the
opportunities they provide for students to apply prior knowledge, gather and communicate
knowledge, allow students to reason and problem solve, use technology to assist them
academically, access the library, and use multimedia and sources other than the text.
Teachers were very forthcoming in their responses. More than 85% of the respondents gauged
themselves as providing frequent, if not daily, opportunities for students to organize and apply
prior knowledge as well as gather and communicate their knowledge. Teachers at Leigh give
students the most opportunity to reason and problem solve during in-class activities, with
individual projects second most common, discussions and debates third, and group projects
being the least frequent (or occasional) venue.
Fifty-three percent (53%) of teachers stated that students are able to use technology to assist
them academically, which was the focus of Leigh’s previous WASC Review and Report in 2002.
Teachers are using intervention software, graphing calculators, internet research, LCD
projectors, PowerPoint presentations, SchoolLoop, and Aeries to provide additional resources
for students and enrich their classroom instruction. Teachers don’t access the library or
multimedia services as frequently as they do other sources beyond the text; however, this may
have something to do with limited access to technology in their classrooms or computer labs on
campus until 2007. CUHSD installed teacher workstations in every classroom during 20062007 and began taking attendance online. LCD projectors were installed in renovated
classrooms in fall 2007. Two computer labs were upgraded summer 2007 and opened for
teacher/student use.
For the past four years, teachers in the Campbell Union High School District have been
immersed in professional development on current research based instructional strategies and
curriculum standards. They have studied the work of Robert Marzano and Debra Pickering and
begun the process of creating curriculum guides for all core content areas. Teachers at Leigh
have worked with local consultants such as Lisa Nicholson on curriculum mapping, Kathy Glass
on writing across the curriculum, and Jeff House on AP Vertical Teaming. By 2006, teachers at
Leigh were ready to agree to a single focus and teacher leaders were ready to create a
Collaboration Team to develop and plan professional development. From that point on, the
Leigh staff and students have gained a great deal of momentum.
The curriculum mapping at Leigh led to the district making a decision to work with our
consultant, Lisa Nicholson, and begin the process of creating curriculum guides and training
teachers across the district. The English teachers at Leigh became so passionate about the
curriculum guides that they asked to meet during the school year and revised them a semester
before the Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction expected them to be revised.
Writing across the curriculum has remained a strong focus at Leigh, raising ELA scores on the
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CSTs and transforming the writing strategies of entire departments such as Home Economics
and Specialized Day Classes in Special Education.
The faculty at Leigh has slowly begun adopting some effective teaching strategies across
campus. Academic vocabulary and Cornell Notetaking have been a strong focus for the past
two years. More than half of the faculty has been hired in the last six years, so newly trained
teachers have brought a “toolkit” that includes more high yield strategies such as similarities and
differences, summarizing, and goal setting. It’s been important for the faculty to see the results
of adopting new strategies and to collaborate with their colleagues on how to embed these new
strategies into the curriculum. Leigh still has work to do in the area of agreeing what strategies
serve our students best and in making a commitment, across content areas, to use effective
teaching strategies.
There’s a professional learning community growing at Leigh. Teachers are starting to work
closely with one another, on their own initiative, to analyze student data, reflect on their teaching
practice, and discover more ways to help students succeed in their classrooms. This mostly
happens in content area groups; however, there is a growing desire amongst the faculty to
create cross-curricular collaboration and work on building integrated content. The English
Department is working with the administration to order enough novels to ensure that all English
and Social Science teachers can collaborate on research papers and support thematic teaching
of important concepts and eras.
Teachers work as coaches in Leigh’s AVID program helping students who may lack the
essential skills to go on to college, and in Leigh’s workshop classes helping students accelerate
their learning so they can reach grade level and succeed in their core classes. Teachers also
“coach” students during tutorial to help them understand assignments from class, answer
questions on homework, or study for an exam. Since sports is a big focus at Leigh High School,
the Leadership Team is hoping to help teachers, especially coaches, see the connection
between goal setting, meaningful feedback, and improved student performance. The more
Leigh teachers study the impact of meaningful feedback and goal setting in the classroom, the
more they see the similarity between coaching and teaching.
Teachers at Leigh use a variety of strategies and resources including technology and
experiences beyond the classroom to actively engage students, emphasize higher order
thinking skills, and help them succeed at high levels.
Economic teachers play a Stock Market game that requires students to use the Internet to
check stock prices, predict and evaluate economic conditions, and apply the principles of
economics to the stock market. Every week two to three students are in charge of bringing in
current event articles for the entire class to discuss and analyze.
Journalism and Yearbook students use sophisticated software to produce the school newspaper
and yearbook. They learn principles of design and photography to create an appealing
journalism spread. Newspaper articles and non-fiction writing are used regularly in English
classes to supplement the texts.
Students in Health evaluate actual health campaigns in our society. They analyze the
effectiveness of the campaign before designing their own health campaign on a specific drug.
Students use PowerPoint to present the results to their classmates. In Biology Honors, the
students use gel electrophoresis boxes to complete DNA fingerprinting. Students analyze DNA
samples to determine who committed a crime or to determine the paternity of a child.
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In Spanish, teachers use KWL charts to determine what students already know about Spanish
families. They read an authentic text on current world trends about changes in nuclear families.
Students conduct primary source interviews to verify what they’ve studied.
In Physical Education, teachers use heart monitors and PDAs to assess students’ baseline data
and help students set individual learning goals in physical education. Starting this year,
students have to pass the California Fitness Test in order to complete their PE course work
before graduation.
Real World Experiences:
At Leigh, students have myriad opportunities to apply their classroom learning to real world
situations. Teachers from almost every department create assignments and/or activities which
allow students to extend their learning from the classroom into authentic environments, despite
some limitations. In a survey conducted by the Instruction Focus Group, some teachers
commented that while they would like to do more activities that integrate real-world applications,
they feel constraints that limit their ability to get students out of the classroom. These
constraints are financial as well as logistical; field trips occurring during school hours can
interfere with other classes and teachers. Even with these challenges, Leigh students apply
their learning in the real world in a variety of ways.
In the past six years, teachers from foreign language, English, drama, and science have
organized educational trips to New York, Spain, France, and Belize where students were able to
experience the language, culture, history, and people first hand.
During the spring of 2006, a group of drama students traveled to New York City where they saw
three Broadway shows and participated in backstage tours and master classes with professional
actors. While not an officially school sanctioned trip, all students were from Leigh and
participated in valuable learning experiences. After each show, they discussed the production
and used specific details from the show to express their opinions. The teacher asked questions
about specific aspects of the show such as lighting, costumes, sound, dance, acting, and set so
students could apply their learning from class in discussion. This helped students meet the “H”
ESLR – “High-Level Critical Thinkers who analyze, synthesize, apply and evaluate information.”
Currently Drama 1 students are required to see two plays outside of school each semester,
while Drama 2 students are required to see three plays per semester. Additionally, students
can audition for Leigh’s fall play or spring musical or be a technician for the shows. About ten
current drama students have also been involved in community theatre productions as either
performers or technicians.
Foreign language teachers took eighteen students to France and Spain in the summer of 2005
to experience the culture and language. This was most of the students’ first trip to a foreign
country, and they used their knowledge of the customs and language to navigate everyday
activities. Although this was an optional trip not approved by the board, it was a valuable first
hand experience for French and Spanish students.
The science department offers students a wide range of opportunities to see science at work
outside of the classroom. In past years, science students have gone to Belize where they
assisted master’s degree candidates in their research and data collection about dolphins. This
experience let students see first hand the process of data collection, research, and
interpretation of data. The Science Club at Leigh takes students off campus for five different
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field trips: In October students learn about freshwater or saltwater ecosystems be either boating
on the delta or kayaking. In January they travel to Año Nuevo to observe elephant seal
populations. February brings a trip to the San Diego Zoo to learn about conservation and how
zoos play a role in animal protection and conservation. In April the club goes to Death Valley to
see wildflowers and learn about desert ecology. The club has also taken day trips to Big Basin
Forest, the San Jose Tech Museum, and the Body Worlds exhibit.
Because of the commitment of the Art department, students can experience the feel of a
catered and judged art show, as well as the work involved in setting up and breaking down a
show, at least once a year in the Art Department. The Campbell Country Women’s Club allows
senior Leigh students to submit art to their annual show where a panel of Judges (professors
and master’s students from San Jose State University) evaluate their work. They may win
scholarship money and ribbons for their work. The End of the Year Art show rotates between all
the schools in the Campbell Union High School District. It is open to all students in the entire
Visual Arts program. It is an opportunity for students to earn scholarship money as well as
ribbons. Leigh will be hosting the annual district art show again in 2010.
Math students can volunteer to tutor lower grade students for pay. Those students who
volunteer are screened by math teachers to assure they are capable, and they then apply their
knowledge and become “teachers” to their peers. In Economics and Government classes
teachers have integrated multiple activities which require students to take their learning out of
the classroom and into the real world. For example, Economics students play The Stock Market
Game. In groups of three, they invest a hypothetical $100,000 in the real stock market, track
their stocks on-line, then make decisions for real companies based on their projections derived
from the current economy. In Government classes students do a Political Action Project where
they choose a current issue that is important to them, perform research, build a team, and then
stage actions toward a solution. The actions can take many different forms: they can advocate
for a change in policy by calling or writing public officials or businesses; they can stage protests,
teach-ins, boycotts, or demonstrations; or they can volunteer their time to support a particular
cause or organization, for example. This project allows students to deal with real world issues
and practice choices for action in the real world, which links directly to our “G” ESLR – “Global
Participants who contribute positively and responsibly to their communities.” And almost all
seniors in Government are required to do a 10-hour community service project which they
research, choose, complete, and write about in a report when they have finished their hours.
“Home Experiences” are part of a project students do in all foods classes. Students choose a
recipe that comes from a certain category specified by the teacher, then cook the recipe at
home. This allows students to apply on their own what they have learned and practiced in
class. Additionally, they bring in samples for the class, present their recipe, and answer
questions about the experience. In this way, students further learn from the experiences of
other students and they all become part of a larger trial and error lesson plan that takes place in
home kitchens.
Sophomores in PE classes are required to design a Fitness for Life Plan that they must
complete for one entire month. The Plan includes activities and food logs and requires students
to think outside of the classroom about their lifestyle and dietary habits. It also demands that
students think about and do physical activities besides those done at school or for school
sports.
Through a federally funded program, Special Day Class (SDC) students take field trips each
month which are specifically designed to help them practice life skills and learn about careers
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through first hand experience. Field trips include the DMV, a bank, the Employment Office,
Trader Joe’s, the Public Library, and the Central County Occupational Center (CCOC). As
students progress through the program, they move from job shadowing and being monitored the
first year to eventually working on their own during the second year. For each field trip, students
take a public bus so they can learn how to use the county public transportation system (VTA).
Monies earned through the California recycling redemption program are raised to pay for the
VTA bus trips and things such as ID cards. The students themselves work on a rotating basis to
collect discarded recyclables after lunch each day.
All juniors and seniors at Leigh are eligible to enroll in CCOC (Central County Occupational
Program). CCOC is a career development and technical job training facility where students and
adults are educated for careers in a hands-on environment. Students choose a career field
from a variety of career clusters, attend regular high school for most of the school day and
CCOC for the remainder of the afternoon. There is no cost for high school students to attend
CCOC, and busing to and from the program is free. This year 102 Leigh students are enrolled
in CCOC in a variety of classes ranging from carpentry, cosmetology, auto body repair, graphic
design, video production, and small business management.

Instruction Strengths and Growth Areas
Strengths






Variety of real world experiences
Variety of different teaching strategies to reach students
Use of technology in instruction
Many departments embracing high yield strategies
Professional development training that can be applied in the classroom

Growth Areas




Special Education instruction that prepares students to pass the CAHSEE
Communicating standards being addressed in lessons, and familiarizing students with
content standards in general
Implementing high yield teaching strategies across all content areas
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D: Assessment and Accountability
Focus Group Members:
Kim Bartel
Ben Bethune
Richard Bove
Carolyn Bryant
Dawn Del Carlo
Rachel Dunkle (co-chair)
Liishi Durbin
Marcia Flagler (co-chair)
Mary Flodin
Laurel Garceau
David Keck
Michelle Lyon
Dave Manley
Joe Nakamura
Chris Perry
Savitha Sastry
Chris Salander
Celeste Smiley
David Smith
Katherine Sumner
Liz Tovar
Minh-Lan Trieu
Rob Warren

Art
Math
Special Education
English
Physical Education
Math
Student, 10th Grade
Applied Living Arts
Art
English/Foreign Language
Foreign Language
Science
Parent
English
Physical Education
Science
Science
Social Science
Social Science
Student, 11th Grade
Counselor
Psychologist
English
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D1: To what extent does the school use a professionally acceptable
assessment process to collect, disaggregate, analyze and report student
performance data to the parents and other shareholders of the community?
Teachers Examining Data
As each school year begins, the Leigh staff gathers for two days of professional development.
Part of this professional development includes examining CST and CAHSEE data from the
previous year. Over the summer, the district and administrative team work hard to disaggregate
student data that teachers can use to assess Leigh’s current strengths and growth areas. After
analyzing growth areas, an action plan is formed collectively for the beginning of the year.
The Administrative Team and Department Chairs regularly analyze data and interpret student
achievement. This occurs at faculty meetings, Department Chair meetings, and department
meetings. Over the past four years, the faculty’s understanding and ability to interpret student
data has skyrocketed due to the Vice Principal’s concerted effort at making data a routine part
of faculty discussion. The focus currently remains on the CAHSEE and CST, although some
departments have also begun looking at data from newly-established benchmark tests.
Our Vice Principal spent a large portion of the faculty back-to-school meeting discussing the
results of the previous year’s testing and our current NCLB standing. She presented data in
multiple representations, breaking down the complex NCLB criteria into smaller sections so
faculty could better distinguish our students’ strengths and areas for growth. From this analysis,
the needs of subgroups became apparent, as well as the schoolwide need to focus on ELA and
math scores. In addition to focusing on the most recent data, we commonly examine two years
of data together to study longitudinal changes.
Leigh has a high participation rate for STAR. Our API significant subgroups include Asian,
Hispanic/Latino, and White students, as well as Students with Disabilities. Across the district,
significant subgroups are White, Hispanic/Latino, Socioeconomically Disadvantaged, and Asian
students, and Students with Disabilities. Our Students with Disabilities were the only significant
subgroup to fall below the proficiency requirement in the district.
Specifically, the percentage of Students with Disabilities scoring proficient was below state
requirements for English. Also, since their math percentages were low and the handicap (“gift
of 20” points) will be removed this year, their scores are in danger in math as well. Thus, our
Vice Principal has been working more closely with the Special Education teachers to offer them
support and resources so they can better reach their students. The Vice Principal explained the
intricacies of the proficiency calculations and why Special Education is an important subgroup to
focus on in a faculty collaboration in October 2007.
Another area in need of growth is Algebra and Geometry classes. In looking at the data, it
became clear that our algebra and geometry students need intervention. Compared with the
district, our students’ scores were low. Algebra is the most basic math class offered at Leigh, so
there is a wide range of student ability. Similarly, Geometry classes sometimes include
students who passed Algebra in middle school whose skills aren’t the same as a student who
took algebra at Leigh.
In reaction to these scores, Algebra teachers have begun to focus much of their collaboration on
fully understanding the data and modifying the program to improve student performance. Last
year, district algebra teachers began establishing benchmark tests. With these common
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benchmarks, teachers can assess their students’ understanding of the curriculum and
determine a baseline performance level. For now, we are collecting the data individually, with
the goal of sharing the data both as a school site, and as a district to look for commonalities
between schools. Over time, the benchmarks will help determine what strategies will best
support students and increase their performance on standardized tests and on classroom work,
and teachers across the district will be able to share ideas.
Geometry teachers are also giving benchmark tests with the same goals in mind as Algebra. At
this time, however, our school does not have common Geometry benchmarks.
Analogous to benchmarks in math, English classes are also working on writing benchmark tests
that will help teachers to better understand their students’ needs. The first English benchmarks
were given last year and ample feedback from teachers across the district has led to even better
tests this year. At one fall collaboration, Leigh English teachers worked on pulling “anchor
papers” from the benchmark essay assessment to establish common student performance
levels. At this same collaboration, teachers also compiled performance data for the benchmark
test based on grade level and score. After the data are synthesized by our district ELA
coordinator, English teachers will be able to use it to direct their instruction.
Reporting to the Community
Information regarding Leigh’s test scores is available to parents and the community in a variety
of ways. Parents receive both individual CST and CAHSEE reports for the students as well as
information regarding test scores via Leigh’s newsletter and district mailings. CST and API
results are available to the community in the local newspapers, district mailings, the Leigh
website, and the district website. Our administration also presents relevant school and student
data at our parent education nights: Back to School Night, AP information night, eighth grade
parent nights, and various parent booster meetings. In addition to these more direct methods,
parents can also access information about Leigh’s test scores on the CDE website. In the
parent survey, three-quarters of our parents feel well informed about the standardized testing
process and schedule.
Results of classroom assessments are available to parents via Aeries. Aeries is the district’s
computer-based student data program which includes not only attendance and schedule
information, but also an electronic gradebook for teachers. According to the teacher survey,
almost 75% of teachers update their grades on Aeries at least every two weeks. The
gradebook is live on the internet, so it communicates instantly between teachers and
parents/students regarding a student’s progress in class. Teachers can use Aeries or
SChoolPlan to look up students’ CST and CAHSEE scores, grade record, fulfillment of
graduation requirements, and other student data. Using the program, teachers can click on
individual students to see their CAHSEE and CST scores in ELA and math.
Another technology tool at our teacher’s disposal is SChoolPlan. This web-based data
clearinghouse offers teachers access to student data organized in almost every imaginable way.
Teachers can see all students’ CST, CAHSEE, and benchmark test scores (CELDT and CAPA
scores are also available). They can organize the data by school, course, class, grade, gender,
ethnicity, parent education level, primary disability, primary language, and teacher. CST and
CAHSEE scores can also be examined based on the content area of the test. Teachers have
access to data from their previous year’s students as well as the current students. Leigh has
three trained SChoolPlan users who are in the process of training the faculty at large how to
best use the program to improve how they teach their students.
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AP scores are distributed in the summer for teachers to check and compare with previous years’
results. Teachers can also use the CDE website to access Leigh data. In the teacher survey,
almost 70% of teachers agreed with the statements, “I know how to access Leigh’s CST and
CAHSEE scores and where to tell parents to look for these data,” and, “I know how to examine
Leigh’s CST and CAHSEE scores to better understand Leigh’s strengths and weaknesses.”
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D2: To what extent do teachers employ a variety of assessment strategies
to evaluate student learning?
To what extent do students and teachers use these findings to modify the
teaching/learning process for the enhancement of the educational progress
of every student?
Leigh High School employs a variety of assessment strategies to collect student performance
data. This information is then shared with the school and community, and used to measure
student progress towards acquiring a specific body of knowledge and skills. Schoolwide
assessments include STAR, CAHSEE, and the benchmark tests. This data is reported to the
community through newsletters, local newspapers, Back to School Night presentations and the
SChoolPlan website. From these results, the school identifies growth areas. Through
departmental analysis, the curriculum is modified to address the students’ academic needs.
Benchmark test results are used to analyze the effectiveness of curriculum guides and district
policies and standards in regards to individual departments.
In order to obtain basic information from our faculty on methods of assessment used in the
classroom to evaluate student learning, the Assessment Focus Group informally surveyed the
Leigh teachers to determine the extent that teachers employ a variety of assessment strategies.
(This survey can be viewed in its entirety in the appendix.) The survey asked teachers to
identify the strategies that they used in five different areas: objective, subjective,
presentation/performance, writing, and student application. Fifty-five out of seventy-nine
teachers responded. When results were compiled, we discovered that Leigh teachers are using
a variety of assessment strategies to determine performance levels, demonstrate student
achievement, provide student feedback, and allow modification of the teaching/learning process.
According to our survey, Leigh teachers use an average of thirteen different assessments within
their classroom, equally distributed within the five categories of assessments listed above. This
distribution shows that Leigh teachers address the strengths of a broad range of learners in
order to monitor the effectiveness of their teaching strategies. The most utilized categories of
assessment were student application and writing. Types of student application assessment
included both group and individual projects. Collaborative learning of this type is especially
effective in addressing the needs of all learners by allowing students to demonstrate their
strengths and successes in meeting course objectives. The writing category included
assessments such as short answer and essay writing as well as other methods of writing that
demonstrate understanding and higher level thinking skills through application and synthesis.
Evidence of these assessments in use can be found in classroom walkthrough (CWT) data kept
by administrators and Department Chairs. By using a variety of assessments, Leigh teachers
can monitor the educational progress of every student.
This information was also corroborated by a broader schoolwide survey that included some
questions regarding teachers’ utilization of assessment strategies. The results showed that
82% of the teachers strongly agreed or agreed that they used the results of assessments to
change their curriculum and instruction. Another 93% strongly agreed or agreed that they were
comfortable with modifying their teaching to accommodate special needs students such as
Special Education, Deaf/HOH, and 504 and IEP students.
To help illustrate these findings, teachers in each academic department were asked how they
used assessment tools to modify instruction. English and Science teachers responded that they
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are currently developing curriculum guides, aligned with state standards, which are modified by
the results of benchmark tests administered every grading period. Social Studies utilizes
interactive notebooks which allows students to self-assess their learning and for teachers to
gauge to what extent students are meeting course objectives.
Cornell Notes are used in a variety of disciplines from Applied Arts to Science. Eighty percent
of the teachers surveyed indicated that they use rubrics as an assessment tool to evaluate
student strengths and weaknesses, in order to inform students of growth potential. Evidence of
their use in the classroom can be found in CWT data.
While assessment strategies are being used in individual teacher classrooms to evaluate
student learning, the schoolwide survey showed that growth could be made in the use of
assessment tools at the departmental and district levels. One of the assessment tools at the
district level is the ESLRs. Only 54% of the Leigh teachers surveyed stated that they design
their lessons with the ESLRs in mind. When asked if their department had a system for
monitoring all students’ progress toward achieving the ESLRs, only 23% of the teachers
surveyed strongly agreed or agreed. Furthermore, only 19% strongly agreed or agreed that
there is a process in place to keep the district and school board informed about student
progress toward achieving the academic standards and the ESLRs. In May of 2007, it became
a school-wide goal to begin implementing the ESLRs within each course curriculum.
When students were asked in a schoolwide survey how teachers keep them informed of their
progress/grade in their class, 64% of the students agreed or strongly agreed that teachers
adequately inform them. So, even though teachers are using a variety of assessments within
their classrooms, it appears that there are still a significant percentage of students whom are not
satisfied with present progress feedback. A slightly higher percent, 71% agreed or strongly
agreed that online assignments and grades were being updated on a regular basis.
One of Leigh’s greatest strengths is the teachers’ willingness to modify instruction to
accommodate the special needs of individual students. In addition, the use of multiple
assessment strategies allows all students the opportunity to demonstrate their newly acquired
knowledge. Although the evidence is showing that many teachers here at Leigh use a variety of
assessment strategies, the surveys indicate a slight discrepancy between the students’ and
teachers’ perceptions of the use of these strategies to support student growth potential.
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D3: To what extent does the school with the support the district and
community have an assessment and monitoring system to determine
student progress toward achievement of the academic standards and the
expected school wide learning results?
Assessment and Monitoring Process
The district, board, staff, students and parents are all involved in different aspects regarding the
assessment and the monitoring of student progress. The district collects, gathers and reviews
Leigh’s overall statistical data. Our district currently uses the AYP, STAR, and CAHSEE scores
as assessments to monitor students’ progress. Our district uses this information in comparison
and in compliance with current federal and state standards to drive and guide curriculum needs.
They use these scores to develop target groups. Currently, based on scores, our target group
is Students With Disabilities. If there are new practices that the district wishes to begin, the
district approaches the board for approval. At the site level, the Administrative Team guides
educational needs. The Administrative Team meets on a weekly basis to discuss and monitor
overall student progress. Each content area has a Department Chair. Department Chairs meet
with portions of the team on a monthly basis. Department Chairs disseminate crucial curriculum
information to their departments. Departments meet for collaboration also on a monthly basis to
discuss student progress and the best methods of assessments in each subject area based on
curriculum guides.
Among the more common types of class assessments such as quizzes, tests, oral
presentations, collaborative group work, class work, homework, and Cornell Notes, each
department is developing more structured types of assessments. The English Department is
developing common rubrics to assess research papers and CAHSEE. There are writing
assessments at the beginning and end of the year to measure progress. In Social Sciences,
student progress is measured by assessments such as interactive notebooks, three-part exams,
and self-assessments. In Science, labs modified for different levels and rubrics for lap reports
are examples of assessment techniques. These assessments have been observed on
classroom walkthrough visits (CWT).
To address some of our students’ more critical academic needs, Leigh provides additional
support services. There are Student Study Team (SST) meetings to address any student’s
academic concerns. The AVID program is designed to support at-risk students who may
struggle to attend college. 504 Plans provide support for students who need accommodations
in the mainstream classrooms. Special Education is a program to support students with
disabilities who struggle academically. All of these services communicate with staff, students,
and parents on a more regular basis. Special Education meets with staff, students, and parents
at least annually to assess and monitor goals, growth, and overall student progress. Parents
are invited to participate in board meetings, school parent meetings, and community parent
meetings to raise concerns and provide input about the assessment and monitoring of student
progress. Students are invited to provide their own feedback at IEPs and 504 meetings.
In monitoring student progress regarding holistic development, the educational environment
being created by teachers encourages students to further their learning beyond high school.
The staff and school creates an environment to include many opportunities for personal
development such as a community service requirement, Gay-Straight Awareness Club, MultiCultural Club, Hub Club, Peer Conflict Managers, and the SOS Counseling program.
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Reporting Student Progress
There are multiple methods to keep the district, board, and parents informed about student
progress toward achieving the academic standards and the expected school wide learning
results. The district is informed by the state regarding student achievement toward academic
standards, such as results from standardized national or state tests. The board, parents, and
community are informed of school wide results through the local newspapers and school
newsletters. Parents are informed about student progress through progress grades, regular
updates on Aeries and School Loop, communication between teacher and parent through
Aeries, School Loop, phone calls, Friday Cards, graded assignments and tests. Progress
grades every six weeks and regular grade updates on Aeries and School Loop are very
effective forms of communication. Although Aeries and School Loop have dramatically
increased the communication and awareness of student progress for parents and students,
there continues to be gap in the consistent use of Aeries and School Loop as a communication
tool between school staff and parents/students. Regarding a student’s personal development
as a life long learner, there seems to be no formal assessment tool developed to determine
tangible evidence.
Modifications Based on Assessment Results
Assessment results have driven and caused many changes in the school program, professional
development activities, and resources allocations. Results gathered by the district targets
curriculum development and the needs of specific groups of students. Currently, the Special
Education and Latino populations are the groups in need of more support. To support students
including the Special Education and Latino populations, our school has implemented English
benchmarks, smaller Algebra 1 classes, and CAHSEE/English Workshops to address some of
the areas of need raised by data. Professional development that supports curriculum
development includes Marzano Strategies, Step-Up to Writing, and the Language! program.
Data drives our school to use curriculum material and strategies that has a research basis. The
Collaboration Team meets monthly to discuss school needs and further resource allocations. In
Special Education, our district developed an Inclusion Task Force this year to guide a more
collaborative effort between General Education and Special Education programs. Beginning
next year, the model of Special Education will change from a pull-out model in academic subject
areas to an inclusion model. The students in the Resource program of the Special Education
will be fully mainstreamed in all academic subject areas. Special Education teachers will
support them by pre- and post-teaching the curriculum developed in mainstream classes. The
Special Day Class program in Special Education will be changing their curriculum to better
support the needs of their students. They will provide more academic remediation to increase
the opportunity for students to be fully mainstreamed as well as more transition and vocational
training to develop life-long skills after high school.
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D4: To what extent does the assessment of student achievement in relation
to the academic standards and the expected school wide learning results
drive the school’s program, its regular evaluation and improvement, and
the allocation and usage of its resources?
Textbooks are standards driven, with each standard being covered in writing in the
margin/glossing. Lessons and assignments reflect standards, and standard-based goals are
sometimes, but not always, posted on classroom boards. We are beginning to incorporate
ESLRs into class assignments.
Benchmark testing is currently being implemented in English and Algebra 1, and soon to be
included in Social Science and Geometry. For example, ELA testing includes six assessments:
one writing sample and two objective assessments (grammar and reading comprehension) per
semester. Lessons are adjusted to teach each standard, or standards are prioritized to insure
broad coverage, as in the case of Social Science. Assessment of student achievement in
writing has prompted an emphasis on writing across the curriculum. District and schoolsponsored professional development has focused on improving writing. Students are writing
more frequently than they were six years ago, and widespread use of standard rubrics (from the
CASHEE/district) has helped teachers evaluate their progress.
Diagnostic tests administered in English at the beginning of the year evaluate whether or not
students require a workshop intervention class. The 20 to 1 ratio in ninth grade English and in
specific Algebra 1 classes targets students that need extra help. There is a recovery program
(ELA Workshop) for students who do not pass the CASHEE and need extra help. The
Accelerate Reader program has been implemented to improve reading scores at the ninth grade
level. The Math Department has purchased the Accelerated Math program which will be
implemented during this academic year to aid students in Algebra. Tutorial periods allow
teachers time to work with individual students or small groups.
Thanks to the voter-approved bond measures, resources have been allocated to improve the
science program, providing a renovated science wing, with first rate equipment, and the
introduction of two computer labs for use by all instructors. In addition to more computers on
campus, LCD projectors have been installed in each classroom, allowing an added resource for
teachers and opening up the opportunity for students to share projects with their peers.
Although part-time at our school, the position of librarian has been reinstated to serve the needs
of faculty and students, and we have a full time library clerk.

Assessment Strengths and Growth Areas
Strengths






Since 2004, the faculty has become much more comfortable with examining and using
data to drive instruction.
Leigh teachers use a wide variety of assessments.
Many departments have already developed and are using benchmark tests, and other
departments are in the process of developing benchmarks.
Most teachers use Aeries Gradebook to keep students and parents apprised of student
progress.
Leigh students are generally high achieving on standardized tests.
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Growth Areas




Leigh lacks a method to assess ESLR integration and achievement.
Despite the use of Aeries, a large percentage of students do not feel that their progress
is being communicated well.
Our Students With Disabilities subgroup is below proficient on standardized tests.
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E: Culture and Support
Focus Group Members:
Nela Barrow
Mac Chen
Earl Freckelton
David Geller
Miguel Hernandez
Whitney Jones
Kristen Leonard
April Maiten
Karin Mirassou
Meredith Moseley (co-chair)
John Mote
Vince Nicoletta
Simi Patel
Monika Rich
Holly Royaltey (co-chair)
Larry Schembri
Wendy Sharp
Becky Snell
Ashley Stout
Shawn Thomas
Pam Wheeler
Pauline Wilson

Science
Physical Education
Math
Science
Math
Student, 10th Grade
Special Education
Foreign Language
Special Education
English/Foreign Language
Math
Art
Science
Science
Social Science
Special Education
Counselor
Foreign Language
Student, 10th Grade
Social Science
Applied Living Arts
Parent
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E1: To what extent does the school leadership employ a wide range of
strategies to encourage parental and community involvement, especially
with the teaching/learning process?
Leigh High School employs quite a number of strategies for encouraging parent/community
involvement. This process starts even before a student shows up at our doors. Middle school
parents are invited to the Eighth Grade Parent Night in which teachers familiarize parents with
the ninth grade curriculum and answer their questions. Parents are involved in selecting their
child’s freshman year schedule. Additionally, all incoming ninth grade parents and students are
added to the Leigh mailing list for newsletters, confirmation letters, and registration packets six
months prior to their first days of high school.
Parents are again invited to come with their students to orientation at the start of the freshman
year. During this orientation, parents are taught how to log into the two tracking programs,
School Loop and Aeries. School Loop is an online program that over 85% of the faculty uses to
post homework assignments and send messages to parents and students. School Loop
automatically sends registered parents and students an email every afternoon with a summary
of their homework assignments, keeping families “in the loop.” Aeries is the system Leigh uses
to track attendance and other student information. Teachers use Aeries to post grades every
six weeks which generates progress reports that are mailed home to parents. If a teacher uses
the Aeries grade book, parents and students can log on to see their current grade at any time.
Logging on to School Loop only requires knowledge of the student’s ID number. Accessing
Aeries requires a letter that the district sends home to the parents with a temporary password.
The process may be intimidating to computer-illiterate parents. It is necessary to have access
to a computer with Internet connectivity to use these services. This might be difficult for lowincome parents. Finally, all the information is given in English, which may be difficult for the
small number of non-English speaking parents of students at Leigh.
Back to School Night takes place one evening at the beginning of each academic year. As
parents visit each of their student’s classes, teachers provide them with information about the
course and answer questions. This communicates the expected academic standards for each
class. There is also an AP Parent Night to communicate standards and expectations for
students who are or will be taking an Advanced Placement class. At the beginning of the year,
many teachers also send home a copy of their Course Information Sheet with students to be
reviewed and signed by a parent.
Another use of technology for parent and community involvement is the school web site, which
includes a range of information and announcements. There are additional web sites for the
sports boosters, the drama group Center Stage, and the Instrumental Music Parents’
Association (IMPA). A drawback, however, is that the web sites are non-interactive and not
updated very frequently. This discourages students, parents or community members from
logging on very often. It is a work in progress, as Leigh only designated a teacher as web
master during the 06-07 school year. The web site does contain links to Aeries and School
Loop.
The school newspaper, the Eleight, is another outreach method. It communicates Leigh’s
current events to students and also includes features that appeal to students. There is a limited
distribution to the community as well. This is an English-only publication.
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Leigh has a number of clubs that encourage parental and community involvement. The Key
Club sells Christmas trees in conjunction with the Kiwanis. The Leo Club provides tutoring in
middle and elementary schools and also does fundraisers for Second Harvest. The Rotary Club
is involved with foreign exchange students. The French Club sings carols in French at a local
retirement home. The Sports Boosters group keeps the community involved with company
sponsorships. And the Home and School Club raises money and provides grants to support
teachers’ specific needs in the classroom. This is only a sample of the different ways Leigh
clubs and organizations stay connected to the community.
Many other activities foster community involvement. There is a large electronic marquee in front
of the school that makes announcements to the community. Several West Valley Community
College classes are held on the campus three nights a week. Community motorcycle classes
take place on weekends in the parking lot, football games are a popular community activity, the
IMPA’s fundraising Crab Feed dinner is well-attended by parents and community members, as
well as the French Club’s annual cultural night, Café Français. Our theatrical productions often
sell out because of community attendance, while the IMPA garage sale is another fundraiser
designed to bring the community to Leigh.
Leigh uses community resources to support students in many ways. We enjoy an active
partnership with Xilinx Corporation as part of their Educational Ecosystem grant. Through this
grant, Leigh has received resources to provide on-campus therapists five days a week, forge a
mentorship between the drama teacher and a local professional theatre, Theatre Works, send
students on field trips, and provide faculty with in-services and professional development. On
numerous occasions, guest speakers come to campus to provide motivational speeches to
students, to enhance specific areas of instruction, and to train faculty. Leigh presented the
Every Fifteen Minutes presentation, a powerful anti-drunk driving program for high school
students, in spring 2005, which involved the participation of police, fire and rescue personnel,
hospitals, parents, and others.
Parents are actively involved at Leigh. The Home and School Club is our primary parent
support group, consisting of parent volunteers who organize everything from teacher mini-grants
for classroom materials to faculty appreciation luncheons. The IMPA is our largest parent
booster organization, and its members are essential to the smooth functioning and continued
success of the Marching Band and other music ensembles at Leigh. Sports Boosters is another
strong parent group. The School Site Council includes four elected parents who help to govern
the school. Finally, nearly all clubs and sports teams receive ample support and involvement
from parents.
Our community outreach is limited to English. All school publications and communication is
transmitted in English, as 97% of our families are English-speaking. Primarily, it is expected
that the small percentage of students whose parents do not speak English will provide
translations for their parents. This process may provide an undesirable filter on school/parental
communication. Although we do occasionally run into communication problems because of
language, the language barrier has been minor due to the low number of non-English-speaking
parents. Two administrators are Spanish-speaking, and other teachers provide language
support as needed. Moreover, the district now supports TransACT and all district forms are
available in 26 languages.
Leigh’s ESLRs are communicated to parents through the Parent-Student Handbook, but Leigh
has not clearly communicated their significance to students’ learning experience. As a staff, we
are still developing ways to incorporate the ESLRs into our culture. Once they have become an
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organic part of the culture, we will surely be able to convey their importance to parents and the
community.
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E2: To what extent is the school is a safe, clean, and orderly place that
nurtures learning?
To what extent is the culture of the school characterized by trust,
professionalism, high expectations for all students, and a focus on
continuous school improvement?
The Leigh high school campus offers students a safe and orderly place to learn. The student
planner, deans, police and liaison officers all serve to inform students, as well as to enforce the
rules. All students at Leigh are provided with a student handbook. The student handbook
contains all of the rules, policies, and contact information that students need to feel safe. On
the student survey, over 80% of students agreed that the Parent-Student Handbook clearly
communicates school policies. At the beginning of each year students are asked to sign a
contract agreeing that they understand and will abide by the rules and policies in the handbook
and planner. Leigh also has two deans who not only carry out disciplinary actions, but who also
review the rules and policies with the students at the beginning of each year. The deans’
presentations occur within the first month of school, and function as a reminder to all students
that they signed a contract to follow the rules. The presentation also includes signing the zero
tolerance policy, which states that there are some infractions that automatically result in
expulsion – having a weapon on campus or threatening to harm the school, for example. The
campus also has a police officer and liaison officers who enhance feelings of safety among the
students and the staff. The officers, along with the rest of the administrators, monitor the
campus at lunch. Over 85% of students feel safe on campus according to the student survey.
Leigh demonstrates caring for all students by providing support services, both academic and
personal, with professional as well as peer support. The professional support includes SOS
(Support Our Students), which provides teen counseling and psychological services. There is a
growing movement to provide a specific education program to support students who need drug
and alcohol education services and/or support. The peer support ranges from Link Crew and
Conflict Managers to Homework Center and tutorial. Link Crew serves as a peer “bridge
builder” between upper and lower classmen. The juniors and seniors engage in academic, and
social follow-ups where they teach lessons to freshmen and sophomores in English classes.
Link Crew marries social and academic with events like “Cookies and Cram” (designed to
promote and support student learning). Homework Center is a program run by both peer tutors
and teacher support. All students are provided with a tutorial period in the morning, where they
can receive extra academic support from their teachers, though the effective use of tutorial
varies widely for individual students because it is voluntary.
There is a culture of high expectations at Leigh for all students. Leigh offers a wide array of
classes ranging from vocational training (CCOC), to honors and advanced placement classes in
all academic subjects. Leigh also offers a variety of electives in visual, performing, applied arts,
and technology classes. AVID (Advancement Via Individual Determination) provides students
who may not have academic support at home with an additional tutorial and skills building class.
The block schedule creates an atmosphere that honors multiple intelligences; the 95 minute
blocks allow for the use of multiple instructional strategies within a given class period. Almost
77% of students agree that “the school culture promotes learning and success.”
The atmosphere at Leigh is built on trust, respect, and professionalism for both students and
teachers. Almost 80% of students agree that “teachers at the school treat me with trust,
respect, and professionalism,” and over 91% of teachers agree that there is an atmosphere that
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promotes those three traits at Leigh. Indeed, over 80% of students agree that “teachers
encourage me to express my opinion and respect other students’ opinions.”
Leigh has back-to-back collaboration days built into the schedule six times a year. The
collaboration time is designed by a team of teachers and administrators to provide a meaningful
experience that supports teachers’ professional development and student success.
Collaboration focuses on articulation between subject grade levels, as well as instructional
strategies and curriculum development. Collaboration time is designed with the hope that it will
strengthen the learning experiences of the students. There is student-staff support as well.
Link Crew has a staff recognition component in order to foster a cohesive teacher-student
relationship. We have an “Of the Month” program to recognize students, staff, and volunteers
who make a positive impact on the school. A better-defined dress code would bolster respect
between peer groups as well as between students and teachers. There is also a plan to
implement a program called Peer Helper and Support that deals specifically with racial tensions,
language, and other critical social issues that can affect academic performance.
While Leigh is indeed safe and orderly, we need to improve in the area of keeping the campus
clean and in good repair. Over 57% of teachers disagree that the campus is clean, and student
survey comments uncovered the degree to which students are dissatisfied with the state of the
bathrooms on campus and the amount of trash left on campus after lunch. Other comments
revealed that students would like to see the school looking more presentable. Some
suggestions were new lockers, more modern facilities, and fresh paint. Furthermore, both
students and parents are concerned about the poor climate control in most classrooms. Most
rooms do not have air conditioning, and because the heat is controlled centrally at the district,
the temperature is not always ideally adjusted. Leigh also lacks a recycling program, a
deficiency which both students and teachers noted in their survey comments.
Despite these specific complaints, Leigh students are happy overall with their experience at
school. Dozens of student survey comments indicate that students love the atmosphere at the
school. One student said, “I believe Leigh is one the safest and more united campuses in this
area. I feel like everyone knows one another and that the student body is close. When I’m at
Leigh I feel safe and the entire campus has an overall warmer feel than others. I have
participated in many extracurricular activities and sports, thus, I have been to many other
schools many different times. Whenever I step foot on another campus I don’t get that ‘warm’
vibe as I do when I step onto Leigh’s campus.” This sentiment was echoed in countless other
comments.
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E3: To what extent do all students receive appropriate support along with
an individualized learning plan to help ensure academic success?
E4: To what extent do students have access to a system of personal
support services, activities and opportunities at the school and within the
community?
Students at Leigh High School have access to a wide range of personal academic support
services to foster their success. All of our support services have a common goal of supporting
students’ learning, making them feel safe and comfortable at school, and providing the ability to
focus in the classroom. We have three academic counselors, two deans, three therapists who
are on campus five days a week, a full time health clerk, two district nurses (one of whom is
assigned to Leigh), a CCOC counselor to help with career choices, and one work experience
teacher who is assigned to Leigh one day a week.
Leigh has three full-time counselors. The third counselor was added in the middle of the 20062007 school year, improving the ratio of students to counselors; however, the ratio is still high.
Over the last six years, the counseling office has had a full turnover as counselors have retired,
been transferred, and gone on maternity leave. This fall has been especially challenging as our
most experienced counselor has been on maternity leave and her substitute is working only part
time. This difficulty is compounded by the relative newness of the entire administrative staff,
and because another administrator is also on maternity leave. We have one school
psychologist who is funded entirely out of Special Education and who deals solely with Special
Education students’ academic needs.
The counselors organize career nights, career fairs, and college nights. College nights help
families learn more about all aspects of college, including community colleges, universities,
transferring, trade schools, the application process, financial aid, and career planning. These
informational evenings are open to all students and their families but are geared specifically
toward juniors and seniors to help them plan their post-high school careers. Counselors
typically hold college nights two times in the fall and a college fair in the spring. Additionally,
counselors encourage students to attend college fairs held at other local high schools.
Leigh has a College & Career Center on campus staffed by parent volunteers. They assist in
college applications, college investigations, career discussions, SAT and ACT testing
information, financial aid applications, guest speakers from colleges, and keep a library of
materials from various colleges, universities and other post-high school options. The College &
Career Center is open every day at lunch.
Counselors meet with students regularly to develop and review their four-year plan and posthigh school vision, and to schedule classes. Meetings happen in two parts; first, counselors
address students in their English or Government classes to give them an overview of high
school graduation requirements and which classes fulfill these requirements. Students then
work on a draft of their four-year plan based on their post-high school vision. During the second
round of meetings, counselors meet with students one-on-one during class to review the
students’ class choices and discuss their academic plan.
Leigh now offers “Get Insights,” a web-based career interest inventory for sophomores. This
user-friendly program asks students eighteen questions related to their interests and strengths
and then provides a summary to get students thinking about possible careers and areas of
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study. The summary includes the student’s identified career type (Communicator, Thinker,
etc.), ideal career categories, possible college majors, graduate degrees or professional
degrees to consider, college selection assistance (links to programs that match the student’s
profile), career clusters (lists of careers with an emphasis on specific aspects of the student’s
career type), and famous people who share the career type. The jobs listed in the career
clusters include links to more information about the job’s specifics.
Although the counseling office has made several improvements over the past few years, the
student survey shows that 24% of students disagree with the statement, “The counselors help
me make good decisions about what classes I should be taking.” Survey comments reveal
common criticisms, such as the lack of counselors’ availability for both formal and informal oneon-one meetings and a sense that the counselors don’t offer enough guidance when it comes to
class choices. Many students have also picked up on the high student-to-counselor ratio and
feel that their counselor doesn’t know them well enough to offer meaningful advice. Moreover, a
meeting with the Student Home Group revealed that many underclassmen have a skewed
understanding the counselors’ job; many originally thought that the counselors were emotional
therapists as opposed to academic guidance counselors.
Leigh also supports students with Student Success Teams, or SSTs. In an SST, all parties who
have a stake in the child’s education—the student, parents, teachers, counselor—gather to
strategize how to best help the student. This is especially effective for 504 students and
struggling students, but is open to all students who may benefit from it. There are
approximately 75 meetings per year. The purpose is to look at patterns, discuss what
challenges the student is facing, and collectively come up with a plan of action—one that
everyone can live with and commit to. We’ve found that simply holding a meeting and talking
with the student about his or her experience in school motivates the student to work harder,
knowing that teachers and parents truly care about his or her progress.
The Homework Center is a four-day-a-week after school program funded by the City of San
Jose. Monday through Thursday, students can come to the Homework Center after school,
located in the Leigh library, where peer tutors and a certificated teacher are paid to help
students with their homework. It is free to all students. Even if students don’t need the help of a
tutor, many students take advantage of the Center to get their homework done in a focused
environment before heading off campus for the day. In 2006-2007, 250 unique students used
the Homework Center, including 65 freshmen.
In addition to Homework Center tutors, several departments keep a list of private peer tutors for
parents who want to hire someone to work with their student on a one-to-one basis for help in a
specific subject. For twelve dollars an hour, parents can hire a peer tutor to work with their
student on-site or at home at the family’s convenience. Teachers can also recommend adult
tutors or learning centers that serve our educational community.
Embedded in the Leigh curriculum is an academic support program called AVID, which stands
for “Advancement Via Individual Determination.” The AVID class was first offered at Leigh in
2002. The goal of the program is to support students academically and help them get into
universities. This is especially helpful for students who are first-generation college-bound or
students who may have other challenges getting to college. Students take the class all four
years with the same cohort and teacher; each year focuses on issues and skills specific to that
year of school. For example, freshman focus on organizational skills, notetaking, and time
management, while seniors practice writing personal statements for college applications and
learn how to navigate the college application process. One of Leigh’s feeder schools, Union
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Middle School, offers AVID, and Leigh’s AVID teachers have been working over the past
several years to articulate with Union’s teachers to streamline the transition between the middle
school and high school AVID programs. Part of the curriculum includes in-class tutoring by
high-achieving seniors who earn peer tutoring credit for the class.
In addition to Leigh’s many academic support services, we offer several types of personal
support services. Most significantly, Leigh has an SOS team that helps with the psychological
needs of students. SOS stands for Support Our Students. The team consists of teachers Pam
Wheeler, Marcia Flagler, and the school therapists. Teachers, parents, students, or the
students themselves can refer students to SOS for anything that is interfering with their ability to
study and perform in school. Examples include depression, divorce, drug and alcohol abuse
issues, death or serious illness, pregnancy, suicidal thoughts, eating disorders, and abuse. A
member of the SOS team interviews the student and provides him or her with a list of services
that can help. Any student who is in crisis may be seen by the teen counselors without parental
consent. When a student is going to be seen on an on-going basis, they must get written
parental permission. The teen counselors have the appropriate forms and send them home at
the first student meeting. The laws are very clear and we follow them exactly. Students then
decide which services they would like to take advantage of, such as off-campus referrals or
continued on-campus counseling. The SOS program is designed to keep students safe and
healthy both physically and emotionally so they can do their best in school.
Similar to the SOS program, staff members or students can refer students to the school nurse
for problems affecting the student’s health. Examples include eating disorders, personal
hygiene issues, vision problems, sleep problems, and illnesses. The nurse counsels the
student and can offer a referral to an off-campus site for additional help, or she can work with
teachers to make accommodations to meet the student’s health needs in the classroom. On a
related note, our health clerk notifies teachers of student illnesses and health concerns in case
teachers need to provide these students with special considerations to support their ability to
learn. This also provides teachers with background information in case of an emergency in the
classroom.
Leigh is lucky to have an extremely low rate of violence, bullying, and other conflicts; most
teachers and students cite gossip as the paramount problem in student interpersonal
relationships. If a conflict of any type does arise, Conflict Managers is a peer-to-peer program
intended to help students solve interpersonal problems through dialogue. The Conflict
Managers are a group of students recommended by their teachers and peers to participate in
summer training that prepares them to mediate conflicts between students or even between
students and teachers. Even though their services are rarely called into action, the training
these students receive in active listening and negotiating compromise is invaluable to their
education.
Although these personal support services are well established and highly effective in helping
students, many students are unaware of their availability. On the student survey, over 30% of
students disagreed with the statement, “If I have a personal problem, I know about places on
campus to get help or talk.” Despite the lack of awareness about the services, referrals from
teachers and staff keep all of our support providers busy; by October of 2007, SOS therapists
were already at capacity counseling students. The lack of awareness notwithstanding, the
services are being used successfully.
Students at Leigh receive many different kinds of personalized support. There is a mandatory
annual IEP review for all Special Education students. IEPs include various types of
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accommodations such as instructional aides, note takers, extended time on tests, and flexible
deadlines. Each student’s case manager communicates these accommodations to all of the
student’s teachers and regularly checks on the student’s progress.
The Special Education Department serves 170 students in the Emotionally Disturbed (ED),
Resource (RSP), and Special Day Class (SDC) programs. There are nine full-time teachers,
one part-time teacher, and nine adult aides in the Special Education department. One of our
ED programs is for students with more severe problems than the other two on campus. Leigh is
able to serve these students on our campus instead of going to a non-public school. This
program has a full time therapist, a behavior aide, and is overseen by a Beacon coordinator.
Adaptive PE is also offered through the Special Education Department. A speech and language
specialist is available two days a week and a school psychologist is available five days a week.
Our school psychologist is a district employee assigned to Leigh. She deals with all Special
Education students and all new referrals to asses their eligibility. She is responsible for
overseeing the 170+ Special Education students at Leigh. Special Education aides are placed
in mainstream classes to assist students. Aides spend 50% of time in Special Education
classes and 50% in mainstream classes.
For students who don’t qualify for Special Education, parents can request a 504 Plan if the
student has a learning disability that impacts his or her ability to learn. The 504 Accommodation
Plans list strategies that help students succeed in his or her classes, and includes both teacher
accommodations and student/parent commitments. Approximately fifty students currently have
504 Plans in place.
For students with serious medical conditions, the vice principal may refer students to the
CUHSD Home and Hospital program if they are unable to attend school for an extended period
of time. Students in the program receive visits from a Home and Hospital teacher who keeps
the student on track so he or she can return to school without a serious disruption to his or her
progress.
Leigh offers equal access to curriculum and support. All classes are co-educational, and all
classes are open to all students. Certain classes require prerequisites, such as success in
foundational classes or grade level standing. Along with the entire district, Leigh transitioned to
open enrollment for all honors and AP classes three years ago. This has increased
opportunities for all of our students to take demanding classes and increased honors and AP
enrollment by 33% since the change took place. Some students who have chosen to take
advanced classes have struggled to keep up. Therefore some departments are working on
better ways to prepare students for the rigors and expectations of these classes, so students
can make appropriate course choices. AP classes require a commitment contract to participate
in the program. AP and Honors students are counseled about the rigor of the courses, and if
they wish to change the class, they must petition to do so.
Certain classes are a “first step” for mainstreaming Special Education and emotionally disturbed
(ED) students. These are classes such as Foods, Drama, Art, Living on Your Own, and
Fashion. These classes are an excellent gateway for students who may not be able to take
many other mainstream classes; socially, being mainstreamed in any class is an excellent
opportunity for growth. Furthermore, students in the county’s Deaf and Hard of Hearing
(Deaf/HOH) program follow one of three paths: fully mainstreamed, partially mainstreamed, or
sheltered. Fully mainstreamed students are similar to the average Leigh student, taking regular
classes with the aid of ASL interpreters. Partially mainstreamed students take certain classes
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from Leigh’s program, typically electives, with interpreters, and also take “in-house” classes with
the Deaf/HOH program that are specially designed for them and taught in ASL. Sheltered
students take all of their classes within the Deaf/HOH program and do not participate in any of
Leigh’s regular classes.
The district is moving toward an inclusion program for Special Education students. Students
who receive RSP support will be mainstreamed beginning in the ninth grade in English and
math. A task force was formed across the district to study various inclusive models and make
recommendations districtwide. An implementation team will be organized in spring of 2008 to
finalize the details. This is following a nationwide effort and federal mandate to create a more
inclusive, viable program for all Special Education students.
Access to curriculum and support is aided by certain elements of Leigh’s bell schedule. We
have three periods beyond the traditional school day: a 0 period that meets from 7:00 to 7:50
every day before school, and a fourth and eighth period that meet every other day after school
for a regular block of 90 minutes. Tutorial is available every day before school from 7:50 to 8:20
a.m. when students can come for extra attention and help directly from their teachers. Teachers
use tutorial for a variety of purposes including one-on-one tutoring, study review sessions,
foreign language oral quizzes, and providing make-up work and instruction for absent students.
Students have an opportunity to take online classes if they need units to graduate or have failed
a graduation requirement. Students may take twenty credits or two classes, and more, in some
extenuating circumstances. Colleges will accept all but lab sciences and visual and performing
arts classes for credit.
Middle College is a program for junior and seniors who are dissatisfied with the high school
experience and wish to begin their college classes. They need to be good students who just do
not have a place at high school. They take two high school classes, English and Social
Science, with the middle college teachers, plus a minimum of two classes at West Valley
Community College where they get both high school and college credit.
Summer school classes are required for students who have failed classes needed to meet the
graduation requirement. Leigh offers a Summer School After School program in the spring, so
students who failed a fall semester class can begin remediation immediately. Students who
participate in spring remediation are more likely to pass the spring semester of that course and
more motivated to avoid summer school on their own time. Students must pass foundational
math and science courses to move on to the next level. They have two years and two summer
school sessions to pass those courses. Students who need to remediate a low grade can do so
through BYU online or at a local community college. Leigh encourages students who are
applying to colleges and universities to remediate any ‘D’ grades.
The Central County Occupational Center (CCOC) offers classes to high school students and, at
very low cost, to adults who live in the CUHSD boundaries. Classes are accredited through
WASC, and automotive programs are ASE-certified. Training is offered in more than 50
specialty areas from twelve major career occupations. For recovery purposes, students also
take classes through Adult Education and CCOC allows them to get an additional ten credits a
year.
Work Experience students meet once a week at 7:00 a.m. to learn skills that support their
employment in the work force. Students must have jobs outside of school to participate and
turn in their time cards every week.
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Leigh employs a wide variety of strategies for student growth. Most strategies are designed to
support struggling students or to prevent students from falling behind. Leigh is looking at
implementing a Math Recovery program for students not meeting six-week benchmarks in
Algebra in which students take after-school classes to catch up while they stay enrolled in the
class. Many math teachers use a mini-recovery program such as test corrections and re-takes.
The science department has a recovery program that is proving successful where students sign
a contract to come to tutorial at least two days a week to do make-up work for partial credit until
their grade has improved enough to discontinue the required tutorial visits. Students who have
previously failed Algebra 1 take the class for a second time with a 20:1 student-teacher ratio.
Freshmen English students take the Accelerated Reader STAR diagnostic test to see if they
could benefit from extra attention in the English Workshop class. The English Workshop class
is for students reading well below their grade level who need extra instruction in skills and
strategies for reading and writing. The CAHSEE workshop class is for students who have not
yet passed the High School Exit Exam. It is designed for RSP students but does have several
mainstream students enrolled who have not yet passed one or more of the exams. Students
can receive elective credit and may drop at end of the semester if they pass the exam. Leigh is
currently in the process of designing a CAHSEE workshop for freshman in Special Education to
help them pass the test when they take it the first time as a sophomore.
Other strategies to keep students on track for success include Friday cards, Aeries, School
Loop, and Link Crew. Students can take a Friday card to all their teachers on Friday during
tutorial to get a snapshot of their current grade and progress in the class. Parents, sports
coaches, and the AVID classes often require weekly Friday cards. Aeries is an online
gradebook that students and parents can view on the internet to keep track of grades and
missing assignments. School Loop helps keep students aware of their current assignments and
upcoming tests and projects.
Link Crew has existed at Leigh in varying degrees of involvement for the past decade. This
year, Link Crew has become a major support service for freshmen, following the program
established by The Boomerang Project. According to The Boomerang Project’s website, “Link
Crew is a high school transition program that welcomes freshmen and makes them feel
comfortable throughout the first year of their high school experience. Built on the belief that
students can help students succeed, Link Crew trains members of the junior and senior class to
be Link Leaders. As positive role models, Link Leaders are motivators, leaders and teachers
who guide freshmen to discover what it takes to be successful during the transition to high
school. Link Crew begins with a powerful orientation day that makes freshmen excited and
proud to be attending their new high school. It also allows them to begin developing
relationships and strategies that will contribute to their high school success. After orientation,
the Link Crew freshmen transition program continues, providing a variety of both Academic and
Social Follow Up Activities throughout the year. The Academic Follow Ups are lessons
presented by trained Link Leaders during visits to freshmen classes.”
In addition to these strategies that directly affect students, Leigh’s school-wide collaboration has
provided an opportunity for teachers and staff to review data from the CAHSEE and STAR tests
to evaluate the profile of the student body and our needs for growth. We have also recently
begun to use SChoolPlan, a web-based data clearinghouse where teachers can retrieve the test
results of any of their students and disaggregate the data in the most useful manner. Access to
this data has helped teachers better understand our students and their needs.
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Leigh has an impressive variety of clubs and sports for students to choose from. There are 35
sports teams, including varsity and junior varsity or frosh/soph teams, and over 25 clubs. Our
strong sports program is an extension of a strong PE program, and the Marching Band, a hybrid
class and extracurricular activity, is the most visible performing group from the music
department. Almost all clubs are student-run with the support of a faculty advisor who liaises
with the school to take care of logistical needs. There are service clubs such as Leo’s Club and
Key Club, academic teams such as Mock Trial and Model UN, activity- and interest-based clubs
such as the Duct Tape Club and the Christian Club, and clubs that are linked to and support
academics. The Spanish Club, French Club, Math Club, and Science Club directly support and
extend the academic activities in the classroom. Students can request the formation of a new
club by gathering members, finding a faculty advisor, and applying through the Activities
Director. A complete list and description of clubs is included in the appendix.
Co-curricular activities are not intentionally linked to the ESLRs; however, most of our clubs and
activities are aligned with Leigh’s Vision Statement and provide opportunities to address the
ESLRs. All students participating on a sports team must meet a minimum 2.0 GPA to be
eligible.
Although the Activities Director keeps no official tally of how many students are involved in clubs
and sports, the number is high. Besides clubs and sports, students also participate in school
activities like dances, sporting events, pep rallies, class fundraisers and events, car washes,
and special events. Based on staff and student observations, participation in extracurriculars is
extremely high at Leigh, and students enjoy the spirit and atmosphere of the highly-involved
school.

Culture and Support Strengths and Growth Areas
Strengths





School is safe and orderly and has a culture that is characterized by trust,
professionalism, high expectations for all students.
All students receive appropriate support along with an individualized learning plan to
ensure academic success.
Students have access to a system of personal support services, activities, and
opportunities at the school and within the community.
Sports and activities are thriving at Leigh with heavy student participation.

Growth Areas





Leigh needs to institute a better tardy/truant policy.
The school lacks a recycling program, and the campus is often messy with trash after
lunch.
We would like to see tutorial used more effectively by students.
We need to incorporate the ESLRs into the culture of the school.
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Chapter 5
Schoolwide Action Plan
Action Plan #1: Improve staff collaboration and professional development to increase student achievement.
Rationale: The sharing of ideas, methods, and materials, as well as the continued study of best educational practices and research, is
vital to maintaining exceptional teaching skills and holding our teachers to the highest standards of the profession. The teacher survey
indicates that teachers are eager to collaborate with their colleagues but would like more control over collaboration time and content.
Additionally, teachers would like more training in areas that they feel would most keenly impact their teaching and student achievement.
ESLRs Addressed: Lifelong Learners, Effective Communicators, Global Participants, High Level Critical Thinkers
Growth Targets:
 Use 100% of allotted collaboration time to address the collaborative needs of teachers, as established by the Collaboration Team.
 Make data an essential part of the professional culture at Leigh by discussing and analyzing data regularly at faculty meetings,
department meetings, and collaborations so all teachers understand what the numbers mean and how to use data to inform
instruction.
 Provide training to ensure that 100% of teachers and administrators have the skills to use software for their subject area such as
Accelerated Reader, Accelerated Math, PLATO, and Apangea. All staff will also receive adequate training in Aeries, School Loop,
SChoolPlan, district email, Cisco phones, LCD projectors, and the internet so teachers can use these technologies and this
software to improve instruction and provide new ways for students to learn.
 Phase in training in differentiated instruction (DI) and begin to incorporate DI teaching methods into the classroom when
appropriate. Integrate discussions about DI into professional discussions so DI strategies become part of the culture at Leigh.
 Develop curriculum guides for all courses to be used by all teachers. Work in departments to determine the best ways to apply the
content of curriculum guides to classes at Leigh.
 Develop an articulation plan with feeder middle schools to map curriculum and to develop an eighth to ninth grade transition program.
Means to Monitor Progress:
 Annual calendar showing collaboration days and minimum days
 Annual record of all professional development and curriculum development by departments, individuals, course or grade level
teams, and projects, including required professional development held during collaboration days and minimum days, summer
trainings, conferences, and similar events
 Collaboration Team agendas and minutes
 Department Chair meetings agendas and minutes
 Department meetings agendas and minutes
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TASKS

TIMELINE

Establish a Collaboration Team of
multi-disciplinary teachers who
are committed to planning
relevant and effective
collaboration and professional
development. The Collaboration
Team will:
 Represent the needs of their
departments but plan for the
school as a whole.
 Design content area and crosscurricular collaboration to
strengthen Leigh’s academic
program based on the analysis
of student academic
achievement, including a
continued focus on writing
across the curriculum and highyield strategies such as
differentiated instruction.
 Create a professional
development plan aligned with
the district’s LEA action plan.
 Advise the administration on
use of professional
development money.
 Design collaboration and
professional development for
collaboration days, minimum
days, and summer trainings,
develop a calendar, and keep a
record of professional
development.
 Assess success of collaboration
and professional development
through reflection, monitoring,
and analysis of student work.

Establish first
annual team in
February 2008 for
remainder of 0708 and 08-09;
develop each
successive year’s
calendar by June
of preceding
school year;
assess
continuously, but
specifically at
Collaboration
Team meetings
and year in total
each May.

PERSONS INVOLVED
OR RESPONSIBLE
 Teachers
 Vice Principal
 Collaboration Team
 Departments

RESOURCES
 District collaboration days
 District minimum days
 District professional
development opportunities
 Time at department
meetings for Collaboration
Team representative to
report
 Professional development
funds
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MEANS TO ASSESS
IMPROVEMENT
Collaboration Team
agendas and minutes
Teacher survey results
Teacher feedback from
each professional
development event and at
the end of the school year
Classroom walk-through
visits
Student performance








REPORTING
PROGRESS
Collaboration
Team meetings
Faculty meetings
Administrative
Team meetings
Department
meetings
Department Chair
meetings
School Site
Council meetings

TASKS

TIMELINE

Develop an articulation plan
with feeder middle schools to
map curriculum and to develop
an eighth to ninth grade
transition program.

Initial meeting
spring 2008 to
plan 08-09
calendar; annually
each spring for
ongoing
collaboration.

Continue to discuss and
analyze data as a faculty to
better understand what the
numbers indicate and to
determine how teachers can
use the data to improve
instruction.
 Data presentations and
discussions will take place
during faculty meetings,
Department Chair
meetings, Collaboration
Team meetings,
department meetings,
School Site Council
meetings, and
Administrative Team
meetings.

Fall 2008 and
ongoing

PERSONS INVOLVED
OR RESPONSIBLE
 Leigh Department
Chairs
 Feeder school
Department Chairs
 Leigh Guidance
Counselors
 Feeder school
Guidance
Counselors
 Principal
 Vice Principal
 Teachers
 All teachers
 Collaboration Team
 Department Chairs
 Vice Principal and
Administrative Team

RESOURCES
 Collaboration time for
Leigh representatives and
feeder schools
representatives
 Curriculum guides
 CDE content area
standards

SChoolPlan
DataQuest
District/SCCOE reports
District and Site
Leadership Teams (DSLT)
meetings
 Subject area coordinator
meetings
 Site level data
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MEANS TO ASSESS
IMPROVEMENT
 Calendar of meetings
 Agendas, minutes, and
sign-in sheets from
meetings
 Ninth grade student
achievement

 Faculty understanding of
API, AYP, CST, and
CAHSEE data
 Teacher survey results
 Agendas and minutes
from faculty meetings
 PowerPoint presentations
and handouts from
meetings
 Student achievement






REPORTING
PROGRESS
Faculty meetings
Department Chair
meetings
Administrative
Team meetings
School Site
Council meetings

 Faculty meetings
 Department Chair
meetings
 Department
meetings
 Administrative
Team meetings
 Collaboration
Team meetings
 School Site
Council meetings

TASKS
Write and revise curriculum
guides for all courses and
implement effectively.
 Become familiar with how
benchmark assessments
align to curriculum guides
and how to use these tests
to improve students’
learning, including sharing
and modifying teaching
strategies.
 Use curriculum guides to
plan instruction
 Develop and use
benchmarks to improve
student learning, and
continually revise
curriculum guides
Provide faculty with adequate
technology training to further
the implementation of
technologies that assist
students in learning, teachers
in teaching, and all staff with
communication among the
school community.

TIMELINE
Guides for first
round of courses
complete during
the 2008-09
school year, all
other guides
complete during
2010-11 school
year, revise
annually.
Benchmark tests:
English: 07-08
Social Science:
spring 2008
Math: spring 2008
Spring 2008 and
ongoing

PERSONS INVOLVED
OR RESPONSIBLE
 Teachers by course
and department
 Department Chairs
 Curriculum Guide
authors (teachers)
 Vice Principal
 District Subject Area
Coordinators
 Assistant
Superintendent for
Curriculum

 All teachers
 Aeries Coordinator
 SchoolLoop
Coordinator
 SChoolPlan trainers
 Webmaster
 Administrative Team

RESOURCES

MEANS TO ASSESS
IMPROVEMENT
Completed curriculum
guides for all courses
Department meetings
Department Chair
meetings
Audits by the Assistant
Superintendent for
Curriculum
Benchmark-related
collaboration
Use of benchmark tests to
improve instruction and
learning
Teacher feedback
Teacher survey results
Teacher evaluation
interviews

 District Office
coordination, including
leadership of Assistant
Superintendent for
Curriculum, and Subject
Area Coordinators
 Summer collaboration
time for teachers to
develop drafts
 Collaboration time for
teachers to revise drafts
and discuss benchmarks
and implementation
 Class time to administer
benchmark assessments
 CDE content area
standards



 Time for training sessions
 Computer labs with
internet access
 Aeries
 SchoolLoop
 Accelerated Reader
 Accelerated Math
 Apangea
 PLATO

 Schedule of training
sessions
 Record of computer lab
use
 Teacher survey results
 Classroom walk-through
visits
 Aeries and School Loop
reports
 Student achievement
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REPORTING
PROGRESS
Faculty meetings
Department Chair
meetings
Department
meetings
Administrative
Team meetings
Collaboration
Team meetings
School Site
Council meetings

 Faculty meetings
 Department Chair
meetings
 Department
meetings
 Administrative
Team meetings
 Collaboration
Team meetings
 School Site
Council meetings

TASKS

TIMELINE

Provide professional
development training in
differentiated instruction (DI)
techniques with follow-up
collaborations to further
teachers’ skills in using DI.

DI guest trainer
during 08-09
school year, with
collaboration
follow-ups in
spring 2009 and
ongoing

PERSONS INVOLVED
OR RESPONSIBLE
 All teachers
 Collaboration Team
 Administrative Team
 Department Chairs

RESOURCES
 Professional development
funds
 Collaboration time
 Collaboration Team








MEANS TO ASSESS
IMPROVEMENT
Schedule of DI training
sessions
Classroom walk-through
visits
Teacher evaluations
Teacher survey results
Department meetings
Student achievement








REPORTING
PROGRESS
Faculty meetings
Department
meetings
Department Chair
meetings
Administrative
Team meetings
Collaboration
School Site
Council meetings

Action Plan #2: Improve student achievement.
Rationale: Analysis of CST and CAHSEE data indicate that Leigh is generally a high performing school; however, there is room for
improvement both in specific subject areas and among subgroups. CST Algebra and Geometry scores as well as juniors’ ELA scores
experienced a decline between 2006 and 2007, hence the need for special efforts in these subjects. Ultimately, our goal is to increase the
proficiency level of all students in all areas to meet No Child Left Behind targets. Supporting 2006 and 2007 Data:
Mathematics – Percentage of students performing at proficient or advanced levels (CST)
Algebra 1
Geometry
2006
2007
2006
2007
9th Grade
32
28
67
57
10th Grade
17
6
15
10
11th Grade
0
0
9
6
ELA – Percentage of students performing at proficient or advanced levels, or passing
CST
CAHSEE
2006
2007
2006
2007
9th Grade
71
74
*
*
10th Grade
64
64
93
91
11th Grade
60
58
47
48
12th Grade
*
*
43
21
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ESLRs Addressed: Lifelong Learners, Effective Communicators, Individuals of Integrity, Global Participants, High Level Critical Thinkers
Growth Targets:
 Scores:
o 2007-2008: 32.2% proficient or above
o 2008-2009: 43.5% proficient or above
o 2009-2010: 54.8% proficient or above
o 2010-2011: 66.1% proficient or above
 Increase tutorial attendance schoolwide by 25% annually beginning in the 2008-09 school year.
 Increase Homework Center attendance by 10% annually beginning in the 2008-09 school year.
Means to Monitor Progress:
 CST data
 CAHSEE data
 Benchmark assessment data in English, Algebra, and Geometry at six week intervals
 Analysis of student work
 Accelerated Reader (9th grade English)
 Accelerated Math (Algebra 1)
 Number of CAHSEE Workshop, English Workshop, and Algebra 1 20:1 classes in the master schedule
 Enrollment in CAHSEE Workshop, English Workshop, and Algebra 1 20:1 classes
 PLATO software; PLATO is a diagnostic, web-based program used in the CAHSEE Workshop, English Workshop, and Special Day
Classes that differentiates what students need to build fundamental skills in ELA and Math
 Use of Apangea software by students and teachers; Geometry teachers use web-based Apangea to target geometry students who
are struggling with fundamental math skills by diagnosing where they are weak and individualizing instruction
 Homework Center and tutorial sign-in sheets
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TASKS

TIMELINE

Continue to implement and
expand remediation classes
and programs, as well as
programs that focus on study
skills and students’ tool kits.
 CAHSEE Workshop
 English Workshop
 Algebra 1 20:1
 Summer School After
School
 AVID
 Geometry Workshop
Continue the work of the
9th/10th Grade Task Force,
and analyze findings to
modify programs for these
students to make them more
successful.

Spring 2008
and ongoing as
needs dictate

Spring 2008
and ongoing

PERSONS INVOLVED OR
RESPONSIBLE
 Teachers
 Administrative Team
 Department Chairs

Guidance Counselors
Vice Principal
Principal
Teachers of 9th and 10th
grade
 Implementation Task
Force





RESOURCES
 Referral system for
students in need of
remediation (improve
existing)
 Teachers of remediation
classes
 Funding
 Educational materials for
these classes

 District
funding/programming
 Summer school funding
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MEANS TO ASSESS
IMPROVEMENT
 Master schedule
 Students pre- and postremediation scores

REPORTING
PROGRESS
 School Site
Council meetings
 Faculty meetings
 Department Chair
meetings

 Academic success of
ninth grade students
(grades, CSTs)
 Diagnostic testing
(districtwide)
 Implementation Task
Force’s plan

 Faculty meetings
 Department Chair
meetings
 Department
meetings
 Administrative
Team meetings
 Collaboration
Team meetings
 School Site
Council meetings

TASKS
Implement a more effective
use of tutorial to maximize
attendance and opportunities
for students.
 Form task force of
teachers and students to
examine how tutorial is
used, suggest
improvements
 Pilot suggested
improvements
Implement a more effective
use of Homework Center to
maximize attendance and
opportunities for students.
 Design and implement a
program for peer tutors
to ensure quality tutoring
in all subject areas
 Increase advertising and
outreach efforts of
Homework Center and its
services

TIMELINE

Spring 2008

Fall 2008

PERSONS INVOLVED OR
RESPONSIBLE
 Teachers
 Students
 Guidance Counselors
 Librarian
 Library Clerk
 Homework Center peer
tutors
 Homework Center
certificated teachers
 Department Chairs
 Administrative Team
 Parents

RESOURCES
 Time for Task Force to
meet
 Professional development
funds for Task Force
teachers
 Homework Center funding
 Homework Center peer
tutors and certificated
teachers
 Records of HW Center
and tutorial attendance







MEANS TO ASSESS
IMPROVEMENT
Record of Homework
Center attendance
Record of tutorial
attendance
Examples of HW Center
and tutorial tasks
Student survey results
Examples of how teachers
encourage HW Center
and tutorial use and what
kinds of
instruction/activities they
offer in tutorial









REPORTING
PROGRESS
Parent newsletter
Faculty meetings
Department Chair
meetings
Department
meetings
Administrative
Team meetings
Collaboration
Team meetings
School Site
Council meetings

2008-09

Spring 2008
and ongoing

Action Plan #3: Improve student support services and communication among the school community.
Rationale: Adequate support services and communication among stakeholders must be in place for students to meet and exceed their
educational expectations. The self study reveals that students do not feel sufficiently supported in all areas, and not all members of the
school community receive adequate communications to appropriately assist students in their learning.
ESLRs Addressed: Lifelong Learners, Effective Communicators, Individuals of Integrity, Global Participants, High Level Critical Thinkers
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Growth Targets:
 Create and revise materials explaining the Guidance Counselors’ role, including how to schedule an appointment.
 Hold Student Study Team (SST) meetings regularly for failing students to reduce schoolwide D’s and F’s by 10% between 6- and
12-week grading periods to the end of the semester, and increase teacher attendance and commitment to the meetings.
 Provide a full time therapist on campus five days a week for six hours per day.
 Increase SchoolLoop usage: 80% of households during 2008-09; 90% of households during 2009-10; 95% of households during
2010-11.
 Hold faculty meetings on Mondays before collaboration days.
Means to Monitor Progress:
 Administrative Team meetings
 SST Action Plans developed during SST meetings and teacher implementation of Action Plan suggestions
 Grade analysis reports at the end of every grading period and semester for D’s and F’s schoolwide and for students who have had
an SST
 Therapist schedule
 SchoolLoop Coordinator’s six-week reports to Principal
 Calendars, agendas, and handouts from faculty meetings
TASKS
Hold SST meetings for
failing students to provide
earlier intervention and more
support.
 Provide teacher training in
intervention for students
needing special attention
(failing, 504, EL, etc.).
 Train teachers in the
protocol and how to lead
an SST meeting.
 Train teachers in the
protocol and how to lead
a 504 meeting.

TIMELINE

August 2008
and ongoing

PERSONS INVOLVED OR
RESPONSIBLE
 Teachers
 Students
 Parents
 Guidance Counselors
 Vice Principal

RESOURCES
 Clear written guidelines on
when an SST is
appropriate, and protocols
for conducting the meeting
and follow up
 Section in Teacher
Resource Binder on SSTs
 Time and place to meet

August 2008
and ongoing







August 2008
and ongoing
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MEANS TO ASSESS
IMPROVEMENT
Schedule of SST
meetings
Written outcomes of SST
meetings
Performance of students
who have had SST
intervention
Feedback from students
who have had an SST
Grade Analysis Report
every six weeks
Teacher training in
intervention for students
needing special attention
(collaboration day
trainings)








REPORTING
PROGRESS
Faculty meetings
Administrative
Team meetings
Department
meetings
Department Chair
meetings
School Site
Council meetings
Collaboration
Team meetings

TASKS
Improve contact between
students and guidance
counselors.
 Streamline and explain
the process for students
to make appointments
with their counselor, and
ensure that teachers
willingly release students
from class when
summoned by a
counselor.
 Advertise open office
hours for students to
drop in on their
counselors.
 Decrease the number of
students at programming
presentations so they
can receive more
individualized attention
from counselors.
Make student goal setting,
revisiting goals, and
monitoring progress an
integral part of the
curriculum.
 Train teachers in Marzano
goal-setting strategies.
 Use the strategies in all
subject areas.
 Evaluate effectiveness
and revise strategy

TIMELINE

August 2008
and ongoing

PERSONS INVOLVED OR
RESPONSIBLE
 Guidance Counselors
 Teachers
 Students
 Webmaster
 Administrative Team

August 2008
and ongoing

RESOURCES
 Guidance counseling link
on website with clear
instructions on how to
contact or schedule
appointments with
counselors
 Handouts in the Student
Service Center about the
Guidance Program
 Office hours for
counselors
 Class time to schedule
programming
presentations




 Collaboration team
coordination of training in
goal-setting strategies
 Time for training
 Teacher leaders on staff
 Marzano publications with
guidelines on using goalsetting to improve learning
 Professional development
funds

 Evidence of student goalsetting and follow up in
classes
 Classroom walk-through
visits
 Teacher evaluation
interviews
 Prep period meetings

Spring 2008
and ongoing

 Teachers
 Vice Principal and
Administrative Team
 Students
August 2008
2008-09 and
ongoing
2009-10

MEANS TO ASSESS
IMPROVEMENT
Student survey results
Guidance Counselor
feedback
Schedule of programming
visits
Counselor log of student
appointments
Teacher training in
programming and their
part in it (collaboration day
trainings)
Existence of easilyaccessible resources for
students and parents
about the Guidance
Program
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REPORTING
PROGRESS
Faculty meetings
Administrative
Team meetings
Department
meetings
Department Chair
meetings
School Site
Council meetings
Collaboration
Team meetings

 Faculty meetings
 Administrative
Team meetings
 Department
meetings
 Department Chair
meetings
 School Site
Council meetings
 Collaboration
Team meetings

TASKS
Expand SOS services to
provide a therapist on
campus five days a week for
six hours per day, and also
expand related support
services.
 Identify additional funding
for therapists.
 Develop Peer Helper
Support Program (class)
and enroll qualified
students.
 Hold Multi-Services Team
meetings (MST) to review
cases, define therapists’
role, and supervise the
program.
 Coordinate support
services to best serve
students (SOS referrals,
on-campus therapy, offcampus therapy referrals).
 Dovetail SOS services
with new Peer Helper
Support Program and
Conflict Managers.
 Design easy referral
program for all three
programs.

TIMELINE
Unknown;
contingent on
funding

2008-09

PERSONS INVOLVED OR
RESPONSIBLE
 SOS teacher coordinators
 Teen therapists
 Peer Helper Support
Program coordinator
 Conflict Managers
advisors

RESOURCES
 FTE position for the Peer
Helper Support Program
 Conflict Managers
summer training
 Easily executable referral
program for all three
services

2008-09

Spring 2008
and ongoing

2008-09 and
ongoing

2008-09 and
ongoing
Spring 2008
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MEANS TO ASSESS
IMPROVEMENT
 Number of hours per day
therapists available on
campus
 Demand versus supply of
emotional support
services for students
 Records of contact hours
between teen counselors,
peer helpers, and conflict
managers and students








REPORTING
PROGRESS
Faculty meetings
Administrative
Team meetings
Department
meetings
Department Chair
meetings
School Site
Council meetings
Collaboration
Team meetings

TASKS
Increase student awareness
of available academic and
personal support services.
 Create an FAQ page on
website to help students
and parents find
appropriate services
 Include presentations on
available services at
freshman orientation and
Back to School Night
 Create handouts with
quick references to
campus services
 Include information in
Leigh Student Planner
Hold regular faculty
meetings to disseminate
crucial information to staff.
 Use in conjunction with
collaboration days
frontload information
needed to make
collaboration days
productive.

TIMELINE

Spring 2008

Fall 2008

PERSONS INVOLVED OR
RESPONSIBLE
 Teachers
 Guidance Counselors
 Students
 Webmaster
 Program contact people:
SOS, College and Career
Center, Conflict
Managers, Nurse,
Homework Center, etc.

RESOURCES
 Collaboration time to
compose FAQs and quick
references
 Presentation time at
freshman orientation and
Back to School Night to
familiarize new students
and parents with available
resources

Spring 2008
and updated
annually
2008-09
Pilot spring
2008, revise as
needed for
2008-09

 Teachers
 Collaboration Team
 Administrative Team

 After school meeting time
 Meeting location with
appropriate technology for
disseminating information
(LCD projector, sound
system, etc.)
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MEANS TO ASSESS
IMPROVEMENT
Student survey results
Records of student use of
campus resources
Existence of links on
website that instruct
students how to access
various campus resources
Existence and availability
of handouts with quick
references to campus
services

 Schedule of faculty
meetings
 Teacher feedback on
usefulness of faculty
meetings








REPORTING
PROGRESS
Faculty meetings
Administrative
Team meetings
Department
meetings
Department Chair
meetings
School Site
Council meetings
Collaboration
Team meetings

 Faculty meetings
 Collaboration
Team meetings
 Department Chair
meetings

TASKS
Increase and improve
communication between
Leigh and the community to
share news, events, needs,
assessment data, and other
essential information.
 Provide SchoolLoop
training for students and
parents in addition to
staff.
 Create simple and easily
accessible printed
instructions on how to
use School Loop.
 Provide more Aeries
support for students and
parents.
 Expand and enhance the
Leigh website to include
more specific information
for parents and students.
 Create and maintain a
library website
 Offer communications in
languages other than
English.

TIMELINE

Fall 2008

Spring 2008

2008-09 and
ongoing

PERSONS INVOLVED OR
RESPONSIBLE
 Teachers
 Administrative Team
 Staff members who speak
languages other than
English
 SchoolLoop Coordinator
 Webmaster
 Aeries trainer

RESOURCES
 Training sessions for
parents and students in
SchoolLoop and Aeries
 Computer labs with
internet connectivity
 SchoolLoop Coordinator’s
time
 Website
 Webmaster’s time
 Time of staff members
who speak languages
other than English
 Funds to pay trainers and
translators for their time

Spring 2008
and ongoing



o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Spring 2008
and ongoing
2008-09 and
ongoing



MEANS TO ASSESS
IMPROVEMENT
Existence of multiple
types of communication
between the school and
the community, including:
Assignments and selected
class materials on
SchoolLoop
SchoolLoop news
bulletins from teachers
and administrators
Aeries gradebook
School website
Email
Phone contact
Parent newsletter
Back-to-School mailing
Parent-teacher
conferences and SSTs
Written materials and
postings in languages
other than English
Parent survey results

REPORTING
PROGRESS
 Parent newsletter
 Back to School
Night
 School Site
Council meetings

Action Plan #4: Incorporate ESLRs into the culture of the school.
Rationale: Self study findings indicate that Leigh’s ESLRs from 2002 have not been incorporated into the culture of the school over the
past six years. The ESLRs developed by the staff in 2007 reflect our vision of a successful graduate. All stakeholders should know and
understand the ESLRs and work toward achieving them during their time at Leigh.
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ESLRs Addressed: Lifelong Learners, Effective Communicators, Individuals of Integrity, Global Participants, High Level Critical Thinkers
Growth Targets: Because the ESLRs are not yet a part of the culture at Leigh, our main growth target is to become comfortable including
references to ESLRs in the course of business. We would like teachers to be able to think about them the same way they think about
content standards – allowing ESLRs to inform teachers’ lesson planning and having the ESLRs be a natural part of teachers’ reflection on
their professional practice.
Means to Monitor Progress:
 Agendas/minutes from faculty meetings
 Agendas/minutes from department meetings
 Agendas/minutes from Department Chair meetings
 Agendas/minutes from Collaboration Team meetings
 Student club meetings, ASB meetings, School Site Council meetings, booster organization meetings
 Surveys from students, parents, and teachers
 Leigh website, parent newsletters, SchoolLoop postings, and publication in all school communications
TASKS
Incorporate ESLRs into
curriculum guides

TIMELINE
For existing
curriculum
guide drafts,
incorporate
ESLRs during
revision
process over
spring and
summer of
2008. ESLRs
will be added to
new guides as
they are
developed.

PERSONS INVOLVED OR
RESPONSIBLE
 Teacher teams in specific
subject areas
 Department Chairs
 Collaboration Team
 Administrative Team

RESOURCES
 CDE Standards in ELA,
Math, Science, Social
Science, Theatre Arts,
Music, Visual Arts,
Physical Education, and
Career Technical
Education, National
Standards for Foreign
Language
 Collaboration time
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MEANS TO ASSESS
IMPROVEMENT
 Curriculum guides








REPORTING
PROGRESS
Faculty meetings
Administrative
Team meetings
Department
meetings
Department Chair
meetings
School Site
Council meetings
Collaboration
Team meetings

TASKS
Create a matrix of ESLR
indicators for each subject
area that will specify how
students will show that they
are meeting the ESLRs.

TIMELINE
January –
October 2009

PERSONS INVOLVED OR
RESPONSIBLE
 Teacher teams in specific
subject areas
 Department Chairs

MEANS TO ASSESS
IMPROVEMENT
 Documents from teacher
 Development of ESLRs
teams that list standards
Indicators Matrix for each
with corresponding ESLRs
subject area
 Collaboration time
 Curriculum guides
RESOURCES








Communicate ESLRs and
measurable indicators to
students.
 Post in classroom
 Discuss in class in
relation to assignments
and behavior
 Include in guidance and
discipline presentations
 Include in Course
Information Sheets
 Introduce at freshman
orientation

Spring 2008
and ongoing

 All teachers
 Administrative Team
 Students

 ESLRs posters
 ESLRs Indicators Matrix
for each subject area
 School communications
 Teacher materials
(Course Information
Sheets, lesson plans
linked to ESLRs, etc.)

Fall 2008 and
ongoing
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 Course Information
Sheets
 Student survey results
 Classroom walk-through
visits
 Freshman orientation
agenda and activities
 Student assignments
linked to ESLRs
 Curriculum guides








REPORTING
PROGRESS
Faculty meetings
Administrative
Team meetings
Department
meetings
Department Chair
meetings
School Site
Council meetings
Collaboration
Team meetings
Faculty meetings
Administrative
Team meetings
Department
meetings
Department Chair
meetings
School Site
Council meetings
Collaboration
Team meetings

TASKS
Communicate ESLRs and
measurable indicators to the
school community.
 Post on website
 Include in freshman
orientation mailings
 Post on SchoolLoop
 Present at Back To
School Night
 Include in parent
newsletters
Focus on “Individuals of
Integrity” by:
 Creating a committee of
teachers and
administrators to study
the tardy/truant problem
at Leigh
 Proposing a schoolwide
tardy policy
 Piloting the new policy
with full teacher
participation and input

TIMELINE

Spring 2008
Summers
Spring 2008
Septembers
Year-round

Spring 2008

August 2008
2008-09

PERSONS INVOLVED OR
RESPONSIBLE
 Teachers
 Administrative Team
 Webmaster
 SchoolLoop Coordinator
 Parents
 Community members
 Students
 Department Chairs
 Collaboration Team
 ASB leaders
 All teachers
 Administrative Team
(especially deans)
 Collaboration Team
 Campus police officers
 Students
 Parents

RESOURCES






Leigh website
SchoolLoop
Parent newsletters
Orientation mailings
Time at Back To School
Night to present

MEANS TO ASSESS
IMPROVEMENT
 Parent survey results








 Faculty meeting to train
teachers to use the Aeries
system
 Automated system using
Aeries to flag students
with a certain number of
tardies or truants
 Detention supervisors and
location
 Saturday school
 Time to train teachers
about the policy
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 Aeries attendance data on
tardies and truants.









REPORTING
PROGRESS
Faculty meetings
Administrative
Team meetings
Department
meetings
Department Chair
meetings
School Site
Council meetings
Collaboration
Team meetings
Faculty meetings
Administrative
Team meetings
Department
meetings
Department Chair
meetings
School Site
Council meetings
Collaboration
Team meetings
Parent newsletter

TASKS
Focus on “Individuals of
Integrity” by:
 Creating a committee of
teachers and
administrators to study
issues of academic
integrity at Leigh
 Proposing any necessary
changes to our current
policy
 Piloting the revised policy
with full teacher
participation and input

Focus on “Individuals of
Integrity” by:
 Widening the reach of
campus groups and
programs that promote
positive interactions:
Conflict Managers, Peer
Helpers, Link Crew, Hub
Club, Leadership, antibullying
 Promoting and adhering
to Honor the Game
principles at all sporting
events
 Completing third year of
Positive Coaching
Alliance contract

TIMELINE

Spring 2008

PERSONS INVOLVED OR
RESPONSIBLE
 All teachers
 Administrative Team
(especially deans)
 Students
 Parents

June 2008
2008-09

2008-09 and
ongoing

2008-09 and
ongoing
2008-09

 Teachers
 Conflict Managers and
advisors
 Peer Helpers and advisors
 Link Crew and advisors
 Hub Club and advisors
 Leadership and advisors
 Guidance Counselors
 Deans
 Parent Boosters
 Students
 Parents
 Administrators
 Police Officers
 Coaches
 Athletes

RESOURCES

MEANS TO ASSESS
IMPROVEMENT
 Number of referrals for
cheating
 Teacher survey
 Student survey

 Time and place for
committee to meet
 Feedback from teachers
 Faculty meeting to
familiarize teachers with
the Academic Integrity
Policy and its increasing
consequences, as well as
the importance of
reporting all incidences of
cheating
 Presentations to students
by deans and teachers to
familiarize them with the
policy and what
constitutes cheating
 Campus groups
 Student and parent asset
 Project Cornerstone
survey data on safety
 Positive Coaching Alliance  Referral, suspension, and
 San Jose Police
expulsion statistics on
Department
fights and related
infractions
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REPORTING
PROGRESS
Faculty meetings
Administrative
Team meetings
Department
meetings
Department Chair
meetings
School Site
Council meetings
Collaboration
Team meetings
Parent newsletter

 Faculty meetings
 Administrative
Team meetings
 Department
meetings
 Department Chair
meetings
 School Site
Council meetings
 Collaboration
Team meetings

TASKS
Focus on “Effective
Communicators” and
“Individuals of Integrity” by:
 Creating a Cyber Task
Force to teach students
how to communicate
appropriately using
technology and to
address issues of
cyberbullying and cyber
etiquette
Focus on “Global
Participants” by:
 Implementing a campus
beautification initiative
that emphasizes keeping
the campus clean and in
good repair
 Implementing a campus
recycling program

TIMELINE

2008-09 and
ongoing

PERSONS INVOLVED OR
RESPONSIBLE
 Teachers
 Cyber Task Force
 Deans
 Students
 Parents

RESOURCES
 KQED program on
cyberbullying
 Time to address students
 Models of good and bad
communication using
technology

MEANS TO ASSESS
IMPROVEMENT
 Number of cyberbullying
complaints
 Student survey
 Content of ecommunications between
students and teachers
(e.g. emails)








2008-09 and
ongoing

Spring 2008
and ongoing











All staff
Students
Science Club
Science Club advisor
Campus clubs
Leadership students
Eleight staff
Parents
Parent Boosters

 Teachers’ and
administrators’ time during
lunch to supervise
students
 Ad campaign by
Leadership students to
discourage littering and
encourage recycling
 Eleight newspaper
article(s) about campus
pride
 System of consequences
for littering (e.g. detention
slips)
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 The amount of litter on
campus, especially after
lunch
 Cleanliness of bathrooms
and classrooms during the
school day
 Absence of graffiti/tagging
 Science Club statistics on
volume of recycling










REPORTING
PROGRESS
Faculty meetings
Administrative
Team meetings
Department
meetings
Department Chair
meetings
School Site
Council meetings
Collaboration
Team meetings
Eleight newspaper
Class discussions
Faculty meetings
Administrative
Team meetings
Department
meetings
Department Chair
meetings
School Site
Council meetings
Collaboration
Team meetings

TASKS
Focus on “Global
Participants” by:
 Organizing a task force of
teachers and students to
examine the extent to
which the school
encourages students to
do community service
 Designing a community
service requirement for all
students
 Continuing to foster
educational partnerships
within the community (e.g.
Xilinx Educational
Ecosystem)
Research, design, and
Implement a student
recognition program that
promotes a positive
community atmosphere and
recognizes non-traditional
student achievement. For
example:
 Academic improvement
 School service
 Service to others
 Multiple types of Students
of the Month
 Other areas of
improvement

TIMELINE

2008-09

PERSONS INVOLVED OR
RESPONSIBLE
 Community Service Task
Force
 Teachers
 Students
 Parents
 Administrators
 Community partners

RESOURCES
 Time to meet
 Input from teachers and
students
 Professional development
funds to pay Task Force
teachers

MEANS TO ASSESS
IMPROVEMENT
 Student, teacher, and
parent surveys
 Teacher materials
describing community
service assignments
 Feedback from community
partners







Spring 2009

Spring 2008
and ongoing

Research and
design spring
2008;
implement
phase 1 fall
2008 and
phase 2 spring
2009. Revise
and implement
phase 3 200910 and phase 4
2010-2011.









Activities Director
Teachers
Students
Parents
Administrators
ASB
Leadership class

 California Activities
Directors Association
(CADA)
 Visits to other schools to
observe their programs
 ASB funding
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 Student survey
 Proposed plan for student
recognition
 Activities calendar
showing events
implemented

REPORTING
PROGRESS
Faculty meetings
Administrative
Team meetings
Department
meetings
Department Chair
meetings
School Site
Council meetings
Collaboration
Team meetings

 Eleight newspaper
 Faculty meetings
 Administrative
Team meetings
 Department
meetings
 Department Chair
meetings
 School Site
Council meetings
 Collaboration
Team meetings
 ASB meetings
 ASB student
congress

Appendix
Student Survey Comments
Teachers – General Comments
My favorite thing about Leigh is it a lot of good teachers that hold engaging class discussions about the
subjects we cover.
I love the teachers here they are amazing.
I’ve met some people that will be my lifelong friends, and I’ve had some teachers that have had a positive
influence on me. But I’ve had about 25 teachers at Leigh, and the teachers I’ve really liked I can count on
one hand. If the teachers tried to connect with students on a more personal level, rather than thinking of
it as just another day of work. If the school was filled with Mr. Whites and Ms. Moseleys, it would be a
better place, and that’s what I want it to be.
Some of the teachers make things interesting, and others have the same schedule and type of
assignments day after day. Some teachers make class interesting so that I like their class even though I
don’t like the subject.
Strengths- It’s well balanced and teachers allow their students to learn many different ways.
Some teachers are not very good, and do not teach the expected material to learn. I feel dumb when I go
to the class.
most of the teachers are cool
At times I’d like to think the teachers I have are really good at teaching, but I also get the impression that
some don’t teach well or have any clue what they are doing teaching kids like us.
It’s strength is that AP teachers are very responsible.
The teachers should present their objective in their everyday classes more efficiently and quick.
Sometimes teachers exagerate too long. Any English teacher should involved a good quick write at the
beginning of the classes. the quick write can be related to our common life, like Mrs. Duffy did.
I wish teachers wouldn’t force their information on all of us and saying things like “You need to know this
for life!” which is not only stressful but untrue.
The teachers are the schools strengths.
Some teachers are boring, depending on the class.
There is a certain math teacher that I think is a totally terrible person. He doesn’t make anything clear
when teaching and he expects to much from us. Often we’ll be in class and he will go off topic, and
neglect to go back.
Some teachers I’ve had are unfair and rude, and are not respectful.
Some teachers can be very biased with their opinions.
I like the enthusiasm of the teachers about their specific subjects.
I like the history teachers here.
Leigh is great when it comes to helping students. Teachers are always here in the mornings for tutorial so
anyone who needs help can come before school. We also have tutoring programs and some teachers
help students at lunch or after school.
What I like best about Leigh is that most of the teachers are generally very interesting and the campus
feels safe.
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Most of Leigh’s teachers show a genuine interest in students and it seems that Leigh is ahead of other
schools in its academics.
Some of the teachers are very unorganized and have no real grading system and lose papers.
Most of the answers on the survey would be different depending on the teacher. Many teachers are good,
and encourage people to participate, but others only seem to be only there for themselves.
The teachers do a pretty good job
I feel that some teachers are really bad at helping their students aka, choir class during the years 05-07,
and this year the choir students are being treated as THE LAST PRIORITY, because we are stuck in this
TINY ROOM, and Drama and English (classes that DON’T NEED the HUGE SPACE!) have that big room
to themselves. I looked in that room the desks don’t even take HALF THE ROOM. We also need
teachers that are strict with the NO TALKING policy, it’s annoying when I’m trying to learn and people are
talking about things that they can just pass notes for. ([Teacher Name], Chem class) hint hint.
The inability to transfer our of hostile class environments is crippling. When I reflect on my classes over
the years, I have intense regrets about some of my teachers that nearly ended my dedication to learning.
The strengths are good teachers and fire Fridays
I like the teachers best at Leigh. Even though I am a shy person at first, they are very approachable.
Some teachers are not very reasonable and are concerned only w/ maintaining authority.
I love most of the teachers & tutorials they are very helpful.
The strengths at Leigh are the teachers that can teach efficiently and effectively without assigning busy
work. Also, there are some rewards for excelling academically.
Leigh has a stellar staff with vivacious teachers and helpful staff members, yet I think it needs to have
more consistency. Some teachers post grades, some don’t. Some students take the STAR seriously,
some don’t. There seems to be a lack of communication. That makes it slightly frustrating at times. On the
other hand, Leigh has gained an honorable reputation and has had some fantastic students and faculty
members go through LHS. All in all, I do have pride in our school and my status as a lady Longhorn!
Certain teachers need to stop expressing political opinions in class. Keep politics out of the classroom!
A lot of my teachers are Late to class, not fair
While most of the teachers I have had at Leigh have been fantastic educators as well as good people
whom I admire and look up to, there have been a few extreme exceptions. I do realize that finding people
who are both good teachers and good people, yet I believe strongly that it should be done to the best of
the district’s ability. Teachers who routinely harass students, bully students or make them feel
uncomfortable, scared, and put down, or teachers to whom students cannot talk constructively or with
whom it is impossible for the students to communicate, should be strictly warned, monitored, and/or
removed, regardless of how long they have held their positions. Nevertheless, I would like to reiterate that
aside from, say, two cases, my teachers have been both admirable, inspirational people and great
educators.
What I like best about Leigh is how helpful the teachers are. In general, they seem to enjoy teaching and
care about the success of their students at Leigh and beyond.
Great school! Great teachers!
Not all the teachers are interesting
The teachers are great and really encourage us to express ourselves.
Most of the teachers have reasonable homework and respect there kids. They encourage there kids to
do the best of there abilities.
Although most of my teachers have inspired me in my 4 years here I have had issues with a select few.
One teacher in particular insisted or imparting his ideal and political views upon his students. Because of
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this attitude, students could not be open or candid about their opinions for fear of public ridicule. All other
teachers have been amazing.
I have come across too many unmotivated teachers that remain for pension benefits rather than for the
love of teaching and learning. We need Higher Standards for those wishing to hold the positions of
educating America’s future.
Teachers care about how the input effort will affect the output result.
The staff at Leigh is friendly and respects everyone to the highest standard.
What I like best about Leigh is the open learning atmosphere that is created by the teaching staff. On the
whole, teachers encourage class discussion and allow for students to ask questions and receive
thoughtful answers.
There are two complaints I have are some of the teachers at Leigh are pretty bad, they not only do the
least amount of work while waiting for their tenure. But I’m definitely not saying the teachers here are bad,
most are outstanding and fun to have. It’s just some do not care at all about the students. Also the deans
here are overly mean, they are bored and go around looking for students doing something. The deans
should just relax and give students some freedom.
And I do have a teacher that is new and she is really nice and helps her kids out and teaches really well
but she does not really respect us and its sometimes hard to deal with her.
One of my teachers does not teach us much, he/she hands us a worksheet and thats out homework and
then we have a quiz on it the next class. Some teachers need to have more learning and less quizes. I
need to learn things before I have a quiz on it.
Leigh’s strengths are its teachers, as they have great passion for the subjects they teach, which is
reflective in their classes.
One of the problems at Leigh is the substitutes. They are often dumb, rude, and sometimes talk about
things teachers and students should not talk about.
What I like best about Leigh is the teachers are comfortable with the students are do try with the best of
their abilities to inspire deeper thinking.
I believe that a good strength is that the teachers keep the students in line
I cant say all of these teacher are great and my answers apply to them! But Leigh does have good
teachers and it’s a good school
Most of my teachers are extremely helpful, and make sure (or at least do their best to make sure) that the
students understand what we’re doing.
I really dont think some teachers treat their students with respect
My art teacher is probably one of the most encouraging people I know. She’s always pushing me to do
my best.
My geometry teacher is a good guy, but his teaching sucks. He doesn’t take time to explain things and
I’m often lost.
Leigh is a great school academically. The teachers really care about our success.
I also believe that my [subject] needs a re-evaluation, as most of us in the class are dissatisfied.
I really like most of the teachers at Leigh. They are encouraging & they manage to make school fun &
interesting most of the time.
My chemistry teacher is very aknowledgable and is great at teaching the material. It is just her grading is
wrong because there is no homework point, only homework quizzes and not everyone is good at quiz/test
taking. I have a great World History teacher who is very passionate about his work, but he doesn’t always
make his instructions clear
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Maybe the school could randomly conduct sit-ins during classes – there are two teachers I have had in
the pas two years who do not conduct their classes properly nor do they teach in a helpful way.
I believe that they are a significant amount of insufficient teachers. The on-level teachers need to be
picked more cautiously because I don’t feel they are doing a good job in providing a good education and
environment.
We have some awesome teachers, we’re very spirited, and we have awesome theatre, sports, and
activities teams.
We have some really bad teachers, like all of the math teachers, and everyone feels that way I believe. I
think if we brought some well educated, and highly enthusiastic math teachers in, it would improve the
scores/grades drastically.
I love the teachers at Leigh. I’ve never had any really bad experiences with them and they are always
supportive and open to what I have to say.
the teachers don’t seem like they know much about there students, some don’t even learn the kids names
and end up not knowing their names even at the end of the year.
If there are problems with a specific teacher at Leigh, it needs to be paid attention to. If a teachers is not
doing his/her job, and not teaching well, they should be fired. I do not think it is fair for the students that a
bad teacher is prevented from getting fired just because they have a union.
Some geometry teachers really don’t help you. If you say “I don’t know how to do this” he’ll just say “I
can see that”
I am a senior this year and enrolled in govt class. My teacher does not know how to teach history. She
even told us that she just likes our age group and not even the subject. Every day we can expect to do
worksheet after worksheet and then watch a movie. When we express our opinions, which we rarely get
to do she gets mad because we are talking, I just think history is more about open discussions and
lectures. I also think that a teacher shouldn’t be teaching freshman and seniors.
We have some really cool teachers, and by cool I mean they teach me stuff too.
All the teachers are passionat towards their job and they enjoy what they do.
Most of the questions on the survey that were about the teachers were hard to answer because some of
my teachers teach well and show interest, but others don’t. Some teachers show respect, but I feel that
st
others don’t. For example my [subject] teacher. He takes peoples phones away like crazy. On the 1
offense were supposed to get them @ the end of the day, but he wouldn’t give it back, and I’m pretty sure
he plays on peoples phones.
Filled with teachers that challenge you & push you to be better and always make sure that you’re giving
100% effort
Some teachers shouldn’t just pick people that already have 100%. Everyone says that they want kids to
pass the class, but teachers end up picking people who don’t need that credit when someone else
desperately needs that credit to pass or bring up their grade, and would actually be for people that care
and are trying.
Leigh needs to do more research on new teachers and make sure they can communicate to students
very easy.
This year I would say at least half of my teacher are incompetent. I’m doing everything I can to get
through this school year, but so far it’s difficult. My Spanish teacher puts things on the test that [she/he]
never taught us. My history teacher doesn’t like dates or events that go in chronological order. So we do
nothing. Almost everyday is miserable.
This is a good place, most teachers are good at their job.
All the teachers have their doors open and are always willing to help. I think that it is really great that so
many teachers are extensively educated and teach with such eloquence that fosters a great learning
environment.
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For me, I think our school is a great place. We have great teachers and Leigh in the past, makes up what
Leigh is now, today.
Overall I belive that the teachers at Leigh do a great job, but a select few, which represent a very small
majority, ruin the experience by disrespecting students and creating a opressive environment.
The things that I like about Leigh is the teachers and we always have things for everyone to try-out or be
in clubs. and make sure younger.
For the questions I disagree with are because of one of my teachers. Who is so mest up it’s stuped she
teaches a U.S. History class like an English class.
Leigh’s strengths are some of the teachers because I always have someone to talk to in time of need.
Teachers seem very uninterested. Classes are pretty boring. It could be a lot worse though.
I’d like Leigh to care more about students. The faculty is always rude to me. We just need faculty that
will listen to students.
My english teacher is the best teacher that there is and she should get a pay raise.
Some of the teacher are very uncaring and unmotivated to teach.
What I like best about Leigh is the faculty. All of our teachers are willing to set aside time to help us when
we need it, and I feel comfortable approaching them.
Like the fact that every teacher is willing to help us.
At Leigh most of the teachers actually really care about the students.
Some of the strengths that leigh has is some of the teachers. Most of them you could go talk to them if
needed.
Some teachers make it fun to learn and actually care about your grade while others are complete
opposite.
Some teachers need to assign homework that is only necessary & be less strict. Others need to have
better control of the students – But most teachers are awesome.
Most teachers are genuinely dedicated to what they do.
Leigh needs new teachers that actually teach and are not lazy because most of them make their classes
hard but do not understand the material themselves so how should we understand it.
A problem that I find in some teachers is the lack of enthusiasm. With that attitude, it makes me not really
want to be in that class either.
I do have a problem with a teacher. She is very unorganized and always yells at our class and tells us
how she hates our class and we put her in bad moods all the time. And in that class I do all my work and
turn everything in and she is giving me a D- because she doesn’t like us. I don’t want to have her again.
All my teachers are great this year. I would have liked to have a better geometry teacher, but the rest are
fair and respectful.
All my teachers are great but one treats the class like 2 year olds & I don’t like it. We are sophomores it’s
not respectful if I treated my teacher like a 2 year old so they shouldn’t treat mature kids like that.
Leigh has a good staff and good teachers.
Some of my teachers in the past used their power over students’ grades abusively. It seemed that the
teachers would sometimes aim to give a student the grade he or she thinks the student deserves,
regardless of the student’s actual quality of work and effort. This issue has troubled many students that I
know, and it tends to happen in English classes, and in my experience, photography, art, or other
electives of the sort. My English teacher [Teacher Name], and [subject] teacher [Teacher Name], gave
unfair grades to students with unfair teaching and grading methods, but no action was taken to punish the
teacher. This year I feel that my [subject] teacher is teaching material after quizzes and homework. I
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don’t know why, but this is happening a lot, and I’m not the only student wondering why my grade has to
suffer because of it.
Some teachers need to be more prepared!
Not all teachers are completely respectful to their students and hw w/ sports is a little difficult but I
manage. The other thing is, if you have a sport for the school, why should they have to run in PE?
Some teachers hold grudges and don’t act fairly
Most of my teachers are knowledgeable but in one class I feel that since I have it for 1st period, she’s still
deciding what to teach and leaves out certain parts that go on the test. I find that really annoying
because my friend will get higher grades on the same test because they were actually taught the
curriculum.
I know I can get help and count on the teachers and be able to talk to them.
My 0 period teacher regularly doesn’t come to class on time! This really bugs me.
Leigh’s strengths are its teachers. I have adored and bonded with almost all of my teachers, and their
dedication is truly astonishing.
Good teachers, fair rules.
My [subject] teacher needs a lot of attention on re-evaluation for teaching.
The teachers are the best part about Leigh.
Sometimes my teachers get pissed off at another student but take it out on me. Or I make a joke that the
teacher made before but I get in trouble.
What I like best about Leigh is that I can get along with the teachers.
The things I like best about Leigh are short days, some really good teachers. Some teachers have been
really informed, passionate, and inspirational. Nice new field and track. The classrooms are alright.
Teachers generally genuinely care about their students.
Some of my teachers have been exceptional, but some teachers and their abrasive and inefficient
teaching styles have made me hate the subjects that I have previously been ok with.
Some teachers don’t know how to teach or control a classroom. Or treat us like 5yr old children.
The thing I like best about Leigh is that they have many teachers who are willing to teach in a very
interesting and unique way in order to teach the students.
Some teachers do not explain work very well and this makes it harder to complete homework and
comprehend it.
I hate how some teacher will do very little to help bring up my grades
I like about Liegh is that they help you when you need it and the teachers are paient when you don’t
understand the things you learned. The strengths is that the teachers know what they’re talking about
and that they are able to explain.
I think of Leigh as a safe place. We have nice classrooms and a nice campus. I like a lot of our teachers,
but sometimes I wonder is in charge of the hiring of faculty… hmm… Perhaps one day Leigh will weed
out the undesired teacher whom accomplish little.
I like many thing but like the Teachers the most they are fun kind and helpful.
Questions 3 and four dont apply for All Teachers.
The teachers are easy to talk to and are understanding.
I have had some wonderful teachers during my 4 years, but I have also had some terrible teachers that I
felt could have cared less whether I passed or failed. Teachers should care about their students enough
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to make them want to be in their class. This place is overall a good environment for learning though the
administration should trust the students more.
Teachers should be on time to every class.
The question about do I feel comfortable with my teachers… Some I feel comfortable with but not a
couple… I feel they just stare at me the comments they say to me. And the way they look at me.
What I like best about Leigh is that the teachers are always helping.
I like how the teachers are there for you when you need help in any class. They make sure you turne in
your homework and get it done on time
Teachers need to work on being more accessible to students (i.e. checking emails).
The teachers are great.

Accolades for Specific Teachers
Mr. White is the best English teacher on campus.
Ms. Prouty is an awesome teacher :-)
Royaltey, West, Odderman, Smiley, and Warkintin are amazing.
The strengths are awesome teachers like Von Rassler and Senor Keck
Mrs. H. Royalty was the best teacher I have ever had.
I like the classes where we participate in such as English with Mrs. Lean-Martin and world history with Ms.
Royalty
I like that we have some really amazing teachers like Mr. White, Ms. Moseley etc they make me want to
come to school.
Love Mr. Warren.
Mr. Warren is cool.
What I like best about Leigh is Mr. Warren.
One of the good things at leigh is the student advisers, like Miss Mirassou.
Mr. von Rassler is a hecka good teacher and he makes learning fun and makes his students want to
work.
Leigh owns. Mr. Ringsted is an AMAZINGLY good teacher.
Leigh has a lot of great teachers who can actually be friends with students. It has also given me a few
great teachers who I have nothing but respect for. Coach Thomas was awesome, I got along with him
better than most people because not only did I respect him, but he knew how to be friendly to me as well.
Leigh’s greatst strength is all the extra coricular activitities. I think student moral would improve if more of
them participated.
Science teachers are pro! Ex: Barrow, Shin, Prouty, Warkintin. They are really good and Mr. Bethune is
great too.
I can’t think of anything that would make it better except having more engaging teachers like Ms. Moseley
& Mr. White.
The strengths at Leigh are the teachers for example Mr. Schembri will always be there for anyone with
they are having problem. He has alway done it for me.
Mrs. Soret is a really good teacher
My strength is that my English teacher Mr. Schembri is always tring to keep me focus, and on top of
things
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Sra. Sommer in room 24 is an exellent teacher. She has the perfect balance of hard work and a lot of
fun. I am always well prepared for her tests. Her way of teaching is different than any other teacher I
have ever met. I always look forward to 3rd period!
Mr. Chen is the best P.E. teacher, I love his teaching strategie.
Mr. Perry the new P.E teacher is a fun teacher and makes class enjoyable.
Mr. Reichert is one of the best teachers I have had.
What I like best: Mr. Lynch’s economy lectures, Von Rassler’s German, Mr. White in general, The
badminton team’s diversity, the fair amount of cute girls, and Mr. Smith’s “Bags of Time.”
Mrs. Nurnburg – She helps you understand and get focused on your school work. She is a great teacher.
Mrs. Mirassou – I think she explains all of the class/homework that she assigns. She is a great teacher
also.
Mrs. Goodenough – She is a good teacher. she is creative and makes you understand class work.
New teachers West + Ringsted are awesome!
Certain teachers such as Mr. Smith and Mrs. Burt not only keep children focused, but teach very well.
They are examples of exceptional teachers. Other have very proffessional methods of teaching. Mr.
Mason & Mr. VonRassler don’t assign too much homework yet teach very well.
I like alot of my teachers and the ones I have had in the past, like Mr. Schembri and Mrs. Stewart. I also
like the football games and dances.
Mrs. Royaltey is my history teacher and she is amazing. I never liked history until she taught it to me.
The best thing I like about Leigh is the teachers. I’ve never had a teacher here at Leigh where I disliked
or didn’t like there teachings. My favorite teacher here at Leigh, is Mr. Schembri because he cares all
around. He’s always here when you need help. He’s probably one of the people in my life I will never
forget. I will never forget his stories jokes and kindness. Mr. Schembri is more than my english teacher
he’s a personal influence.
Mrs. Prouty should get a raise she is amazing! and Mrs. Taylor :-)
There are some “cool” teachers – Warkentin, Wheeler
Mr. Schembri deserves a raise.
The choir and health teachers are very funny, at least for me in my experience.
Strengths: Mr. Lynch, Mr. Warren, Mr. White, Mrs. Jackson, Mr. Chen
Mrs. Landeros! is the best teacher. Mrs. Garceau too, she’s very calm and caring.
Mrs. Moseley Is a really good teacher. She helps me a lot!
I like my English teacher Ms. Moseley. She is very kind and cooperative.

Negative Comments About Specific Teachers
[Teacher Name] hates me and [Teacher Name] is a Racist.
[Teacher Name] is failing at his job !!!!
[Teacher Name] wouldn’t let kids ask questions about homework in class, he penalizes the students
sometimes for his own mistakes, and he seems to think of himself as a man on a golden pedestal.
[Teacher Name] needs to be fired! He is a terrible teacher. He has no grasp on reality. Students are not
able to communicate their needs to him, and his dictatorial leadership distracts from the infinitesimal
amount of learning that goes on in his classroom. He talks about absolutely nothing for the entire period,
and then expects students to finish an entire project when they don’t even have time to do the work.
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Out of all the multitude of teachers I’ve had at Leigh, [Teacher Name] stood out as a main negative
influence on me. He just uses his power and egocentricity to abuse students. He gives completely unfair
detentions like nothing. Until my friends mom went to him and confronted him about how he was abusing
this girl mentally for no apparent reason, he treated her by giving her all A’s because he was afraid w/ his
job. In my opinion, he should be fired and should have been a while ago. I can name literally 100 kids
who agree with me.
[Teacher Name] is problematic. In one classwork, he gave us all the answers after discussing them.
When he returned the paper, he marked 2 off everyone. Moms confronted him @ back 2 school night
and he regraded.
History teacher [Teacher Name] somewhat strays from the normal curriculm and doesn’t post grades
online at all.
I don’t feel comfortable w/ [Teacher Name].
I’m have problems in Geometry with [Teacher Name], the teacher doesn’t not go over enough so it makes
the homework really hard to finish.
Oh, and [Teacher Name] sucks. Unprofessional, uneducated
One problem that I had last year was with a [subject] teacher named [Teacher Name]. She is not a good
teacher. She liked to ridicule me and her other students if they did not understand something and you
asked her for help. She would quite often have mood swings as well. Depression was the cause for me
last year thanks to [Teacher Name]. Even though, counselors would come in once in a while to check on
the class, it was not the same because they would warn her that they were coming so she would act all
nice. I complained various times but not enough attention was paid. Due to this, I decided not to take [a
subject] my junior year. I hope that this issue is resolved soon.
[Teacher Name] is rude to students and he makes me feel uncomfortable.
I really think that our school and teachers are fairly good,and it’s too bad I had to put “disagree” or
“strongly disagree” because of one or two teachers. Sometimes the administration is blind to certain
problems we are having, and some administrative figures refuse to listen to our comments and to
critiques. Part of being a good leader is letting go of pigheadedness and listening to advice and critiques.
People that don’t listen to advice are just not smart. A good step to a better school would be getting rid of
disrespectful teachers ([Teacher Name]) and repleacing them with nice, classy teachers that we no lack.
[Teacher Name] is poisin to our school. He has clear and open favorites, and is extremely rude to those
who he does not like. Despite that, good job Leigh.
[Teacher Name] does not know what he’s doing. He doesn’t tell us what were graded on & all we do in
his class is sit & write things w/o being fully taught the definition & when to use it.
[Teacher Name] is mean to my friend and not others 
[Teacher Name] may be a chill guy but he’s aggressive. Thrown book at a kid, smashed a remote against
the white board and said “Fuck you guys” to students. Also he tends to tell me I’m mot going to succeed
and yells things like that in class.
[Teacher Name] is mean
[Teacher Name] is very disrespectful to students and he makes me feel uncomfortable
9) My teachers give away that their goal in teaching is to change our way of thinking. A few seam only
interested in making sure we agree with their opinion- and nothing else. Namly [Teacher Name] and her
one sided information on issues and events.
[Teacher Name] needs the boot because he is a pervert and has a big mouth
[Teacher Name] never seems to want to answer questions. Even during tutorial, he seems like he
doesn’t want to talk to anyone. He always says, “Figure it out on your own.”
Teachers are good at being at tutorial, also are a good help, minus [Teacher Name].
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[Teacher Name] does not respect us students. He never listens to what we have to say, someone asked
him if we are allowed our own oppinion? and he straight told us no. I keep getting put in his class, 2 years
in a row, and I’m not learning anything form him.
[Teacher Name] has some issues and favors select kids in the class and rarely call on a few people which
is not fair and affects their grade when it is his fault.
[Teacher Name] is the worst.
[Teacher Name] – She is a horibal teacher. She does not post everything on Aeries to see your grade,
she does not tell you your grades ever! She’s very nosey and is not creative, it is a very boring class.
Kids in most/all of her classes fool around and does not finish work. If they do, they copy and she doesn’t
see that. She does not help you. Kids have to help other kids – there is more – believe me –
For the general outlook everything is good except for one teacher in particular, not ‘cause I’m trying to be
mean but [Teacher Name] can be very condescending in general. All of my other teachers are wonderful!

Counseling
This is an emotionless prison in which the counselors, who are supposed to help the students, make
themselves unavailable during times when students actually have time to speak with them (e.g. morning
break, lunch, after school). Also, the counselors primary goal seems not to be answering students’
questions, but simply getting them to go away.
I was not happy that my counseler didn’t get me into spanish 1 for my freshman or sophomore year. I
didn’t get in till she left.
It seems like the counselors are stretched pretty thin and we might do well to have more so that they can
give students more individual attention.
I like that Leigh is really working to prepare me for college and college applications i.e. SAT classes, West
Valley College Nights, personal statement work shops, and just being able to tale to the Guidance
Counselors about college.
I do feel that there is a lack of support for college bound students. It seems counselors focuses are for
just getting students to graduate and not to really push for a higher learning.
Leigh’s strengths are its students, everyone wants to do really well in life and achieve their goals. The
counselors here are really great and have good information for students.
The counselors and deans here seem detached from most students. They may have 800 or so kids to
deal with, but they could make a stronger effort.
I feel like the counsellors especially are just feeding me crap that they can not help me, EXCEPT for Mr.
Pratt who is very useful and a great counsellor.
As a four year student in Leigh I feel that SOME of the counselors are not really helping us because I only
asked help one class that I felt that I won’t pass that class and they FAILED to help me, and I did FAIL
that class.
I went to go ask my counselor about coleage about what classe I should take to prepare they told me I
was to young.
The counselours are frequently not abailable before school, during lunch and the ten min. passing period,
or after school, which are all times when students have time to talk to them. They should coordinate their
schedules around when the students, and not themselves, are available.
Counslers seem like they dont want to really help. They listen, but no positive outcome.
I am not really satisfied with my counselor. I find [her/him] confusing, apathetic, unknoledgable, and
disorganized which, frankly, leads me to not go to [her/him] for advice and makes me do my own
research rather than have any dependance on [her/him]. I feel that as soon as I go into [her/his] office, I
am just something to be dealt with and out I go.
The counselors should make themselves more available to students.
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Problems: Not enough college guidance/help
I know what path I want to take so the counselors just breeze over me.
I think Leigh is a decent school. I think that it could be better. I think the counselors could be more
involved with the students and what path they want to go down after high school.
I feel as if Leigh is setting me up to go to community college and then transfer and as I understand that
community college is excellent for some I would like to go to a 4 year college and wish the school was
motivating me that way
Unfortunately, I do not feel that my counselors help me very much. The administration (Main Office) is
not really helpful, and sometimes not so polite. Since my sophomore year, I have made an outstanding
effort to go to the Main Office, Deans, and counselors only as a total last resort. That is not good. My
teachers and the college/career center are really the only reason I too certain classes, and challenged
myself to go to college.
The counselors at our school are not particularly helpful. By doing a small amount of research students
often become better informed than the counselors on some topics. Also, the counselors do not encourage
students to fully challenge themselves. Often they appear to rarely prepare students for community
college. All their time and focus goes into helping less advanced students, although the high achieving
request guidance just as often.
My counsiler didn’t help me with my class choices for my sophomore and junior year.
The counselors at Leigh make only minimal effort in preparing students for college.
I like the teachers and I also like my councelor Mrs. Sharp.
I like that the counselors are so helpful.
I really appreciate Mr. Pratt. He works hard and cares about the student. He never tries to rush them into
something they don’t want. He is the only counsler I have met with that was patient and helpful.
The only problem I see is when a student is in a bad situation for graduating, the counselors tell you what
to do, but don’t keep a track on the students progress, or for that matter, help.
Leigh’s strengths include a sincere desire to help its students succeed beyond high school. Especially this
year, with the workshops provided to guide students through college applications and personal
statements, I felt that the school was genuinely interested in promoting my career.
Thank you Mrs. Tovar so much! If it weren’t for her I wouldn’t have graduated.
Yes, the main problem, what I have a very large problem is the lack of consueling for college. they do not
do NEARLY enough to get students ready for college apps and beyond. sure, for students that are going
to go to West Valley, and anzadley do everything, but what about students that want to go out of state,
leave us out to dry?? They go do much better with that. Leland gets very legit schools to come to their
school because of the students. This would explain why over the rest of the best at Leigh don’t fo the
stanfords and harvards, its not because they are not good
The councellors are there if you seek them but they don’t really guide me in choosing classes. I feel like
they don’t even know me.
They do not fully prepare us for college. Yes, we may have a meeting once a year to discuss
expectations for U.C and C.S.U campuses, but the bottom line is that we DO NOT DO enough in that
area, considering college is one of the most important issues concerning us students. [Counselor Name]
needs an attitude adjustment.
There is not much counseling available for students who want to go to private schools (above UC level),
and the school does not offer much support or counseling.
I wish the counselors could maybe do a bit more when presented with dire situations. They should also
be available more often (like at lunch).
I think that Leigh has pretty good teachers and I have an exelent councler (mr. prat).
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I like that at the end of each year, each student gets information about the number of credits we have
completed, and the number of credits we still need. this information helped me choose my classes for the
next year and keep me on track.
Question #13- I’ve had many mistakes in my schedules this year and last. I also kind of felt pushed too
hard to take 3 honors classes this year, a choice I am now EXTREMELY regretting, and when I asked to
remove one, I was told that I couldn’t. Not a good experience.
The counselors have done nothing for me at this point, beyond impersonally making my schedule. They
help other students (and parents) more than others, not necessarily because they are asked.
I would like to point out that Mr. Pratt is extremely helpful. None of the other counselers have been as
nice or explained things, and give options. When you go to them with a problem Mr. Pratt tells you your
options but in other experiences the other counseler and the old counseler would always tell me the
option they want to do. I also feel that now that he is here, the students will be more prepared about
college.

Lunch/Food
The only thing I would like for Leigh is off-campus lunch.
Please get a more efficient lunch system going. I spend the ENTIRE lunch period trying to buy a crappy
quesadilla. Not cool.
Im not satisfied with the food our school provides. Our vending machines are out of stock all the time and
our cafeteria food is junk. As a senior, I have never bought an actual lunch here in the past four years.
Its too expensive and definently not good. That’s why so many kids leave our campus to get Taco Bell for
half price. Better and cheaper. We need to have food like subway or togos that are brought to us instead
of Papa Johns Pizza. I’m sure leigh could make some kind of agreement with a few restaurants and
maybe different foods throughout the week. I would like to see a change in the cafeteria before I leave
my last year at leigh. So once again, us students need, the right and healthy food. There needs to a BIG
change in our cafeteria food.
The thing I like the best is the atmosphere at lunch.
The problems that need attention are the teachers and the food, the food causes constant nausea, and
the teachers especially Mrs. Coon gets mad because you try to sharpen your pencil to do your work when
it was appropriate.
I strongly feel we should be allowed to have off campus lunches.
One problem that demands the attention from the administration is the quality of food at Leigh. We get 30
minutes to have a chance to get bad food at the lunch lines. In France, students get 2 hours to have a
good lunch. The cafeteria workers are doing a great job and we all adapted to the 30 minute lunch, but it
could be better.
Problem with the lunch line (cutting)
I’m tired of wasting half my lunch waiting in the lunch line, then barely have enough time to eat it before
class starts.
They are promoting obesity in the cafeteria.
If students has the opportunity to obtain nutritional foods, they would be mentally and physically more
stable to focus and to better in school.
Leigh is a descent school. The food is too expensive and it is not very good quality either. The chicken
burgers are not that bad tasteing, but it gives me heart burn for about one week. Same thing with pretty
much all of the food. Most of the food gives me bad indigestion.
I think we should have a better, longer lunch. The lunch lines are crazy, by the time we get food we are
rushed to class. Most teachers dont let you eat in their classes. The food use to be good, but we would
sell more food if it was better. (Maybe salads! I know people would enjoy a healthy lunch like that)
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Healthier food in the lunch lines would be nice. Everything else is good.
I understand that the schools need to serve healthy food but they not have many choices. They only sell
chicken (which I do not feel safe eating) and stale pizza. Perhaps they could sell salad.
Leigh does have good food.
Leigh desperately needs to improve the quality of its food, and lower the prices of the food.
I wish there was real food in the cafeteria instead of that gross junkfood and real tables and chairs to eat
at at lunch.
Sports may be a large part of Leigh (as well as most high schools), however I feel it could focus more on
Arts (Drama, Choir, Visual, etc.). Also, our “menu” consists of mainly unhealthy, badly tasteing foods. I
know people who (including myself) have restricted diets (vegan, vegetarian, allergies, organic items,
etc.), and would love for Leigh to consider adjusting the options for food.
There’s a lot about the food is way to much I think we should have off campose.
The food is not to good.
We need off campus lunch.
The food at this school is Really yucky.
The thing I like most about Leigh is lunch time a time away from all the teachers constantly yelling at you
and accusing you of something you didn’t do or yelling at you for moving the sharpener to sharpen my
pencil to do my work.
The lunch menus need to be improved, ect. salad, fruit…
More lunch time?
Outrageous prices on school foods
I think the food prices are to high and I think we should be able to leave to get food.
One problem with Leigh is the food, there need to be better food and an open campus.
Since you took away our candy & soda, give us something good for us; like salads and maybe something
that isn’t fried, stale, or covered in grease.

Language Electives
It’s cool that Leigh offers 2 languages, but it’d be even cooler to include some other languages like
Japanese or German.
An elective like drafting or other languages would be nice. :-)
I wish there were more languages to learn here.
I feel that Sign Language should be offered many students are interested and would like to be able to
communicate with our fellow deaf classmates. I think we should be given the chance to talk with them
and create a relationship between us and communication is critical.
I think we need more languages offered instead of french and spanis KOREAN
More languages
More languages
I would like to see the foreign language department expanded.
Although I greatly enjoy Spanish I wish the school offered more languages
It would be better to have more academic courses. For example, have more languages than French and
Spanish. Quite frankly, I don’t want to learn those languages and it is a waste of my time. Get more
languages for future students’.
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We should have some German language classes.
Leigh needs to offer more language courses. It is being forced on us that we HAVE to take a language
couse so Leigh should provide a more variety of langauges. Having only Spanish and French makes
students feel very limited.
I would like to see more of a diversity of language programs. In addition to the stereotypical Spanish &
French, the school should have German and Japanese language courses.
We should have some more languages.
I feel there should be more diversity in the languages taught at Leigh. We only have 2 right now – French
and Spanish. We should have at least one more – like Chinese, for people interested in business or
foreign relations, and Latin, for people interested in law, science, or classical history.
We should teacher German as a language. Other electives as well, especially APs.
I would like to see sign language classes on campus.
My biggest problem with this school is the narrow range of language courses offered is inadequate.
French and Spanish are not the only important means of communication in the world. Many students of
this school (including myself) wish to take other languages. I, for one, am determined and have studied
completely alone without any sort of tutor. It can’t be that hard, add more language class options!
I feel there should be more language electives added to our school. Only Spanish and French is repetitive
and too limited to European languages.
For one we have two foreign languages here at Leigh, and that is something I did not like. A lot of other
schools have more foreign languages, so I consider that a major weakness.
We only have two language options! There are so many languages in this school, I want the opportunity
to learn on that isn’t standard! Where’s the variety?
More foreign language! latin, chinese, japanese, vietnamese, german.

AP
I enjoy the classtime in my AP classes. The classes are not based on busy work but concentrate on
engaging in deep thought.
There needs to be more electives like more languages, philosophy, etc. More AP classes like AP
European History, etc.
I would like to thank the administration for allowing regular music theory this year. Last year they had AP
and it was a train wreck – those who need to start at the beginning, and those who know it all, together?
Not so much.
AP classes should not have busy work only if a student wants to succeed should they have to do the
homework, it is not mandatory in college and those classes should model college not just say they do.
Overall I am satisfied with everything of Leigh; my own wishes are that there to be more various upperlevel courses offered (such as AP Calc BC or AP Physics C) and that there to be somewhat advanced
tech supplements. I know it’s perhaps hard for school to have all brand new equipment, but sometimes
it’s hard to be concentrated when the TV screen or presentation equipment are small and old… I wished
to take higher courses but there were not many. Unfortunately I am graduating this year but I hope future
students who are bright do not struggle in choosing classes.
There is a general disregard at school for the “smart” kids. Open enrollment in AP classes hurts those
kids who are serious about their education have to deal with the slackers who are really not capable of
handling that academic rigor and course load. Also, for example, Senior Prom is held right before the AP
testing, hurting the AP students. Sometimes school sponsored activities take us out of class, and make it
MANDATORY, disrupting our academic progress. These events should be optional if they interfere with
academic classes. Not enough advanced course offerings. Many of the applied electives, such as shop
or drafting have been removed.
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What I like best about Leigh is that there are challenging classes available for students to take, such as
AP and honors courses.
As you ascend the academic ladder and get away from some of the “buffer” classes, AP/Honors teachers
genuinely enjoy their subject and it shows. They are then able to have fun while teaching and this reflects
into the students.
There should be a better middle ground between Eng. 4 and AP English 4 than English 4H. For students
interested in literature of cultural significance but who don’t have the time for another AP class, there
should be a thought-provoking English 4H provided. English 4H as it currently stands is anything but
challenging.
Needs a more array of AP classes, and should be more accepting of skipping ahead. For example,
taking trig/precalc in a college course over the summer, so the kid can take AP calc the following
semester in school. Can be limited to those whom have academic excellence, and have teacher’s
recommendation.
Overall Leigh is a good school; however, I would like to see some changes. First, there are no honors/AP
math classes except for AP Calc. In addition, there is always a large amount of “busy work” in most
classes. The improvement that I would appreciate seeing is the addition of an engineering elective, metal
shop, wood shop, etc.
If there is such a prevalence of AP courses on this campus, an AP calculas BC course should be added.
What I like best about Leigh is its teachers and the classes it offers. The school offers many types of AP
courses, which are really helpful to save money and not have to take those classes in college.

Specific Courses/Programs
Almost everything has been wonderful. Just one thing really bothers me, and that’s the music
department. I wish Leigh would invest in its music dept. a little more. Also, the school plays. I
understand that it’s high school, but does it have to be all politics? I mean, underclassmen get passed up
for roles just because they’re underclassmen. And as for musicals… just because someone’s in
Madrigals doesn’t make them the best choice.
I like the marching band at Leigh the best
19. There should be wood shop, auto shop or metal shop at least one of those for a hands on experience.
I do have one complaint: Leigh has a deaf program and I sometimes feel the administrators ignore them
and they don’t let the deaf program know about events and other important things like assemblies.
I think we should be able to transfer out of ROTC instead of having to be stuck on there program and
getting bad grades cause we dont want to wear the uniform.
I think Leigh’s strengths are its music department. However, It is going down so keep an eye on it.
One thing I would like to see changed is the requirement for PE. This year I wanted to take art 2 but I
couldn’t because I’m in PE. The strange thing about it is that I workout everyday, even on PE days and I
believe it is not necessary.
Strength= music program marching band generally chill
There should be alot independent study courses on english, science, math, and history. REALLY.
Sometimes courses are a bit too slow because of teacher’s “few thing” teachings, like Mrs. Garceau.
I wish they would bring woodshop back to leigh.
More classes should be offered that coinside w/ specific careers, like psycology
When it comes to electives my old school had dance as a P.E. & elective alot of kids are interested in that
& keeps them in shape.
I believe that schools should bring back woodshop and autoshop.
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Since so many students-girls especially- hate regular PE, why not follow the examples of Lincoln + other
schools and offer Dance PE?
You need stuff like woodshop and garage.
I think there should be more vocational training classes available to students then we currently have.
Ballroom dancing for PE
The Health requirement for freshmen seems unfair. I understand that this state requirement was instated
to amelionate the situation involving teenage pregnancy, however this requirement shoul be controlled by
the school board and not the state. Certain schools have high rates of teenage pregnancy, however this
is much more prevolont in schools where the majority of the families fall below the poverty line. I must
also add that the regular biology class covers reproduction, and is a required class in order to graduate.
One must also take into consideration that some students, who are fully knowledgeable of the risks, will
engage in uncontrolled sex dispite the efforts made by the school.
This school needs at least one blue collar class. Like carpentry, small engine class, wood shop, welding,
ect.
The schools strengths are sports, clubs, science teachers. We do not have strong Geometry and
Spanish 1 teachers.
An overall lack of support for the fine arts such as MUSIC!
I know this sounds stupid, but if we are going to spend time on things like ballet and martial arts in P.E.
then we should have a “skateboarding” P.E. unit.
I wish we had some type of hands on class. Let it be auto class, woodshop, welding, whatever… I just
want to use my hands but don’t have no classes. There’s ccoc, but I play sports and would need to leave
early which wouldn’t work.
A scary, stressful, hellhole & we have a bad math department.
I think Leigh should have Drivers Ed. because it is hard for others to take outside Drivers Ed, on their
“free” time.
Leigh’s strengths are its academic classes, but I would have liked to have had even more AP classes,
such as computer science and European History.
Drivers Ed is not offered (Strongly Disaprove)
Offer more artistic electives.
There are very few electives and they are all very boring.
I think that the drama program should not be run by an outside source.
I like the environment and the students here. I like the music program. In fact, the music program is why
I transferred here form Branham. This includes the drama department as well.
I think the English Department is great. I loved all 4 of my English teachers, and have cultivated my love
of literature through them. I like Military Science alot.
The music department, Center Stage, some of the teachers, and the French department are Leigh’s
strengths.
The main problem at the school is the lack of electives offered to all students. Students have occasion to
take a number of electives, but are given few options.
Another problem on Leigh is the band program. Participation and quality has gone downhill and most of
the band students are dissatisfied with the director as well.
We need more interesting subjects in P.E.
We need a drivers ed. class.
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The Math department and english dipartment need help.
Sports P.E. should be reinstated. Two years of P.E. required for graduation is ridiculous. Many students
aren’t able to pursue electives in which they are interested because of the P.E. requirement sophomore
year. [e.g. An Art 1 student freshman cannot go on to take Art 2 until junior year if they are taking a
foreign language.]
What I like best about Leigh is that the art and music department are very profficient, professional,
competitive. Because I want to major in advertising/package design, I know I’m at the right place.
I Just got a concussion In Football and I have the PE teacher a Doctors not, excusing me for 1 week! I
got the grades for that week & it says that I have a zero for that week! That brought my grade down from
an A+ to an F! This is absolutely UNFAIR! To get the grade back he says I have to run a mile every
morning & type a report!! NOT FAIR!!!
I think that this school needs more classes like, Fire Safty or all about fire just more classes then what we
have. Some of the older classrooms need to be fixed.
Leigh needs to improve letting people take sports instead of P.E. because you get a lot more work &
exercise in a sport than in P.E.
The best thing I like about Leigh is the chance to go to CCOC. Also friends.
Strength = ROTC
School’s focus is primarily on band... and we have this really good band but it does not play at any of the
games.
The best thing about Leigh is the ROTC program. Its strengths are that it teaches leadership to lots of
kids and how to lead.
Leigh has great strengths in its Art, Science, and Leadership departments. Leigh also has grat strength
in the athletic department
Some problems at Leigh are that there are not that many elective courses offered – especially if one does
not enjoy art, and there are only two languages offered.
I think we have a BAD science & math department. Science because its so hard to understand any of it &
in chemistry all you get graded on is tests & I do terrible on tests even after studying. Math because we
have poor teachers.
I would also have liked to have taken IB courses, currently not offered here. My schedule has never
allowed for me to travel to other schools, like Andrew Hill High School, to take them. with an “overachieving” student body, these courses would be valuable.
It caused major problems for my friends and I that we didn’t get sports p.e. marching band for one season
gave me way more exercise than a year of P.e. It’s ridiculous, and I had to pay tons of $ for B.Y.U
classes plus the cost of doing my sport ( and I got NO exercise while doing this “pe credit” ). Other
schools in our district get sports p.e., we should of too.
There should be more classes offered during 0, 4, 8 period slots. This way it gives the students a more
flexible schedule.
I’d like more electives that are major-specific, like psychology or ceramics, or even a third language.
We need more electives to pick from my friends from other schools have electives that are geered more
towards college and proparing for jobs in the future, such as a sports medicine elective and other
electives like that will be helpful for life. But I would like to say that we have a few of those here at Leigh
like living on your own, CD, and a couple others. Just need some more, in other areas of life and jobs.
There should be a broadcasting elective.
I feel that sports is a main focus at Leigh. I feel that a lot of attention and drive for the music department
was lost when Stan Neff retired. There needs to be a stronger push/focus for the music department and
not just pushed aside like it is nothing like it has been for the past two years.
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We don’t have sports P.E.
I would like the school to have more advanced computer classes and have at least one psychology class.
I like best about Leigh is that we have decent athletic teams & have a good english department.
I like most of the people and I really love my 3D design class
I think its strengths are biology because it has a good working environment and the teachers are always
willing to help.
I like that Leigh offers a Leadership class because it allows me and other students to be involved in
school and make a difference.
It’s best to combine Algebra 2 and Trigonametry into one class and have the Pre-calculas and Precalculas Honors courses instead of Algebra 2 and Tri/Pre-Calc. The very letter is not prefemed.
I think there should be an extra math class workshop where students have trouble in their classes can
take. Most students have trouble in math and that’s what we need most for life. There should be one for
Algebra 1, Geometry and Algebra 2. Last year, I was in a class with 10 other students. I was able to get
help with my homework and able to understand Algebra more clearly.
Leigh needs more hands on classes like autoshop, woodshop, and metal shop.
Its strengths are the history and science departments.
In general I think Leigh is an ok school, but I feel that there needs to be other languages other than just
French or Spanish. Also, I believe that taking driver’s ed. out of Leigh was a terrible descision to make
because now people that want to have their liscence have to pay, and there’s obviously a lot of people
who want to drive.
I like my foods 1 class.
I think the Marching band is its strength. In the Marching Band, everyone accepts you and you feel like
one big family in there. It’s really great.
Leigh’s strength is the music program.
I think that Leigh should give students the option of taking astronomy/astrology, metalshop, and
woodshop classes.
Our art department is kind of amazing.
Another strength is CCOC!!! I would have taken it Junior year if the damn counselors would have put
more emphasis. And most likely I would have been on graduation course.
Some things I think we can improve at Leigh are amounts of classes offered. Other schools are offered
classes such as psychology or phisiology and dance classes. We have gotten rid of classes! We no
longer offer sport or marching P.E. which was what many people looked forward to and could save time
for some students. Also, at lunch time, food is the greatest to serve, especially if we are trying to be
healthy and access to it is difficult. One thing about teachers here is how they grade. I am not
complaining about individuals but from one English class to another they grading scale is different, so if
you had “Mr. Teacher” you easily got and A, but if you had “Ms. Teacher” only they over-achievers got
A’s.
The problems are that some teachers follow on curriculum too difficult for its class. Such as my P.E.
class where we are expected to better our mile time every time we run. Some of the other things is that I
would like to see other electives offered such as Latin, Manderin, Russian, Auto Shop, Metal Shop, and
wood Shop. I would also like to see a water polo teem and it bugs me that colleyball for guys in in the
spring, which is also the time for Baseball so I have to choose one. Volleyball should be offered in the
winter.
PLEASE, more funding and support for the music and drama departments!
Dwindling support and attention for marching band.
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We could use more extra classes like auto, woodshop, and thing like that. We could also use more
resent book for history and math, scients
There was a good band program, but it seems to be going down
Leigh’s strengths are in the music department, but I think the overall academia at Leigh is strong.
I like the fact that we have a lot of opportunity to have electives such as language clases, foods, drama
and music.
Leigh could improve on the Biology classes here because they are so incredibly boring.
I am disappointed with the options for P.E. At Branham they have dance P.E. which is a great class
because many people will be involved because they enjoy the class. I wish Leigh had dance P.E.
I like that there is a strong art and theater program.
Although I am not in the music program anymore, I’d like to comment that the music program was once
the strength of Leigh. Now it is not.
19. There should be a business class offered
19. Think you guys should give more options on electives such as woodshop and metal shop.
I liked leighs music program the best, but it has begun to become less about the students and what the
students want and more about the director. However it is still a good program. I also enjoy the students
and the variety of people at Leigh
In my opinion there should be some kind of business class at Leigh. For those of us interested in that
field.
We should have a fashion class 2. Most people that I took fashion with love it and wish that we could
have 2 years of it. We should have more trust from some of the teachers. Should not get mad because
of being late.

Safety/Rules/Policies/Deans/Drugs & Alcohol
Mrs. Thomas [dean until 2007] is really smart and a good dean and Leigh feels safe.
They need to pay more attention to the kids when theyre smoking in the bathroom or whatever the
bathrooms smell like smoke A LOT
Also the bus stop, students smoking causing a bad impression to my parents at this school.
Too many kids doing and selling drugs on campus.
People smoke and do drugs too much. Just this week I walked into the bathroom and two girls were
smoking.
It’s strengths are being a safe campus
The rules aren’t followed very strictly as they are promoted they would be.
Deans seem to take the gang violence to seriously and over do it this year. I’ve never felt unsafe at
Leigh, and talk about gangs and treating all students as if they were gang members seems overbearing.
11) Many policies listed on the handbook are not followed. I see girls wearing stapless, bely botton
showing, extremely sluty clothes to school, and not one teacher will do, or say, anything about it. A major
thing that upsets me is the guy teachers, [Teacher Name], look at them in class and give them more lee
way than other people in class. If your going to have a policy- TRY USING IT!
The problems are people smoking at the gas station before and after school. Letting people know when
new things are happening, such as picture retakes.
The school should be open campus instead of closed campus during break and lunch for the
convenience of many. This will also teach reasonability into students to come to class on time and make
sure they are elegible to graduate.
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Some of the deans are rude but the teachers are okay
Teacher & administration are good and helpful but sometimes they are too uptight on certain rules and
they aren’t open to new ideas when students want to come up w/ ideas for dances—etc. doesn’t leave
students much room for creativity. I seems that everything that might be fun goes against school rules.
Problems at the school would be watching out for people who smoke in bathrooms and keeping the music
department up.
EVERYONE drinks! Kids smoke in the girls bathroom
I like how we don’t have such a high rate of violence. There are no fight everyday, no threatening like at
Westmont or other schools.
The Deans are very unfair
Problems? Probably the many people smoking at the gas station. There’s a lot of minors smoking in
front of the school! But the deans are dealing with that so it’s fine now.
Some of the deans are overly mean and unapproachable.
The strengths about Leigh high school are: There are never any fights or anybody getting in trouble as
much as my old school “Del Mar”
You should be able to use your car as a locker or be aloud in the parking lot during lunch.
I think Leigh is a pretty good school and I like that there’s a wide variety of electives and sports. also
Leigh for the most part is safe and positive compared to other schools.
What I like most about Leigh is the campus and its surrounding. It’s a great and safe place.
Leigh’s strengths are the campus is safe and we have a good band.
the rule where kids can’t go out to their cars at lunch is not fair. If you own a car you should be able to
use it when you want!
open campus should be considered
I think the deans & school rules are too strict, we’re not two year olds! they need to back off. If a student
chooses to break the rule they should pay, rather than enforcing lame rules like not being able to go out
to your car @ lunch. One time it was raining & I went out to get a jacket & they wouldn’t let me.
The administration is too strict about the parking lot situation. If I accedently leave something in my car I
expect to be able to get it with no problems. Its rediculous how stupid that situation is.
I believe that you guys are too over protective about whats going on around gas station. I strongly agree
that smoking is not such a smart thing to do around there. I hate the fact that you won’t let us go over
there anymore. I have a 0 period and after the class I’m extremely exhausted and hungry. Their should
be a dean watching to make sure nothing happens around there but it shouldn’t be prohibited to go over
there.
Most of the kids are being lost to drugs and alchohol. The results to more failing students who don’t know
what theyre getting into.
Three of my biggest problems with Leigh are the parking lots, the vending machines/off-campus rules,
and the disrepair of the buildings. Not only should there be more parking, but it should be prioritized so
that seniors get priority over sophomores and juniors. Also, students should be allowed to walk across
the street to the gas station during lunch to get food, because the school fails to satisfy students with
good food/drink. Finally, the school should have undergone a mass remodeling before the football field
was built, because of the run-down look most of the school has.
The school policy for cell phones and i-pods etc. suck
The deans punish the decent kids but let the sluts walk around in two inch skirts.
Its most powerful strength is that it enforced the anti-bully rules.
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Deans a bit too strict.
I like how freshmans and upperclassmen are all mixed in some of the same classes. for me something
the school needs to work on is inforcing the Drug policy. So many people I know do drugs and have them
at school and no one notices.
It would be nice if they tried to keep up with the dress code. Nothing extreme, but some kids seems to
like to show way too much skin.
I disagree with how the deans have been handleing the gas station situation. They shouldn’t suspend or
not allow kids to go over there. I understand the campus rule. Although if my mom drops me off at the gas
station I shouldn’t get in trouble and if I’m smoking on the side walk I shouldn’t get suspended! If our
parents are ok with it ok. Although it the law owell.
People listen to their iPods and other MP3 players at school, and they also send text messages to each
other during class, which disrupts the learning environment.
I walk to school and enter through the opening by the football field and some kids smoke and it smells
gross and it bothering. Also some of the kids are talking about doing drugs and buying them.
This school’s strengths are the disiplinary system that is used. The principal, vice principal, deans, and
counselours are always on the watch for kids who are not respecting each other or other things.
Reasoning for a lot of school rules are not clear.
I find it really amusing how the staff is so blind to all the drug activity going on in this school; they don’t
realize it, even when their coveted athletes make deals right in front of them. Absolutely amusing.
There’s stealing going around and smoking at the station.
What I like best about Leigh is the fact that I always feel safe.
I like Leigh because it prepares students to be more responsible with their work and time like they’ll have
to do in college. I also like how Leigh is relatively safe, except for “Freshman Friday” where they trash
can a random Freshman.
They shouldn’t be so stricked on keeping such a closed campus.
Get rid of the druggies.
Problems at Leigh – bullies, kids who do bad things need to get in trouble
Rules not enforced, such as gum chewing. Lot of people dressed like they’re in gangs.
A problem that I have found is that all students are guilty until proven innocent.
Sometimes the girls bathroom after lunch smells like smoke. A girl I overheard in my class said she had
drugs in her bag.
I have been asked if i have drugs
There is quite a bit of drug usage. [Teacher Name] had a student walk in smelling like weed and she
didn’t know.
Friends of mine came into school high.
What I like about leigh is it’s, “you’re responsible for yourself” motto. It helps kids get their “head out of
the gutter”, thinking the teachers will come to save them from a bad grade they’ve earned.
There are alot of kids who do drugs during school.
This place is an interesting environment. the drug use I feel is a VERY big problem though & makes me
feel sort of out of place, not that I would partake in it but straightedges like myself are becoming scarce.
I think Leigh does do well in the areas of kee us safe but there are smokers in the bathrooms and
teachers don’t seem to notice and that bugs me.
Dress code Not enforced
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I’m perfectly fine with Leigh the way it is & I enjoy coming to school daily. I also would like it to be a bit
more controlling of drugs & the psychos. A good high school would trust there students to go out to get
lunch as long as they were back in the dissignated time maybe have a temporary sign out sheet.
The cell phone policy applies to students, but it must also apply to teachers who answer their cell phone
in class.
I like how I can come to school and not worrie about getting beat up and feel safe.
Leigh must concentrate on Restricting Rules on smoking, drugs, alchohol, bullying. I see it happening
behind my back everyday at school. It should be fixed immediately, as soon as possible.
I think that the school rules are not enforce fairly a lot of guys get yelled at because of there pants but
guys who sag the most never get talked to. Certin girls get yelled at for waring to much red or blue and
some girls don’t.
Not enough ladies/ too many guys/ too many drugz
The deans are ridiculously strict and wielt their power like a baseball bat. (14)
Their arnt any obvious problems at Leigh that Im aware of except small Rules such as Ipods & cell
phones.
I feel like a lot of bad stuff goes on at school and a lot of times the students don’t get caught or punished
for doing it.
I pretty much like it here, but i really would like it if we had open campus.
The dress code is a joke. If they are going to bother lecturing us on it at the beginning of the year, they
need to enforce it. They REALLY need to watch the team dress up days, because the lack of modesty
and tact is disturbing.
The only problem I like is that the orther kids need to follow the rules a little better.
What I like about leigh is the safety because I don’t have to worry about anything.
There is a lot of drug trafficing.
Leigh needs to enforce the dress code. I’m tired of these sluts in short mini skirts thinking they are so hot.
They really look like hookers in training.
I like the feeling of safety and equality at Leigh.
Leigh’s strengths are its safe environment.
There’s racism going on, even in front of teachers.
I think the administration should pay more attention to drug use at Leigh because it seems to be a
growing problem.
There is a lot of drug use at Leigh that could probably be lessened. There have also been instances of
drug dealing during class that could be prevented.

Atmosphere
I think Leigh is a great school. I have a lot of great teachers, they are all so motivated to be a part of our
lives. I feel safe when I come to this school, most people are non-confrontational and I love that.
Everyone else is so friendly.
Leigh’s strengths are the excellent teachers, variety of sports and other extracirculars, and generally
supportive environment.
Everyone is laid back, and I really enjoy learning. There is no really harsh rules, like dress codes and
whatnot. Our school is spirited and I really like that.
Everyone has a lot of pride in the school and that’s cool.
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I personally feel that the best part of Leigh is the atmosphere. Either that, or the way the teachers treat
students outside of the classroom (they seem like real people, not pretending to be incapable of any role
but that of the teacher).
The thing I like best about Leigh is that it is a very free spirited environment. There are a bunch of
different kinds of people here in one place together.
Leigh is very spiritful
I like that it’s easy for someone who’s new (like I was last year) to make friends. I was actually just telling
one of my friends, who goes to different school, how much Leigh feels like a “home”. The students,
faculty and administration are great!
Leigh’s strength is that it is safe. There is a positive atmosphere which comes from the attitudes of both
teachers and students. Leigh allows students to succeed and encourages and supports us.
What I like best about Leigh is the community feeling and that the teachers are amazing and love
teaching us.
I like the school spirit, the involvement of teachers and students in the classroom as well events around
campus. The teachers are very encouraging and outgoing about events and activities. The students
also, are enjoyable and makes school a place to look forward to. The strength is a athletic program with
many good teams and top notch athletes. I also like the block schedule that allows you to be in the
classroom longer and it is more effective. I also like tutorial period before school so you can go in and go
homework, projects, and ask for help, and also a place to stay in.
Most (all) of the people here that I met are nice and considerit.
The thing that I like best about Leigh is the environment. I have never felt threatened by anyone of my
peers or teachers; unlike stories I have heard about other high schools including my stepsisters. I always
feel comfortable. Also, there are many ways you can get involved with the school. Leigh also has so
many things that can help us prepare and get into colleges.
What I like best about Leigh is the atmosphere provided by the teachers, especially when being new to
the school.
Leigh has a good group of self-motivated and independent students. It is an environment that promotes
these qualities.
The best thing about Leigh is that we have much more class compared to the other schools in our district,
Leigh has high standards.
I like the general attitude of both teachers and the student body. Those who will strive to achieve are
encouraged and supported, while those who won’t are still encouraged, yet not looked down upon, and
the competitive students rather enjoy that the higher-level classes are not held back for their benefit. Also,
the general population is extremely thoughtful, and especially tolerant.
Leigh is comfortable. People are generally nice and learning is more or less “easy” (minus 4 APs worth of
homework!).
It’s sort of hard to adjust into Leigh’s educational and social scene as a transfer student. when I arrived in
the middle of the year, a very unhelpful senior spent 10 minutes pointing out my classes with the use of a
map and he left me to figure it all out on my own. I think Leigh should set something up where students in
the same grade help out new/transfer students.
What I like best about Leigh is that it is fairly relaxed. You are free to do as much or as little as you want.
Leigh has good personality and its in a good area and the people are nice and don’t do really bad things.
There are a lot of good people here, which makes the atmosphere at Leigh nice.
I believe Leigh is on the safest and more united campuses in this area. I feel like everyone knows one
another and that the student body is close. When I’m at Leigh I feel safe and the entire campus has an
overall warmer feel than others. I have participated in many extracurricular activities and sports, thus, I
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have been to many other schools many different times. Whenever I step foot on another campus I don’t
get that “warm” vibe as I do when I step onto Leigh’s campus.
Leigh is a very fun place to be. My teachers are okay but some are boring. I like the other students here
at Leigh. I’m happy to be at Leigh and can’t wait for the years to come!
Leigh is able to have a strong, diversified community, teachers talk with students.
Leigh is a good place to learn and get to know people.
Safe, friendly environment. Good reading environment. High level of learning.
I like that Leigh has a program for Freshmen that can help them around campus and answer questions
for them.
For the most part everyone gets along really well, and if I need someone to talk to about problems I can
always find someone.
I like that they welcome us warmly. They also give us the heads up for what to expect nicely.
I’m glad many students here are into school, when I’m around students who like to strive for success in
life it encourages me to do well also.
The kids are really nice and I like how it has student leaders
Leigh is a fun place to be. I love coming to school now, where in Middle School and Elementary, I hated
going. I like how the teachers teach and make the experience fun and worth while.
This is a place where smart people are pushed forward without the overbearing pressure of being the
best, always, in everything. And this is exactly what I want from it.
It is a good place to learn, regardless of the drama the teachers are good. A good learning environment.
I think Leigh is a pretty positive place. Compared to other schools in the area it’s a really good school.
Leigh is a sad school segregated by its cliques. In order to be accepted you must have the right qualities
for the right cliques. Everyone is too-faced. They smile to your face but the second you turn they always
have something to say. Its not just the students the teachers and administration have turned their backs
on students striving to better themselves. I’ve had a tough life and a hard time trying to be the best I can
be in school and outside of school and my goal for my senior year was to be on the Leigh Cheer Team.
So I could actually be a part of something but of course only the popular girls made it and I failed. I didn’t
get to achieve my goal. This school is based on looks, wealth, and popularity. I was Leigh to be a place
where I am able to ask any teacher or student for help and they would be glad to help me. I was pretty
girls and pretty boys to stop winning prom queen and king or ASB President. What about the Geek who
lost the popular vote or the fat girl who didn’t even attempt to run for Prom Queen because she knew she
wasn’t pretty enough. Leigh needs to be more welcoming. It should be okay not to be perfect.
Leigh has a lot of good people. It keeps our spirit and good atmosphere up around the campus and
makes it feel comfterable. I know when I come to school Im going to have fun.
Leigh is an awesome place. The teachers are good for the most part. I feel safe and happy to be here
most days.
I want leigh to be a place where students feel respected, not yelled at by the deans.
Leigh is a good school because I get respect from everyone around me.
I like the environment and expectations that seem to be understood by each student.

Facilities
The bathrooms. Seriously, get on that.
One problem is probably all the trash left by students, but that’s more something students need to work
on.
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We really need new lights in the gym, and we need a new floor.
The only problem at Leigh would be how old this school is. I think staff and administration need to give
the school new classrooms, air conditioning, and a paint job
Can we get a new pool and a new locker room?
Can we please paint the school a DIFFERENT color?
There are not enough recycling bins.
We need to do something about the TRASH around the school; it’s just RIDICULOUS…
It could be cleaner.
Some of the rooms are really dirty, like the floors, I don’t know if it is the teachers job to clean the floors or
whatever, but one class that I have has a really dirty floor and it’s kind of disgusting.
The classrooms in the 1st wing rooms 1-10 are not suitable. They need some touching up.
The bathroom next to rm 100, Is absolutely discusting! You don’t have privetcy, the doors wont close.
About #26 It is a good environment to learn on but the class room and equitment were all old
-more drinking fountains.
A big problem at Leigh is recycling. There are hardly any bins around campus, and only a few teachers
have them in their rooms. This is a lot of waste.
I really like the corridor (hall) with rooms 1, 2, 3, etc, because of the plant thing. I think the other halls
need things like that, it need more bright flowers, and definitly better lockers. The old ones are really
trashy and alot don’t even open. The benches should be changed too, or at least painted, because they
are WAY too splintery. And there’s a lot of graffiti. Maybe have some gum cleanup? Its so gross…
I don’t care if its like….HOT PINK; the colors we have now on the school (rust orange and dish water) are
so hideous.
Cafeteria is in bad shape.
Walkway entrance by gym & in locker rows is unevenly paved and it is really annoying to walk on.
Benches are worn-down.
The halls and quad are full of trash from peoples lunch and its kind of gross.
There’s not really any major problem. One thing that could be fixed is the amount of trash + recycling
methods.
There are insects and rats in some of the classrooms…
The only thing I would request of the school is to replace the locks in all of the bathroom stalls so people
cannot see through them. I also think that the older bathrooms on campus need to be renovated badly!
The basketball courts, and gym need to be kept up nicer.
What I love best about Leigh is the way that the campus looks.
Problems on campus that need attention are the hand dryers in the girls bathrooms, and the water
fountains to drink from are dirty and gross.
The study areas in the library are loud and there aren’t enough computers to do research or homework.
There are not enough places to go when the weather is overwhelmingly cold or hot.
This has to do with the campus. They need to clean up and restock bathrooms. Every time I go in there,
there is no toilet paper, seat covers, or even locks on the stall doors.
The pool needs to be fixed, dug deeper and a clean. For PE and the swim team’s sake. Also senior ball is
the same night as swimming league trials. (not cool)
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The heating in some of the older classrooms must be attended to. 85 degree’s in winter is not a good
learning environment.
Good science wing
The campus is always very strewn w/ garbage after lunch; garbage cans are few and clumped together
far apart.
CLASSROOMS HAVE FLY and COCHROACH INFESTATIONS!
Not necessarily equipted classrooms for extreme cold/ hot weather
Too many cracks in the walk ways.
Needs more trees and plants.
I think the school needs to be cleaned up... it’s kind of GROSS. There is trash everywhere.
Weaknesses- Just the bathrooms- sometimes they don’t have soap.
The girls bathrooms next to room 100 need LOCKS ON THE DOORS PLEASE. And seat covers & paper
towels.
The girls bathrooms next to room 100 needs locks on the doors!
Paper towels!
The girls bathroom next to room 100 have no locks. This is a very big privacy issue.
Also, although the school is in okay condition, there are some rooms that need alot of work. It would be a
good idea to put slightly agree or slightly disagree. Also please put paper towels in the bathrooms,
everyone just uses the toilet seat covers to dry their hands, and it takes 4 of them to do the job of one
paper towel.
All of my classes floors are really dirty. (all year long)
New desks with bars
Some classes need new desks
New desks
the P.E. locker room it is so dirty and small and gum all over.
I think that the weight room, the old bathrooms and classrooms need to be redone.
They need to fix the broken heaters and other equipment at this school. This school needs to be greener.
How about adopting a program that’s all about alternative energies (i.e. SOLAR PANELS)
I think we should be more effective in recycling and other environmental problems.
Bathrooms are gross and need paper towels and soap!!
Lighting in the mornings (0 period) is bad in the hallways.
I think that there is a few problems. One is the fact that people are littering like crazy. It really needs to
be taken control of.
Ugly campus (so much trash!) Lack of resources in some areas. The pool is not deep enough for practical
use (3 ft is not enough).
Not enough gyms/rooms for all sports teams + activities.
The classrooms need a full ventalation system, meaning heating AND air conditioner.
Leigh needs to work on looking nicer and not so ugly + old
Some of the bathrooms are gross. I don’t know if anything can be done, but a few of them need some
help.
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The school is very old and desperately needs attention. Remodeling should definitely be a priority to
enhance the learning environment.
We need to fix up the school! It does not represent our school and if we fixed it up then we would have a
lot MORE PRIDE! (for our school)
The campus is old, dirty, and gross. We need to replace lockers and get a paint job.
The problems at school are the classrooms are not very clean nor are the bathrooms. I understand the
custodian has other jobs but more could be hired to help.
Ms. Dunkle’s classroom definitely NEEDS an AC unit. It is always hot and stuffy in there. – and she
needs a few new desks.
Most of my classrooms don’t have AC. The desks are falling apart in my math class and the gym is also
very old. Along with my concerns I also have compliments, my teachers for the most part respect me and
my opinions. Most of my teachers are easy to get a hold of and easy to solve a problem or conflict.
P.E. girls locker room bathrooms are gross! There’s always water on the floor.
I think the bathrooms are dirty and some classrooms. I know rebuilding the school is not an option but to
clean it up a lot! Pretty plants and more access.
Leigh could improve in fixing our school to make it look nicer.
Bigger desks would be nice.
Bathrooms are dirty and gross!
Nice rooms but very gross bathrooms by the library
Some of the lockers are too short.
The campus needs help. The bathrooms are abominable; no paper towels, grimy floors and disgusting
toilets keep me as far from them as possible. Also, the desks in the chemistry classrooms and some
physics rooms are way to small for long-torsoed people, and I personally have a hard times staying
focused in class because they cause my back to hurt.
Lockers are too small.
We need air conditioning in the older classrooms.
Hallways are slippery when wet, like very slippery. This chick was on cruches and the leg of one cruch
sliped on the ground and I had to help her up. She didn’t need a broken are with her leg.
The school could be remodeled, since it hasn’t been since my mom went here
Heating seems to be somewhat of an issue. But I realize that this is, particularly in the case of the old
science rooms, the province of the district and not actually Leigh. Maybe they could learn to
communicate better. Because honestly, I’d rather not sit in a stiflingly hot classroom while I’m trying to
take a test.
Most rooms are inviting to learn in but, and its heard alot, the chair arn’t ment for most statures. Even
though they are designed to keep students awake, we spend so much time fidgeting and blocking out
pain that we stop learning at our fullest.
This campus should be clear; less trash
I hate how there are only hand dryers and no paper towels. If we spill something on us or a bird poops on
us, what are we supposed to do? Blow dry it off?
No AC in some of the rooms.
Restroom maintenance could be improved. For example, very often the soap dispenser is left empty for
weeks, it seems like.
We need a new gym
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Problems that need to be fixed are the girls bathrooms, their mostly dirty, the water fountain are
undrinkable and the bathrooms need to have papertowels because the hand dryers don’t always work.
The bathrooms are too small, you have to wait in long lines to pee at break.
Gum is everywhere and it’s disgusting!
I think there is no problems with the school, all it needs is, a little remodeling.
I think that some of the buildings at this school could be fixed up.
The facilities need to be cleaner, but this is mostly the fault of younger kids that haven’t found leigh to be
their home. For instance, the boy’s bathrooms end up being pretty disgusting.
The classrooms need AC.
The classroom walls could use a little more colour.
I think there should be a student lounge for kids like me who don’t have a first period but still get dropped
of at a regular time so there would be some place to go instead of waiting in the bathroom for 2 hours.
The lounge should require a schedule showing no first period, a check in/out paper, and maybe a live
video feed for monitor them
I like the benches, the stone ones. We need more stone benches.

Homework
Too much homework
The only real problem that I see in this school is that the classes focus on work completion rather than
learning the subject. I personally like the way the chemisty dept. does it. Homework is assigned quizzes
everyday on the material presented in the homework. People have the option of doing the homework but
if they don’t understand there are consequences for not doing assignments.
Too much homework
Mr. White gives too much homework.
I get the right amount of homework in all classes except for P.E. P.E. is supposed to get people up and
excercisizing, not sitting around being lazy while taking notes and doing homework.
Workload could be a little lighter in some of the classes.
I feel that all my classes give an appropriate amount of homework except A.P. Bio, which has
disproportionately rigorous expectations and a much larger homework load than any of my other classes
(even the two other A.P. classes.)
The fact that an hour to an hour and a half of homework for each class every night does not give us kids
the time for extraciricular activities, such as sports or clubs. I have football from three to five-thirty
Monday thru Thursday. I get hom at six, take a shower, eat dinner, then do homework from seven-thirty to
eleven every night. Homework needs to be lighted up on top of the various projects.
The only problem I have is getting my homework done early because I get home late from volleyball
everyday. I usually end up going to bed at 12 at the earliest.
Teachers should get together and discuss when they are each going to do class projects because my
teachers just recently assigned four projects at the same time!
Homework load is way too heavy, especially with other sports that take up time for college. Consider
talking to administration about less homework.
Most of the kids at Leigh are involved in extracirruculars and usually the extracurriculars, like marching
band require just as much work as homework. It think the amount of homework given per night is a little
to ridiculous; I have at least an hour to hour and a half of homework from each teacher a night, on top of
at least 3 practices a week of marching band, and I’m a student who tries for straight A’s
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I think we have a lot more homework than we should. Some nights I don’t have any homework and
others have tons.
There is a lot of homework given out & when combined with things such as sports, marching band, and/or
play rehearsals, there isn’t enough time to do homework. At times one doesn’t even get to go home until
9:00 p.m.
While I am taking difficult classes, I feel the homework is excessive. I should not have to spend most/all of
my free time with my nose to the grindstone. It makes me begin to dislike the class and dread going.
Question 29: I feel that the homework load is WAY to much. I get about an hour and a half from each
class alone. I am always up until midnight or later. I never have enough time when I get home from
extracurricular activities. That is something I feel needs to be changed.
We are seniors with jobs and get excessive amounts of homework and projects from all teachers. Calm
is down a bit please! :-)
I feel like I am getting too much homework for a few of my classes.
Biology gives way too much homework. It stresses me out.
Many of my friends have barely any time for homework along with a sport. Some teachers are not
considerate about the homework, we have 6 other classes besides theirs, which are just as important and
a LIFE OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL!!!
The classes are done well, but many classes give to much homework to allow for extra ciricular activities
such as sports, groups, and part-time jobs.
For number 29 people in Sports, Such like football have practice till 5:30 each day and practic in the
morning at 7:00 a.m. There is time for homework but not for family and friends.
I think I am getting way to much HW for my grade level. Some of my friends are in honors classes and I
have more HW than them.
[Teacher Name] gives way too much homework and a lot of unnecessary assignments.
I wish there was no homework over breaks.
They need to work on the amount of HW being distributed. It barely allows for enough time to spend w/
my family.
I strongly disagreed with the question that said there is enough time to do both extracurricular activities as
well as academic requirement. Personally, I find myself working on homework until three a.m. because of
previous basketball or track practice. I feel that colleges require a demanding schedule, yet this
challenge is causing many students to become stressed.
I think the teachers really need to cuardinate projects cause I find myself with 4 projects at the same time.
I very strongly disagree with 29
I think the amount of homework is something that really needs to be looked at. Colleges want you to be a
well rounded person. They want strait A’s, participation in sports, clubs, and other after school things,
and they like to see you have a job. With the amount of homework given it is nearly impossibal to do all
of these things.
Health gives way too much homework!
I think that even though the classes are honors and AP there should be less homework. Homework
school, marching band, eating and sleeping has become my life. Yes, I elected to do marching band but I
need a family line as well because I have been having communication problems that haven’t happened
before.
I am staying up past midnight doing homework.
There are certain teachers that assign “busy work”, ie homework of little academic merit which takes up a
lot of time and does not significantly help students’ understanding of course material. For example, some
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assignments in a science class would place uneeded emphasis on the artistic part of an assignment
instead of the important part of understanding scientific concepts. The homework should be tailored
specifically to the subject, and have the goal of helping students gain understanding instead of having
them produce artistic projects that have little or no purpose.
Lots of homework.
Teachers should always give homework that is physically possible to finish with the schedual of someone
in Marching Band.
Teachers need to stop giving homework as if they are the only class giving homework. (Lots)!
The biology class with Mrs. Patel gives WAY to much homework.
With an older sister who is a senior in high school, I never get usage of the computer for more than a few
minutes. Homework should not be required to be done online, it is not practical. Allow people to
complete their homework without relying on the internet. I know it would solve a lot of my problems and
hopefully serve as a solution to many others.
One problem I can think of is the amount of homework from some of the classes. I’ve heard teachers say
that it’s our fault for taking so many hard classes, but in order to get into college we need to take these
classes. They don’t understand how hard it is with all we do and that its impossible to give 100% to every
single class when we have three hours of homework from each one.
Question #18- TOO MUCH HOMEWORK! I do not do many extracurriculars (no sports/clubs, only
leadership) which is a good thing because I am doing 3+ hours of homework a night. 100 problems in
Algebra 2 is not okay!
Less homework, it’s overwhelming!
Some courses need to lighten up homework
The teachers give to much homework, especially to athletes.
I believe that AP Bio gives too much homework. 2/3 of my homework comes from that class. Please
consider looking into it.
One problem with Leigh is that there is too much homework, I have no time for sports.
too much homework to do it you have an after school sport.

Extracurriculars
I like the fact that Leigh has a lot of clubs to offer, but, for me at least, I wanted to join a bunch of clubs,
but I was confused on how to.
I don’t really like: that clubs are hard/ confusing to join.
Leigh’s strengths lie in sports for this year…
Things I like the best are lunch/cross country.
What I like best about Leigh is the badmmten team.
The most what I like about Leigh is amount of after-school activities. Everybody finds what he likes!
I love the out-of-school winter music program (Winter Guard + Winter Percussion)
The thing I like best about Leigh is the extra activities offered such as sport, marching band, and mock
trial. It helps people get to know one another.
Leigh’s strengths are the sports teams.
Poor extracurricular activities.
Leigh’s strengths are that we have a lot of opportunities to participate in extra activities.
The thing I like best about Leigh is the extracurriclar activities and sports.
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Leigh’s strengths are the extra curricular programs.
I like the extracurricular activites at leigh. They are very respectful and have great sportsmanship.
What I like best about Leigh is all the extra things goin on at school [sports, clubs, spirit days, etc.]
Leigh’s strengths are the athletic programs.
Leigh’s strengths are as follows: Its clubs; there are a lot of different clubs that meet every week so you
can get to know people with similar interest. Its sports team; we have a really good football team!
I love the Drama Program, Center Stage, at Leigh; they one that puts on plays
There should be a boxing sport at this school.
I like mock trial :-)
Stop making clubs for a certain ethnicity! If we wanted a white club then it would be racist, so aren’t the
other clubs racist too?
I’m proud of the fact that we have popular extracurricular activities: Band, choir, colorguard. The sports
program is doing very well, too.
The strengths at Leigh are the sports programs.
Extra-cirricular activities are hard for me because I have fourth period. For example Mock Trial is really
great and I really want to be in it so I can put it on my resume and its great for college. It’s totally unfair
that I can’t be in it because of academic courses.
Leigh’s strengths are the large number of clubs and activities and the students’ thirst for learning.
The lack of a water polo team saddens me
there isn’t a water polo team :(
I like the sports that we have & how they keep us fit. And also the dances.
I like leigh High school. It’s fun, intertaining. I like how leigh has the Spanish Club and after school
activitys, like soccer, football, field hockey, Baseball swimming, ping pong ect. I also like the teachers
they all help and support me when I need it. They will stand by my side until I graduate.
We need a happy hands club.
Leigh’s strengths are it’s sports and coaches.
Leigh has a lot of good clubs, it’s big on getting kids involved.
There should be a lacrosse team at Leigh
Most sports practice alot but can there be to much practice? I’m just gonna say it colorguard has to much
practice we practice tues. and thurs. after school from 5:30-8:30 then we have the class on B days and
we have a practice on saturdays. I was just wondering can it be to much because I hardly have any time
for h/w. So I don’t know what to do either drop it all together or what? So yeah. I don’t know why I put this
but I did so yeah.
Leigh has great after school activitys but since people still need to do feild hockey football and P.E. The
school isn’t cutting football, feild hockey a break. You should be happy that instead of a T.V. were
working our butts off in practice and the school doesnt care. You probably say you choose to do the
sport, but would you rather me doing nothing.
Marching band takes ups way to much time for it’s members. I’m not in it, but my friend is and he is
failing multiple classes because he has no time to do his homework. I’m never going to join marching
band because they practice to long and don’t perform enoph.
Leigh high school has a great sports programs and the teachers are nice and teach the students at Leigh
very well.
The strengths of Leigh are its sports teams and the activities.
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I like the variety of sports.
The thing I like about leigh is the good sport programe.
WE NEED A WATER POLO TEAM & POWDERPUFF!!!
The best thing I like about Leigh is sports. I love being on the field hockey team, and I will be on more
teams.
I think Leigh should pay more attention to smaller sports like cross country.

Aeries/School Loop/Communication of Progress
More teachers should use Schoolloop. that’s the only place I really look for homework and if it’s not on
there then I forget about it.
I like Aeries Gradebook and I find it very useful when teachers use it. Most of my teachers post the
assignments on Aeries, but I wish all of them did.
Online assignments are grading there is not updated daily from ALL teachers and only that, so not always
sure what homework, or grades
Question #5- Not all the teachers use aeries, which occasionally makes it hard to find out what my grade
is.
This year my teachers are great about keeping us very up to date on our goals. But last year (and prior
years) my grades have been complete mysteries until my report card comes. An English 3H teacher last
year made us all feel unimportant because essays we wrote in the beginning of the year we didn’t get
nd
graded till end of 2 semester. Some teachers seem as if they simply pick grades one doing an average
of our work.
Id like to say that not all my teachers update aries frequently so its hard to know my grade and make sure
I’m getting the correct grade. Some of the teachers don’t update aeries and they don’t post grades either.
Aeries is NOT updated for my classes. Most teachers don’t have my grade calculated until a grading
period.
Teachers DON’T keep me informed on grades!
Not all my teachers use aeries and aeries helps me know what my grades are
The online homework assignments on schoolloop make it easy for me to know what my homework is.
What leigh needs to work on is school loop.
Some of my teachers do not keep me informed of my grade.
Not all the time are online assignments updated.
One of my teachers doesn’t post on the internet.
Teachers should post grades in class once a week to facilitate communication of students’ grades to the
students.
Questions 4 and 5 talk about updates in grades. Half of my teachers update on a regular basis and the
other half do not.
I have no idea what [Teacher Name]’s grading policy is
More student-teacher interaction (ie. weeky grades)
If I would like to know, I can always ask and be given my grade. Always.
Its been over a month and I still don’t have a clue what my grade is in any of my classes.
Many of my teachers keep the grades pretty hidden by not updating aeries or giving grade sheets in
class.
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3 of my teachers don’t use aieres.
I also think teachers should post grades at least twice a week in the classroom so students who don’t
have computers can stay on track with their grades. The teachers at leigh don’t really post grades on
completed asinments on aeries either.
A few teachers do no keep up with their grading at all (online)
I like that students are able to check their grades on Aeries as well as their homework on Schoolloop. It
helps to know your grade and any mistakes that might have been made.
Likes: tutorial, schoolloop, Aries, Block schedule
[Teacher Name] does not update his grades online, and neither does [Teacher Name].
It should be mandatory for teachers to use Aries & regularly update.
I like how they have tutorials and homework center before and after school. I’m glad that they adopted the
schoolloop system and the aries grading systems
I love Aeries and schoolloop, I check them all the time id freak out if I didnt have them.
[Teacher Name]doesn’t use school loop.
Some teachers use aeries and schoolloop daily while others don’t use it at all, and some post grades
while others you are left guessing until grades come out.
Quite a few of my teachers d not use Aries or Schoolloop, and it is very frustrating.
I don’t like that some teachers don’t use Aeries because I can’t check my grades.
Some teachers use Aries/Schoolloop, some don’t. Usually the ones who don’t are the unapproachable
ones with less-interesting classes.
Some teachers use Schoolloop while others don’t.
More teachers need to use Aeries & Schoolloop
I would like to comment on the online assesment question, I think that it was a good idea to get school
loop and aeries. It helps alot and they are updated almost everyday.
It should be mandatory for all the teachers to use Schoolloop and Aeries because half of all the teachers I
have had throughout the 4 years, have not used schoolloop and Aeries.
Schoolloop is very useful, but Aeries seems to be flawed.
School loop and Aries are also very helpful.

Other Comments
Leigh’s strengths are nice teachers, friendly students, and I feel like I’m going to be prepared for college.
I want to thank the teachers and administrators at Leigh. Mrs. Edwards-Wright knows so many students
by name and is able to warmly greet students. Ever since my sophomore year, Mrs. Edwards-Wright has
been so nice to me and I really appreciate that. It made my experience in high school really good and
made me feel comfortable.
The biggest problem at Leigh is that student input is completely ignored. Because of this you guys won’t
even read this comment....
Leigh in my opinion is a very good school because we have intelligent students, well-experienced
teachers, and a good academic program. We are taught to be disciplined and devoted to the things we
do.
This place is hell. I hate it here. A lot of the teachers don’t care, and seem to be selfish.
Leigh High School is the ideal high school because there is a balance between discipline and freedom.
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The best part about Leigh is the spirit rally’s and dress up days.
One strength of Leigh is that it’s a white based school.
What I like best about Leigh is it’s size.
I don’t think it’s that great of a place.
This is a good school with fun people.
I wouldn’t have wanted to go to any other school.
Leigh is a place where you are 1 out of 1,800. You’re alone.
I like this school
We should have more late start days.
This survey needs a neutral position or a “sometimes”
I would like the learning to be more fun and involved with peers rather then constant busy work.
I feel that students are too concerned with being “cool” and accepted rather then an education. Students
need to be shown the brutal truth about what an uneducated life would be like.
The experience here was great. I feel prepared for college. I had good friends here. I’ll miss Leigh. It is
a friendly learning center, but it is kind of dirty – clean up the school.
Leigh’s weakness is our inability to engulf the school in energy and enthusiasm. We need to find a way to
get students involved in events, and we need to have more events.
I love Leadership and dress up days. There are good and bad teachers but that’s always the case.
The teachers are fine, It’s the students that put me off
I really do think that the Star testing is pointless and Boring.
I like that we get out at 2:05
I think the class are it Strengths because I know a tone of people that move here from other schools for
the class.
I really like the electives at the school.
I like the fact that Leigh lets me be myself!
I like the students teachers and deans. They all like to get to know the students.
Announcements need to be clearer.
Leigh’s strengths are the suport of students and teachers.
The Things that I like best at leigh are getting help with assignments, The computer classes offered, and
Jobs in the cafeteria.
I love this survey, but it should be split up into groups, like diff. types of subjects.
I like that Leigh has so many different things to do. It is also challenging. The classrooms are a bit dirty
though.
I think that Leigh is strong in sports & pride.
The best part about Leigh is the social activities and I think we should have more pep rally’s so we can
SUPPORT LEIGH.
I think that everything is way to expencive like pictures, food, supplies and there things.
Students try hard, so it has a good reputation (handy for college applications).
There are no REALLY defined cliques.
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I think we just need to listen to student input a lot and see it from that perspective as well as an
administrative standpoint if criticisms or complaints come in.
Classes help me prepare for college
Leigh provides a good selection of classes and extra-curricular activities that I enjoy and prepare me for
my future.
Strong base of students and parents that care about education and the school as a whole
I think some classes are to big.
I like that they serve breakfast in the morning.
Leigh should stop spending money on sports and start spending it on class rooms and materials.
I think Leigh should have field trips
Leigh’s strengths are a sense of self-pride, the academic integrity and strong set of rules. Also, I believe
that Leigh is helping me prepare for college.
While my teachers are responsive to my issues, I don’t feel heard and considered among the
administrators.
I like that Leigh gives the option of tutorial. It gives us time to speak to our teachers if we need to.
I like a couple of my teachers and I love my friends here. Leigh has a good curriculum here. I don’t like
how we have to come in before school to get the work we missed. I think that in the announcements they
need to say the information about the sports.
I like to be social and stuff, but the dances doesn’t balance the kind of music right.
I enjoy many things here at Leigh high school. One of the things I enjoy are most of my teachers are
friendly and have a sense of humor. I also like that we have A and B days. I like the A and B days
because I have more time to do my homework and turn it in. What I think Leigh does well is helping
students with their school needs. School needs like tutors to help us with almost every subject if help is
needed. And Leigh does well in keeping students informed on school sports and issues. Something
Leigh can improve on is security off of school grounds so students can’t ditch.
I think Leigh does well on spirit. I think needs to be more clean as a school, and more fair when it comes
to spirit (for example the junior class doesn’t let everyone participate in the lip sync, and I feel that is
unfair.)
The announcements are unorganized + long + sound like a kazoo
I love 0 period and tutorial
I love the activities here at LHS. The leadership class is amazing and the spirit days make Leigh so much
more fun.
Leigh’s strengths come from, I think, activities help to support the students, so that they have more fun in
school. (Activities include school events at the quad.)
I like Leigh a lot its fun and clean. Leigh has a lot of sport choices and other activities which is good.
Leigh needs to work on getting the announcements over the entercom louder. A lot of the lockers are in
bad shape and should really be fixed up. Otherwise Leigh is great.
Leigh is good because although I manage to take almost all above-level classes, I always seem to have
full understanding and extra time.
This school is strong in its clear direction in academic classes given to students.
Most student opinions are not taken seriously.
Most of the kids here are focused on school and determined to go to college.
This school is at the top for schools in this area.
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I like that Leigh has a good security, good activity, good learning or college activity, and good classrooms.
Leigh has a good school which doesn’t have any gangs or bully. Teacher should teach the lesson
instead of doing individualy so we can get a better score.
I like tutorial best about Leigh.
Very good school.
What I like best about Leigh is that other classmates get involved and make our experience fun, like with
rallys and event, etc.
Leigh’s strengths are it has a higher level of education standard for its students.
I think the quesionarre needs a slightly agree choice.
We need a better system to communicate events (announcements don’t work).
The choices you gave didn’t work! I had A LOT of “sometimes” and I didn’t have any place to put it.
I think people at this school need to start being nice and stop acting like they are all hard. My friends are
mean to kids just because they aren’t “popular” & I hate that. We should have activities that make
everyone interact with eachother & not just their little clique.
I have a problem with the way announcements can be censored for “appropriateness.”
There needs to be a middle ground besides “unable to answer”
Leigh’s strengths are the students, they all get along pretty well.
summer vacation should start earlier & school should resume earlier
I haven’t heard a single teacher express satisfaction with the collaboration day program.
Because the standardized tests do not affect my grade, I don’t take them all too seriously, but I don’t put i
no effort.
One problem is that some of the administration is many times unhelpful or have a lack of concern about a
problem you may have. They are hard to approach to ask a question because they can be disrespectful.
Student input is not welcome at school.
I wish there had been a “neutral” answer or “mostly” answer because sometimes I wanted to agree and
disagree.
Please don’t get rid of tutorial! It’s an amazing thing; I love it.
The activities during lunch only involve leadership students.
I think that 3 bathroom passes a semester is ridiculous. I’m an adult and I should be able to use the
restroom whenever I need to.
Teachers should be less strict on the bathroom policy.
It is too difficult for people to transfer classes and enter into the music program. The band students are
not given the same amount of schedule opportunities as others.
Not allowing kids to go to their cars at lunch is unreasonable. Some people keep projects & sweaters &
little things in their cars they do not want to carry around all day.
I like the And B day schedule because it allows more time to do homework.
One problem I see, although it’s not a big deal to most, if the administration’s/school’s position on the
unofficial roller hockey club. It doesn’t recognize the team as a sport or even a club at the school. The
team isn’t allowed to announce or post fliers about the games. The team has grown to 3 full-size teams
and has difficulty promoting it. The administration should recognize the team as a club and help support
them.
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I’m almost 18 years old, and I don’t really see why I am limited to bathroom trips. I’m sorry, but I do have
to use the restroom more than twice a semester... :-) Other than that, I love Leigh.
The one thing I like best is the block schedule. It gives you two days to complete an assignment and it
gives a variety to the weekdays.
Leigh’s strengths as I see them are its excellent music program and teachers.
We should have a neutral option
A good staff, wide variety of sports, clubs, and academics, and the students make up Leigh’s strengths.
The A-B schedule is also a great thing.
We should have more prep. For the SAT’s in class!
Leigh High school rocks my socks
Leigh High School Rocks Dude
We need more ASIANS!!! >.< AND more promotion to go do well & go to a good College
I love the split schedule. It gives me plenty of time to do my homework and come ask for help in the
useful tutorial. I only wish tutorial would be longer so we have enough time to ask any questions we may
have.
Leigh prepares its students well for college.
I like the block schedule best about Leigh, it gives me more time to do my homework.
I think Leigh is a well secured school with a lot to offer.
I am very comfortable here at Leigh.
Leigh is academicly oriented.
I think you can get a good education here but the teachers are definitely the problem when it comes to
understanding clearly and being able to keep on top of things.
Teachers should only be allowed to coach the sports teams if they are competent enough to do so.
The interesting thing about Leigh is its diverse population of students and faculty. Some teachers are very
dedicated to their work while others are not; students in this school seem content although few are
exceptionally motivated or decouraged to attend daily.
Leigh gives me an opportunity to get off my lazy bum.
What I like best about Leigh is that they are not too caught up with things like homecoming, football
games, and other similar things and always stress learning is the number one priority.
Leighs strengths from what I have observed are that they make students learn, they will do whatever they
need to do, get through any obstacles so that a student can learn.
This survey is too generalized – I am satisfied with most but not all of my teachers.
Well, there was no “in between” kind of answer. Like I think some of my teacher are awesome, some
aren’t. Some teachers make me very comfortable in class, others don’t. Otherwise, I love Leigh.
Leigh is a beautiful, successful learning environment with amazing, talented teachers who have so much
more to offer besides what curriculum requires. SCHOOLS NEED MORE FUNDING!!!! …Please, Mr.
Schwarchenegger? As for you WASC dudes, don’t diss our school… we’re on a roll!
The best thing about Leigh is the fact that Leigh encourages success in academics
I like how the people in the school are nice and are willing to help when you need it.
I like that Leigh has tutorial. It has helped me alot and I have caught up in many of my classes. I also like
that everyone here is really nice. In middle school it wasn’t like that so it’s a nice change.
The thing I like best about Leigh is the simple ways to stay in school (motivation I give… 13 out of 10)
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What I like best is that you can be who ever you want to be. It doesn’t matter.
Leigh’s strengths are friendly people and plenty of resources.
The academics are a strength at Leigh.
One of Leigh’s strengths I think is the RSP. The counselers are great. I love my advisor Mr. Schembri.
He keeps me up on my grades and is helping me successed. Also their student level here. Its not so
packed and to empty. Our test scores are great.
The classes move forward at the pace of the slowest people. I tend to get things quickly and like to move
on, but the teachers insist on review. The fact that I have to take an art class next year is... stupid. Leigh
needs to improve on its standards and requirements for graduation.
School doesn’t give enough advertising for sports. Schools revolve around sports + school spirit. Yet
when kids try and cheer for there school they are perceived as drunk or on drugs... This is ridiculous.
Teachers and officials need to stop worrying about negatives and focus on heping the students & making
them happier.
Sometimes rumors form other schools go around and deans take people from their class time to search
them on accusations.
I feel that this school lacks a racial mix. There is nearly no blacks at this school which makes the school
non-diverse. I think that the administration should pay attention to this issue.
Leigh is a strong spirited school, with great after school programs.
I understand that Leigh High School and our district is struggling with money and funds. Though it is
unfortunate that teachers are already being affected by income, the school is also struggling in its own
way. My art classes were so disgusting and old last year and this year and we pay money to use old and
previously used/broken supplies while the school is purchasing a brand new gym. In my english classes
we are given gross, olf and falling-apart books that can only get dirtier. We couldn’t do homework
properly in science class because we couldn’t bring the text books home because all 7 classes had to
share one set of books because the school couldn’t afford more copies. Our school blew hundred maybe
thousands of dollars on video cameras around the school to prevent things from happening, as opposed
to puting that money towards progression in our school and education.
What I like best about Leigh is the reputation it has. It is strong in all areas sports and academics.
Many school officials are racist and perfer white people. It’s true.
Cheating is a problem. A few people get caught, but many still go free.
Leigh’s strengths are that they a) have over 800 on the STAR test, so the teaching and educational level
are very good. B) Not only academically, but sports are also very good.
Leigh’s strengths are the teachers, new science classrooms and array of sports and clubs offered.
Senior Grad Night this year should be at Disneyland. Go to the website+ check out the package, there’s
plenty of info.
A lot of the Q’s were hard to answer because all classes R different
School starts way too early/
Problems at school all I can think about kids stealing other kids thing out of there backpacks or purses.
We need more fundraising for each class because sometimes we cannot do certain things we should like
to because of inadequate funds. I would like to have more “outside of the classroom” experiences as
ways to learn (field trips).
A lot of the people in the office don’t have time to deal with any problems, even if they do, they’re clearly
annoyed when you ask about things and it makes you feel stupid, as if they hate the students or
something.
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I much prefer Leigh’s use of technology than other schools’. The use in minimal (typing, maybe internet)
and thus encourages learning, not computer savvy. I love the low tech environment.
Classes here are preparing me for college (especially my AP teachers). Oh yah, LOVE the college/career
center! :-)
I feel like the teachers and administration are against metal music, and judge us before they know us.
The computer teacher should teach web design in note pad and not web design programs. Which
starves us of more information: an example of web design would be <head> </head> <u> </u>
15. It’s not that student input is unwelcome, there just isn’t anything like a suggestion box or many
opportunities for our opinions.
Leigh’s strengths are probably it’s location, teachers, and different courses a student can take. It also
offers work experience and CCOC to its students as well.
Some of the staff members can be disrespectful. Just because we’re minors doesn’t mean you can yell at
us for being late to class or being on campus at 2:15 after school. We’re people too! Treat us with respect
and we’ll respect you back!
I like that Leigh has a lot of spirit days and that it is easy to get help for class during tutorial.
The only problem I would say is our school is very segregated socially. We need something to help us
unite as a school.
Missing 1 day of school is like missing a week; and missing 1 week is like missing a month!
I like that leigh offers so many electives.
Leigh is very strong when keeping kids who are successful in school staying successful, but I don’t see
many struggling students being offered help. It’s hard to ask for help when you need it-students need to
be offered a leg up.
Leigh is a okay school. Like I like it but I feel something so wrong and I can’t seem to figure it out. Some
teachers just don’t want to be here and it’s hard to understand. I don’t have any idea what I want to do
with my life so I wish Leigh would give me all my opinions besides just going to college. Also two sports
are impossible to get on. You have to be pretty and popular and the best athlete ever. I am none of
those so, could they have like an easier team I don’t know that wont change.
Leigh’s strengths are the safe environment, inspirational teachers, and good activities opportunities.
Overall, Leigh is great.
Some of my classe are kept interesting but not all of them.
My favorite thing about Leigh is the location; it’s in a nice neighborhood at the base of the mountains. I
feel like I am close enough to nature to not be overwhelmed by school.
Sometimes I think when a student has a problem with a teacher, it is overlooked and the blame is put on
the student when it may actually be the teacher.
The things I like best are the amount of time given between classes and also the teachers arn’t crazy
strict
The thing that I like most about Leigh is the helpful, understanding, and friendly staff and students.
Everyone is here to help you succeed.
Leighs strength is that its very social between the students and educators, so it’s usually easy to talk to
them if needed. Also, I think that music program was / is one of its strength; I know that’s the reason I
came to leigh.
I think that the teacher, Deans, principals …should be more careful about the things they do. I was
required to move from a bench ment for sitting on. I was required to move five minutes early and go to
class & I quote “that I was struggling with.” I am a AB student at this time with all A’s & two B’s, I have a
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clean record & yet because of who I was with & where we hang out I was required to go get grades from
every teacher & show them to the vice principal to prove to her what my grade are
There is a great lack of communication here at Leigh. Also, the fact that TA’s teach here is rather
disappointing. They may know their subject well, but do not yet know how to engage students in
discussions/lectures, which turns students off of the subject.
I think the 2 main things that kept enrollment up (football &marching band) have not received enough
support the last 2 years. Mr. Castanzo was enthusiastic about these programs &showed up to all the
M.B. competitions we had. He was a cheedleader for the football team! I think that teachers had more
supplies so all periods can have their own set of textbooks & working computers.
I like some of the teachers. I also like some of the classes offered, the sports offered are also very good.
Leigh has a really good play director
There should be a choice between Agree and Disagree.
I like the A and B day block scheduling and that we get out at 2 which give us more time for after school
activities and H.W.
For the answers it shouldn’t just be agree or disagree they should have something inbetween
I think Leigh’s strengths are its sports, it’s Chemistry department, and it’s foreign language classes (some
of them)
Classes are boring and some classes, the teachers go way too fast. Most people can’t get it the first
time.
What I like about Leigh is that everyone takes school seriously. Academics are good.
Leigh is a great school, I feel safe and I’m happy that there are so many Art/music programs offered. I
have had some great teachers, but also a few really not so good ones.
The thing I like best about Leigh is the vast amount of opportunities for me at Leigh both academically
and extracurricular.
I think there should have been a neutral option instead of the “I can’t answer.” It was difficult to decide on
may of the questions about teachers because it was mostly half and half.
If I have an Immediate question I can contact teachers through email but there is no garantie they will get
it on time.
This survey does not allow for neutral feelings or discrepancies between teachers. By now I have had
over 30 teachers, all unique. While some-most even-are excellent, a few persist that have severely and
negatively impacted my education.
The administration is not approachable or trustworthy. Do to frequent and egregious misrepresentations
on part of the administration, I view them as working against my best interests.
More clubs, languages, clubs, and sports
Leigh is not as competitive as other schools.
I really like: that most people at Leigh know eachother, that we don’t have indoor hallways, that we don’t
eat lunch in a cafeteria, that the books are usually new, and that we have a clean campus.
The thing about sports that you have to pass at least 4 classes with a 3.0 is stupid. The rate should only
be limited to 2.0 and have the minimum requirement at passing 4 classes.
I love the school spirit our student body shows during homecoming & spring fling! It makes school
exciting &fun! We have some of the best (hardest)  teachers in California here & their classes are
engaging and interesting!
I think Leigh should institute a teacher review by students periodically through the year.
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Leigh opens a lot of doors for an ambitious student like myself. Since I am not pushed by above – par
expectations, I’ve learned to se them for myself and push myself to succeed. Leigh offers challenges for
me, I just have to find them.
Students need to have a larger voice in what happends at school, or at least consider some ideas that we
may have. Get a suggestion box or something because we have good ideas and they need to be heard.
There are many different aspects at Leigh that make be love going here – most of all is the students and
how much school spirit we have. Most of the kids that go here have it, and I think that says a lot. The
academic courses, AP specifically, are very challenging, which is a plus. However, taking 2 or more AP
classes doesn’t leave very much time for extracurriculars, both (Honors classes and activities) are
becoming basic requirements for university application. Also, many teachers have a problem with kids
missing their class for sports etc, even if the student comes to tutorial and makes an effort to make up
work or get ahead other than that, I love going to Leigh.
Academics are its strength
Some of the questions on the survey were difficult to answer. It’s hard to classify my teachers as one
group.
On a positive not, I love Leigh. I feel very safe coming to school and the people are really cool. The
st
classrooms are pretty nice (except for the 1 wing). I’ve had a great freshmen year and look forward to 3
more fun years at Leigh. Leighdership is one of my favorite things and I love being involved in all the
school activities.
th

Strengths- The music program especially colorguard (LHSWG is 8 in the nation!)
Writing on students cars needs to be addressed.
I also believe that for many classes we do not have enough books. There are only enough for a “home
set”, and there really should be more books available in class. It would be better not to bring books from
home every day, after all, my back is starting to hurt.
Mostly, I like the other students who are here. I’ve met some really nice people to make friends with. To
be honest, if it weren’t for the friends, I’d have quit school a long time ago.
I don’t mean to upset anyone but this is not a good learning environment. We sit in a hard desk all day
underneath flourescent lights that make us feel like prisoners rather than students. Some teachers don’t
even have us move from our desks all period. We just sit there and listen to them talk. More than half of
the students on campus are hands on leaners. Sitting in a desk all day just makes us cranky and sore.
We test ever day. There isn’t a day that goes by where stress hormones are not controlling every aspect
of my life. Here’s a solution: reduce the testing! Testing shouldn’t be as important as enthusiasm and
work.
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Student Survey Results Spreadsheet

1
Please indicate your gender.

2

What grade are you in?

Female

Male

Total

% Female

% Male

743

720

1463

50.8

49.2

Sen.
402

Jr.
398

Soph.
331

Fr.
402

1533

% Sen.
26.2

% Jr.
26.0

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Unable to
Answer or
N/A

Total

% Strongly
% Agree
Agree

% Soph.
21.6

% Fr.
26.2

%
Disagree

% Strongly
Disagree

% Unable to % Strongly
Answer or
Agree or
N/A
Agree

% Strongly
Disagree or
Disagree

3

My teachers make classes
interesting.

136

972

301

48

59

1516

9.0

64.1

19.9

3.2

3.9

73.1

23.0

4

My teachers keep me
informed of my
progress/grade in their
classes.

151

821

418

95

32

1517

10.0

54.1

27.6

6.3

2.1

64.1

33.8

Online assignments and
grades are updated on a
regular basis.

289

798

281

55

89

1512

19.1

52.8

18.6

3.6

5.9

71.9

22.2

337

832

215

42

96

1522

22.1

54.7

14.1

2.8

6.3

76.8

16.9

322

855

166

42

135

1520

21.2

56.3

10.9

2.8

8.9

77.4

13.7

I feel comfortable using a
computer when an
assignment calls for it
(internet research, word
processing, slide shows,
graphics, etc.).

912

477

56

31

13

1489

61.2

32.0

3.8

2.1

0.9

93.3

5.8

My teachers are
knowledgeable, well prepared,
and genuinely interested in
teaching.

438

861

134

34

44

1511

29.0

57.0

8.9

2.3

2.9

86.0

11.1

5

6
Teachers are easy to contact
if I need to talk to them.
7
When I contact a teacher
about a specific
issue/question, I am able to
easily work with the teacher to
resolve the issue/question.
8

9
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Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Unable to
Answer or
N/A

Total

409

874

169

28

26

1506

27.2

532

705

96

42

152

1527

772

539

106

51

38

297

625

251

109

243

770

288

160

759

240

% Strongly
% Agree
Agree

% Unable to % Strongly
Answer or
Agree or
N/A
Agree

% Strongly
Disagree or
Disagree

%
Disagree

% Strongly
Disagree

58.0

11.2

1.9

1.7

85.2

13.1

34.8

46.2

6.3

2.8

10.0

81.0

9.0

1506

51.3

35.8

7.0

3.4

2.5

87.1

10.4

222

1504

19.7

41.6

16.7

7.2

14.8

61.3

23.9

110

95

1506

16.1

51.1

19.1

7.3

6.3

67.3

26.4

348

110

131

1508

10.6

50.3

23.1

7.3

8.7

60.9

30.4

914

190

43

113

1500

16.0

60.9

12.7

2.9

7.5

76.9

15.5

264

829

251

62

105

1511

17.5

54.9

16.6

4.1

6.9

72.3

20.7

276

715

305

170

41

1507

18.3

47.4

20.2

11.3

2.7

65.8

31.5

251

676

377

168

29

1501

16.7

45.0

25.1

11.2

1.9

61.8

36.3

290

914

203

67

40

1514

19.2

60.4

13.4

4.4

2.6

79.5

17.8

350

837

190

54

46

1477

23.7

56.7

12.9

3.7

3.1

80.4

16.5

10
Teachers make classroom
expectations clear to me.
11 The school Parent-Student
Handbook clearly
communicates school
policies.
12 I take standardized tests
seriously (Exit Exam, STAR
tests, etc.).
13
The counselors help me make
good decisions about what
classes I should be taking.
14 The deans and teachers
enforce the school rules fairly
and consistently.
15 Students’ input is welcome at
the school.
16
The school culture promotes
student learning and success.
17 The school is preparing me
well for life beyond high
school.
18 I have the right amount of
homework for the grade level
and classes I’m in.
19
I’m satisfied with the number
and type of electives offered at
the school.
20 I’m satisfied with the
academic course offerings at
the school.
21 Teachers encourage me to
express my opinion and
respect other students’
opinions.
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Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Unable to
Answer or
N/A

Total

243

823

301

73

41

1481

16.4

323

835

208

55

45

1466

325

845

189

70

46

418

827

116

58

242

812

282

220

691

412

174

% Strongly
% Agree
Agree

% Unable to % Strongly
Answer or
Agree or
N/A
Agree

% Strongly
Disagree or
Disagree

%
Disagree

% Strongly
Disagree

55.6

20.3

4.9

2.8

72.0

25.3

22.0

57.0

14.2

3.8

3.1

79.0

17.9

1475

22.0

57.3

12.8

4.7

3.1

79.3

17.6

46

1465

28.5

56.5

7.9

4.0

3.1

85.0

11.9

102

34

1472

16.4

55.2

19.2

6.9

2.3

71.6

26.1

327

138

97

1473

14.9

46.9

22.2

9.4

6.6

61.8

31.6

727

195

80

57

1471

28.0

49.4

13.3

5.4

3.9

77.4

18.7

500

376

238

158

1446

12.0

34.6

26.0

16.5

10.9

46.6

42.5

22
Teachers use a variety of
teaching strategies to get me
to learn and understand.
23 I feel comfortable with my
teachers.
24 Teachers at the school treat
me with respect,
professionalism, and
courtesy.
25 I feel safe on campus.
26
The campus and classrooms
are in good repair, clean,
presentable, and it’s a good
environment for learning.
27
If I have a personal problem, I
know about places on campus
to get help or talk.
28
I have plenty of opportunities
to participate in extracurricular
activities.
29
The amount of time expected
for sports and other
extracurricular activities allows
enough time to do my
homework and study.
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Parent Survey Comments

Teachers and Staff
I really enjoy Jodi W [vice principal] & Donna [principal] – I think they are a great, strong team for Leigh
students/parents
Lindsey has indicated that Mr. Salander is very clear and easy to understand and follow.
90% of your teachers are great & I would give A. But, 10% are not great. This is probably a good
statistic overall, but there are a few who have not exemplified the factors listed on this survey.
We’ve been @ Leigh just 1 month. So far – I feel it will be very good. So far, everyone I’ve met seems
very very nice & helpful.
My graduated daughter had a one-of-a-kind, fabulous experience with the Leigh band under Rich Alipaz
[band director until 2004].
Most teachers at Leigh are good to excellent in their subject knowledge, respect for students, and overall
competence to teach. Roughly 1 in 10 is either grossly incompetent, disrespectful, and/or presents
inappropriate materials in class. There appears to be no mechanism, despite widespread
acknowledgement of this problem by parents, administrators, and other teachers, to address such issues.
Donna Hope [principal since 2006] is a winner!
Teachers have shown there concerns and desires to help students succeed. A+
I was disappointed to hear [a staff member] tell the drama students to “shut up”. I believe she should
model the desired behavior and attitude.
Over-all a good experience. We have had a few teachers who were/are awful however. We have had
instances of inappropriate teacher behavior & comments to our daughter & another who felt above the
need to teach.
Teachers & classes are great.
The reason behind many of my C+D answers do not apply as much to teachers as it does for principal &
vice principal. I have had unsatisfactory communications with them.
I have been satisfied for the most part with the teachers my children have had. There have been only two
that we have been seriously disappointed with.
We have had a great experience so far. Only had problems with [Teacher’s Name]. The other teachers
have been great.
The Orientation was very well organized & the staff seem very positive, knowledgeable, skilled &
approachable.
You have some extremely talented teachers at Leigh who work to use various teaching styles. These
teachers are a treasure but like most ed systems, many teachers acknowledge only 1 teaching style
which leaves many non-mainstream learners out. I appreciate those instructors who work to expand their
teaching skills as they realize not all students learn the same way. It is not a perfect world, and I
acknowledge that fact but anything or any encouragement teachers receive to look beyond the
“standardized” students only makes this school more valuable.
This is the result of 8 years of experience w/ this school – if your child isn’t a star student they frequently
don’t get the attention they need. I’ve had teachers who communicated very well w/ me, & many others
who take an immediate defensive position. Many of the long term teachers just don’t want to bother w/
avg. or below avg. students, & when your kids are not terribly outgoing they eventually become invisible
to the teacher, which probably explains the defensive reaction when they do hear from the parents.
I think Leigh has a very caring group of teachers. Great attitudes for the parents and students.
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Love the office staff, always professional and kind.
My student has had some real good teachers & some real bad. I would say the Math Dept. teachers are
the most difficult & hard to understand – only one learning style.
There are outstanding teachers and then there are some that are rather unreachable – almost like they
have lost their passion. (that was last year)
You listen to our input but I think principal vice principal will side w/ the teacher even if the teacher is in
the wrong. Our son experienced this as a freshman. That was tough to get through! So I think there
needs to be a little more respect for the parent’s/student’s input. Thank you.
While most of the teachers adhere to laws regarding modifications for 504 students, there are still a few
who flatly refuse to incorporate even minimal adaptations.
Sometimes teachers do not change strategy to reach the kids – mine complains – she’s a 3.3 student and
sometimes struggles.
Parent/School and Parent/Teacher Communication
I think it should be much easier to phone the school office. It’s like you need a secret code or something
to talk to a human being.
Not all teacher contact us when we call, or email.
I have not had much contact with my daughter’s teachers, thus on some answers I don’t feel I have
adequate information to provide.
Rarely have I had to contact a teacher – however it seems when I do there have been long periods of
delay and several attempts made by me to connect. I know the staff is busy, however, I feel teachers –
all of them – should be expected to respond in a timely manner.
Unable to resolve an academic issue in [science class]. The instructor offered no positive help or
feedback.
[Specific teacher] doesn’t respond.
I find it hard to contact teachers – I’ve not been successful using email or voicemail.
I had an issue last year when after a parent/teacher/student conference thing did not improve and I never
heard back from the teacher…..
I think that Leigh is a good school and works hard to always improve. My one complaint would be
communication. Info goes out for something, but is often not very thorough. Sports communication is
horrible. No contact about schedules, and general communication. Needs help there. Thank you
The school has no concept of what/how a student may communicate their concerns about a difficulty with
a teacher. Having the child come in and complain or express a concern is ludricrous. The parent should
be able to communicate a students concerns.
I feel if a parent has a problem to discuss they should be treated with respect and listened to with the end
result being a feeling of satisfaction that our child’s education & success is first and foremost.
I don’t believe the teacher contact parents whos children are failing in their classes as is promoted to
incoming families.
Some teachers respond to email – others do not even when they’ve asked for us to communicate that
way. Same goes for counselors.
Communication is spotty. We didn’t know about back to school night until that very day when it came in
the mail.
Loved school bulletin being emailed. Better than School Loop.
Aeries, School Loop, Website
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I think all teachers should be required to have an email address and participate in Schoolloop.
Not all teachers do/use online system to update assignments and grades.
All teachers do not use Aeries. It would be helpful if they did & if they updated regularly.
It would be helpful if all teachers kept Aeries grades up to date. Some are great about it & others never
enter anything.
A 100% of faculty should be using ARIES and SCHOOLLOOP.
Website updates are lacking.
The website is an afterthought
I’ve been happy with Leigh, my children are very comfortable and are focused on the academics, which
means the learning env. is condusive for them. I’d really appreciate it if the teachers update all the
grades at all times, bec. the students worked very very hard in the class and at home hoping to see
changes in their grades, and they can become disappointed if teachers do not live up to the expectation
they set and they are the role-model for the students.
Some teachers do not keep Aeries current, but most are very good about it.
It would be helpful if all teachers would use Aeries. That way we know what assignments are missing – if
any and exactly what the student’s grade is. Thanks.
Use of Aeries is not uniform.
I love School Loop & Aeries – Very Helpful
Some teachers not great about keeping grades posted!
School Loop is great for HW. I understand the simplicity of it posting the daily announcements on school
loop for Ms. Schembri [school secretary] But I like the daily announcements sent via email better!
Have all teachers use School Loop. This is a valuable tool for parents.
Please improve website! Especially school calendar for events/activities such as this back-to-school
night.
Since my child has been going to Leigh, teacher participation [in online grade posting] has been sporadic.
I have had problems in the past with some teachers not using Aeries to post grades or not keeping it
updated on a regular basis. Also sometimes not returning calls or emails. It is great to be able to use
email to communicate so we’re not playing phone tag. Some of us parents restrict our children’s activities
depending on their grades & having homework turned in. It is very important that all teachers use Aeries
for us to check.
Disappointed regarding online assignment & grade updates. I have contacted teachers multiple times in
the part regarding this and was told that they have trouble finding time to keep it updated. How do you
expect our children to complete assignments without excuses if the teachers are not completing what
they need to do.
Counseling
My son has zero respect for counseling staff. (at least the one assigned to him.) I feel as if we’ve gotten
no guidance on college prep or helping him narrow his choices. Very frustrating.
Counseling for juniors/srs could be a little more one on one
I have not really been “a part of” the academic planning process w/ counselors
I have e-mailed the guidance counselor a couple times over the last year & I either got no response or it
took a week.
I’m finding out that some of the counselor are giving wrong information regarding colleges. Having had 2
already graduated from Leigh & experienced in college application (UC & State) some of the information
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are wrong. They need to understand requirement & advantage to taking AP classes. It is very
competitive to enter college & AP classes are an advantage.
Leigh is a great high school. More communication from counselors would make it even better.
Earlier help with college planning – with more detail would be helpful
Students need more opportunities/mandatory visits to career center and education about PSATs and
SATs.
If you need to reach counselors it’s really hard to get someone in person.
The counselors are great but overwhelmed with too many children.
Specific Programs/Courses/Curriculum
Wish we had more language (Foreign) classes available – like German, Russian, even Japanese!
The school needs to offer more theater courses (like Westmont).
Madrigals needs to be reinstated.
More trade type 1 semester electives needed for those not college bound
Need more foreign language options.
Would like more foreign lang.
Not enough music classes, AP Music Theory was cancelled over the summer.
Not sure what is happening with band program.
Vocational training is lacking
Basic life skills should be mandatory
I believe Leigh/District should have Marching Band as a PE equivalent.
Why is it that we don’t know about 8th graders taking Algebra as standard and geometry in 10th grade as
standard?
It might be a good idea to consider having 4 periods a day (for everyone) so that more electives could be
available for more students. (and 8 period allowance)
Why the Driving skills class was dropped for 2008 yr
Eng 4H needs more writing. Analysis & college level inquiry.
I would like to see students have space in their schedules for more electives.
Disappointed my student was given 0 electives for this school year – aside from “Mandatory Language”
elective.
My child is taking “Living on Your Own” and I wish it was mandatory.
If a student participates in outside sports teams +/or is on a school team – PE should not be required –
this would give them an opportunity to take an elective
Bring sports PE credit back.
Need driver education.
PE Requirement for serious athletes should be removed. i.e. My daughter does 20 hours per week
gymnastics training outside of school.
I think that it is a true waste of time to mandate 2 yrs of PE for those students who are involved in after
school sports; both high school and private. Leigh is wasting valuable time by mandating the 2 yr
requirement.
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Your freshman PE class was a joke. I want to know how writing papers in PE helps our students fight
obesity and become more active?!
The Marching Band students do far more exercise than any PE class ever. Why aren’t the Athletic teams
and Band students getting credit for PE? What PE class has students moving between 18-21 hours per
week? (includes practices and class time)
Please keep ample time and funding for the Arts & Visual, and musical.
I don’t believe all options are discussed with parents when a child is failing (i.e. CCOC).
Workload and Expectations of Students
The amount of homework can vary class to class. A good student should be busy 2-3 hours per night,
however 4-5 hours/night is a bit much. Teachers can control that.
I don’t see my child spending much time doing homework. Maybe 1 hour a day – if that.
In many ways I think Leigh is an excellent school. My son since leaving has commented how well Leigh
prepared him for college. Having said that however, I do think Leigh demands too much, academically of
their students; particularly those who aren’t planning on college after Leigh.
for sophomores the workload is a bit Heavy.
Homework is very excessive, my daughter’s sophomore year. She is a very quick worker, strong student,
& she spends almost all weekend & 4-6 hours a day. She is a teenager!
I would like less homework – less busy work
Summer reading great but summer projects/reports are not – family/work important too!
Extracurriculars
The district needs to improve on how they treat extracurricular activities (marching band, sports) with
giving credit for these activities like they used to. It is currently very unfair.
I would like to see kids more actively pursued with extra curricular activities if a need is noted w/ a
student.
I am thrilled with the Science Club and the multiple options for individual growth.
I’ve only had one experience here w/ extra curricular and it was cheer. Practices were too long &
frequent. Rules were unclear & only applied on occasion.
Too competitive to get into sports or drama. None of my kids ever made the teams they tried out for even
when my daughter attended a summer field hockey camp.
Marching Band is a wonderful program, but the weekday rehearsals interfered with my students studies.
There is a little too much emphasis on competition.
Travel time for school sport, especially bus time to travel to local school, wastes a lot of time. If JVs have
to wait for varsity, students can be gone for 5 hours on a school night! (volleyball experience)
Facilities
Classrooms seem great but restrooms are aweful!!
School needs to be painted! and cleaned up. It is a disgrace.
Locker room is awful.
Would like to see bond money used to update and beautify campus.
Boys bathrooms horrible according to my boys.
I love Leigh high school – I just don’t like the bathrooms. I have had to make them look beautiful for
prom.
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Bathrooms horrible, terribly dirty
Campus needs cleanup. Have a cleanup day. Instill pride in students to clean up campus.
Teachers do a nice job of decorating rooms and displaying student work although some rooms show their
age.
A concerted fundraising effort is required to remodel the pool/pool deck.
Classrooms are too small for the number of students/desks.
The bond program should have addressed the gym more completely. It continues to be a mess.
I would like to see more school funds applied to remodle the school. Bathrooms are so old – circa
1970’s. Classrooms could be a lot more clean and remodled. Thanks.
Clean & Paint The School Please
New buildings should have air conditioning.
My student’s English classroom is not air conditioned and poorly ventilated making learning difficult.
(Period 7 Rm. 1)
School grounds are run down.
Parts of the campus look pretty rundown. Some classrooms are not air conditioned.
Are bathrooms able to be updated soon?
The school is old & could use a makeover!
As far as I know, my son Mark is the only student at Leigh in a wheelchair. Last year and this year (in the
2 classrooms I’ve been in), I am not sure there has been much consideration for the room to be set up for
him in his wheelchair.
Safety
I do wish there was some way to supervise what happens at the gas station across the street.
The kids crossing the street before & after school are not using the crosswalks. They are endangering
themselves & the other drivers. Some don’t even look, they just walk right in front of the cars. Very
Scary.
Monitor the crosswalks – J walkers are dangerous to the public drivers and themselves. –Someone
needs to monitor the street crossers.
It is distressing to see the school children smoking at the bus stop across the road from the school daily.
The administration should deal with the students who smoke at the bus stop & gas station before and
after school. State law & ed code allows the school to do with it.
Other Comments
There are too many kids in the lunch lines, and by the time my daughter gets to the front of the line, there
are very few & poor food choices
My student is not able to hear the morning announcements due to noise x2 years. Thus she is not as upto-date as I would like her to be.
Leigh H.S. is an asset to the local community. It’s students are a credit to the staff and parents.
The school continues to fail to provide information required to manage students education when a student
has 2 legal addresses.
I feel like a valued member of the “Leigh family.”
Leigh has been a great school and allows my daughter to reach her potential.
My child enjoys her teachers and Leigh HS and that has contributed to her academic career. Thank you.
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Thank you for letting us respond in survey.
All in all – this is a great community based school where parents are welcomed to be part of the
educational experience of the child/ren.
I’ve been impressed, so far, at this Back To School Night.
Great IMPA parent group [Instrumental Music Parents Association].
So far the experience at Leigh has been good! My student reports the classes as more interactive &
enjoyable than at middle school.
My son enjoys going to school.
Last year my son was playing poker in the cafeteria.
So far so good.
On the positive side – he likes English this year! Amazing.
We are extremely pleased with our children’s educational & music experience at Leigh.
Too much State focus on testing – teach not test.
AP summer assignments NEVER clear
I think the school has made it harder for the students that may need extra help (i.e. life science).
[re: survey #11] But no follow through
I have some concern about injured athletes having to perform mandatory exercises such as running in
P.E., and if they don’t participate their grade might be lowered. It would be nice if the school could offer
alternate ‘low impact’ exercises in these classes, or have some more flexibility.
Need to focus more attention on the average student. More access to activities, special events, selection
process. More inclusion – not always just for honors – popular – officers. Continue electives and classes
for the average – don’t just go for college prep. Put life science & keep physical science.
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Parent Survey Results Spreadsheet
#

1

2

3

4

5

Question

Total
% with 1
student

% with 2
students

% with 3
students

% with 4
students

% with 5
students

56.3

32.2

7.6

2.3

1.6

% Sen.

% Jr.

% Soph.

% Fr.

28.6

29.1

21.3

21.1

%
Disagree

% Strongly
Disagree

55.1

4.4

1.5

2.1

92.1

5.8

17.1

57.7

16.4

2.9

5.8

74.9

19.3

741

22.9

50.6

13.5

3.4

9.6

73.5

16.9

98

744

25.0

52.0

7.8

2.0

13.2

77.0

9.8

211

736

20.9

41.4

7.3

1.6

28.7

62.4

9.0

1

2

3

4

5

435

249

59

18

12

Sen.

Jr.

Soph.

Fr.

217

221

162

160

0

760

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Unable to
Answer or
N/A

Total

The school uses a variety of
methods to communicate with
parents.

280

417

33

11

16

757

37.0

The school communicates on
a regular basis regarding
student progress.

117

395

112

20

40

684

170

375

100

25

71

186

387

58

15

154

305

54

12

Please indicate the total
number of students you
currently have or have ever
had at Leigh (include
graduates).

What is the grade level of your
current student, or what is the
grade level of your oldest
current student?

Online assignments and
grades are updated on a
regular basis.

6

Teachers are easy to contact.

7

When I contact a teacher
about a specific
issue/question, I am able to
easily work with the teacher to
resolve the issue/question.

773
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% Strongly
% Agree
Agree

% Unable to % Strongly
Answer or
Agree or
N/A
Agree

% Strongly
Disagree or
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Unable to
Answer or
N/A

Total

296

369

20

4

55

744

39.8

273

347

55

14

47

736

10 Teachers make classroom
expectations clear to my
student.

239

415

26

2

54

11 The school Parent-Student
Handbook clearly
communicates school
policies.

330

339

5

2

12 The school keeps families wellinformed about the
standardized testing (Exit
Exam, STAR tests, etc.)
process and schedule.
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366

46

102

290

253

8

9

The staff and teachers at the
school treat me with respect,
professionalism, and
courtesy.
The school website is a
valuable resource for keeping
up-to-date on school events.

13 The counseling staff helps me
make informed decisions
regarding academic planning
for my student.
14 I am aware of the various
opportunities to be involved in
the school (Home and School
Club, IMPA, Sports Boosters,
School Site Council, etc.).
15 Parents’ input is welcome at
the school.
16 The school culture promotes
student learning and success.
17 The school prepares my
student for life beyond high
school.

% Unable to % Strongly
Answer or
Agree or
N/A
Agree

% Strongly
Disagree or
Disagree

%
Disagree

% Strongly
Disagree

49.6

2.7

0.5

7.4

89.4

3.2

37.1

47.1

7.5

1.9

6.4

84.2

9.4

736

32.5

56.4

3.5

0.3

7.3

88.9

3.8

57

733

45.0

46.2

0.7

0.3

7.8

91.3

1.0

24

86

750

30.4

48.8

6.1

3.2

11.5

79.2

9.3

121

43

176

732

13.9

39.6

16.5

5.9

24.0

53.6

22.4

418

33

4

25

733

34.5

57.0

4.5

0.5

3.4

91.5

5.0

154

367

61

9

136

727

21.2

50.5

8.4

1.2

18.7

71.7

9.6

192

435

31

4

66

728

26.4

59.8

4.3

0.5

9.1

86.1

4.8

136

420

62

10

97

725

18.8

57.9

8.6

1.4

13.4

76.7

9.9
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% Strongly
% Agree
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Unable to
Answer or
N/A

Total

154

493

51

11

26

735

21.0

123

387

142

28

55

735

181

442

72

10

28

21 My student has fair and equal
access to all courses offered
(AP, Honors, etc.).

240

409

18

7

22 My student’s teachers use a
variety of teaching strategies
to reach my student.

141

384

38

23 My student feels comfortable
with his/her teachers.

189

454

24 Teachers at the school treat
my student with respect,
professionalism, and
courtesy.
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25 The campus is safe.

18 My student’s workload is
adequate for his/her level and
classes.
19 I’m satisfied with the number
and type of electives offered at
the school.
20 I’m satisfied with the
academic course offerings at
the school.

26 The campus and classrooms
are in good repair, clean,
presentable, and conducive to
learning.
27 I feel confident that my
student is adequately
monitored and supervised on
campus.

% Unable to % Strongly
Answer or
Agree or
N/A
Agree

% Strongly
Disagree or
Disagree

%
Disagree

% Strongly
Disagree

67.1

6.9

1.5

3.5

88.0

8.4

16.7

52.7

19.3

3.8

7.5

69.4

23.1

733

24.7

60.3

9.8

1.4

3.8

85.0

11.2

61

735

32.7

55.6

2.4

1.0

8.3

88.3

3.4

9

151

723

19.5

53.1

5.3

1.2

20.9

72.6

6.5

42

11

38

734

25.7

61.9

5.7

1.5

5.2

87.6

7.2

440

36

9

45

724

26.8

60.8

5.0

1.2

6.2

87.6

6.2

192

449

27

4

57

729

26.3

61.6

3.7

0.5

7.8

87.9

4.3

123

475

88

25

19

730

16.8

65.1

12.1

3.4

2.6

81.9

15.5

147

449

45

4

85

730

20.1

61.5

6.2

0.5

11.6

81.6

6.7
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% Strongly
% Agree
Agree

28 My student has adequate
opportunities to participate in
extracurricular activities.
29 The amount of time expected
for sports and other
extracurricular activities allows
sufficient time for academics.

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Unable to
Answer or
N/A

Total

227

441

20

5

38

731

31.1

128

406

56

17

118

725

17.7
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% Strongly
% Agree
Agree

% Unable to % Strongly
Answer or
Agree or
N/A
Agree

% Strongly
Disagree or
Disagree

%
Disagree

% Strongly
Disagree

60.3

2.7

0.7

5.2

91.4

3.4

56.0

7.7

2.3

16.3

73.7

10.1

Teacher Survey Results Spreadsheet
#

Question

Total
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Unable to
Answer or
N/A

Total

17

28

9

2

1

57

29.8

9

29

15

3

1

57

1

15

8

9

24

Adequate time for
departmental and/or interdepartmental collaboration is
built into the school’s
schedule.

6

15

24

11

My department uses
collaboration time for
meaningful collaboration that
positively impacts teaching
and learning.

21

17

15

Teachers have a major role in
planning how collaboration
time is used.

6

16

The duties required of me
beyond the school day are
reasonable (chaperoning,
etc.).

6

% Strongly
% Agree
Agree

% Unable to % Strongly
Answer or
Agree or
N/A
Agree

% Strongly
Disagree or
Disagree

%
Disagree

% Strongly
Disagree

49.1

15.8

3.5

1.8

78.9

19.3

15.8

50.9

26.3

5.3

1.8

66.7

31.6

57

1.8

26.3

14.0

15.8

42.1

28.1

29.8

1

57

10.5

26.3

42.1

19.3

1.8

36.8

61.4

3

1

57

36.8

29.8

26.3

5.3

1.8

66.7

31.6

25

8

2

57

10.5

28.1

43.9

14.0

3.5

38.6

57.9

33

9

7

2

57

10.5

57.9

15.8

12.3

3.5

68.4

28.1

16

35

4

1

1

57

28.1

61.4

7.0

1.8

1.8

89.5

8.8

20

31

4

1

1

57

35.1

54.4

7.0

1.8

1.8

89.5

8.8

1

2

I am familiar with Leigh’s
Vision and Mission Statement.
I understand what the school
board does.

3
The school board is involved
in the review and refinement
of Leigh’s Vision, Mission
Statement, and ESLRs.
4

5

6

7

8
The process for signing up for
duties is fair and practical.
9

My teaching assignment
maximizes my expertise to
best benefit students.
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10 The school leadership
designates teaching
assignments that best benefit
student learning (i.e. which
teachers teach which
classes).
11 The Staff Handbook and
contents of the Teacher
Resource Binder help me to
clearly understand school
procedures and my
responsibilities.

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Unable to
Answer or
N/A

Total

6

32

10

1

8

57

10.5

22

26

4

2

3

57

3

38

7

1

8

22

32

2

0

3

23

5

0

8

7
3

% Strongly
% Agree
Agree

% Unable to % Strongly
Answer or
Agree or
N/A
Agree

% Strongly
Disagree or
Disagree

%
Disagree

% Strongly
Disagree

56.1

17.5

1.8

14.0

66.7

19.3

38.6

45.6

7.0

3.5

5.3

84.2

10.5

57

5.3

66.7

12.3

1.8

14.0

71.9

14.0

1

57

38.6

56.1

3.5

0.0

1.8

94.7

3.5

3

23

57

5.3

40.4

8.8

5.3

40.4

45.6

14.0

30

16

3

57

0.0

14.0

52.6

28.1

5.3

14.0

80.7

24

10

1

15

57

12.3

42.1

17.5

1.8

26.3

54.4

19.3

16

19

2

17

57

5.3

28.1

33.3

3.5

29.8

33.3

36.8

12
The responsibilities of staff
members, decision making
processes, and operational
practices of the school are fair
and reasonable.
13
I can communicate effectively
with my colleagues using a
variety of means.
14 When needed, conflicts
between staff members are
dealt with and resolved
adequately by school
administration.
15 Leigh teachers regularly
observe their colleagues’
teaching.
16 Leigh has a good program to
assist new teachers.
17 Leigh has services to assist
teachers in need of
professional support.
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Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Unable to
Answer or
N/A

Total

2

31

14

3

7

57

3.5

2

4

11

22

18

57

3

28

12

4

10

4

27

12

6

11

32

8

4

25

3

18

% Strongly
% Agree
Agree

% Unable to % Strongly
Answer or
Agree or
N/A
Agree

% Strongly
Disagree or
Disagree

%
Disagree

% Strongly
Disagree

54.4

24.6

5.3

12.3

57.9

29.8

3.5

7.0

19.3

38.6

31.6

10.5

57.9

57

5.3

49.1

21.1

7.0

17.5

54.4

28.1

8

57

7.0

47.4

21.1

10.5

14.0

54.4

31.6

5

1

57

19.3

56.1

14.0

8.8

1.8

75.4

22.8

18

5

5

57

7.0

43.9

31.6

8.8

8.8

50.9

40.4

11

3

22

57

5.3

31.6

19.3

5.3

38.6

36.8

24.6

18
School leadership encourages
teachers to seek out
professional development
opportunities.
19
The district has a sufficient
number of substitutes to cover
classes when multiple
teachers attend the same
professional development
session.
20
The school provides monetary
support for individual
teachers’ professional
development.
21
The administration provides
schoolwide professional
development that benefits
teaching and learning.
22
The evaluation process is
clear and easy to understand.
23 The evaluation process
promotes my professional
growth.
24
Leigh has a structure in place
to oversee, coordinate, and
implement the school’s longterm plans.
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Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Unable to
Answer or
N/A

Total

4

22

20

6

5

57

7.0

0

21

19

13

4

57

2

27

17

4

7

30

21

2

1

26

24

2

12

32

6

% Strongly
% Agree
Agree

% Unable to % Strongly
Answer or
Agree or
N/A
Agree

% Strongly
Disagree or
Disagree

%
Disagree

% Strongly
Disagree

38.6

35.1

10.5

8.8

45.6

45.6

0.0

36.8

33.3

22.8

7.0

36.8

56.1

57

3.5

47.4

29.8

7.0

12.3

50.9

36.8

3

57

52.6

36.8

3.5

1.8

5.3

89.5

5.3

1

4

57

45.6

42.1

3.5

1.8

7.0

87.7

5.3

5

5

3

57

21.1

56.1

8.8

8.8

5.3

77.2

17.5

25

19

5

2

57

10.5

43.9

33.3

8.8

3.5

54.4

42.1

16

32

4

0

5

57

28.1

56.1

7.0

0.0

8.8

84.2

7.0

22

31

2

0

2

57

38.6

54.4

3.5

0.0

3.5

93.0

3.5

0

12

26

14

5

57

0.0

21.1

45.6

24.6

8.8

21.1

70.2

25
The procedures for acquiring
instructional materials such as
textbooks, A/V materials, and
lab materials are easy to
understand and carry out.
26 Leigh’s facilities are wellmaintained, functional, and in
good repair.
27
I have the materials, space,
and equipment I need to
support student learning.
28 I know my subject’s academic
standards.
29 I design lessons with the
academic standards in mind,
or lessons that target specific
standards.
30 I know Leigh’s ESLRs.
31 I design lessons with the
ESLRs in mind.
32
Leigh’s curriculum is rigorous,
relevant, and coherent.
33
I am comfortable modifying
my teaching to accommodate
special needs students
(special ed, Deaf/HOH, 504,
IEP, etc.).
34
There is regular integration
among disciplines at Leigh.
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35 My department reviews
curriculum at least once a
year, making any necessary
changes.
36 My department has
standardized grading policies
(weighting, etc.).
37 My department has
standardized homework
policies (amount, weight, late
policy, etc.).
38
Leigh articulates with its
feeder schools to streamline
curriculum and instruction.
39 Leigh has an adequate
program to help students
make appropriate post-high
school career and educational
choices.

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Unable to
Answer or
N/A

Total

7

27

10

3

10

57

12.3

7

17

20

10

3

57

2

14

27

8

6

1

11

24

6

1

32

7

6

30

4

6

% Strongly
% Agree
Agree

% Unable to % Strongly
Answer or
Agree or
N/A
Agree

% Strongly
Disagree or
Disagree

%
Disagree

% Strongly
Disagree

47.4

17.5

5.3

17.5

59.6

22.8

12.3

29.8

35.1

17.5

5.3

42.1

52.6

57

3.5

24.6

47.4

14.0

10.5

28.1

61.4

15

57

1.8

19.3

42.1

10.5

26.3

21.1

52.6

1

16

57

1.8

56.1

12.3

1.8

28.1

57.9

14.0

8

1

12

57

10.5

52.6

14.0

1.8

21.1

63.2

15.8

29

7

4

12

56

7.1

51.8

12.5

7.1

21.4

58.9

19.6

27

13

0

10

56

10.7

48.2

23.2

0.0

17.9

58.9

23.2

40
Parents, students, and staff
work together to develop and
monitor students’ personal
learning plans (class choice,
A-G track, etc.).
41 Leigh has strategies and
programs to help students
transition to post-high school
options.
42
Students have opportunities to
apply what they are learning in
class to the world outside of
school (real world
applications).
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43 Leigh has support programs
to ensure that students are
meeting graduation
requirements, including the
CAHSEE.
44
I know what differentiated
instruction is and what it might
look like in my classroom.
45 I feel comfortable
differentiating my instruction
to positively impact student
learning.
46 I clearly define the expected
performance levels and
standards I expect my
students to meet so my
students know them
beforehand.
47 I am up-to-date with recent
research-based instructional
methodology.
48 I scaffold my instruction to
help students build on prior
knowledge.
49
My students know how to use
technology and/or experiences
beyond the
textbook/classroom to gather
knowledge and learn.

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Unable to
Answer or
N/A

Total

13

37

2

0

4

56

23.2

11

36

6

3

0

56

9

30

8

4

5

17

30

2

0

7

34

8

19

31

9

3

% Strongly
% Agree
Agree

% Unable to % Strongly
Answer or
Agree or
N/A
Agree

% Strongly
Disagree or
Disagree

%
Disagree

% Strongly
Disagree

66.1

3.6

0.0

7.1

89.3

3.6

19.6

64.3

10.7

5.4

0.0

83.9

16.1

56

16.1

53.6

14.3

7.1

8.9

69.6

21.4

7

56

30.4

53.6

3.6

0.0

12.5

83.9

3.6

0

7

56

12.5

60.7

14.3

0.0

12.5

73.2

14.3

0

1

5

56

33.9

55.4

0.0

1.8

8.9

89.3

1.8

36

4

2

5

56

16.1

64.3

7.1

3.6

8.9

80.4

10.7

13

18

2

20

56

5.4

23.2

32.1

3.6

35.7

28.6

35.7

50
Opportunities for shadowing,
apprenticeships, community
projects, and other real world
experiences are available to
Leigh students.
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Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Unable to
Answer or
N/A

Total

11

28

9

2

6

56

19.6

7

32

10

4

3

56

8

34

9

0

5

3

26

22

2

5

36

9

18

28

0

13

% Strongly
% Agree
Agree

% Unable to % Strongly
Answer or
Agree or
N/A
Agree

% Strongly
Disagree or
Disagree

%
Disagree

% Strongly
Disagree

50.0

16.1

3.6

10.7

69.6

19.6

12.5

57.1

17.9

7.1

5.4

69.6

25.0

56

14.3

60.7

16.1

0.0

8.9

75.0

16.1

3

56

5.4

46.4

39.3

3.6

5.4

51.8

42.9

4

2

56

8.9

64.3

16.1

7.1

3.6

73.2

23.2

9

0

1

56

32.1

50.0

16.1

0.0

1.8

82.1

16.1

22

13

8

56

0.0

23.2

39.3

23.2

14.3

23.2

62.5

51
I know how to access Leigh’s
CST and CAHSEE scores
and where to tell parents to
look for these data.
52
I know how to examine Leigh’s
CST and CAHSEE scores to
better understand Leigh’s
strengths and weaknesses.
53
Assessments that I design tell
me if my students are meeting
the academic standards.
54
Assessments that I design tell
me if my students are
achieving the ESLRs.
55
As part of the assessment
process, I ask my students for
feedback on their own
progress.
56
I use results of assessments
to change my curriculum and
instruction.
57
My department has a system
for monitoring all students’
progress toward achieving the
ESLRs.
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Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Unable to
Answer or
N/A

Total

1

10

10

10

25

56

1.8

2

25

7

3

19

56

4

29

13

1

9

19
0

33
24

4
18

0
14

10

37

7

8

43

3

% Strongly
% Agree
Agree

% Unable to % Strongly
Answer or
Agree or
N/A
Agree

% Strongly
Disagree or
Disagree

%
Disagree

% Strongly
Disagree

17.9

17.9

17.9

44.6

19.6

35.7

3.6

44.6

12.5

5.4

33.9

48.2

17.9

56

7.1

51.8

23.2

1.8

16.1

58.9

25.0

0
0

56
56

33.9
0.0

58.9
42.9

7.1
32.1

0.0
25.0

0.0
0.0

92.9
42.9

7.1
57.1

0

2

56

17.9

66.1

12.5

0.0

3.6

83.9

12.5

4

1

0

56

14.3

76.8

7.1

1.8

0.0

91.1

8.9

22

19

6

6

56

5.4

39.3

33.9

10.7

10.7

44.6

44.6

9

40

6

0

1

56

16.1

71.4

10.7

0.0

1.8

87.5

10.7

28

9

16

3

0

56

50.0

16.1

28.6

5.4

0.0

66.1

33.9

58
There is a process in place to
keep the district and school
board informed about student
progress toward achieving the
academic standards and the
ESLRs.
59
Leigh uses community
resources, professional
services, business
partnerships, and speakers to
support students.
60
Leigh uses strategies to
regularly involve parents in the
teaching/learning process.
61 Leigh is a safe school.
62 The campus is clean.
63 Leigh sets student
expectations high.
64 There is an atmosphere of
trust, respect, and
professionalism at Leigh.
65
Leigh offers an adequate
number and type of 0, 4th,
and 8th period classes.
66
Leigh offers adequate
emotional and psychological
support (including referral
services) to its students.
67 I post assignments to School
Loop everyday.
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Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Unable to
Answer or
N/A

Total

27

14

9

4

2

56

48.2

16

29

6

1

4

56

35

15

6

0

0

56

% Strongly
% Agree
Agree

% Unable to % Strongly
Answer or
Agree or
N/A
Agree

% Strongly
Disagree or
Disagree

%
Disagree

% Strongly
Disagree

25.0

16.1

7.1

3.6

73.2

23.2

28.6

51.8

10.7

1.8

7.1

80.4

12.5

62.5

26.8

10.7

0.0

0.0

89.3

10.7

68
I update grades on Aeries at
least every two weeks.
69 There is adequate training and
support for School Loop and
Aeries.
70 I am on time to tutorial and in
my classroom during the
whole tutorial period.
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Curriculum Teacher Survey
Your colleagues in the Instruction Focus Group need your help! Please take 5 minutes to
complete this survey about your teaching and return it to Lynette Jackson’s mailbox by
Friday, December 14, 2007. Thank you!
1. To what extent do you provide opportunities for students to organize and apply
prior knowledge:
1 (I don’t)

2 (not often)

3 (occasionally)

4 (frequently)

5 (daily)

2. To what extent do you provide opportunities for students to gather and
communicate knowledge:
1 (I don’t)

2 (not often)

3 (occasionally)

4 (frequently)

5 (daily)

3. To what extent are students able to reason and problem solve during?
Group projects:

1 (never)

2

3

4

5 (daily)

Individual projects:

1 (never)

2

3

4

5 (daily)

Discussion or debates:

1 (never)

2

3

4

5 (daily)

In-class activities:

1 (never)

2

3

4

5 (daily)

4. To what extent are students able to use technology to assist them academically:
1 (never)

2 (not often)

3 (occasionally)

4 (frequently)

5 (daily)

Please provide an example:

5. To what extent do you and your students use Library services:
1 (never)

2

3

4

5 (daily)

Multimedia resources (i.e. United Streaming, Flash animation, PBS Series):
1 (never)

2

3

4

5 (daily)

Sources other than the text (i.e. primary source interviews or documents):
1 (never)

2

3

4

5 (daily)

Please provide examples:

________________________________________________________________
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Curriculum Teacher Survey Results

Teacher Survey Results
1
0
0
4
3
6
1
2
20
22
8

Question 1
Question 2
Question 3 - Group Projects
Question 3 - Individual Projects
Question 3 - Discussions & Debates
Question 3 - In-class activities
Question 4
Question 5 - Library
Question 5 - Multimedia
Question 5 - Sources other than text

2
0
0
7
4
8
1
5
18
12
8

3
7
7
14
9
6
6
16
6
6
10

4
20
28
13
18
21
18
17
0
2
9

5
19
10
7
12
5
19
7
0
3
9

6. To what extent do you provide opportunities for students to organize and apply
prior knowledge:
1 (I don’t)

2 (not often)

3 (occasionally)

4 (frequently)

5 (daily)

7. To what extent do you provide opportunities for students to gather and
communicate knowledge:
1 (I don’t)

2 (not often)

3 (occasionally)

4 (frequently)

5 (daily)

8. To what extent are students able to reason and problem-solve during?
Group projects:

1 (never)

2

3

4

5 (daily)

Individual projects:

1 (never)

2

3

4

5 (daily)

Discussion or debates:

1 (never)

2

3

4

5 (daily)

In-class activities:

1 (never)

2

3

4

5 (daily)

9. To what extent are students able to use technology to assist them academically:
1 (never)

2 (not often)

3 (occasionally)

4 (frequently)

5 (daily)

Please provide an example: Calculators.
How would 3D students use one computers?
Students use cameras and photo equipment daily.
Graphing calculators are used daily in Calculus. It is part of the course expectation.
Teach computing. English classes use Word processing for essays. I use a Jeopardy
PowerPoint to review for tests.
They use website for research. PLATO intervention software.
Research contact info for congress members.
Internet for research, computers to type, math computer program.
Lab: Excel.
Calculators are used daily—sometimes graphing calculators—rarely the computer in the
classroom.
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Research on class computers, use dictionary.com to find words; tape and watch their own
performances; when I will get the LCD projector, I will use it for PowerPoint presentations, etc.
(instead of overhead projector).
Research on the Internet. Create projects and assignments on the computer.
Check stocks online (Econ). Access assignments on SchoolLoop.
Homework submitted by Microsoft Office. Essays completed in Microsoft Word. Class uses
technology (Exel).
Internet research
Computer lab research
Use computer for writing assignments
I have one program called multimedia algebra that I use for a couple of lesson plans for RSP
algebra. In my CAHSEE class, I have given some test on the computer through a program
called measuring up, but I am going to start assigning work though a program called Plato, so
the use of technology will be increasing in the CAHSEE class.
All of my students need to use calculators daily, and some have invested in a graphing
calculator.
For projects; looking up information
LCD-Websites (In class or at home?)
Research in the computer lab for a project on the middle ages
Using PowerPoint for presentations, computer research, projector is used daily in class
For projects
Going on line (to provided URLs) to work on preterit (irregular) verbs
Looking up resources on computer, Aries and School loop
W.P., PowerPoint, presentations, Interviews (school loop) Aries
I don’t have any computers in my classroom, except my own
All of our equipment utilizes technology skills and the students are in lab almost daily. Be it use
of a microwave or a sewing machine, etc. Technology is critical to their success in our classes.
Word processing papers mostly
Discovering websites to use as reference or to gain information to apply to class
Typing cookbooks, doing research for nutrition report.
Using word processors and relevant Internet search engines for research.
Research, type reports
SchoolLoop
Calculators
Use the internet to research a subject for a project, I plan (but have not yet) to use some on-line
sites in the computer lab.
School loop
Doing resumes and other documents on the computer, career research project
Students who needed to use word/layout design to create a propaganda newspaper
Powerpoint presentations with pictures and animations to illustrate processors
Graphing calculators
School loop, projects, tutorials online
10. To what extent do you and your students use Library services:
1 (never)

2

3

4

5 (daily)

Multimedia resources (i.e. United Streaming, Flash animation, PBS Series):
1 (never)

2

3

4

5 (daily)

Sources other than the text (i.e. primary source interviews or documents):
1 (never)

2

3

4

5 (daily)
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Please provide examples:
My experiences.
Photocopies.
Regularly look at photographs and photography books.
Encourage students to watch upcoming relevant shows.
Searching online for info to use in a text-driven project.
English classes use articles form magazines/newspapers to do expository essays—not quite the
same as a historical primary doc, but for English, it’s more “primary” than material in the
text/anthology.
Mercury News, TV news, field trips to learning experiences.
Newspaper articles, current events form NY Times Up Front Magazine.
Physics applets, mechanical universe videos. Puzzles, activities, worksheets from other
publishers.
Articles from news, readings from books, primary source documents.
Warm ups. Team Board posters.
Magazines Newspapers
Primary sources, perspectives other than text reading
Newspaper articles, short stories, plays
Historical source documents: application activities
Websites
Songs related to material or from the time period; newspaper articles; connections to current
events (20/20 clips)
Non-fiction pieces to supplement
Handout, websites, student-generated activities, games
Showing images of art to the students
Historical documents, interviews, etc.
In English we get books (from the Library) for SSR and we do a research project in which we
need to read interviews (or do them) and documents.
activities where students work together to match or categorize or find similarities and differences
science articles from both newspapers and journals
on line news articles, other trade journals and recent employment information sources (Dept of
Labor, Industry Relations, OSHA, etc) all aspects of industry, etc
music videos (drama), movie clips of books (English), music (drama and English)
videos. Interviews never, real world documents occasionally (newspapers, product ingredients
list)
United streaming videos, websites, power point, TV, videos, CDs
Supplementary reading, videos that teach similar topics
Skype New Zealand for students to interview someone in another time zone
See examples listed above. ---Nutrition reports, foreign foods reportsResearch; Cooking
shows for makeup work, Grocery store lay-outs, cooking Broadcasts, cookbooks
AP Spanish students watch the news in Spanish. Students read original language literary
selections not in book.
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Assessment Survey (Types of Assessments)
The WASC Focus Group on Assessment needs your input! Would you please take 5 minutes to
check below the forms of assessment you use in your classroom to evaluate student progress
and proficiency? There are a few extra lines for methods you use that are not listed. Everything
is important. Thank you for being as complete as possible. Return to Marcia Flagler’s box by
10/12
Department ______________________________
______ True/False Tests

_______ Multiple choice tests

______ Short answer/essay tests

_______ Group Projects

______ Group Presentations
(oral/digital/visual, etc.)

_______ Individual Presentations
(oral/digital/visual, etc.)

______ Individual Projects

_______ Observation during class

______ Student response to teacher
questions.
______ Lab reports
______ Article/book reviews

_______ Interactive Notebooks
_______ Observation during labs

_______ Rubrics

______ Class critiques

_______ Group critiques

_______ Student self evaluation

_______ Debates

______ “Working it Out” (non_______ Writing to demonstrate
literal ways of describing
understanding
literal concepts.)
______ Document Based Questions_______ Review of Homework
______ Total Physical Response

_______ Games

______ Literature Circles

_______ Socratic Seminars

Others not above –
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
AP Teachers – If any of the methods checked above are used exclusively in your AP
classes, please write “AP” next to the item. Thanks!
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Assessment Survey Results
**Based on the responses of 55 Leigh Teachers
OBJECTIVE ASSESSMENTS:
35 - True/False & multiple choice
1 - Matching vocabulary
1 - Fill in the blank or open response
44 – Rubrics
39 - Homework check and class work
1 - Accelerated Reader
121
SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENTS:
32 - Student Self Evaluation
9 - Class Critique
46 - Observation by teacher during class
(including participation, attitude and effort.)
17 - Observation by teacher during labs
104
STUDENT APPLICATION ASSESSMENTS
44 - Individual projects
36 - Group projects
6 - Working it Out
35 - Games
45 - Student response to teacher’s questions
166
PRESENTATION & PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT:
35 – Individual Presentations
38 - Group Presentations
5 - Literature Circles
10 - Socratic Seminar
11 - TPR (Total Physical Response)
99
WRITING ASSESSMENTS:
46 11 20 12 42 14 145

Short answer and essay
Interactive Notebooks
Article and Book Reviews
Document Based Questions
Writing to Demonstrate Understanding
Lab Reports
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ANALYSIS:
Based on the responses of the 55 Leigh teachers, there appears to be a fairly good balance
in the use of a variety of types of assessments. The lowest number of responses (99) was
from teachers who use “Presentation and Performance” based assessment. The highest
(166) was from teachers indicating they use “Student Application” types of assessment. On
the average, teachers use about 13 different types of assessment, or a median of 14 types.
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Leigh High School Student/Parent Handbook 2007-2008
WELCOME TO LEIGH HIGH SCHOOL!
“Home of the Longhorns”
5210 Leigh Avenue
San Jose, CA 95124
Phone: (408) 626-3405
Fax: (408) 265-7525
www.leigh.cuhsd.org

Main Office – Hours: 7:00am-4:00pm
The Principal and Vice-Principal as well as the school
secretary and the receptionist are located in this office.
Library – Hours: 7:30am-4:00pm
Students may use the library before and after school, during
lunch or during tutorial. The Library is closed early on
minimum days. Library books may be checked out for two
weeks. Reference books may not be checked out. A student
must know his/her student identification number in order to
check out books. This number is a four or five-digit number
found on the student’s class schedule and ASB/ID Card.
Fines for overdue books are 10 cents per school day.
Internet stations are available for student research use.
Students and parents must sign the “Internet/E-mail Use”
contract prior to using these computers. The Homework
Center is open Monday – Thursday from 2:15-4:00pm.

CAMPBELL UNION HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Dr. Rhonda Farber, Superintendent
Matthew Dean
Royce Peterson
Pamela Parker
Diane Gordon
Margie Mitchell
LEIGH ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Principal: Donna Hope
Vice-Principal: Jodi Edwards-Wright
Dean of Students (A-K): Rick Hayashi
Dean of Students (L-Z): Pamela Hoult
Guidance Advisor (A-G): Elizabeth Tovar
Guidance Advisor (H-O) Wendy Sharp
Guidance Advisor (P-Z): Jon Pratt
Activities Director: Gina Nicoletta
IMPORTANT TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Automated System
Attendance & Deans
Guidance & Registrar
Principal, Vice Principal & School Secretary
Activities Director
Athletic Director
Special Programs
Switchboard
24-Hour Attendance Hotline

Student Service Center – Hours: 7:00am-4:00pm
The Student Service Center is located through the double
glass doors off the quad. The Deans, Guidance Advisors,
Registrar, Attendance Clerk, and Health Clerk are located in
this office.
Attendance Clerk:
The Attendance Clerk assists students and parents in
clearing absences, obtaining tardy passes, off-grounds
passes for appointments, and locker assignments.

626-3405
Press 1
Press 2
Press 3
Press 4
Press 5
Press 6
Press 0
558-3065

Health Clerk:
The Health Clerk is available for assistance with the
maintenance of immunization records, minor medical
emergencies, and for assisting students who have become
ill and need to go home. The Health Clerk is not a nurse
and is, therefore, prohibited by law from administering any
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type of medication to students.

dynamic global society.

Registrar:
The Registrar assists parents and students with information
regarding transcripts, course descriptions, and diplomas.

To accomplish this Leigh High School will provide students
with experience and exposure to a rigorous, meaningful
standards-based curriculum and support meaningful
development through our Expected Schoolwide Learning
Results (ESLRs).

Activities Office – Hours: 7:30am-4:00pm
All matters related to student extra-curricular activities are
coordinated by the Activities Director. Students make all
arrangements for purchasing student body cards, joining
clubs, obtaining pictures, and securing dance tickets in the
Activities Office which is located in Room 28. All postings
must be pre-approved by the Activities Director and ASB.

Leigh Produces:
Lifelong Learners who:
 Possess the skills to continue learning beyond high
school
 Are motivated to learn on their own
Effective Communicators who:
 Communicate successfully using writing, speaking, and
technology
 Work well collaboratively
Individuals of Integrity who:
 Are aware of and personally responsible for their actions
Global Participants who:
 Show respect for individual differences, global cultures,
and the world around them
 Contribute positively and responsibly to their
communities
High-Level Critical Thinkers who:
 Solve problems capably and make informed decisions
 Analyze, synthesize, apply and evaluate information
 Make connections between subject areas

INTRODUCTION
This handbook is designed to answer many of the questions
parents and students have regarding the operation of Leigh
High School. The procedures and policies are designed to
assist in maintaining a positive learning environment and a
safe campus. The staff is committed to assisting students
in developing a sense of self worth, respect for individual
differences, and respect for the values of honesty, integrity
and hard work. A key element to success is for students to
learn how to take responsibility for their educational future
and learn how to accept responsibility for their actions. This
handbook will provide both students and parents with the
information necessary to meet these goals.
VISION OF LEIGH HIGH SCHOOL
Leigh High School is an exceptional community that fosters
our students’ academic and social needs with a supportive
and professional learning environment.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Academic Integrity
The faculty, parents, students, and community of Leigh
High School believe in fostering a culture where everyone is
responsible for the highest standards of honesty, fairness,
moral behavior and ethical learning. Leigh High School is
committed to its ESLRs that include the development of
respectful individuals as well as self directed learners. If
allowed to practice unethical learning behavior, students

MISSION OF LEIGH HIGH SCHOOL
Leigh High School, in fulfilling the mission of CUHSD, seeks
to provide a challenging learning environment enabling
students to exceed standards and expectations and to
assume adult roles as positive, contributing citizens in a
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establish habits that are detrimental to the well being of
both the student and society. To encourage ethical learning,
and to protect everyone’s right to a fair and meaningful
evaluation the Academic Integrity Policy has been
established and will be enforced on a school wide basis.





Violation of Academic Integrity involves a conscious
deliberate act designated to further the interests of the
party or parties concerned. Examples include but are not
limited to the following:
 Copying or allowing another student to copy any
assignment or exam including computer generated
information and programs;
 Giving, receiving, or acquiring test information;
 Utilizing notes written on arm or hand or the use of
electronic devices (i.e. cell phones, calculators, text
messaging) to conceal notes or answers;
 Plagiarizing: taking direct quotes or ideas from another
source, copying answers from the back of a textbook
presenting them as one’s own;
 Using ready made “cheat” notes or unauthorized
materials;
 Failing to follow established or proper test taking
procedures;
 Reporting on an article or book one has not read or on a
performance one has not seen
 Altering, falsifying, removing, or copying school records,
including those electronically produced and stored
CONSEQUENCES: The teacher’s judgment, with the
concurrence of the school administration, will determine
whether a violation has occurred. If there is clear and
convincing evidence that a student intended to cheat, the
consequences included in this policy will be invoked. A list of
consequences has been developed to clearly identify actions
that will be taken.
 Teacher discusses incident and consequences with
student and parent.






Teacher submits Referral to Dean. Update made to
Disciplinary file. Referral sent to Parent. All teachers
notified.
“0” earned for test or assignment for all parties
involved.
Conference arranged between student, teacher,
parent, and administrator.
Withdrawal from class with grade of “F” (reserved for 2
offenses in a single class).
Suspension or its equivalent.
Removal from school leadership/activities.
Letters of Recommendation held.

ASB and I.D. Cards
Every student at Leigh will receive an I.D. card for his/her
use during the year. If a student chooses to purchase the
ASB/Yearbook package, they will receive an ASB sticker on
their I.D. card. In addition to the yearbook, the purchase of
the ASB sticker entitles the student to discounts at school
events. ALL students are required to carry their ASB/I.D.
card with them during the school day or at school events.
Birthday Celebrations
Though we all like to help our friends celebrate their
birthdays, big, loud and/or destructive displays cause
disruption to the regular school day. Please limit large
cerebrations to outside the school day.
Cafeteria/Snack Bar
The cafeteria serves breakfast beginning at 7:30am and
serves lunch on all school days except for minimum days.
Additional lunch items are sold through the Snack Bar.
Closed Campus
The campus is closed to all non-students between 7:00 a.m.
and 4:00 p.m. Parents/Guests coming to the school on
official business are permitted on-campus but must report
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first to the Main Office to sign in and receive a visitors I.D.
badge that must be worn while on campus.

trespassing in another’s folder, work or files
intentionally wasting limited resources, including the use
of “chain letters” and messages broadcasted to mailing
lists or individuals
 communication via internet (i.e. myspace, facebook,
chatrooms, AIM, etc) on school campus.
 employing the network for commercial purposes
 revealing the personal address or phone number of
yourself or any other person without permission from
your teacher
Violations of the Computer/Internet Use Policy may
result in a loss of access as well as other disciplinary
or legal action.



Leigh is a CLOSED CAMPUS to students as well. Students
must remain on campus for the entire school day, including
lunch. Exceptions: CCOC, Work Experience or students who
have valid Hours Verification Cards on file with the
Attendance Office. There will be consequences assigned for
students leaving campus without permission from a school
official.
Computer/Internet Use Policy/Software Code of
Ethics
A Parent signature on the yellow registration card is
required for a student to use the school computers. Use of
the internet, e-mail, and computer services provides great
educational benefits to students. Unfortunately, some
material accessible via the internet may contain items that
are illegal, defamatory, or potentially offensive to some
people. Access to the internet, e-mail and other computer
activities are given as a privilege to students who agree to
act in a considerate and responsible manner. The following
rules apply:
 Students are responsible for good behavior on the
internet just as they are in a school building. General
school rules for behavior and communication apply.
 Network administrators may review files and
communications to maintain system integrity and ensure
that users are using the system responsibly. Users
should not expect that files would always be private.
The following are NOT permitted:
 sending or displaying offensive messages or pictures
using obscene language
 harassing, insulting, or attacking others
 damaging or hacking computers, computer systems, or
computer networks
 violating copyrights laws
 using another’s password

All employees and students of the Campbell Union High
School District (CUHSD) shall use software only in
accordance with its license agreement. Unless otherwise
noted in the license, any duplication of copyrighted software
– except for backup and archival purposes- is a violation of
federal law and CUHSD policy. The following must be
agreed to:
 Use software according to the provisions of the license
agreements
 Not make unauthorized copies of software under any
circumstances
 Recognize CUHSD will not tolerate, nor allow, the use of
any illegal software copies on its computers
 Anyone found copying software other than for backup or
archival purposes is subject to disciplinary actions, up to
and including dismissal or expulsion
 Anyone making illegal software copies may be subjected
to civil and criminal penalties up to $250,000 per work
copied and/or expulsion from CUHSD.
 Report any suspected misuse of software to the District’s
Technology Services Department.
Understand that violating these rules may lead to the
privilege to use the school district account may be revoked
at any time. Also, that the internet account, e-mail or other
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computer services are designed for educational purposes
only and it is impossible for the school to restrict access to
controversial materials. It is agreed not to hold the
teacher, the school, or CUHSD responsible for or legally
liable for materials distributed to or acquired from the
network.

Loitering in the neighboring community is prohibited before,
during or after the school day. Students coming to school
are expected to come directly on to the campus. Parents of
violators may be contacted on the initial offense and the
student will face detention and/or suspension for
subsequent offenses.

Financial Obligations
Bills will be issued to all students who owe money or have
fines. Transcripts, yearbooks, and diplomas will be withheld
until bills are cleared with the Principal’s Secretary in the
Main Office. Students will be required to pay bills prior to
purchasing tickets for school dances and other school
activities.

Lost and Found
Lost personal items are taken to the Activities Office. Lost
textbooks are taken to the Book Room. Students are
encouraged not to bring large amounts of money or
valuable items to school.
Parking Lot and Motor Vehicle Registration
There are two sections to the Leigh parking area. The lot
nearest the Main Office is for staff and visitor parking
only. Students parking in this area may be cited by SJPD.
The remaining area is to be used for student parking. The
District shall not be responsible for loss or damage to any
vehicle or any of its contents left on District property by
reason of fire, theft, or any cause whatsoever. No Bailment
is established. Persons using District facilities shall do so at
their own risk. The user of District facilities, whether by
permit or not, shall protect and hold harmless the Campbell
Union High School District, its officers and employees from
all claims of injuries to persons or damages to property.
 Students must be authorized by the Deans’ Office when
leaving campus before regular dismissal time. No late
calls (after the fact) will be accepted to clear leaving
campus.
 According to V.C. 21113, all vehicles are subject to
search.
 Motor vehicles must be registered in the Student Service
Center. (See Health Clerk)
 All student cars must display a parking placard.
 Students who fail to park in the proper space, drive
recklessly or park outside the student lot are subject to:
citation by the police, having their car towed away at

Inappropriate Displays of Affection
Mature individuals do not display their affection for one
another in public. A simple hug or “peck on the cheek” is
an appropriate display of warmth and friendship; “making
out” is not. We ask that students not embarrass
themselves, their boy/girlfriend or others around them by
saving their affections for a private time.
Locker Policy
A parent signature on the yellow registration card is
required for a student to be issued a locker. Students are
responsible for the condition and contents of their locker. It
is not recommended that personal belongings be left in
lockers on weekends, or during vacation. The school is not
responsible for lost or stolen items. Students will be issued
a combination lock to use on their assigned locker for the
duration of their enrollment at Leigh. Students must use a
school issued lock; any other locks will be cut off. If a lock
needs to be replaced, or a locker needs to be re-assigned,
the student should contact the Attendance Clerk. Lockers
may be searched if there is “reasonable cause”.
Loitering
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owner expense, suspension from school and/or loss of
driving and parking privileges on campus.
 Failure to pay parking citations may result in a hold on
student records, dance tickets, and other student
privileges.
 The parking lot is off-limits during school hours. This
rule provides better security for student cars. Students
may not loiter in the parking lot during the school day,
including tutorial and lunch.
Students MUST PARK in the student lot. Parking in
the faculty lot or off campus is strictly prohibited.

School Administrator.
Student Council
The governing organization of the student body is the
Student Council. Both elected and appointed peers
represent students. Elections take place during April and
May of the year preceding the term of office. The Student
Council meets during 2nd period and meetings are open to
the entire student body by appointment through the
Activities Director in Room 28.
Searches
To continually maintain the safety of the school campus, for
any reasonable cause or suspicion, a school official may
search a student’s person or belongings in looking for
weapons, drugs, alcohol or other dangerous objects. Such
search may include a student’s locker, vehicle, backpack,
clothing, or other possessions.

Personal Counseling
Students with personal and emotional problems will be
referred to the Student Assistance Program (SOS). A
Counselor from the Teen and Family Counseling Center will
meet with students or make the appropriate referral to an
outside agency.
P.E. Medical Excuses
Parents wishing to excuse their son/daughter from P.E.
activities due to a medical condition for one day may do so
by sending a note with their student to the P.E. instructor.
P.E. excuses for more than one day require a doctor’s note
to be filed in the Health Office. For permanent disability
exemptions, the parent should contact the Vice Principal.
Students are required to perform make-up activities during
tutorial for the days the student was exempt.

Tagging
The display or use of any symbol(s), word(s) or “tag” which
may reasonably be interpreted as symbolic or gang related
is prohibited on personal or school property. Violators are
subject to suspension and/or citation by local law
enforcement.
Tobacco and Drug Free Zone
Individuals must refrain from the use or possession of
tobacco, tobacco-containing products, drugs and alcohol on
any school campus or while attending any school-related
activity. Leigh High School is a “TOBACCO AND DRUG FREE
ZONE” so neither students nor adults attending events on
campus my use these products.

Sexual Harassment
Sexual harassment is defined as making unsolicited and
unwelcome written, verbal, physical and/or visual contact
with sexual overtones, or continuing to express sexual
interest after being informed that the interest is unwelcome.
If a student believes he or she is being sexually harassed by
another student, the first step is to tell the offending person
that their actions are unwelcome. If the action persists, the
student should make a formal complaint to the Dean or

Work Permits
Students under the age of 18 who are employed during the
school year are required by state law to have a work permit.
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Work permit applications are available in the Main Office
during tutorial, before, and after school. Work permits are
valid only for the current school year. You must have your
social security card to apply.

grade levels a minimum of twice a year. Also, counselors
communicate with parents by phone, mail and e-mail.
Evening presentations are also held per grade level.
Presentations include:
 College Application Procedures
 College Entrance Examinations
 Financial Aid & Scholarships
 Career Information
 College Opportunities
 Graduation Status Review
 Transcripts
 High School Exit Exam Information

ACADEMIC INFORMATION
Graduation Requirements
English
40
Math
20
Physical Science
10
Biological Science
10
Fine Arts/Foreign
30
Language/ Applied Arts
Physical Ed.
20
Social Science
30
Health
05
Electives
55
High School Exit Exam
Total Units
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Individual guidance is available for students during tutorial
or after school. Students can meet with their Counselor for
the following services:
 Scheduling Corrections
 Academic Problems
 Graduation Status Information
 Night School Classes
 Concurrent Enrollment in Community College
 College and Scholarship Recommendations

Information regarding course offerings are in the course
catalog or at www.cuhsd.org

Educational Planning
Students and parents will be provided with advisory
information regarding high school graduation requirements
and evaluation of student progress toward graduation. Each
student will be given an opportunity to develop a four-year
plan that will be reviewed by the student each year.

Units/Credits
Students will receive five (5) credits per class per semester
with the exception of student aids (2.5). Students can take
a maximum of seven (7) classes. Students must earn a
passing grade of D- or better to receive credit. A maximum
of 10 units may be earned in summer school each year.

Educational Programming
Students, with parental assistance, will make course
selections consistent with their chosen educational/career
paths and will be expected to take responsibility for
enrolling in, and successfully completing, the courses
necessary to meet the goals of those paths. The counselors
will meet with every grade level.

Testing Schedule (tentative)
 High School Exit Exam: March 2008
 STAR Testing: April 2008
 Advanced Placement Exams: May 2008
Guidance Services
Guidance services include power point presentations to all
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used for eligibility and placement purposes.
College and Career Planning
The College and Career Center (Room 32) is staffed by
parent volunteers and is available to students and parents
during lunch. The Center will provide information and
materials relevant to college planning and applications,
financial aid, college admissions testing, SAT Prep
Information, career planning, tutoring, and summer
employment. The Center will host college representatives
and related speakers and workshops.

California State University Minimum Entrance
Requirements
 4 years of English
 3 years of college preparatory mathematics (see UC
requirements)
 2 year of US History or US History and American
Government
 2 years of lab science – Biology and Chemistry, or
Physics
 2 years of the same foreign language
 1 year of visual and performing arts
 1 year of college prep elective
Eligibility for admission will be determined by a combination
of grade point average and test scores on either the SAT
Reasoning Test or ACT. All courses must be completed with
a “C” or better and a minimum GPA of 2.0 is required for
admission.

University of California Minimum Entrance
Requirements
 4 years of college preparatory English
 1 year of US History or 1 semester each of US History
and American Government and 1 year of World History
 3 years of math – Algebra I, Geometry, and Algebra II
or Intermediate Algebra
 2 years of lab science – Biology, Chemistry or Physics
 2 years of the same foreign language
 1 year of Visual/Performing Arts
 1 year of college prep elective in addition to the
requirements listed above. Electives may be chosen
from the following fields: Science, Advanced
Mathematics, Foreign Language, Social Science, and
Fine Arts.
NOTE: Admission to most UC campuses has become
extremely competitive. Students meeting only the minimum
requirements may not be accepted at the campus of their
choice. We recommend that the student take 3 years of
foreign language, 3 years of lab science and 3 years of
math.

Parent and Student Suggestions for Academic Success
 Teachers are available every morning during tutorial
(7:50am-8:20am). Tutorial is a 30-minute session that
offers academic support to students on an as-needed
basis. We strongly encourage students to go to tutorial
if they are struggling academically, have missed school,
or just need some individual attention from their
teachers.
 Parents should contact teachers directly by phone or
email if they have a question about their student’s
academic performance. Teachers can be reached by
voice mail or email. They should return your phone call
or email within 48 hours. Teachers should always be the
first point of contact before you contact school
administrators.
 If you have a concern about your student’s academic
program, contact your son or daughter’s guidance
advisor: A-G: Elizabeth Tovar (etovar@cuhsd.org), (H-

Semester grades in all of the above-required courses must
average a minimum of 3.0 with no grade less than a “C.”
Eligibility is then determined by the student’s score on the
SAT Reasoning Test or ACT Exam plus Writing Test. Two
SAT Subject Tests are also required for admission and are
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O): Wendy Sharp (wsharp@cuhsd.org) or P-Z: Jon Pratt
(jpratt@cuhsd.org)
If your student is a Special Education student, contact
their Case Manager at 377-4470.
Students should maintain a well organized 3-ring binder
with dividers for each subject.
Students may purchase a student planner where they
can record homework assignments on a daily basis.
Teachers can initial a student’s planner at the end of
each period.
Parents should require their student to bring home texts
or materials, daily handouts, and daily assignment
sheets.
Parents should see that their student’s homework is
completed. Parents should not do the work, just check
to make sure it is done.
Parents should provide a quiet place for their student to
do his/her work. The kitchen table is sometimes better
than the bedroom, which may contain various electronic
distractions. Require your student to do his/her school
work at a set time each day.
Leigh sponsors a Homework Center Monday - Thursday
in the Library (2:15pm - 4:00pm). The Homework
Center is staffed by a certificated teacher and competent
peer tutors as well as our Library Clerk, Mrs.
Washington. Students are strongly encouraged to use
the Homework Center if they struggle to get their
homework done at home, if they need help, or if a
student just needs a quiet place to study.
Students may pick up a “Weekly Grade Check” or
“Friday” card in the Student Service Center and take it
around for each teacher to fill out on Thursday and
Friday during tutorial. Students should bring these cards
home to their parents on Friday.
Regular attendance and promptness to class are
essential for success. Truants and tardies reduce a
student’s academic grade.















If you need to take care of attendance, scheduling,
discipline or medical information, go to the Student
Service Center located in the center of campus, right
next to the quad.
Parents may phone the attendance office to check on
their student’s attendance. Attendance line recorder:
558-3065.
If you have a concern about your student’s attendance
or behavior, contact your son or daughter’s dean. A-K:
Rick Hayashi (rhayashi@cuhsd.org) or L-Z: Pamela Hoult
(phoult@cushd.org)
If you need a copy of your student’s transcripts or
official school documents, contact our guidance
secretary, Sheryl Usry (susry@cuhsd.org)
Parents should report any changes in phone numbers
(home, work or cell) and/or addresses directly to the
guidance clerk in the Student Service Center.
If you want to learn more about how to help your son or
daughter get to college, please visit our Career Center in
room 32. It is open every day at lunch. Parent
volunteers from our Home & School Club can help you
access invaluable college resources.
If you need to pick up homework, pay a bill, see the
principal or vice principal, attend a Student Study Team
meeting or leave a message for a teacher, go to the
main office located closest to the corner of Los GatosAlmaden Road and Leigh Avenue right next to the
faculty/visitor parking lot.

ATHLETIC TEAMS AND SEASONS
www.leighathletics.com
Fall Sports
Winter Sports
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Spring Sports

Football
Cross Country
Field Hockey
Girls Tennis
Girls Volleyball

Boys Soccer
Girls Soccer
Boys Basketball
Girls Basketball
Wrestling

Boys Volleyball
Swim/ Diving
Track
Boys Tennis
Softball
Badminton
Baseball
Golf

Additional Requirements:
 Legal residence in the Leigh High School attendance
area or a valid transfer within the Campbell Union High
School District (students transferring from schools
outside the district may be ineligible and must check
with the Principal and/or Athletic Director prior to the
beginning of the season).
 Proof of a yearly physical examination (after June 16,
2007 for 2007/2008 school year)
 Proof of valid health insurance coverage
 Student athletes must sign and abide by the Athletic
Code of Conduct per CIF by laws Article 3 Section 3.
Violation of the contract may result in removal from the
team.

ATHLETIC ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
Athletics Policies
 This is a competitive program for students with
advanced skills. Students who qualify for teams are not
necessarily guaranteed playing time in a game or
contest.
 Practice takes place before school, during the last block
and/or after school. Daily practice is required when the
student’s sport is in season.
 The governing body of our athletic program is the
Blossom Valley Athletic League/Central Coast Section
and California Interscholastic Federation
 In order to encourage and promote academic excellence,
all students participating in athletics must demonstrate
satisfactory educational progress in meeting the
requirements of graduation by undertaking the
prescribed course of study and meeting the standards of
proficiency established by the school, the district and the
league.
In order to be eligible for extracurricular activities, which
include but is not limited to performing arts, sports, plays,
musicals, club activities, and dances:
Athletes must:
 Be enrolled in a minimum of 5 classes totaling 25 units
 Earn a minimum GPA of 2.0 in all enrolled classes at the
last grading period.
 Have passing grades in at least 20 units at the last
grading period.
 Have an ASB card

Conduct at Athletic Events
 Students and adults, who attend Leigh High School
sporting events, whether at home or away, are expected
to display conduct reflecting good sportsmanship. All
school guidelines, rules and regulations are in effect
during such events. State law dictates that schools are
“Tobacco and Drug Free Zones.” Neither students nor
adults may use tobacco products while on campus or at
a sporting event.
 Everyone attending athletic events is expected to
conduct themselves in a manner that will bring respect
to their school, community, and families. They shall
refrain from any conduct that degrades, baits, or
intimidates others.
 There is a no food policy in the gym. Please enjoy your
snacks in the lobby area of the gym.
 Please respect all school property and throw away all
trash.
 Stadium games at Leigh have some specific rules that all
individuals in attendance are expected to adhere to.
1. Football Games: No in and out policy. Once you
leave you may not re-enter the game.
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2. No loitering. There is no loitering in the parking lot
or areas surrounding the school/stadium. If you are
not in attendance for the game you will be asked to
leave school grounds.
3. Please do not litter. Use the trashcans.
4. Please exit safely and promptly. At football games,
the stadium lights will go out 15 minutes after the
game is over. Please drive with caution. There will
be a lot of foot traffic in and around the parking lot.
You can be cited for a traffic violation by San Jose
Police Department (SJPD) if necessary.

Contract Absence
If a student will be absent from school for more than 5
days, the parent must complete an application form for a
“contract absence”. This request must be submitted and
approved by the Dean two weeks prior to the absence.
These forms are available from the Attendance Clerk. Upon
approval, the student is responsible for obtaining all work
missed from each teacher prior to leaving school. All work
missed is due upon return to school. Contract absences are
treated the same as approved absences but are designated
differently for attendance auditing purposes.

ATTENDANCE/PARTICIPATION POLICY
All day absences should be called in directly by a parent
/guardian to the 24 hour attendance line (558-3065) on the
day of the absence. Please do not leave requests for offgrounds passes on this message line. All absences must be
cleared within 4 days to avoid being designated as “truant.”
Due to State audit regulations, the status of any absence
cannot be changed after the four day clearance period.
Students are required by State Law and District Policy to
attend school on a regular basis. Any student missing an
excessive number of days will be subject to a review by the
Dean’s to determine their status at Leigh High School.

Tardy Policy
Arriving on time is a trait respected by all people, including
employers and teachers. Leigh High School believes that
we must foster a positive work ethic in attendance and
academic studies. Students arriving late to class create a
disruption and take time away from the instruction of their
fellow students. With this in mind, there will be
consequences imposed upon students who are chronically
late to class.
Unexcused Tardies
Students are expected to be in class prior to the tardy bell
unless they have an approved pass from either the office or
another teacher. Students arriving late without an excuse
are to:
 Within 20 minutes of the tardy bell, report directly to
class – the teacher will record the tardy.
 After 20 minutes, report to the attendance office for a
pass.

Make-Up Work
After being absent, a student is required to meet with each
teacher during tutorial immediately upon return. Each
teacher will provide the student with the work missed and
will set a reasonable schedule for the work to be completed.
Generally, students will have the number of days they
missed to make up assignments, tests, etc. This is not true
in the case of long-term written projects; long-term projects
are due on the assigned due date even if the student is
absent that day. Students not meeting the deadlines for
make-up work will not be allowed to make up the work at a
later time.

Consequences
Each teacher’s grading policy includes a participation
component of the grade. Students who are late to class
without an approved excuse will have their participation
grade lowered. A teacher may assign after school detention
and/or lower the student’s participation grade. Excessive
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tardies by a student may result in a Dean’s referral and/or
removal from class if the problem is not rectified.

confiscation of student property which violates school rules,
after school detention, assignment to Saturday School,
suspension, removal from a class with an “F” grade, transfer
to an alternative education program, or other action
considered reasonable and appropriate by the school
administration.

Off Campus Passes
Off grounds passes will be granted on a limited basis. If a
student needs to be released from school for an injury,
illness, or appointment, the parent MUST speak with the
Health or Attendance Clerk or the Dean’s BEFORE the time
the student is to be released. Absences for students who
leave without checking out will NOT BE EXCUSED. In the
event of sudden illness, injury, or physical problems,
students should report directly to the Health Office for
assistance. Students leaving campus without checking out
with a school official WILL BE MARKED “TRUANT.”

General Rules
Leigh High School has established a few simple rules to
guide student conduct. In addition, teachers are expected to
publish and inform students of classroom rules AND the
consequences for violations. Students have the
responsibility to become informed and abide by the
established rules.
 Students will take responsibility for their own actions.
 Students will respect the authority of all adult members
of the staff and will speak and act politely to those staff
members.
 Students will use language which is appropriate and
reflects respect for one another. Profanity is not
acceptable.
 Students will resolve conflicts calmly and with reason;
thus avoiding the use of violence, threats and
intimidation.
 Students will not contribute to conflicts by spreading
rumors, gossiping or threatening others with harm.
 Students will respect the diversity of the campus and
avoid acts of discrimination and bigotry based on race,
religion, gender, sexual orientation, and/or National
origin.
 Students will respect all school property and will refrain
from spitting, defacing, vandalizing, breaking or
damaging it.

DISCIPLINE PHILOSOPHY
A safe, orderly, and healthy school environment exists when
students and staff respect each other’s rights and property.
When all members of the school community work to
maintain an atmosphere where learning and teaching can
take place without the interruption and disruption caused by
misconduct or unlawful acts, all members of the community
benefit. We believe that it is the school's responsibility to
provide students with an education and that it is the
parents' responsibility to ensure proper behavior by their
child. Students will be held accountable for their behavior.
Students are expected to show respect for the authority of
all adult personnel and they are expected to assist in
keeping the school a clean and safe environment for all
students and staff.
Leigh High School uses a progressive discipline model.
Consequences will be in keeping with the student’s “due
process” rights. This means that consequences increase in
severity with repeated misconduct or in accordance with the
seriousness of the violation. Discipline interventions and
consequences may include: a verbal/written warning, sitting
in the Dean’s Office, doing campus clean-up projects, the

Bike and Skateboard Policy
Bikes, skateboards, roller blades, or any roller-style shoes
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are not to be ridden on campus. Bikes are to be locked in
the bike cage. All other items are to be stored in lockers.



CD Player and IPod Policy
CD players and IPods may be used on school grounds, BUT
MAY NOT BE USED IN THE CLASSROOM. Large systems,
such as “boom boxes” and speakers which attach to
walkman-size players, are not allowed on campus.




Cell Phone Policy
Possession of cell phones and pagers are allowed on campus
provided the equipment is turned off and stored during
school hours (7:50am-2:05pm). As a practical matter this
means that cell phones may not be used during tutorial,
passing periods, lunch or any class time. Violation of these
rules may result in the confiscation of the equipment until a
meeting with the Dean, parent and student takes place.





We ask that students not be paged or called at school;
if there is an emergency please call the office.
Dress, Grooming, and Personal Property
Good taste and cleanliness provide the criteria for
acceptable standards of student dress and appearance.
Students should select those styles, which do not attract
undue attention nor cause a disruption/distraction in the
learning environment. These rules and guidelines apply to
all school related events, including games and dances.
SPECIFICALLY, THE FOLLOWING STYLES OF DRESS,
ACCESSORIES (INCLUDING BACKPACKS) ARE NOT
ALLOWED IF IT:




relative to gender, race, religion or sexual orientation.
Represents or promotes the use of tobacco, alcohol,
drugs or violence.
Displays obscene or sexually explicit words, symbols,
drawings or which contains an unacceptable double
meaning.
Does not meet generally accepted administrative
standards for decency and modesty. Such items
include, but are not limited to: short crop tops, short
shorts, mini skirts, tank tops with straps less than one
inch wide, back-less shirts, tube tops, and revealing
blouses or tops, sagging pants, etc.
Undergarments (i.e. bras, boxers, underwear, etc) must
be concealed
Presents a health or safety hazard. (i.e. appropriate
footwear must be worn at all times)
May be reasonably interpreted as gang related. (i.e.
jerseys or colors identified as gang affiliated by law
enforcement, bandannas, hanging belts, colored shoe
laces, etc.)

Conduct at School Dances
Dances are a major activity of the social life of Leigh High
School and should be a safe and fun experience for all that
attend. To maintain the fun and safety of Leigh's dances,
students are expected to observe the following rules:
 All Leigh students must present a current school photo
identification card before being admitted to the dance.
 Students will not be admitted to the dance after doors
close.
 Breathalyzers will be on hand to randomly check
students as they enter and leave a dance if the officers
feel it is necessary.
 All students and guests are subject to search at anytime
by chaperones, Leigh staff members, or SJPD.
 Students may leave prior to the end of the dance but
may NOT return to the dance once they have left. (No

Creates a potential safety hazard to the student or other
students and staff members. This includes, but is not
limited to, such items as wallet chains, spiked
collars/bracelets and accessories that may be used as a
weapon.
Causes embarrassment to other students or staff
members because of insulting or demeaning messages
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re-entry)
Dance styles which are provocative are not allowed and
students who insist on dancing in this manner will be
removed from the dance and denied the privilege of
attending future dances. NO FREAKING
 Leigh students and guests will observe all L.H.S. rules of
conduct including those, which apply to the dress code,
use/possession of tobacco, drugs and alcohol.
Students violating this provision will be suspended
from school and suspended from a minimum of the
next two dances and may face additional
consequences from advisors and or coaches.
Most dances at Leigh are for Leigh students only. However,
throughout the year there are traditional "date dances" (i.e.
Winter Ball, Sadies, Junior Prom and Senior Ball) to which a
limited number of guest passes are issued. Leigh students
may bring guests to these dances provided the following
conditions are met:
 the guest is enrolled in at least the ninth grade or is no
more than 19 years old (unless otherwise posted)
 a guest pass permit is obtained from the Activities
Office, completed and submitted to the Dean for
approval by the posted deadline
 the guest abides by all Leigh High School rules of
conduct
 the guest must bring picture ID
 students and their guests are expected to be
cooperative, and follow the direction of the adult
chaperons and security officers
 students and guests will conduct themselves in such a
manner as to not create dangerous or disruptive
situations

parent conference. A “referral” is a communication from
the classroom teacher to the Dean that describes a
student’s misconduct which has violated classroom or school
rules. The referral represents a request by the teacher for a
discipline intervention.



What procedures are followed in the referral process?
In most cases, the following due process procedure is
followed:
 The student reports immediately to the Dean’s Office in
the Student Service Center as directed by the teacher or
other adult staff member.
 Upon arriving at the Dean’s Office, the student must
sign-in with the Attendance Clerk.
 The student remains in the Student Service Center until
the end of the period unless otherwise directed by one
of the Dean’s.
 Students must be seated in the assigned area and wait
quietly until the end of the period. Students who fail to
remain in the office risk being suspended for defiance.
 Unless the incident is extremely serious and warrants a
suspension, the student goes to their next class.
 The teacher completes a Discipline Referral Form and
may either send it to the Dean’s Office immediately (not
with student who has received it) or deliver it by the end
of the day.
 The student reports back to the Dean the next time
he/she is supposed to attend the class in which the
referral was received
 During this meeting with the Dean, the student has
the opportunity to present their side of the story.
 Following the due process interview, the Dean
determines the appropriate discipline response.

Students SHOULD NOT RETURN TO CLASS UNTIL
GIVEN A PASS BY THE DEAN OR UNTIL THE
REFERRING TEACHER HAS RECEIVED THEIR YELLOW
COPY OF THE REFERRAL.

Discipline Referrals and Procedures
Leigh High School follows a progressive discipline action
plan for property misuse. The first offence earns a warning,
a second offence leads to parental pick up of item, the third
offence leads to return of property by arrangement and a
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The Dean will record the discipline response, may
call the parent(s) and/or send copies of the referral
to the parent and teacher.
 Absences for disciplinary reasons are designated as
“unexcused”.
Note: Students are usually not seen immediately after being
sent to the office in order to allow the Dean to conduct an
appropriate investigation. After discussing the situation with
the teacher, the Dean will meet with the student to hear
his/her side of the story and will take the necessary action.
Parents will then be informed of the student’s behavior and
the disciplinary consequences.

















Suspensions and Expulsions
In certain instances, student misconduct is serious enough
to warrant a suspension and/or expulsion. The Education
Code of the State of California dictates which behaviors
bring a suspension and possible expulsion. Listed below are
those offenses:
 Furnishing or possessing a firearm
 Brandishing a knife
 Unlawfully selling a controlled substance listed in the
Health and Safety Code
 Committing or attempting to commit a sexual assault or
sexual battery
 Possession of an explosive
 Causing or attempting to cause physical injury to
another person (e.g. fighting)







Damage to property
Use or possession of tobacco
Obscenity/Profanity/Vulgar acts or language
Possession of drug paraphernalia
Disruption or defiance
Receiving/possession of stolen property
Possession of imitation firearms, or look a like weapons
Intimidation/harassment/threats of violence
Sexual harassment
Hate violence
Creating a hostile education environment
Terroristic threats
Engaged in or attempt to engage in hazing

Leigh High School – Zero Tolerance
Leigh High School has a Zero Tolerance policy that is
enforced on the campus and at all school-sponsored
activities. It is important for parents and students to
understand that the Education Code contains a variety of
student offenses for which a school MAY recommend
expulsion. These offenses are listed in the planner under
Suspensions and Expulsions. Also, local law enforcement
agencies may be notified and the student will be responsible
to the adult or juvenile justice system for his/her actions.
Amongst the offenses listed in the planner the Education
Code mandates that a student MUST be recommended for
expulsion for the following offenses:
 Causing serious physical injury to another person.
 Possession of ANY knife or other dangerous object of no
reasonable use to a pupil.
 Unlawful possession of any controlled substance as listed
in Section 11053 of the California Health and Safety
Code.
 Robbery or extortion.
 Assault or battery on a school employee.

Possession or use of a knife or other dangerous objects
of no reasonable use to the student
Possession, use, under the influence, or providing or
attempting to provide drugs or alcohol
Sale of a look-alike substance represented to be drugs
or alcohol
Robbery or extortion
Assault or battery of a school employee
Theft
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Also, amongst the offenses listed in planner the CUHSD
Board of Trustees is REQUIRED to expel a student who has
committed any of the following offenses:
 Possessing, selling, or otherwise furnishing a firearm.
 Brandishing a knife at another person.
 Unlawfully selling a controlled substance.
 Committing or attempting to commit a sexual assault or
sexual battery.
 Possession of an explosive.

CSF/Honor Society
Dance
Tickets/Guest
Passes
Diploma
Requirements

LEIGH HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT SERVICES
To Find Out
About:
Advanced
Placement
Alternative School
ASB/ID Cards
Athletic Team
Tryouts
Attendance

Contact:

Location:

Vice Principal

Main Office

Dean

Student
Service
Center
Room 28

Activities
Director
Athletic Director
Dean/Attendance
Clerk

California
Proficiency Exam

Dean

Change of Address

Registrar/Dean

Checking out of
school

Attendance Clerk

Clubs/Commissions

Activities
Director
Guidance

College Admissions

PE Offices
Student
Service
Center
Student
Service
Center
Student
Service
Center
Student
Service
Center
Room 28
Student
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Advisor or
College/Career
Center
Activities Office
Activities Office

Service
Center
or Room 32
Room 28
Room 28

Guidance
Advisors

Student
Service
Center
Student
Service
Center
Main Office
Student
Service
Center
Main Office

Discipline

Deans

Grade Dispute
Health Services

Vice Principal
Health Clerk

Home & Hospital
Instruction
Homework Center
New Student
registration

Vice Principal

P.E. Excuses
Pictures
Progress in class
Reduced/free lunch
program
Request for
homework
Schedule
adjustments

P.E. Teacher
Activities Office
Contact teacher
Cafeteria
Manager
Principal’s
Secretary
Guidance
Advisor

Special Education
Services

School
Psychologist

Teen Counselor

Mrs. Wheeler

Vice Principal
Deans

Main Office
Student
Service
Center
Gym
Room 28
Cafeteria
Main Office
Student
Service
Center
Student
Service
Center
Room 17

Textbook bills/fines
Transcripts

Principal’s
Secretary
Registrar

Vocational School
(CCOC)

Guidance
Advisor

Work Experience
Work Permit
Yearbook

Mrs. Perry
Receptionist
Activities
Director

Main Office
Student
Service
Center
Student
Service
Center
Main Office
Room 28
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Leigh Textbooks
Social Science
World Geography

Global Studies

World History

World History Honors

U. S. History

AP U. S. History

American Government

AP American Government

Economics

182 Texts
World Geography
2003, McDougal
171 Texts
World Cultures: A Global Mosaic
2001, Prentice Hall
396 Texts
Modern World History: Patterns of Interaction
2003, McDougal
128 Texts
World History Connections to Today
1999, Prentice Hall
500 Texts
American History
2006, McDougall
105 Texts
The American Pageant
1998, D.C. Heath
164 Texts
McGruder’s American Government
1999, Prentice Hall
72 Texts
Government By the People
2002 & 2004, Prentice-Hall
381 Texts
Economics
2000, Junior Achievement

Mathematics
Algebra

Geometry

Intermediate Algebra 2

Algebra 2
lead to Trig/Pre-Calc
Trig/Pre-Calc

450 Texts
Algebra I
2001, McDougal
526 Texts
Geometry
2007, McDougal Littell
343 Texts
Algebra 2: Equations, Graphs and Applications
2004, McDougal
343 Texts
Algebra 2: Equations, Graphs and Applications
2004, McDougal
186 Texts
Trigonometry,
8th edition, 2005, Pearson Publishing
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AP Calculus
AB & BC
AP Statistics

112 Texts
Calculus, Concepts and Applications
1998, Key Curriculum Press
30 Texts
The Practice of Statistics
2003, Freeman

Science
Earth Science

Physical Science

Biology

AP Biology

Chemistry & Chemistry Honors

AP Chemistry

Physics

Physics Honors
AP Physics

125 Texts
Modern Earth Science
2002, Holt-Reinhart-Winston
36 Texts
Conceptual Physical Science Explorations
2003, Prentice Hall
575 Texts
Biology
2007, Pearson, Prentice Hall
75 Texts
Biology
2002, Pearson/Benjamin Cummings
284 Texts
Chemistry
2005, Prentice Hall
(Chemistry Honors offered)
40 Texts
Chemistry the Central Science
9th edition, 2003, Prentice Hall
163 Texts
Conceptual Physics
2002, Prentice Hall
Physics,
2005, Glencoe
49 Texts
College Physics
7th edition, 2006, Saunders College Publishing with
Harcourt Brace

Health
Health

125 Texts
Glencoe Health
2005
McGraw Hill

Foreign Language
French 1

85 Texts
Allez Viens! Level 1
2000, Holt
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French 2

French 3

French 4

AP French
Language
Spanish 1

Spanish 2

Spanish 3

Spanish 4

AP Spanish Language

80 Texts
Allez Viens! Level 2
2000, Holt
48 Texts
Allez Viens! Level 3
2000, Holt
26 Texts
Trésors Du Temps
2005, Glencoe
42 Texts
En Voyage
1998, Glencoe
367 Texts
Ven Conmigo Level I
2000, Holt
284 Texts
Ven Conmigo Level II
2000, Holt
154 Texts
Ven Conmigo Level III
2000, Holt
40 Texts
Reflejos
2004, Houghton Mifflin
30 Texts
Album
2005, McDougal Little
Abriendo Paso Gramatica, 2001
Prentice Hall
Spanish 4 Years
AMSCO
AP Spanish Language
2007, Longman

English
English 1 & 1 Honors

English 2 & 2 Honors

400 Texts
Holt Literature & Language Arts
3rd Course, 2003, Holt
470 Texts
Holt Handbook
3rd Course, 2003, Holt
350 Texts
Holt Literature & Language Arts
4th Course, 2003, Holt
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English 3 & 3 Honors

English 4 & 4 Honors

AP English 3

AP English 4

413 Texts
Holt Literature & Language Arts
5th Course, 2003, Holt
555 Texts
Holt Handbook
5th Course, 2003, Holt
400 Texts
Holt Literature and Language Arts
6th Course, 2003, Holt
40 Texts
Writing Analytically with Readings by Rosenwasser and
Stephen
2008 Thompson
60 Texts
Perrines Literature 2006, Structure Sound and Sense
2006, Thompson
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Master Schedule 2007-2008
Teacher

Room 0

1

2

3

5

6

7

Baird

GYM PE (10th)

PE (10th)

Prep

PE (9th)

PE (9th)

PE (9th)

Off

4 or 8

Barrow

6

Physics

Physics Honors

Physics Honors

Prep

AP Physics

AP Physics

Bartel

3

Prep

Art 3/4

Art 1

Art 1

Art 2

Art 2

Bethune

43

Algebra 1

Algebra 2

Algebra 2

Trig./Pre-Calc

Prep

Trig./Pre-Calc

Bove (ED)

86

Prep

ED (Eng 1-4)

ED (Soc. Sci.)

ED (Math)

ED (Health/Sci.)

ED (Elective)

Bryant

12

Eng 1H

Eng 1H

Eng 1

Chen

GYM

Cohen

73

Coon (RSP)

67

Cruz

-

-

Prep

PE Elective

PE (9th)

PE (9th)

PE (9th)

Photo 1

Prep

Photo 1

Photo 1

Off

Govt./Econ.

Govt./Econ.

World History

Prep

US History

US History
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Prep

Spanish 1

Spanish 1

Spanish 1

Spanish 2

Spanish 2

Cush

2, 4

Visual Art 1 (2)

Visual Art 1 (2)

3-D Design 1

3-D Design 1

3-D Design 1

Prep

Deetz (SDC)

27

SDC (Math)

Prep

SDC (Eng 1-4)

SDC (World/US) SDC (Govt/Econ) SDC (World/US)

Prep

PE (10th)

PE (10th)

PE (10th)

PE (10th)

PE (9th)

Del Carlo

PE (9th)

-

Photo 1/Ind. St.
Photo 1

GYM

Duffy

60

Eng 4H

Eng 4H

Eng 3

Eng 4

Prep

Eng 4

Dunkle

40

Algebra 2

Algebra 2

Algebra 1

Algebra 1

Prep

Algebra 1

Flagler

18

AVID Coor.

Foods 1

Foods 1

Prep

Foods 1

Foods 1

Flodin

2

Branham

Branham

Branham

Prep

Art 1

Art 1

Freckelton

16

Prep

Algebra 1 20:1

Geometry

Geometry

Algebra 1 20:1

Geometry

Galbraith

12

60%

French 1

French 3/4

French 1

Garceau

34

French 3

Eng 2

Eng 2

Prep

French 2

Eng 2

Off

Garceau*

34

French 3

Eng 2

Eng 2

Off

French 2

Eng 2

Prep
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-

-

-

Teacher

Room 0

1

2

3

5

6

7

4 or 8

Geller

10

Chemistry

Chemistry

Chemistry

Chemistry

Prep

Chemistry

Gill

56

AVID 4

Prep

Eng 4H

Eng 4

Eng 4

Eng 1

Gillis

1

Prep

Eng 1

Eng 1

Eng 1

Eng 2H

Eng 2H

Goodenough

30

Living on Own

Prep

Living on Own

Child Dev.

Child Dev.

Living on Own

Gould

38

Alg. 2/Trig.

Prep

Alg. 2/Trig.

Geometry

Geometry

Geometry

Hernandez

39

Algebra 1 20:1

Algebra 1

Algebra 1

Algebra 1 20:1

Algebra 1

Prep

Biology

Biology

Biology

AVID 3 (18)

Prep

Off

Jackson

18, 45

Biology (4th)

Kalameja (ED)

77

ED (Math)

ED (Health/Sci.)

ED (Elective)

ED (Eng 1-4)

ED (Soc. Sci.)

Prep

Keck

13

Spanish 1

Spanish 1

Spanish 2

Spanish 3

Prep

Spanish 3

Kennedy

41

Geometry

Geometry

Geometry

Prep

Trig./Pre-Calc

Trig./Pre-Calc

Off

Landeros

15

Spanish 2

Spanish 2

AVID 2

Prep

Spanish 1

Spanish 1

Off

Leah-Martin

93

Eng 2H

Eng 2H

Eng 2

Prep

Eng 3

Eng 3

Lynch

44

Trig./Pre-Calc

Trig./Pre-Calc

Prep

Algebra 2

Algebra 2

Algebra 2

Lyon

23

Biology

Biology

Biology

-

-

-

Maiten

100

Mason

70

McCarthy

69

McLin

20

60%

AP Am. Govt.

-

-

Spanish 2

Spanish 1

Spanish 1

US History

Prep

US History

AP Am. Govt.

AP Am. Govt.

World Geo.

World Geo.

Off

US History

US History

Media

Prep

Comp. App.

Comp. App.

Digital Design

Digital Design

Mirassou (RSP) 62

English 1-2

English 3-4

Prep

Algebra 1A

Algebra 1A

English 1-4

Moisei

92

Eng 1H

Eng 1H

Eng 2H

Prep

Eng 2

Eng 2

Moseley

91

Eng 1

Eng 1

Eng 1

WASC

French 2

Prep

Moseley*

91

Eng 1

Eng 1

Eng 1

WASC

French 2

Prep

Mote

42

Prep

Geometry

Geometry

Int. Algebra

Int. Algebra

Int. Algebra

80% Prep
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Teacher

Room 0

Nakamura

59

Nicoletta, G.

100

Nicoletta, V.

3, 4, 72

Nurnberg (RSP) 61
Oderman

1

2

3

5

6

7

Prep

Eng 3

Eng. Wksp.

Eng. Wksp.

Eng 1

Eng 1

Art 1/AP (3)

-

-

-

-

3-D Design 2/3

Union

Prep

Photo 2 (72)

3-D Design 1 (4)

Algebra 1A

Algebra 1B

Algebra 1B

Algebra 1B

Prep

Econ./Am. Govt

Econ./Am. Govt

US History

Econ./Am. Govt

Econ./Am. Govt

Prep

CAHSEE Wkshp.
Algebra 1A

64

Leadership

4 or 8

Patel

7, 23

Health

Health

Prep

Biology (23)

Biology (23)

Biology (23)

Perry

GYM

PE (9th)

PE (10th)

Prep

PE (10th)

PE (10th)

PE (10th)

Peterson

36

AP Calculus

Prep

Algebra 2

AP Calculus

Algebra 2

Dept. Chair

Prouty

8

Biology

Biology

Prep

Bio Honors

Bio Honors

Bio Honors

Reichert

75

Prep

Concert Band

Symphonic Band Off

Wind Ensemble

AP Music Theory Marching Band (8)

Rich

46

Dept. Chair

Prep

Biology

Biology

Biology

Biology

Richetts

54

Eng 3

Eng 4

Eng 4

Eng 3

Prep

Eng 3

Ringsted

74

Eng 2

Eng 2

Prep

Drama 1

Drama 1

Drama 2

Royaltey

63

World History

World History

US History

Prep

US History

World History

Salander

9

Physical Sci.

Physical Sci.

Prep

Physics

Physics

Physics

46, 45

AP Bio (46)

AP Bio (46)

Prep

Biology (45)

Biology (45)

Biology (45)

RSP Support

Prep

English 1-2

English 3-4

OFF

Sastry

Schembri (RSP) 66

English 2-4 English 1-4

Shin

47

Chem Honors

Chem Honors

Chem Honors

Prep

Chemistry

Chemistry

Simons

37

World History

World History

Am. Gov't/Econ.

Am. Gov't/Econ.

Prep

Am. Govt./Econ.

Sitkewich

35

AP Statistics

Geometry

Geometry

Prep

Geometry

Geometry

Smiley

68

World Geo.

Am. Gov't/Econ.

Am. Gov't/Econ.

World Geo.

Prep

Am. Govt./Econ.

Smith

65

US History

World Hist. H

Off

World Hist. H

World Hist. H

Prep

US History
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Teacher

Room 0

1

2

3

5

6

7

4 or 8

Sommer

24

Spanish 1

Spanish 2

Spanish 2

Prep

Spanish 4

Spanish 1

Soret

14

Spanish 3

Spanish 3

Spanish 3

AP Spanish 4

AVID 1

Prep

Stewart (SDC)

26

SDC (Careers)

SDC (Careers)

SDC (Science)

Prep

SDC (Eng 1-4)

SDC (Reading)

Taylor

1, 7

Health (1)

Prep

Health

Health

Health

Health

Thomas

22

US History

US History

Prep

US History

World History

World History

Towner

29

Eng 4

Eng 3

Eng 4

Eng 4

Prep

Journalism

Ullrey

57

Eng 3H

Prep

Yearbook

Eng 1H

Eng 1H

Eng 1H

Von Rassler

71

AP US History

Prep

World History

World History

World History

AP US History

Warkentin

48

Off

Chemistry

Chemistry

Chemistry

Prep

AP Chemistry

Warren

58

Eng 1

Eng 3H

Eng 3H

Eng 1

Prep

Eng 3 AP

West

100

Choir/Madrigals

Wheeler

17

Foods 1

Foods 2

Fash. Wkshp. 1

Foods 1

Foods 2

Prep

White

55

Eng 1

Eng 1

Eng 4 AP

Eng 4 AP

Eng 3H

Prep

Wolf

21

Comp. Basics

Comp. App.

Prep

Accounting

Comp. Basics

Comp. Basics

PE Elective

PE (9th)

PE (9th)

Prep

AD - Girls

AD - Boys

Zielazowski

GYM

-

-
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-

-

-

Chemistry (4th)

Leigh Clubs and Activities
Chess Club – The purpose of the Chess Club is to gather together students that have interest
in, have developed some prior expertise in playing, or would like to learn about Chess. The
objective is to further the understanding of Chess as a strategic game, to learn advanced
techniques, and to compete against other schools in the area. The club meets regularly before
scheduled matches and has a membership of about eight to twelve students.
Christian Club – The Christian Club’s goal is to foster fellowship between Christians at Leigh
with a focus on “Fun, Food, and Fellowship.” The club meets once a week, playing games,
singing, hosting guest speakers who speak about how Christian teenagers can live out their
faith on campus, and breaking out into small group to discuss topics and to pray. “See You At
The Pole” is a periodic prayer meeting where the club prays for the school, students,
administration and faculty. The club is also involved in community service projects.
Community Mountain Bike Club – This club is new to Leigh in 2007. Its goal is to encourage
and support mountain bikers to ride for fun and for competitions. With a core membership of 512 students and counting, the club meets once a week and organizes group rides. Current
projects include fundraising, creating logo/tee-shirt, and increasing interest and membership.
Conflict Managers – The purpose of this group is to establish a pool of students on campus
who are available for mediating conflicts that arise either between students or between students
and their teachers. Students meet in pairs with students in conflict during their school day to
solve problems. About 15 to 18 students are trained annually so there are about 30 conflict
managers available when needed. The group meets every three weeks to review their skills
and to socialize.
Dance Commission – The purpose of the Dance Commission is to prepare for the school
dances. This club is responsible for choosing a theme, deciding on decorations, decorating the
cafeteria for the dance, and cleaning up afterwards.
Drama Club – The purpose of Drama Club is to get students (both those in drama classes or
the school plays and those who can not participate in either due to conflicts) involved in the
theater. Meetings are every other week. Students discuss local plays and plan extracurricular
performances. The club plans to perform at least one night of either short plays or full shows per
year. At any given meeting, there are five to twenty-five students.
Duct Tape Club – The Duct Tape Club focuses on using duct tape to craft works of art.
Students teach each other new projects to work on, designing everything from flowers to
handbags. The club holds a popular fundraiser every February selling duct tape roses to
students to have delivered to their Valentine.
Fellowship of Christian Athletes – This is a national organization that focuses on Christian
athletes. Leigh’s FCA meets weekly. During meetings, members study the Bible specifically in
relation to athletes and occasionally have local college and professional athletes speak and
share about their faith and their sports. Outreach activities happen throughout the year, and the
club is currently discussing how to better reach out to the high school athletes at Leigh.
French Club – The purpose of French Club is to gather together students who have a love of
the French language and culture in order to participate in French-related activities together.
Activities include going to French restaurants together, preparing French meals, and watching
French movies. The club’s main fundraising event is Café Français, which is an evening of
food, entertainment, and general gathering to celebrate the French culture. The club awards
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one or two scholarships annually to seniors who will continue to study French in college.
Membership is strong at twenty to thirty students.
Game Club – Leigh Game Club provides students with a “safe and sober” Friday night activity
once a month. The formula is very simple: thirty students, cold pizza and warm soda, and board
games. Mostly it’s just kids having fun, but twice a year the Game Club raises money for the
American Red Cross and OXFAM.
Gay Straight Awareness – The goal of GSA is to provide a safe space for students to discuss
issues facing GLBTQQ youth, and to promote awareness and acceptance of GLBTQQ students
on campus. Its 10-25 students meet twice a month for discussion and to plan participation in
activities such as the Day of Silence and National Trans Remembrance Day.
Hub Club – Hub Club is designed to encourage and cultivate a better climate on campus by
making connections among existing clubs to improve communication and understanding, and by
initiating several of its own community-building activities.
Junior State of America – The Junior State of America is a political debate club. This national
club is entirely student run, and Leigh’s JSA meets weekly at lunch. Meetings consist of practice
debates and thought talks on a variety of topics ranging from issues in the Middle East to
student government. The club currently has about 30 members and elects officers every year.
JSA attends three overnight conferences in Santa Clara and Sacramento where students
debate and present and argue bills with over 800 students from northern California.
Key Club – Key Club is a Kiwanis-associated student club that provides students with
community service projects. The club encourages students to get involved in service through
weekly meetings, group projects, and by publishing community service opportunities. The goal
of the club is to help people who need it while having fun working together.
Leo's Club – Leo’s Club is a service club associated with Lions International that meets weekly.
Past projects include raising money for the Red Cross Disaster Fund and collecting used eye
glasses to be sent abroad for use by the poor. Future projects include working with the blind,
adopting a family at Christmas, and volunteering at Second Harvest. There are about twentyfive members.
Link Crew – The purpose of Leigh’s Link Crew is to foster a positive school culture that
supports all students academically and socially. Link Crew builds bridges between upper and
lower classmen, students and staff. Around 80 upperclass Link Crew Leaders have been
trained to help make the transition into high school easier for Freshmen. Link Crew’s biggest
project is running freshman orientation, but is involved with freshman follow-up activities
throughout the year.
Mock Trial – Mock Trial is an academic team that simulates a trial and competes against other
schools in the county, trying the case in front of a real judge in the County Courthouse. The
team has many goals: To teach students about the justice system, constitutional rights issues,
and the rules of evidence; to think critically to best prepare the case for competition; to
encourage teamwork and collaborative problem-solving; to compete with integrity; and to enjoy
the process. There are about twenty students on the team, coached by a teacher and a
practicing attorney.
Model UN – In Model UN, students become UN ambassadors to debate current issues on the
organization's agenda. They make speeches, prepare draft resolutions, negotiate with allies
and adversaries, and resolve conflicts, all in the interest of mobilizing "international cooperation"
to resolve problems that affect countries all over the world. The club has about ten to fifteen
core members at its weekly meetings.
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Mouse Squad – The Mouse Squad participates in an open lunchtime computer lab. Mouse
Squad volunteers also help with technology support and education on campus; if a teacher or
student requests tech support, Mouse Squad members are deployed to help. This is a studentdriven program that offers teacher technology training and on-campus computer assistance.
Multicultural Club – The purpose of the Multicultural Club is to study different cultures and to
participate in the culture fest. The club meets weekly.
Photo Club – The Photo Club meets weekly during lunch to share ideas about photographs,
offer critiques, and plan activities such as a group trip to a museum, or projects such as
planning for a group exhibit at a local café or restaurant. Members are mostly juniors and
seniors.
Ping-Pong Club – The Ping-Pong Club’s main objective is to play ping-pong and lots of it.
About 20-40 students meet during lunch every other day and sometimes after school to play
each other. The club promotes aerobic exercise, self-esteem, responsibility to the group and
care of the facility, healthy competition, and hand-eye coordination. The Ping-Pong Club hopes
to instill a lifelong love of the game in all its members.
Science Club – The Science club is an organization that helps students discover the diversity
of science. The club meets at school one day a week and takes fieldtrips to explore all the
different aspects of science. The normal trip schedule involves kayaking in Monterey Bay
followed up with a visit to the Monterey Bay Aquarium in the fall or late spring, a week long trip
to Death Valley in April, as well as many other day trips like seeing the Elephant seals on Año
Nuevo Beach. The Science Club’s membership fluctuates between about ten and twenty-five
students.
S.O.S. Club – The S.O.S. club promotes self-confidence and brings awareness to many issues
faced by local teens, especially teenage girls. Begun at Leigh in 2006, the club’s twenty
members meet two to three times a month and plan events such as a prom fashion show and
fundraiser for the Princess Project, and a trick-or-treating event for the Sunday Friends
organization. The club hopes that through community involvement, philanthropy, social
gatherings, motivational speakers and other exciting events, students can break down barriers
and open new doors to friendships without judgment.
Spanish Club – The Spanish Club celebrates and shares Hispanic culture with Leigh High
School and its community. Members get to know each other at weekly meetings where they
play games and share food, and a popular outing is dinner at a Mexican restaurant. The club
organizes an annual Spanish Club Fiesta Night to support an orphanage in a Spanish speaking
country and to give scholarships to outstanding Spanish Club seniors to help them with college
expenses. Attendance at meetings is between fifteen and thirty, but membership is over
seventy students.
Winter Guard – Winter Guard is a winter session color guard that practices together and
competes at guard competitions. Members use flags, sabers, rifles, dance, and pantomime to
create a memorable performance. Leigh’s Winter Guard is co-ed and has a reputation of being
one of the best in the state.
Past Clubs
Art Club
Outdoors Club
Math Club
Astronomy Club
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Recycling Club
Fashion Club
Creative Writing Club
Persian Culture Club
Origami Club
Japanese Anime Club
Leigh Sports
Boys’ Sports

Girls’ Sports

Co-Ed

Cross Country
Varsity Football
Frosh/Soph Football
Tennis
Varsity Volleyball
JV Volleyball
Varsity Basketball
Frosh/Soph Basketball
Varsity Soccer
Frosh/Soph Soccer
Varsity Baseball
Frosh/Soph Baseball
Varsity Swimming
Frosh/Soph Swimming

Cross Country
Varsity Field Hockey
JV Field Hockey
Tennis
Varsity Volleyball
JV Volleyball
Varsity Basketball
JV Basketball
Varsity Soccer
JV Soccer
Varsity Softball
JV Softball
Varsity Swimming
JV Swimming

Wrestling
Golf
Badminton
Track & Field
Varsity Cheer
JV Cheer
Dance
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